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FOREWORD
This volume is primarily a treatise on the behavior of passerine

birds with the Song Sparrow as the chief example. This species was

chosen partly because it is a generalized type with no particular special-

izations except perhaps in song, and also because it is the bird with

which I am most familiar. From 1929 to 1936 I carried on an inten-

sive study of Song Sparrows in Columbus, Ohio
;
since then I have

raised these birds during three summers and have studied them

throughout the year in our home. This species offers many advantages

as a subject for study, as pointed out in Volume I ; it is abundant, thus

affording many individuals for observation; it is widely distributed

(having been available to me in Ohio, Massachusetts and Michigan)
;

it is easily watched, since it nests at our doorsteps and its territories

are small
;

it readily enters traps, and can be easily reared by hand

and kept in captivity. Finally its individuality in song makes it of

unique value for the study of the subject of song.

Without the technique of banding—both with numbered aluminum
and colored celluloid rings—this research would have been impossible.

Both volumes are based on intimate study of known individuals, on
intensive campaigns of banding for seven years, and later on con-

tinuous observation of hand-raised birds. My methods of study of

the Ohio Song Sparrows are given in Volume I.

The first volume, “A Population Study of the Song Sparrow”,
1

dealt with the vital statistics of a group of Song Sparrows in Colum-
bus, Ohio : their weights, migrations, territories, nesting success and
failure, and the survival of adults and young. Comparisons are made
with other species, but the work is chiefly concerned with a sample

population of Melospiza melodia.

The emphasis in the present volume is somewhat different
;
here

we are dealing with passerine behavior, with the Song Sparrow as

our chief illustration
;
comparisons are made with many other birds,

mainly, but not entirely, passerine. The book takes the bird from
hatching to maturity and through its own parental activities.

Chapter II gives a detailed account of the first 4 weeks of a Song Sparrow's
life, divided into 5 stages. Chapter III discusses the many activities of young
passerines, arranged in 6 categories. Chapter IV is concerned with innate and
learned behavior in the young bird and Chapter V with the course of develop-

ment in passerines in general. Chapter VI concludes the section on the young
bird with an account of behavior in the fall.

1 1937. Transactions of the Linnaean Society of NeAV York, 4:1-247.



In Chapter VII fundamental questions of social need and dominance are

treated ; this is of basic importance for much of the subsequent matter. Chapter

VIII on awakening and roosting leads naturally to the 3 chapters on song—adult

male and female, and inheritance, development and function. Territory is considered

in Chapters XII and XIII, the first largely devoted to the Song Sparrow, the

second to more general problems. Three chapters take up questions of mating

and relations to neighbors, Chapters XIV and XV concerned mostly with Song
Sparrows, Chapter XVI with problems of pair formation in general. Chapters

XVII through XX on the nest, eggs, care and defense of the young, deal both

with Song Sparrows and other species. Chapter XXI is on enemy recognition

and XXII on innate and learned behavior in the adult. Although it was tempting

to point out analogies with human behavior in many places, I refrained from

doing so until the final chapter. The appendices contain detailed accounts of

vocalizations, dominance, pair formation, etc., in the Song Sparrows. The gist

of each chapter is given in its summary. Where quotations are made from
articles or books in foreign languages, the translation is mine. Scientific names
of species are given in the Index of Species.

The technique of my study was largely what Katz calls the

“phenomenonological method”, i.e. description of behavior. “A nec-

essary condition for success is a continuous sympathetic observation

of an animal under as natural conditions as possible. To some degree

one must transfer oneself into the animal’s situation and inwardly

take part in its behaviour. A useful standard for determining how far

one has succeeded in this is given by the certainty with which the

behaviour in any concrete situation can be inwardly anticipated”

(1937:49). Over 40 years ago Whitman told us we must “observe

and experiment under conditions that insure free behavior

”

(1899:302).

It is all-important to see and record exactly what a bird does.

Instead of saying one bird “threatens” another, we should describe

precisely the notes and gestures. We need to know a bird’s equipment

of instinctive actions before we can judge as to what is innate and

what is learned.

It is a pleasant duty to acknowledge help from many friends. For

years I have benefited through correspondence from the advice of

Dr. Wallace Craig. To the Lorenz family I am greatly indebted for

their hospitality in June 1938 and to Dr. Konrad Lorenz for guidance

and inspiration. Conversations with the late Dr. G. K. Noble em-
phasized a different point of view. Discusssions with Dr. Tinbergen

at the meeting of the Ornithologists’ Union at Washington in 1938

and with Dr. W. C. Allee and Dr. Nicholas Collias of the University

of Chicago have been helpful on the theoretical points.



When I was in Austria, Dr. Lorenz and I planned to write a joint paper on

“The Maturation of Some Activities in Young Redstarts and Serins”, I to furnish

the observations, he the theoretical discussion and sketches. I sent him my portion

which he returned with comments. Although on account of his many interests

and preoccupations he never found time to write his share of the article, which

consequently was never published, yet his suggestions were important and some are

incorporated in Chapters III and IV.

In January 1940 the first version of the first six chapters of the

present volume was sent to Dr. Craig, Dr. F. A. Beach, Jr., Mr.

Daniel Lehrman and Dr. A. L. Rand for criticism; their advice was

helpful not only for the revision of the chapters in question, but also

for the treatment of the rest of the book. I gratefully acknowledge

my indebtedness to Mr. Dean Amadon, Dr. Craig, Mr. J. J. Hickey,

Dr. Ernst Mayr and my daughter Constance for their great kindness

in reading and criticizing the whole manuscript.

With Joost ter Pelkwyk I discussed $nany problems and carried

out with him experiments on enemy recognition. I have to thank him

for the black and white sketches in this book. Thanks are also due

to the National Audubon Society for the privilege of using the illus-

tration by Roger T. Peterson from my article in Bird-Lore in 1936. I

am much indebted to Dr. and Mrs. Miles Pirnie for their hospitality

when I spent 3 weeks in 1939 at their home at the W. K. Kellogg

Bird Sanctuary, Battle Creek, Michigan, raising Song Sparrows and

a Cowbird. Much information on behavior of hand-raised birds has

been received by letter from Mrs. Amelia Laskey of Nashville, Ten-

nessee, Mr. H. R. Ivor of Erindale, Ontario, Mr. W. E. Schantz of

Columbus, Ohio, and the late Mr. Ernest I. Dyer of Piedmont, Cali-

fornia. As to literature, I have benefited much from the libraries of

the University of Chicago. My associate editorship of Bird-Banding

has brought me many books and journals which otherwise would have

been difficult of access for me. I must thank my daughter Janet for

help in typing this manuscript. Finally I wish to express my gratitude

to my husband, Dr. Leonard Blaine Nice, for his unselfish encourage-

ment of my ornithological labors during the last 23 years.

It is my hope that this book will serve as a guide to the study of

bird behavior, showing, as it does, the general pattern of development

and broad outlines to be expected, and giving a viewpoint and tech-

nique which should help others to intensive observation and study.
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CHAPTER I

Bird Behavior

How are we to look upon birds? Are they reflex machines, or

human being in miniature? Or do they fall somewhere between these

extremes ? How do birds communicate with each other since they lack

articulate speech? How can they carry out exceedingly complex pro-

cesses, that would seem to call for foresight and planning, showing

a certain amount of adaptability, yet at times fail utterly to grasp the

situation when confronted with somewhat changed conditions?

In this chapter I hope to present in plain language for the bird

student some of the principles of animal psychology, particularly as

they relate to birds. Although the treatment is brief, an explanation

is given of the terms used in the text, and references are cited to

source material, books and articles, for further consultation. The

point of view is fundamentally that of Lorenz, Heinroth and Tin-

bergen, all of whom are more conversant with and more sympathetic

with wild birds and other animals than are the laboratory psychologists.

However, I have read widely on the subject of animal psychology,

and have attempted to give both sides in this theoretical discussion.

A. The Observations of Others

Some investigators have combined sympathy with wild birds and

other animals and wide experience with them with insight into funda-

mental problems and an analytic and experimental point of view. Out-

standing among these are Francis Herrick and Wallace Craig in

America, Oskar Heinroth and Konrad Lorenz in Germany, Eliot

Howard in England and Niko Tinbergen in the Netherlands.

Herrick was a pioneer in this country in the field of scientific watching of

the breeding behavior of wild birds
;
he used the blind and camera, and studied

and described the chains of reflexes involved in parental care of the young and

development of the latter. One of his most detailed studies was that on the

development of the Black-billed Cuckoo (1910).

Craig’s works on “The Voices of Pigeons as a Means of Social Control"

(1908), “Expressions of Emotion in Pigeons" (1909), “Appetites and Aversions

as Constituents of Instincts" (1918), and other important papers were published

in psychological journals, where they largely escaped the notice of ornithologists,

whose interests, moreover, for the most part lay in other directions.
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Oskar and Magdalena Heinroth accomplished the extraordinary feat of raising

from the egg (or shortly thereafter) almost all the avian species of Central

Europe
;
they studied the behavior of the young birds and took a series of remark-

able photographs. Their four volumes—“Die Vogel Mitteleuropas” (1924-33)—
offer a mine of information on the development of young birds of almost all orders.

Heinroth has also written many valuable articles on the vocal utterances of

birds (1924), the bathing of birds (1912b, 1938b), the movements of vertebrates

(1930a), etc. In “Aus dem Leben der Vogel” (1938a) he has given a brief

summary of salient points in bird life, a manual of biology with birds as the

text. Heinroth is director of the Berlin Aquarium ; he has had a wide experience

with vertebrates—the whole class of birds, and fish, amphibia and reptiles
;
he

is a keen observer and his conclusions are sound.

Gifted with an unusual sympathy for animals and insight into their ways,

Lorenz makes use not only of his own varied and intimate experience with birds

and animals, but also of Heinroth’s results, in formulating his theoretical inter-

pretations of bird psychology. In his brilliant exposition "Der Kumpan in der

Umwelt des Vogels” (1935) Lorenz has given us a theoretical basis for the study

of bird behavior with his concept of “rel “asers” and “companions”.

Tinbergen, a careful and original investigator, co-worker with Lorenz, has

published many important papers on the behavior of birds, fishes and insects,

among them studies on the Northern Phalarope, Hobby, and Snow Bunting. He
has also made an experimental study of gaping in young thrushes and given us

several theoretical papers, particularly “The Function of Sexual Fighting in

Birds” (1936a) and “On the Analysis of Social Organization among Vertebrates”

(1939a).

In this country and England few studies besides those of Herrick have been

made on the development of young birds. A pioneer paper by Kuhlmann (1909)

appeared in a psychological journal and remained practically unknown to ornitholo-

gists. The admirable study of the Ovenbird by Hann (1937) and Rand’s account

of hand-raised Blue Jays (1937) and Curve-billed Thrashers (1941c) have af-

forded some data on this subject.

An excellent study on gaping in Starlings was done in Switzerland (Holz-

apfel 1939), while Strauss’ (1938a, 1938b) detailed studies of tame Corvidae con-

tain much of value.

In England the chief interest has lain if
i matters of territory and courtship

;

here Eliot Howard, Julian Huxley and David Lack have made the greatest

contributions.

B. The Status of Birds in Comparison with Other Animats

“Birds,” writes Huxley (1941:209) “have kept instinct as the

mainstay of their behaviour,” whereas “mammals have gradually per-

fected intelligence and the capacity for learning by experience”. This

is evident from an examination of the brains of birds and mammals
and a comparison of the size and elaboration of the cerebral hemi-

spheres.
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According to Maier and Schneirla (1935) bird behavior is “very complex.

Many of its varied modes of activity have an important emotional facilitation,

and vary in close relationship with visceral condition. Learning may be responsible

for the extension of a specific type of activity and may make possible its elabora-

tion within certain limits. However, the bounds within which learning may
function appear to be established by the heritably determined factors (e. g., domin-

ance of visual control, well-ordered visceral cycles, extensive development of

the striate area in the brain, etc.) which themselves are responsible for the basic

stereotypy pf /the activity. Therefore, while the bird is enabled to live in a very

Here) to the highest degree with many inborn drives and little intelli-

complex environment by virtue of mechanisms which have evolved to a high

degree of elaboration, it is these possessions which are responsible for its psycho-

logical limitations. It is otherwise with the mammals,” p. 263. “The behavior

of lower animals depends largely upon their structural characteristics and the

immediate stimulating conditions, but that of mammals is largely conditioned

by previous responses. The study of mammalian psychology is therefore char-

acterized by an analysis of the process of modification in behavior through experi-

ence,” p. 265.

“The average bird,” writes Heinroth ( 1938a :151), “ranks well

below the average mammal in its intelligence,, for with the bird, think-

ing to a certain degree is replaced by flight”. Brain activity does not

need to be so highly developed in the bird world, for the ability to fly

enables this group of animals to solve problems in the matter of food,

climate, enemies, etc., by changing their environments. As a result

of her experiments on Corvidae, Hertz (1926) considered that these

intelligent birds were on much the same level as monkeys in visual

discrimination, behavior in mazes, and insight.

Huxley writes of birds, “They have raised emotion to the highest

pitch found in animals
;
the line of mammals has done the same thing

for intelligence” (1941:210). “Birds are emotional animals
( Gefulhs-

gence” (Heinroth 1938a). Katz tells us, “Many animals are extra-

ordinarily similar to human beings in their emotional and effective

life, and ... to a great extent the one essential remaining difference

consists in the absence of reflectiveness in the conscious processes of

animals and its presence in man” (1937 :20).

The eyesight of most birds is exceedingly keen. They have been

proved to have color vision (Van Eck 1939; Warden, Jenkins and

Warner 1936:195). Their hearing is acute. Experiments on its range

have been carried out by Brand and Kellogg (1939), and on discrimina-

tion and localization by several investigators (Warden, Jenkins and
Warner 1936:179). Birds “have satisfactorily demonstrated learning
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ability on all the usual forms of apparatus. Their records appear to be

roughly comparable to those made by the sub-primate mammals in spite

of the fact that the test situations have nearly always been of a kind

rather better suited to the motor capacities of the latter forms” (War-

den, Jenkins and Warner 1936:256). Birds have excellent memories for

many things, as places and certain experiences. A Cowbird remem-

bered training in relation to a problem-box as long as 11 months

(Porter 1910), while a hen trained to pick up only grains of a definite

color retained this training after an interval of 2 years (Claparede

1926-27). My Song Sparrow Y showed evidence of memory of ex-

periments on enemy-recognition for 18 months (See Chapter XXI).
Their memory for individuals, however, in many cases is surprisingly

short (Chapter XVI).

C. Innate and Learned Behavior

“The basic forms of behavior in the individual are . . . dominantly

hereditary in origin” (Warden, Jenkins, and Warner 1934:51). Almost

all behavior is partly natively determined and partly modified by

experience.

Lorenz ( 1937a :246) considers instinctive action an innate co-

ordination of movement. If we restrict the term ’‘instinctive action”

to this narrow sense, we will avoid the pitfalls of the vague generalities

inherent in the discussion of “mother instinct”, “homing instinct”,

“territorial instinct”, etc.

With this definition we can understand Lorenz’s insistence on

the unmodifiability of instinctive action. Weiss’ (1941:80) experi-

ments on amphibia have shown “the great rigidity and unmodifiability

of coordination patterns in the lower vertebrates. . . . Thus an amphi-

bian can be conditioned to exhibit a certain motor reaction, e.g., alarm,

preying, retreat, etc., in response to a certain set of sensory stimuli.

Yet, in producing these responses, it is bound to use the existing

repetoire of preformed motor mechanisms, such as they are.”

“Each instinct involves an element of appetite, or aversion, or

both,” writes Craig (1918:91), and Lorenz agrees that instinctive

action is “appeted, sought or desired” ( 1937a :246).

Learning is the adjustment of behavior through experience. It

plays a part in the behavior of all animals, small in some, large in

others. “Learning and intelligence can decide the question, whether
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and with what intensity in an individual case a certain instinctive act

will be released, but never change in the slightest the form of the finally

executed movements” (Lorenz 1937b :32). Flight can go off in vacuo,,

or as an unconditioned response when a Greylag first sees a Sea-

Eagle, or as a conditioned response when it sees a man with a gun,

or it can be used voluntarily and with insight when the bird flies over

a wire fence (Lorenz 1937b :34).

The matter of threshold should not be lost sight of. Dr. Lorenz

made a chart for me illustrating this for a Greylag upon the approach

of a man
;
there were a number of possible responses : watching the

intruder, walking away, crouching, preparing to fly, flying. These

different responses might depend on the nearness of the enemy, or

they might illustrate the process of gradual accustoming or taming.

It often happens that the longer the interval since an instinctive

action has last functioned, the lower is its threshold and the easier it is

to set off. Finally a point may be reached where the action goes off

without any visible stimulus, or in vacuo. On the other hand, instincts

may drop out as the result of domestication, or lack of vigor in an.

animal.

In many chain reflexes or “interlacing of instinct and learning”

(J^riebdressurverschrankung)

,

variation may occur at a particular

point, which usually concerns the object of the instinctive action

(Lorenz 1937b:33). Thus a shrike instinctively performs the act of

attempting to impale food, but has to learn that a pointed object (in

nature, a thorn) is the instrument it needs.

Sometimes an instinctive action appears to improve through prac-

tice. This may, however, be a matter of maturation, i.e. development.

The exercising of wings by young birds is not learning to fly; it is

merely premature appearance of the instinctive action. Many birds

fly well with no previous practice whatever (Chapter IV). Improve-

ment may also be due to facilitation, to a smoother working of the

separate elements.

In his study of the sexual behavior of “Male Doves Reared in Isolation”,

Craig (1914:132) writes: “When a dove performs an instinctive act for the

first time, it generally shows some surprise, hesitation, bewilderment, or even

fear
;
and the first performance is in a mechanical, reflex style, whereas, the

same act after much experience is performed with ease, skill, and intelligent

adaptation. Thus even those acts which do not show improvement by the forma-

tion of associations, show improvement by facilitation.”
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In most movements, besides the instinctive action, there is a spatial-

ly directed component or taxis (Kuhn 1919). This has been well ex-

plained by Tinbergen in respect to a shoal of fishes ( 1939a :212). A
taxis is an inborn form of reaction, released by an external stimulus

and directed in relation to an object. Investigations on taxes in birds

have been made by Tinbergen and Kuenen (1939) in respect to gaping

of nestlings, and by Lorenz and Tinbergen (1938) in regard to egg

rolling by the Greylag Goose. The latest theories on taxes in inverte-

brates are given by Fraenkel and Gunn (1940).

Lorenz stresses a certain kind of conditioning which he calls im-

printing; it occurs early in a bird’s life and determines the objects of

social reactions at maturity. He states that “most birds do not recog-

nize their own species ‘instinctively’, but that by far the greater part

of their reactions, whose normal object is represented by a fellow-

member of the species, must be conditioned to this object during the

individual life of every bird” ( 1937a :262). “This is what we might

call a super-individual conditioning of the species and certainly it is

the chief biological task of imprinting to establish a sort of conscious-

ness of species in the young bird, if we may use the term ‘conscious-

ness’ in so broad a sense” ( 1937a :265).

D. Reeeasers, Signals, and the “Companion”

Lorenz’s theory of the “companion” and “releasers” may be briefly

summarized as follows

:

The peculiar role that the fellow-member of the species plays in

the life of the bird has been designated by Jakob von Uexkull (1934)

as the “companion” (Kumpan ). Human beings perceive objects as

things, for we combine the different stimuli from the same object, but

animals may react to one stimulus from an object. “An instinctive

reaction of survival value, when directed to a particular object, may
be released as if through a surprisingly small choice among the large

number of stimuli normally emanating from the object” (Lorenz

1937a :247). When several functions have the same thing for an

object, each function corresponds to a different stimulus coming from

the same object. The unity of these several functions lies in the object,

not in the subject.

Characters that bring definite instinctive responses in a member

of the species, Lorenz calls releasers. These may be bodily organs, or

striking behavior, or a combination of both
;
they are compromises
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between simplicity and improbability. When a bird “releases” instinc-

tive behavior in a fellow-member of the species, Lorenz calls it a “com-

panion”. He lists five such—parent-companion, child-companion, sex-

companion, social-companion, and brother-and-sister-companion (Lor-

enz 1935, 1937c).

This conception of releasers has been criticized. From various experiments

on breeding European Robins Lack (1940a) concluded:

“At least in this case, the releaser concept is too simple. The general im-

plications are important, for they suggest that releasers are not the fundamental

units of bird behaviour. Rather, the bird reacts originally to a more general

situation. At a later stage (later in evolution if the releasing complex is in-

herited, later in the life of the individual if it is acquired : this issue is not dis-

cussed here), the bird tends to react primarily (but not necessarily exclusively)

to a characteristic part of the external situation. The characteristic part or pattern

may then appear to ‘release’ the behaviour concerned: but it is not (at least

always) the sole factor which will elicit the behaviour.”

Rand (1941b), citing the review by Lashley (1938) of the work of experi-

mental psychologists, says, “Experiments based on varying the properties of the

stimulus object point to the conclusion that the instinctive behavior is dependent

on a complex of stimuli, and no investigator has found any single property of

the stimulus object which cannot be varied within limits without disrupting

the pattern.”

Tinbergen ( 1939a :221) discusses the releaser concept thus:

“Lorenz (1935) called all movements and structures producing a

response in the social companion '

Ausloser

’

(‘releasers’). The more

general term signal is perhaps preferable since the activities and struc-

tures may have releasive or directive influences, or both simultane-

ously. The smell of unfertilized eggs of the Stickleback, for instance,

releases the fertilizing movements of the male, although it certainly

does not direct them
;
orientation is optical and tactile, but not chemical.

For the Lapwing, the danger call may have primarily releasive func-

tion, whereas the white tail mark may have primarily directive func-

tion. It is quite possible, therefore, that the concept of ‘signal’ should

be subdivided into ‘releaser’ and ‘director’, although most of the signals

may have both functions.”

During a discussion of this subject through letters, Joost ter

Pelkwyk wrote me his definition of “signals”.

“All means by which inter-relations between animals are possible.

They may be visual (color, form), auditory (notes), tactile (pecking

among birds), and chemical (smell) or a combination. In general a

rather complicated signal is necessary for inter-reaction. However,
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certain characters may drop out in threshold lowering. We assume

that the most ‘important’ characters drop out last.

“Signals may be entirely inborn ( developing sooner or later)
;

may be formed in an impressionable period (Lorenz's imprinting or

Prdgung), or may be learned through conditioning. As I see it, signals

are not confined to inter-relations between the individuals of one species

only, but occur also between individuals of different species which

influence each other in nature (predator and prey).”

(The prey “signals” to the predator by its size, movements, per-

haps lack of warning coloration
—

“something to eat”— ;
the predator

“signals” to the prey by its form and movements—“danger.”)

In my work the concept of the “companion” has proved useful,,

while that of “signals” is fundamental.

E. Summary

1. The investigators whose works have been most helpful to me have been

Lorenz, Tinbergen and Howard.

2. Birds “have kept instinct as the mainstay of their behavior”
;
they are

“emotional animals”, yet learning plays an appreciable role.

3. They are visual and auditory animals with excellent memories in cer-

tain fields.

4. Instinctive action is defined as an inherited type of coordinated move-

ment. It is “appeted, sought, or desired”. Its form is not modifiable through

learning.

5. Learning “can decide the question, whether and with what intensity in

an individual case a certain instinctive act will be released.”

6. A taxis is an inborn form of reaction, released by an external stimulus

and directed in relation to an object.

7. “Imprinting” is defined by Lorenz as a special conditioning process

through which the objects of social reactions at maturity are determined.

8. Characters that bring definite instinctive responses in a member of the

species are called “releasers” by Lorenz. When a bird “releases” instinctive

behavior in a fellow-member of the species, Lorenz calls it a “companion”; as

“parent-companion,” “social-companion,” etc.

9. Tinbergen prefers “signal” to “releaser”; ter Pelkwyk suggests that

signals may be “all means by which inter-relations between animals are possible”;

they may be inborn, “imprinted” or learned.
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CHAPTER II

Development of the Young Song Sparrow
After a brief account of the birds observed, this chapter will be

devoted to a narrative of the first 4 weeks in the life of the young

Song Sparrow, which will serve as a typical passerine.

A. The Subjects of Study

There are 3 chief sources of first-hand observation on which this

book is based : varied experience with birds in Massachusetts and

Oklahoma
;
intensive study of Song Sparrows in the field in Ohio

;

observation of hand-raised birds in Austria and in this country.

Features contributing to my background for the study of bird

behavior are : a keen interest in wild birds from childhood
;
experience

in my teens in the care and observation of hens and chickens when
many of the conclusions subsequently promulgated by Schjelderup-

Ebbe (1922-1935) were commonplaces to my sister and myself; com-

panionship with a hand-raised Bob-white at Clark University
;
serious

study of birds in the field from 1920 on, particularly the watching of

the “home life” of a number of species—Gnatcatchers, Bell Vireos,

and 5 species of wood warblers—my chief interest being in the obser-

vation of parental behavior.

From 1928-1936 a Song Sparrow (Melospiza melodia euphonia )

population on Interpont in Columbus, Ohio, was studied by means of

color-banding; details of methods are given in Volume I (Nice 1937:

213-220). In the nesting season of 1929 several hours a day were
spent watching the behavior of 1M and his mate K2, 4M and his mate
K3

;
in 1935 a somewhat similar study was made of 4M and his mate

K200 (Nice 1939a), while scattered observations were also made on
the behavior of many other banded Song Sparrows.

In 1938 I spent a month in Altenberg, Lower Austria, at the

home of Dr. Konrad Lorenz
;
here we raised 3 Common Redstarts

( Phoenicurus phoenicurus phoenicurus), a species belonging to the

thrush family, Turdidae, and 3 Serins
(Serinus canaria serinus), a

race of the same species as the Canary. Dr. Lorenz’s advice was in-

valuable in pointing out to me what to look for in the development
of the young birds. Since then I have raised 3 sets of Song Sparrows
and several other native birds. The 24 individuals of 8 species that

came under my observation are listed in Table I.
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Table I

THE HAND-RAISED BIRDS
(Age in days)

Bird Locality Year Sex
Date

hatched

Age
when
taken

Time
observed
by me

Remark*
(See

key below)

Song Sparrows
B Mass. 1938 d July 2 4 6 3 months 1

R Mass. 1938 d July 24 6 6 months 1

Y Mass. 1938 d July 25 5 4 years 2

D Mich. 1939 d June 15 6 8 months 3

F Mich. 1939 d June 16 6 3 months 1

S Mich. 1939 d June 16 6 3 months 1

N Mich. 1939 June 30? 17? 4 days 1

C Mass. 1940 d July 4 7 3 days 4

T Mass. 1940 d July 4 7 21 days 4

A Mass. 1940 d July 5 6 11 months 5

J Ohio 1939 $ Aug. 4? 8? 5 months 6

Common Redstarts
RR, YR Austria 1938 dd May 27 5 3 weeks 7

BR Austria 1938 ? May 27 5 3 weeks 7

WR Austria 1938 d May 29? 12? 2 weeks 7

Serins
WH Austria 1938 d May 26? ii? 2h weeks 8

BL Austria 1938 ? May 26? ii? 2 i weeks 9

Cowbird Mich. 1939 ? June 11 7 18 days 3

Cedar Waxwing ... Mass. 1940 ? July 14? 15? 40 days 10
Goldfinches Ohio 1939 d. $ Sept. 0 8 months 11
Bobolinks Mich. 1940 d. d July 10? 4 months 12
Ovenbird Mass. 1940 July 5 4 days 13

1. Killed self against window'. 2.

KEY

Still with me in 1942. 3. Died through accident.
4. Died; digestive trouble. 5. Subnormal; released. 6. Raised by Schantz; given to me
at 2 months; died by accident at 7 months. 7. Released at 3% months. 8. Died. 9. Kept
by Lorenz. 10. Released. 11. Raised by Schantz; with me from age of 4-12 months.
12. Raised by Pettingill; with me from age of 7-11 months. 13. Returned to parents.

Of these birds, the brood of Song Sparrows, B, R, and Y, were

exceptionally vigorous, active birds
;
they were under almost constant

observation and most of the data were obtained from them. The Red-

starts were also fine examples of health. The other 2 broods of Song

Sparrows had not received good starts from their parents, and, due

to unfavorable weather, fresh insects were hard to procure. The feed-

ing of the Serins also presented difficulties. The other birds were all

normal individuals. The birds were caged part of the time, but much
of the time most of them had their freedom in my study.

B. The Five Stages of Development

At hatching the Song Sparrow is a blind, almost cold-blooded,

nearly naked creature weighing about a gram and a half. In 9 to 10

days it will increase in weight some ten-fold; it will be covered with

feathers and be able to regulate its own temperature; it will be able

to move about
;
to live independently of nest and nest mates

;
and to

inform its parents of its whereabouts and to respond to their notes

of alarm and fear. In another week it will have mastered flight. Ten
days later it will be full grown and independent of its parents.
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The nestling period has been divided into 3 stages by Kuhl-

mann (1909) who studied a number of passerine species (Chipping

Sparrow, Rose-breasted Grosbeak, Robin, Red-winged Blackbird, and

Brown Thrasher) from blinds. His stages were: the first 4 days

when the “only coordinated movement present is the food reaction”
; 5

and 6 days
—

“a stationary stage of development”, the birds becoming
“more active and vigorous, but otherwise the nature of their move-
ments” not changing “noticeably”

;
from 7 days on—a period of rapid

progress in motor coordinations.

This scheme fits in general the development of the Song Sparrow
in the nest, the chief difference being in the characterization of Stage

2, for observation of vigorous hand-raised birds has shown the ap-

pearance of a number of activities during this period.

The young Song Sparrow may be said to pass through 3 stages

in the nest and 2 stages outside the nest before it reaches independence
at the age of 4 weeks. These may be briefly characterized as follows

:

1. The first 4 days; coordinations mainly concerned with

nutrition.

2. Five and 6 days
;
first appearance of new motor coordinations.

3. Seven, 8 and 9 days
;
rapid acquisition of motor coordinations.

4. Ten to 16 days
;
leaving the nest to the attainment of flight.

5. Seventeen to 28 days
;
attainment of independent feeding

reactions.

Lists of the day-by-day appearance of the activities of the young
Song Sparrows, arranged under the five stages, are given in Tables
III and IV (pp. 34, 57-58).

C. The First Stage: Coordinations Mainly Concerned
with Nutrition

At hatching black down is prominent on the dorsal, femoral and

occipital regions and on the coverts. For the first two days there is

little change except in increased length of down. At 3 days the sheaths

of the primaries, secondaries and tertials have pierced the skin
;
the

crural and ventral tracts are prominent; the interscapulars and head

tract have become visible. At 4 days the feathers of the ventral,

femoral, humeral, interscapular and occipital tracts have pierced the

skin. In some individuals feathers have sprouted on the femoral tract.

The eyes begin to open at 3 or 4 days. Portmann (1938:322)

points out that the delayed opening of the eyes ensures that the un-

developed organ shall be covered with a moist medium.
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Observations at three nests in Ohio (Nice 1937 :130) indicated

brooding by the female two-thirds of the daylight hours during the

first day; one-half the time during daylight during the next 3 days,

and 14, 51 and 62 per cent of the time during the 5th day, the 2

high records occurring during weather 2.8° C. (5° F.) and 5° C„

(9° F.) below normal.

Rand (1941c :217) points out that, “Young thrashers, shortly after hatching.,

assume an embryo position, resting on their belly, the tarsus on each side touch-

ing the nest only because of the curve of the bottom of the nest; the head is bent

under the breast, resting on its crown.” By the fifth day the “embryo attitude

is abandoned.”

The newly hatched Song Sparrow shows a number of reflexes

—

grasping, swallowing, etc.
;
and two chief instinctive activities—the

food response and defecating reaction. It is able to crawl about to a

small extent by means of uncoordinated wrigglings.

The food reaction consists in raising the head and opening the

ruby colored gape to its widest extent.

This behavior in the altrix is well described by Herrick (1935:281) : “Rest-

ing upon its huge pot-belly as a central pillar, the little bird raises a trembling

head, rather freely at first, and, with the precarious support of undeveloped wings,

opens its mouth to the widest extent, thus displaying its throat or food-target,

which is often brightly colored and rimmed by the swollen commissures or ‘lips’ of

the mandibles.”

Defecation typically takes place after feeding. The nestling rises

up on its legs, elevating its rump, thus facilitating removal by the

parent of the anal sac which is enclosed in a mucous covering. Later

the young bird turns toward the rim of the nest to defecate, turning

around sometimes 90 or even 180 degrees.

The feeding note see-see was first heard by me in two-day-old

birds. It doubtless would be heard during the first day if the bird

were not fed; this has been noted in Pigeons (as mentioned by Whit-
man to Craig, letter) and in Starlings (Holzapfel 1939).

As to the matter of temperature control, “if the young bird was
dependent upon its own resources for heat it would be as truly a

poikilothermic or ‘cold-blooded’ animal as are many invertebrates.

Especially is this the case with the very young birds which have just

broken out of the shell. This similarity is further enhanced by marked
variations in behavior and activity at different degrees of temperature”

(Kendeigh and Baldwin 1928:275). “With the newly hatched birds
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(0 days old), the body temperature . . . was found to approach closer

to air temperatures at lower than at high temperatures, and there is

no control at all evident over body temperatures” (Kendeigh 1939 :423).

D. The Second Stage : First Appearance of

New Motor Coordinations

At 5 days sheaths are prominent in all the tracts, while the ventral,

femoral and humeral tracts begin to feather out. At 6 days typically

the interscapulars feather out. The eyes are partly open at 5 days

and fully so at 6 days.

The first intimations of preening come at 5 days. The legs are

growing stronger; the bird sometimes stands on his feet. The loca-

tion call—ick or eep—has been given by hungry birds as early as 5 and 6

days; normally it first appears at 7 and 8 days, although little used

until the bird leaves the nest. This call carries as far as 75 meters.

Cowering may appear at this age in response to a strong stimulus
;

it

was shown by two birds in Ohio which I had taken into the house for

the purpose of weighing, by Y apparently in response to a scream

from B, and by other birds in response to a loud hiss from the observer.

Most of the time is spent sleeping, huddled together
;

this was
true with the Massachusetts birds even on a warm day in a large

artificial nest.

Temperature control is evidently fairly well established by this

stage, since brooding is practically given up in the daytime except in

cold or rainy weather. Records of brooding during the 6th day, when
the young were 4 and 5 days old, were 5, 42 and 48 per cent of the time

watched, during the 7th day 0 and 23 per cent (Nice 1937:130).

Temperature control is fairly well developed in the Ovenbird at 3 days

(Hann 1937 : 1 79, 211), and in the House Wren at 6 days (Kendeigh and Baldwin

1928), and well established in the Chickadee at 9 days (Odum 1941b), in the

Phoebe (Stoner 1939) and Barn Swallow (Stoner 1935) at 9 or 10 days. These

birds normally leave the nest at 8, 15, 16, 16-17, and 20 days respectively. If “we
consider the young bird as an isolated individual, it develops from a cold-blooded

animal into a warm-blooded one during the period in the nest” (Kendeigh and

Baldwin 1928:295).

E. The Third Stage: Rapid Acquisition of Motor Coordinations
This is the period of rapid acquisition of motor coordinations in

normal birds. At any time the bird is capable of leaving the nest.

At 7 days the primaries and coverts begin to unsheath, and at 8

days the birds are well covered with feathers both above and below.
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1. Seven Days
This is the day on which cowering normally appears, and with

it the scream. Stretching of the wings upwards and sidewise, scratch-

ing the head, yawning, and climbing to the edge of the nest were all

seen for the first time.

I will quote from the record of July 31, 1938, when B and R were 7 days old,

Y 6. Activities in italics were seen for the first time.

8:55. R stretched legs up, then wings up.

9 :25. B scratched his head over his zving.

9 :28. Put B in a nest by himself because of the heat.

10:10. B gives a loud note—the location call.

12:27. B cowered after feeding.

2:18. I come over very quietly; B gapes in a rather uncertain way. I

make a noise with the chair, and all pop up and nearly out of the nest, see-

seeing loudly. Then R cowered.

7 :30. I start to take B out of his nest and return him to the others
;
he

cowers and screams his loudest. The others cower as much as possible and

for a time nothing will reassure them, neither my whistle, nor touching the

nest. This scream seemed to have brought fear to the 6-day-old. B had

shown a compromise between fear and gaping, gaping when cowering.

The Song Sparrows in 1940 cowered at 7 and 8 days when taken

into bright light. At 8 days they cowered often in the morning, usually

just after begging; by noon this type of behavior was no longer shown.

2. Bight Days
Three new coordinations of the wings were first noted at this

age: fluttering the wing when begging (B, R, Y)
;
stretching both

wings down at once (R, Y, F, S) ;
and fanning wings (R). There

was much use of harsh kair feeding notes, first recorded at 7 days,

and one instance of a new feeding note tit-tit-tit (B).
Aug. 1. Very active at feeding time; nearly leaving the nest.

11:50. R nearly steps out. B flutters his right wing.

12 :30. R flutters his right wing a little.

2:45. B fluttered both wings; the first fluttering from him since 11:50.

4 :37. R crouched. Now standing up, suddenly stretches up on legs,

stretches both wings down at once, then both up. B stretches wings up, then

“yawns”, while lying down.

5:18. B begged, then cowered.

6:10. R fanned his wings twice on the edge of the nest. This excited the

others and they begged.

The birds are less timid today
;
there has been almost no cowering.

When I was watching a Song Sparrow nest at the Kellogg Sanctuary from
a blind, a Kingfisher flew near giving its rattle

;
the 8-day-old nestling cowered,

but the two 7-day birds did not. This rattle is somewhat similar to the fear note

of the adult Song Sparrow, although, of course, much louder.

3. Nine Days
The birds continue to be more active and alert. The only new co-
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ordination seen was that of shaking themselves. For the first time

they begged from one another.

Aug. 2. 6 :22. Gape for shorter periods now. Y cowers. R stretches legs up,,

both wings down. Then preens wings and under the wings. Y stretches sidewise

;

this stimulates R to gape, after which he gives the hunger or location note.

7 :07. R flutters both wings when begging.

8 :25. B stretches up ;
all three suddenly start to beg from one another.

8 :58. R shakes himself.

11:24. They are far more alert today; much less hungry. Cowered as

I walked by rather quickly.

5:15. Y flutters the right wing when begging. So each did it first at 8
days. B fanned his wings 3 times.

The other hand-raised Song Sparrow showed few of these ac-

tivities the last days in the nest, yet they left the nest at the normal

time—-9 and 10 days.

F. The Fourth Stage: The First Week Out of the Nest
The fourth stage in the development of the Song Sparrow be-

gins with leaving the nest at the age of 9 or 10 days and ends with

coming out into the open at the age of 17 days. From a sheltered,

stationary position with constant contacts with nest-mates, there is a

sudden change to a solitary, somewhat wandering life out in the

weeds or bushes. The chief acquirement during this stage is that of

flight with its corollary, landing. The bird adopts the adult method
of sleeping; it makes a start in feeding itself, it drinks and may bathe.

There is some increase in weight during the fourth stage, besides

unsheathing of the feathers on the crown, growth of the wing feathers

and rapid growth of the tail, which is about half grown at the age

of 17 days. Parental feeding continues at much the same rate as dur-

ing the last days of nest life.

The hand-raised birds were markedly inactive most of the time

except at meals. This silence and immobility between feeding times

is surely of survival value. Although I have searched time and time

again, I have seldom been able to find a young Song Sparrow at this

stage, thanks to their immobility and protective coloring.

Both sets of birds were absolutely tame and confiding, letting

us pick them up at any time, seeming to enjoy being stroked, and

carried about, even taking naps in our hands. All the little birds, when
11 and 12 days old persisted in flying on to my shoulder and head

while I sat at the table feeding them
;
this may have been partly be-

cause I offered the most convenient landing spot, but it also may have

shown a tendency to land on the parent-companion (Lorenz 1935).

1. Leaving the Nest

On Interpont undisturbed Song Sparrows left the nest at ages
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ranging from 8 to 12 days, the average of 163 cases being 9.85 days.

No birds left normally at 8 days unless their day or two older nest

mates were leaving.

Table II

AGE OP LEAVING THE NEST OF SONG SPARROWS ON INTERPONT
(163 birds in 52 broods)

Total Average
Age In days 8 9 10 11 12 birds age

May 2 21 64 17 3 107 10.0
June 4 17 21 6 0 48 9.6

July 0 4 3 1 0 8 9.6

Total birds ... 6 42 88 24 3 163 9.85

Percentage 3.7 25.7 54.0 14.7 1.8

It will be seen in Table II that more than half of the birds left

at 10 days, a fourth at 9 days and about one-seventh at 11 days. There

was no correlation between size of brood and age of leaving. Nor was

there any tendency for birds to leave earlier from nests on the ground

than from those in bushes. There is, however, a tendency for broods

to leave earlier in June than in May. In May 60 per cent of the birds

left at 10 days and 21 per cent at 8 and 9 days; in June 44 per cent

left at 10 days and the same number at 8 and 9 days. This tendency

to earlier leaving may be correlated with higher temperatures
;
in cool

weather nestlings benefit from crowding together, but in hot weather

they must be uncomfortable in such close quarters as a nest only 55

to 60 mm. in diameter.

With the hand-raised birds, B and R left the nest when 10 days

old and Y 9 days, D, F and S at 10 days, T at 10 and A at 9 days.

The bond to the nest was suddenly broken and the birds showed a

definite urge to go to some distance. Droppings at once lost their

covering. The location note, used only occasionally before this, was
heard constantly at first while the little bird hopped over the floor.

New coordinations were the following: hopping (before this the legs

had not been used together except for standing); walking; landing;

landing on brothers
;
bowing when begging

;
sleeping in the adult

position, i.e. with bill in the scapulars. (Y did not show these last

two coordinations until the following day
;
none of the Michigan birds

exhibited the bowing; F and S slept in the adult manner at 10 days,

D not until 14.)

Some details will be given as to the nest leaving of the Massachusetts Song
Sparrows

:

Aug. 3. (B and R 10 days, Y 9 days.)

5:10. B wakes me by the hunger call—location note. They are hard
to feed now as they are unwilling to take food from me. They turn entirely

around to defecate.
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5:50. B leaves the nest! He hops to the edge of the strawberry box,

where the others beg frantically to him ; then to the dish where he takes food

from me, then to my arm, then to the nest again, then falls on the floor, where
I gently pick him up and he screams. Then he goes with big hops to the

Morris chair and up on a rung, but slips off. All this time he is calling and

the others answer him. He jumps perhaps a dozen times to the top of the

floor board (about 30 cm.), always, of course, falling down.

R is on the edge of the box, preening
;
Y is begging to him, first on one

side, then the other, fluttering one wing, then two.

6 :07. R stretches sidewise, fans wings
;
Y begs vigorously

;
both re-

fuse food from me.

R hops out, then back again, then to the floor, hopping and occasionally

stepping. He is now on the rung of a chair, calling yeep.

6:10. B is still trying to get to the top of the floor board. I take him a

meal worm, but he shows no interest
;
he hops on my arm and off again. I

pick him up ;
he screams his loudest. I put him in the bamboo cage on the

table and he tries desperately to get out. He and R answer each other with

location note.

6 :20. Go to gather up R. He screams and tries to get out of the cage.

In the meantime Y left the nest. Like B he tries to get to the top of the

floor board.

The two in the cage near the nest are trying madly to escape. I finally

got a mealworm down B. They beg and beg to each other.

6 :35. I put the cage on the floor near the door
;
the birds calm down

at once. B even starts to preen. They are as far as they can be from each

other. All three call constantly.

6:50. Took a grasshopper to Y ; he paid no attention to the forceps or

the food, but was not afraid of me. He hopped toward me as the others did,

hopped on to my hand, then off again.

In 1940 I had an illuminating experience in this matter of nest

leaving. When the 3 young Song Sparrows were 9 days old I left

them for 2 hours in the care of others ; on my return I found them
out of the nest, which I then destroyed. It was soon evident, however,

that the leaving had been premature; psychologically they were still

in the nest stage, for they stood pressed close together
;
they stretched

up as high as possible to beg; they turned around to defecate. That

night they slept in a Towhee’s nest in which I placed them. The next

morning they were definitely in Stage 4.

2. Feeding Reactions

The young bird is still almost as dependent on its parents for

nourishment throughout this stage as if it passed the time in the nest,

as do so many passerines that nest in protected situations.

a. Behavior towards the Parent-Companion

In the nest each bird has to make itself conspicuous upon the

arrival of food ;
during the last days each stands as high as it can

—

to heights of 11 and 14 cm.—and makes loud begging noises. After
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leaving the nest there is normally no longer any competition between

the young birds, yet each must inform the parent of its whereabouts

and stimulate it to bring it food at short intervals. The chief means

is the location call. When food arrives the young bird assumes a

horizontal position, its head about 4.5 cm. from the ground. Some-

times it bobs up and down with a bowing motion and it may give a

soft tit-tit-tit.

The contrast between the technique of begging before and after leaving the

nest was well shown June 24, 1939; D, 10 days old, had left the nest at 6:45 A.M.,

but had returned to the edge of the strawberry box holding the nest in which

were F and S, 9 days old. When I fed them at 7 :30 I noted, “S and F stand to

their full height when begging; D merely sits.”

At the time of leaving the nest I have had difficulty in feeding

all the birds. All begged from one another, starting at 8 and 9 days

with the Massachusetts birds and 9 days with the others. It is difficult

to state how long this begging lasted; it was most prominent just be-

fore and after leaving the nest
;
my last record with the Michigan birds

was 14 days, with the Massachusetts birds in 1938 16 and 17 except

for one sporadic case when Y was 25 days old (see p. . . . ) while in

1940 A (a weakling) begged from T fairly regularly till 24 days old.

On Aug. 3, the day the 1938 brood left, I noted “My whistle means nothing

to them, the forceps nothing. They seem bound to feed from a parent bird. They
beg constantly from one another, especially from a bird higher up.” From the time

they left the nest—5 :5Q-6 :20—it was several hours before I could get them to

eat readily. At 11:08 and 11:50 they ate fairly well; the next day they were
“much easier to feed.”

Aug. 4. 5 :00 P.M. Y is bowing
; now all three are bowing to one another

;

go down, then up; gape from a crouched position. Jump on one another’s backs.

It was a distinct surprise to me that F, S and D, when brought

to Chicago on June 28 at the age of 13 and 14 days, did not beg from
the adult, Y, when he came over on their cages

;
it had been 7 and 8

days since they had been fed by a Song Sparrow. The Cowbird, aged

17 days, begged immediately and persistently from Y, although with-

out success; it had been fed by Chipping Sparrows till the age of 7

days and again for 6 hours at 9 days. On June 29 the Song Sparrows
begged to the swing in the cage and to a brother in it,

b. Independent Feeding Reactions

It was not until the age of 12 and 13 days that the hand-raised

Song Sparrows started with exploratory pecking. Until then bills had
had two uses : they were opened for the reception of provender, and
they were employed for preening the feathers.

Aug. 4. (B and R 11 days, Y 10) No interest in insects in their cage.

Aug. 5. Y wipes his hill. The first time that Y has shown an instinctive action

first.
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A big buzzing fly evokes no interest in B, although I bring the little bird

near it.

Aug. 6. (12 and 13 days old) 12:35. Y pecked at a spider on the tin can top.

B pecked at a grasshopper on the end of the forceps.

1 :50. (I had provided clover leaves dipped in water each day since they had
left the nest, with no result.) I offer R water on my finger; he drinks a bit. B
drinks and drinks from my finger, then wipes his bill.

2:10. B takes one drink from a bowl of water into which he had accidentally

hopped.

R is distinctly interested in insects that move.

3:53. Hold B up to the window screen; he catches small creatures that have
come from the net and eats them. He pecks at all sorts of things—R’s and his

own toes, R’s cheek, my finger. Y pecked a little at screen insects, but not in

earnest.

Aug. 7. (13 and 14 days) 9:20. Y pecks at motionless insects on the screen,

but drops them. When satisfied, the birds nibble at the egg and bread at the end

of the forceps.

10:30. B eats egg out of Janet’s hand. R and Y both take water from my
fingers. B pecked my ring.

Aug. 8. (14 and 15 days old) They know the net as the source of food and

come to it quickly. They hurry over to where a brother is being fed. They bill

pieces of grass, pulling at the heads and working at clover tops. R pecks at spots

on the floor.

12:10. B got an insect himself from the net.

3 :20. Y gets a small insect and eats it. B works at a piece of bread fastened

in the cage.
,

5 :00. B is beating his prey. He explores the outside of the cage, picking up
tiny pieces, pecking at the cage and his own toes. He runs his bill along the water

dish and thus gets a drink. He takes the side of the dish in his bill again and
again, in this way getting a little water.

R hops into the food saucer and eats the bread and egg. He tries to get water

from the outside of the water cup.
‘ B cleans off the screen for me, pecking at every insect and eating many

tiny beetles, all motionless. Tries a stink bug, drops it and wipes his bill. Tries

two others in quick succession.

Aug. 9. (15 and 16 days) R drinks properly, bending over and getting water

from the cup.

B eyes a 15 mm. beetle that walks past him.

Y is as interested in motionless objects as moving ones. Picks up grass seed-

cases, bills them and drops them. His eye is caught by a diminutive beetle that

flies towards him, picks it up, bites off the tiny head and drops it. Pecks at a

dropping; rolls it around and around in his bill, then drops it.

R scratched in dead grass.

The Michigan birds were a little more precocious about feeding

themselves. At 12 days D picked up a piece of bread from the forceps

and ate it, at 13 days F picked up egg and at 14 he drank from the

water dish. (I had given them water from my finger from the age

of 10 and 11 days.)
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The experiences with the hand-raised birds show that a beginning

is made in this stage in responding to and capturing animal food (first

instances coming at 12 days with Y, D and T), and in manipulating

grasses and weed stalks.

Three records of T are of interest : at 12 days he paid no attention

to quiet and moving insects on the window screen in the morning, but

at 5:30 P.M. pecked at two. At 15 days he chased a bug 3 mm. in

length, caught it and ate it, and also pecked at a small grasshopper.

At 16 days he picked up insects from the table.

3. Flight

The first flights appeared at 10 days with the Massachusetts brood

in 1940, 11 days with the Michigan birds and with Y, and at 12 days

with B and R, the day's delay probably being due to the fact that I

kept the first brood in the cage most of the time for a number of days.

Y flew 60 cm. at the first trial, D 30, F and S about 60 ;
B flew about

45 and R about 60. At 12 days D flew 120 cm. and at 13 180, while

R flew 270 cm. Flying improved rapidly so that by the age of 16 to 17

days all were flying well.

At first there was some difficulty in landing. I noted on June 29,

1939 when D was 15 days and F 14 that they “flew well, but are not

good at landing.”

The birds showed a strong tendency to land on one another, par-

ticularly in the first days after they left the nest. They also persistently

landed on me.

4. Bathing Reactions

Four of the hand-raised birds showed their first bathing reactions

during this stage, the others at the beginning of the next.

When B and R were 13 days old I provided them with a shallow bowl of

water. R happened to jump into the dish but hopped right out. B also hopped
in accidentally; he crouched; beat his wings (motion 1. Chapter III, B, 8) ;

then

drank. He hopped out, shook himself, fanned his wings, wiped his bill, shook

himself again, preened and fell off the table.

An hour later R went through wing movements of bathing (motion 1)

although he had given no reaction to the bath itself, which at this time was 40 cm.

distant.

The next day I offered the three birds the bath, but none responded, even

though I stirred the water with my fingers. Results were similar the following

day, except that B drank twice from the dish.

When B was 16 days old, he took 8 drinks from the dish, then climbed in

and took a conventional bath (motions 2 and 1) dipping in his head and beating

his wings, using them simultaneously.

The next year the young birds paid no attention to a dish of water in Michi-

gan, but the morning after their arrival in Chicago, when D was 15 days old

and F 14, D hopped into Y’s bathing dish which was near the bamboo cage; at
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once he crouched and took a conventional bath (motions 1 and 2). I put F In

the dish
;
he crouched and went through the bathing movements rather uncer-

tainly. Neither bird shook and preened himself afterwards, but the next day D
shook himself thoroughly.

5. Escape Reactions

Since I was not able to imitate the fear note ( tik-tik-tik ) of the

adult Song Sparrow, escape reactions in these young birds depended

on innate patterns. Situations evoking such reactions during this stage

were threatened capture, movement of the immediate environment,

and rarely sounds. The usual response was the scream, and if possible,

fleeing. Although the scream is highly stimulating to the parents, as a

rule it did not seem at this stage to bring a reaction in other young

birds.

At 10 days R screamed upon catching his foot in a weed stalk. From 10 to

13 days the birds sometimes responded with a scream to my picking them up
;
this

happened twice when I merely touched their feet. Once when T hopped on 10-

day old A, A screamed. When S at 13 days was stepped on by a child, he screamed

and rushed away. When I leaned down and tried to get the 15-day B from a

chair rung, he flew with a scream.

From 10 to 14 days I have 6 instances of immediate response to my chang-

ing paper or moving ferns in the cage or moving the net
;

in each case the birds

attempted to escape, 4 times screaming.

When Y was 16 days old, he froze as B nearly fell off the ridge pole of the

bamboo cage, making a great scratching. Although sneezing, door slamming and
scraping of chairs over the floor were ignored, the 15-day birds were disturbed

by the sound of a truck.

When the Michigan birds were brought to Chicago at the age

of 13 and 14 days, they liked to fly to the top of Y’s cage; although Y
would peck their feet and pull out their tail feathers, they did not learn

to avoid the cage until over 3 weeks old.

6. Vocalisations

The most characteristic note of this stage is the location note

—

ick or eep—given by the bird when hungry. The soft feeding note

—

tit-tit-tit—may be much used under natural conditions. Weech, a cry

of pain, was heard from the Massachusetts birds at times, from 12

days on, when jumped upon by a brother, and from the Michigan birds

from 15 days when attacked by Y, but neither of these situations

would be apt to occur in nature. The scream is occasionally used as

mentioned above.

A note

—

pit—that seemed to have no special significance appeared at 12 days

with each of the first brood of Pelham birds
;

it was seldom used and not heard

after 15 days. At 21 days D uttered putt, putt, but this note disappeared at once.

Singing came very early: at 13 days with R, 14 with B, and 15

with F. It was whispered and warbling in nature.
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G. The Fifth Stage: From Flight to Independence

The fifth stage of development lasts from the age of 17 to about

28 days; during this period the young birds gradually become inde-

pendent of their parents. They master the techniques of procuring

their own food, both animal and vegetable; they come into contact

once more with nest mates and for the first time with strange birds

;

they may learn from parental example something as to what to fear

and what not to fear; and they acquire most of the adult notes of the

species, except as regards the song.

With striking regularity the young Song Sparrows on Interpont

came out of hiding one week after leaving the nest, their tails half

grown and adult weight almost attained. During the fifth period the

tail practically finishes its growth, while the wings do likewise, in-

creasing from about 55 mm. at 16 days to 62-65, according to sex, at

30 days. In the previous stage the young sit and call; now they ac-

tively pursue their parents for a week or ten days, and from the age

of 22 to 26 days make a practice of popping up beside their father

each time he sings, often landing on top of him. The latest age at

which I saw a bird fed by its father was 30 days (1M).

With the Massachusetts birds in 1938 there was some advance

in flying at 17 days, and frolicking appeared on that day, but the

marked change came in social behavior, for an anti-social or threat

note was first heard, and antagonism, as shown by the open bill was
unmistakable. At 18 days they first pecked each other.

From the age of 25 to 30 days these birds were taken by automobile from

Massachusetts to Chicago, a distance of some 1,500 kilometers. All this time it

was necessary to keep them confined in the small bamboo cage, whereas before

they had had the freedom of a large room. Most of the time they were in the

automobile, but in southern Ohio I carried them about in the fields. Here they

saw and heard Song Sparrows for the first time since they had been taken from
the nest; there was some singing to which they seemed indifferent. To the vigor-

ous scolding—tchunk—of a parent Song Sparrow they listened with crests up
and answered tsip. ( Tchunk was not yet in their vocabularies.) Later the same
situation brought out a few tsips; B raised his crest a little, but R was sunning

himself on the floor of the cage.

1. Feeding Reactions

The young bird in this stage is much more aggressive in demand-
ing food from its parents than in the preceding stage, although at the

same time it is acquiring the ability to feed itself.

a. Behavior toward the Parent-companion
The hand-raised birds, adequately fed by me at frequent inter-

vals (B, R and Y were given 14 full meals when 16 and 17 days old)

and having egg yolk, bread and ant eggs always before them, were
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much less demonstrative in their begging behavior than the wild birds,

(1) The Hand-raised Birds

Aug. 10. (17 days) B and R fly to meet me and the dish of food. R bows,

gapes and says tit-tit-tit as B returns.

Aug. 20. Y begged from B who had flown up on the side of the cage in

which all three were confined.

Aug. 23. (29 and 30 days) They do not gape to each other, but do to the

forceps or my hand if it holds a grasshopper. Flutter one or both wings.

Aug. 27. (33 and 34 days) They still gape and flutter wings when I give

them grasshoppers.

Aug. 30. (36 and 37 days) I tested them with mealworms held in the forceps

and my best whistling
;
only R fluttered his wing.

Wing fluttering did not last so long with the Michigan birds
;
D and F had

given it up at 28 days and S a few days later.

On the afternoon of July 16, 1939, Dr. L. H. Walkinshaw caught

for me a young Song Sparrow (N) which I judged to be about 17

days old
;
its tail measured 30 mm., its wing 52. At first I fed it forcibly

with mealworms
;
at 1 :00 the next day it opened its mouth and ate

readily, but only when firmly held in my hand. On July 19 it ate from
the forceps while standing in the cage, but made no attempt to pick up

food. On the 20th it fed from the dish, but would still eat when held

in my hand.

It was not until July 19 at 3 :00 P.M. that I let it free in the study.

While in the cage it gave the location call to all the Song Sparrows

(D, F and S were a month old) that came near, and tried to get out

to them. Soon after it was free it began to gape to the young Song
Sparrows and later to pursue them with fluttering wings. The next

day it continued to follow them with persistent yeeps.

3 :30. F took a bath, then flew to Y’s cage. N rushed to him, begging. He
responded with a peck, but N still begged with open bill. N is fluffy and looks

twice as big as the pygmy F after a bath.

(2) The Wild Birds

In 1929 as I was watching 1M and 4M busied with their fourth

nestings, I had opportunity to see the activities of their young from

the previous brood. Calling with the location note—about 30 times a

minute—pursuing parent^, landing on parents, begging with fluttering

wings and loud notes, all these were prominent until the age of 28 to

30 days. At this latter time lM’s new family hatched; he may have

fed the well-grown young early in the morning before he knew of

the happenings in the nest. These young continued to call at intervals

during that day and the next. Young birds of 33 and 34 days met their

father 1M at the feeding station; each time the young bird flipped

its wing, but gave no note; 1M hastily left.
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Young were not always demonstrative ;
I once noted 4M feeding 2 young

20 days old that neither fluttered nor made any sound.

I have a number of notes on the position taken by the young when begging:

17 days, assumes horizontal position
;
25 days, squats ;

26 days, bows and bows,

giving begging notes
;
28 days, bows in a ridiculous manner. Interestingly enough,

a bird of 29 days was feeding itself at the station, in the meantime “constantly

squealing and fluttering one wing.”

b. Independent Feeding Reactions

(1) The Hand-raised Birds

At 17 days hand-raised birds fed themselves readily from the

egg and bread in their dish.

Aug. 10. (17 days) B and R work on canary seed; manipulate and manipulate

them, then drop them. R swallows at least one whole. At length succeeds in

shelling one after many attempts
;
eats half the kernel, then picks up the shells and

eats them.

Aug. 11. A large stink bug comes towards R; he looks at it uncertainly,

then moves out of its way.

Y works and works on canary and rape seeds, but doesn’t succeed in shelling

them. Occasionally swallows a canary seed whole after much manipulation.

Aug. 12. (18 and 19 days) R and Y are able to manage whole mealworms,

pecking at them, beating them, and swallowing them. Y chases a grasshopper.

Y scratches on the paper.

R mouths rape seeds for 12 seconds
;
then may drop them or eat them. B

also mouths them.

Aug. 15. (21 and 22 days) Still don’t shell seeds. Catch insects better. They
avoid large and brightly colored ones.

Aug. 20. (26 and 27 days) They shell seeds for the first time
;
they were

not offered them on the 18th and 19th. B eats gravel out of my hand.

Aug. 23. (29 and 30 days) They may take a small grasshopper by the head,

then apparently by means of their tongues get it farther into their mouths so they

can swallow it. They take food from each other’s bills a good deal, a sizeable

grasshopper changing beaks many times before finally being swallowed. They
never stand on prey to hold it, and cannot cut it with their beaks. Beat it to some
extent. One will take the insect out of his brother’s bill, then perhaps the third

will seize it and there will be a tug of war. There seems to be no resentment on
the part of the robbed bird.

(32 and 33 days) They pursue hopping grasshoppers. Canary seeds are

thorough!]' shelled
;
the rape is ignored.

As for A and T at 22 and 23 days I noted : They will not touch orange

and black lady beetles. They now avoid stink bugs after several trials. They
seldom touch ants

;
if they do pick one up, they usually drop it. T pecks at a

small grasshopper
;

it leaps
;
he pursues it

;
it leaps again

;
he dashes and seizes it.

He starts to peck at a lady beetle, but refrains.

At 24 days T was on top of the bamboo cage and dropped a grasshopper

through the bars
;

3 times he tried to squeeze head foremost through the bars

;

then hopped down and entered the cage. The same thing happened the next day.

I first gave D, F and S canary seeds at 18 and 19 days
;
they mouthed them

and dropped them. Gravel was ignored. They did not shell seeds until the age
of 32 days.
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(2) The Wild Birds

19 days. IM’s 3 young are all together. One gets a drop of water

from a leaf; another finds a seed.

21 days. One tried to catch an insect, but failed.

From 23 days they came to the feeding station and fed themselves

but if a parent appeared they at once started to beg.

2. Bathing Reactions

Bathing was first seen in the fourth period with 4 of the birds

—

at 13, 13, 14 and 15 days—but at the start of the fifth period with 3

others—17, 17 and 18 days. A new movement appeared in this period.

Aug. 10. (17 days) B took a thorough bath, going through the ordinary

movements again and again. R tried to take a bath in the drinking cup (4 cm.

square, 3 cm. deep)
;
he wiped his bill on the edge, put it in the water and shook

the water, puffed himself out and got one foot in.

Aug. 11. Both B and R take thorough baths in the bowl, R getting himself

drenched.

Aug. 12. All three bathe in the bowl, this being Y’s first trial
;
he gets

himself very wet. Later R tries to get into the drinking cup for a bath, but

takes a drink instead.

Aug. 13. Two crowded in together to bathe.

R (21 days) gave a new movement in bathing
;
he threw water first with

one wing, then the other.

July 3, 1939. (F and S 18 days) F and S take “baths” in the water cup;

F is now dipping his head into the water, while S is performing bathing move-
ments on the floor of the cage—his first bath.

July 4. S on the edge of the water bowl; fell in; started to bathe, but

hopped out and went through bathing movements on the paper next the bowl;

performed them 8 times.

Later S takes a bath on the edge of the bowl
;

all he gets in is his head, but

he goes through the movements in excellent form.

(23 days) S puts his head into the drinking cup and goes through bathing

movements.

The next day I removed the bowl 12 cm. in diameter and gave them a pie

pan 20 cm. in diameter. Almost at once D and S took a social bath—S’s first

proper bath so far as I know. D (25 days) gave the alternate movement with

his wings. The birds were still not expert at drying themselves.

In 1940 T at 15 days paid no attention to the dish of water, even though he

walked through it twice. Two days later he tried to get an ant “egg” that was in

the middle of the dish
;
in this way he got his first real drink ; he tried 16 times,

each time getting a little water and drinking in proper fashion. He puffed out

his feathers, stepped into the water, crouched and went through motion 1 (see

Chapter III) many times, although he did not crouch enough to get his wings very

wet. He dried himself skillfully, shivering his wings, shaking and preening. At
21 days he first showed the alternate movement of the wings.

3. Sunning
The first time I saw sunning with any of the birds was with R

at 29 days. The Michigan birds at 18 and 19 days were “very con-
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tented in the sun, but didn’t ‘sun’ ”
;
all did so at 35 and 36 days. A first

sunned at 38 days.

4. Frolicking

It was at 17 days that R and Y first showed this activity, while

B and T did so at 18 days.

Aug. 10. R “plays”, turning suddenly around, flapping his wings and jumping

to another spot.

Aug. 11. Y rushes at his brothers, dashing hither and yon. B also “plays”,

making short and sudden turns.

Aug. 15. They are very playful now, tearing about over the floor.

This activity was often seen except during the 6 days of the journey when
the birds were closely confined.

With the Michigan birds frolicking did not appear until 26 days with F and

S and 33 with D
;
none of them indulged in it often.

5. Escape Reactions

It is probable that it is during this period that the young birds

are conditioned by parental behavior to some extent as to what to

fear and what not to fear.

a. The Hand-raised Birds

The fear note

—

tik-tik—appeared at 19 to 21 days. R and B at

21 days, Y at 20 days, gave it with compressed feathers as they stood

looking out the window; the only unusual object I could see was a

child walking up the path. S gave it at 20 days when I started to put

newspaper where he was standing. Interestingly enough there seemed

to be no external stimulus for its first appearance in T
;
when 19 days

old he suddenly elongated himself, crouched down a little with his

feathers compressed, looked up and said tik-tik; then he assumed a

normal posture and yawned.

With the hand-raised birds the scream was not recorded during

stage 5. There was only one instance in which “threatened capture”

played a role : T was perched on my hand and I touched him with

my thumb; he elongated himself, gave a cry and leaped off. Move-
ment of the immediate environment—changing paper or vegetation in

the cages—brought immediate fleeing responses.

As to sounds, on two occasions at the chatter of a red squirrel, R,

B and Y (20-23 days) dashed to cover or froze. At the snarl of an

alley cat D, S and F (19, 20 days) rushed to cover. T and Y at 18

days cowered at hearing the fluttering wings of a brother falling to

the floor. T (20 days) dashed for cover when I tore a paper napkin.
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A clap of thunder and the scream of a Red-shouldered Hawk brought

no response from 25—26-day-old birds.

When the first brood was taken west, large moving objects—

-

automobiles, horses drawing a wagon—induced attempts to escape

from the cage. When small children closely approached the cage, the

birds showed signs of disturbance. A half-grown chicken came within

a few centimeters and the birds tried to escape. Perhaps in both these

cases the close proximity of strange objects was the disturbing factor.

When the cage was taken into the open (B, R and Y 27-29 days),

at first the birds compressed their feathers and froze at the sight of

birds flying over; later they intently watched Crows and Nighthawks
passing above them.

Three experiments were made with cats on this trip : a black and
white cat was brought within 1 J/2 meters without eliciting any re-

sponse from the birds
;
later in the day another cat was eager to get

at the birds, but they did not appear to notice it; 3 days later a tiger

cat was ignored. No attention was paid to dogs under similar cir-

cumstances. The different reaction to the harmless chicken and preda-

tory cat was probably due to the difference in proximity. No attention

has been paid by the Song Sparrows to cats seen out of the window.

b. The Wild Birds

On May 22, 1929, I noted that lM’s and K2's baby that had just

come into the open was “a wild little thing, much more timid than its

parents.” On June 22 4M’s 18-day-old young was pursuing its father;

they unexpectedly came very near me
;
4M gave a prolonged tik-tik-

tik-tik-tik. Later the little bird was calling vigorously

—

36 times a

minute—near me; 4M came, gave a song, then a loud fear note; the

baby stopped its cries instantly. 4M continued with his tik-tik-tik-

tik-tik, and succeeded in driving the little bird from my vicinity.

6. Social Behavior

In nature fledgling Song Sparrows are usually separate until the

age of 17 days when they may meet their nest mates again.

a. The Hand-raised Birds

Social behavior that became apparent at the age of 17 to 19 days

was predominantly anti-social.

Aug. 10. (B and R 17 days) B opens his bill at R and Y. Later B is singing

with his eyes shut; greets R with a little twitter.

Aug. 11. All 3 open bills at one another. One hopped on top of another;

a loud and long twitter ensued. Y gives the queer twitter. Y jumps on top of R;
R pecks at him.
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Aug. 12. First fight. B alighted on the roof of the cage where R was

perched. They went for each other with outspread wings and outspread tails ;

pecked each other. R drove B off.

Aug. 14. Y in the cage
;
B dashed in after him

;
Y threatened him with out-

spread wings. A little later B goes in and Y gives the twitter.

Aug. 16. Another fight. Y was on top of the curtain and R flew there and

they started to peck back and forth. R spread out his wings and tail (I couldn't

see Y well)
;
they opened bills, then bumped bills. Stood in queer threatening

attitudes. Fought again,
(

giving the twitter.

On the journey west they fought occasionally, particularly R
and B.

With the Michigan Song Sparrows fighting first appeared as

defence from the attacks of the adult Y. When it was evident that

the little birds would not learn that it was dangerous to alight on top

of Y’s cage, I covered it with newspaper, so it was only when they

perched on the edge that they were vulnerable. When D was 19 days

old he appeared to peck at Y.

July 4. (D 20 days, F and S 19) F is sitting on top of Y’s cage, giving

location call. Y pulls out a bunch of feathers. They won’t learn to avoid danger!

9 :30. Y is fighting D who is above him. D fights back. D is now settled

on one corner of Y’s cage—tempting fate. Y does not give the threat note, but

shows territorial behavior, puffing, wing waving and singing (see Chapter XII).

Pecks D and pulls out feathers; D squeals and remains. Y pulls out more feathers;

D squeals and remains. I remove him.

F and the Cowbird are resting side by side on top of the bamboo cage
;
have

a pecking encounter
;
then settle down in peace.

D and S peck at each other.

F is on top of Y’s cage; when Y threatens him, he threatens in turn with

open bill.

July 5. D no longer alights on top of the big cage. F is there; Y slipped

up and bit his foot; F weech, weech, weech; then tsip, tsip, but stays. Later F is

napping there
;
Y pulls out a feather. F squeals, threatens Y, and still remains.

D and S have a fight
; S says weech.

July 6. (22 and 23 days) S and F have only a few tail feathers left, thanks

to Y. Later in the morning S has no tail at all. The two were fighting, opening

bills at each other and pecking.

D was on the rim of the big cage defying Y with open bill. When D’s

attention was elsewhere, Y sneaked up and pecked him.

July 7. D and Y have a fight through the wire with spread tails, pecking

each other. D spreading his wings.

F is fighting S.

July 8. D and Y are fighting each other. Then D turned his side and Y
pulled out a tail feather.
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July 9. D fights vigorously with Y.

July 12. S flies up near D (28 days)
;

latter gives the threat note, the first

time I have heard it with this set of birds.

July 13. (D 29, F and S 28 days) Up till now Y had been kept caged, but

this morning I released him while F was out.

Y approaches F who seems indifferent
;
pecks F

;
F raises his wings and

rushes at Y who retreats ! Later F defies him and he leaves. This happens again.

Y alights on the bamboo cage : D, shut up within, gives the threat note. I

let S and D out. S makes a circling flight
;
Y attacks him, he squeals, but defies

Y from the sumach branches.

D flies and is attacked by Y. There is a fight on the curtain rods
;
Y hits

D twice
;
the latter alights panting and I put him into the small cage.

Y may have had an inhibition against injuring the bob-tailed S and

F when they were stationary. Movement, however, stimulated his at-

tacking reaction. (Lack, 1939b :207, noted that European Robins

chased other species only in flight.) D, who possessed a tail and looked

much like an adult, received no mercy from Y. In 1940 T first pecked

at A at 20 days, and first used the threat note at 21 days, A using it at

20 days.

b. The Wild Birds

As to wild Song Sparrows, at 25 days one of 4M’s young was

seen to drive another; at 26 days one of lM’s young was driven by
4M

;
while at 28, 29 and 30 days lM’s young were alternately fed and

pecked by their father.

7. Vocalizations

Most of the notes common to the adults of both sexes appear dur-

ing this fifth stage. At the same time the location note and begging

notes are prominent. Instead of the loud scream, weech is used. The
threat note appeared at 17 days with the first brood; the fear note at

19 days with T, 20 days with Y and S, 21 with B and R; the call note

tsip at 20 days with Y and F, 21 with B and R, 25 with T; while the

“ordinary” note tchunk

,

sometimes denoting a moderate amount of

alarm, at other times perhaps expressing self-assertion, appeared at

28 and 29 days.

Three of the birds started to sing during this period: Y at 17

days, T at 19, D at 20.

H. Summary
1. The development of the young Song Sparrow from hatching to inde-

pendence can be divided into 5 stages, 3 of which are passed through in the 9 to

10 days spent in the nest.

2. The first stage embraces the first 4 days of nest life; it is characterized

by rapid growth and the start of feather development; the chief motor co-
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ordinations are the food response and defecation; the first food call has been

heard at 2 days.

3. The second stage—5 and 6 days—is one of rapid growth in weight and

feathering and the establishment of temperature control ; the eyes open, and the

beginnings of several motor coordinations are seen—standing, stretching up of

the legs, and the first intimations of preening.

4. The third stage—7, 8 and 9 days—shows rapid development of motor

coordinations
;
cowering typically appears

;
the birds are well covered with feathers

and are able to leave the nest at any time. They stretch their wings up and side-

wise, they scratch their heads and shake themselves, they fan their wings and

flutter them when begging. New notes appear—the scream, the location call, and

several new feeding notes.

5. In the 9 to 10 days of its nest life the Song Sparrow has changed from
a nearly naked, blind, and practically cold-blooded creature of about 1.5 grams,

absolutely dependent on parents and nest for food, warmth and shelter, to a warm-
blooded, well-feathered individual of 15 to 18 grams, independent of nest and nest-

mates, able to care for its feathers, to move about, to escape enemies to some ex-

tent, to inform its parents of its whereabouts so they can feed it, and to respond

to its parents’ notes of alarm and fear.

6. The fourth stage starts at the age of 9 to 10 days when the fledglings

leave the nest. It is spent in retirement b}' the young bird away from its nest-

mates, is characterized by silence (except when calling for food) and by general

immobility. The chief advance is the acquisition of flight. A new method of,

begging for food appears : the birds no longer make themselves conspicuous, but
call their parents and beg from a horizontal rather than vertical position. One
brood was “psychologically” still in the nest for a day after leaving it. Sleeping
in the adult position typically appears at 10 days. A beginning is made in inde-

pendent feeding activities: wiping the bill, pecking at objects, picking up food,

catching insects, working at grass heads, and scratching the ground. Bathing
reactions appeared in several of the hand-raised birds. Singing appeared with 3
birds at 13, 14 and 15 days.

7. The fifth stage, starting with the attainment of flight and ending with
independence, lasts about 10 days. At 17 days Song Sparrows in Ohio come out
from retirement; they come into contact again with nest-mates and soon pursue
their parents for food. They may beg from their parents until they are 5 weeks
old, but the latest that I saw one fed was at 30 days. The Massachusetts Song
Sparrows attempted to shell seeds at 17 days, but were not able to do so until the
age of 25 days. The complete bathing technique, consisting of 3 chief motions,
is attained during this stage. Sunning was first recorded at 29 days. Frolicking
was first seen at 17 and 18 days. The fear note appears at 19 to *21 days. This
fifth period may be the chief time when the young are conditioned by parental
behavior with regard to what to fear and what not to fear. A note of antagonism
was first noted at 17 days; pecking others at 18 days; threatening postures and
fighting at 19 days. Tsip, denoting a social bond, first appeared at 19-20 days.
The characteristic adult note tchunk was heard at 28 and 29 days.

8. The day by day appearance and duration of the activities of the Song
Sparrow during the first month of its life are shown in Table III divided into
the 5 stages.
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CHAPTER III

Discussion of the Activities of the Young Bird

The activities of the young bird may be grouped under 6 general

headings : A, those concerned with nutrition
;
B, care of plumage and

other motor coordinations in situ
;
C, locomotion

;
D, escape reactions

;

E, social behavior; and F, vocalizations. (See Table IV at the end

of this chapter.)

In correlating these with the 5 stages of development, we find

that activities concerned with nutrition are of paramount importance

throughout all the stages, while social behavior of some sort is present

continuously, being most prominent during the fifth stage, and the

same is perhaps true of vocalizations. Coordinations concerned with

the care of plumage, etc., are first seen in the second stage, and are most

numerous in the third stage, yet new coordinations appear in the fourth

and fifth stages. Coordinations concerned with locomotion appear in

the third stage and are prominent in the fourth and fifth. Escape

responses typically appear for the first time in the third stage.

All these activities will be described as they occurred in the Song
Sparrows, and comparisons made with observations on Common Red-
starts, Serins, a Cowbird and Cedar Waxwing by myself, and on
many other young birds, particularly passerines, as recorded in the

literature in this country and abroad. Discussion of learned behavior

in connection with the activities will be reserved for Chapter IV.

. A. Activities Concerned with Nutrition
During the first 4 stages the passerine depends on its parent-

companion for food, but during the fifth stage it gradually becomes
independent.

1. Behavior toward the Parent-Companion
The food response to the parent consists in gaping, wing move-

ments, special body movements and a variety of notes.

a. Gaping
There is no specific word in English for this behavior, since

“gaping” is often used with a connotation of yawning. The German
word sperren also has a variety of meanings, but is employed by
ornithologists in this specific sense. Rand (1941c) uses “begging”,

but to my mind, “begging,” like “food response”, may include wing
movements and cries as well as the wide opening of the mouth. Gap-
ing is characteristic of Passeriformes, Cuculi formes and Upupidae
according to the Heinroths (1924). Stresemann (1927-34) includes

Picidae, but Sutter (1941), working on the Wryneck, points out that
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here gaping is oriented much earlier than with passerines, the 3-day

nestling making searching movements for the parental bill and snap-

ping at it in a way impossible for a passerine.

There have been several studies on gaping in young birds. Kuhl-

mann (1909) made experiments on the reactions of Red-winged Black-

birds and Brown Thrashers to artificial stimuli; he found that they

gave the “food reaction” to a hiss from the first to third day, to a

whistle and hand clapping on the fourth day, to jarring and imitation

of the parental cluck from the first to seventh day.

Herrick (1935 :281-283) compares the nestling “to an electric toy of which

the action is purely automatic.” He tested a 20 to 30-hour old Brown Thrasher

by putting it on a piece of cloth and scratching the cloth; he obtained 100 suc-

cessive food reactions in 13 minutes, “each representing the entire complex of

movement,” each lasting from 3 to 15 seconds “according to the strength of

stimulus received”. He found an early association of the “food-response” with

the nest, birds of 6 or 7 days refusing to beg when out of the nest.

In an experimental study on Song Thrushes and Blackbirds

( Turdus ericetorum and T. merula) Tinbergen and Kuenen (1939)

analyzed the releasing and directing components of gaping. For re-

leasing gaping, gentle jarring of the nest was the most effective means,

but rough shaking inhibited gaping. Touching the edge of the bill

and imitating a puff of wind usually brought a response, but chang-

ing of lighting and temperature, and all sorts of sounds were inef-

fective. By means of ingenious cardboard models it was found that

three characters were needed for the optical release of gaping: an

object, larger than 3 mm., must move above the level of the eyes. As
to orientation, although the eyes open at 9 and 10 days, gaping was
still directed vertically; it was not until two or three days later that

gaping was directed toward the head of the adult. The following char-

acteristics were found necessary for directing the gaping: the head

must be higher than other parts of the adult
;

it must be nearer
;

it

must be a convex interruption in the contour and be divided from the

body by an indentation.

Working on Starlings in Switzerland, Holzapfel (1939) concluded

that gaping is an instinctive rather than reflex action, since it is re-

leased by a variety of unspecific stimuli, and since it appears spon-

taneously in newly hatched birds. The following releasers were most
effective—touching the edge of the bill, gentle shaking, scratching

sounds. Rough shaking, cold air, suddeii change between light and
-darkness brbught no result. After 11 days optical releasers were most
important; from 11 to 17 days any movement brought a response, but

atfter 20 days the birds gaped only to the forceps or objects resembling
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them. Hence the release of gaping in this last stage depends on a

learned stimulus situation. As to orientation, although the eyes open

at 10 days, it is not until 14 days that the bird will follow the forceps

with its bill. With Choughs the eyes begin to open at 8-9 days, yet the

birds gaped vertically until the age of 18 days (Schifferli and Lang

1940).

With the Song Sparrows touching the edge of the bill brought

no reaction. All responded to uncovering of the nest and to jarring,

but after 8 days they cowered at severe jarring. Movement in front

of or above them brought a response from 7 days on. The Serins

and Cowbird also reacted to motion above their heads, but this was
not true of the hole-nesting Common Redstarts. The Ovenbird cowered

at any kind of jarring.

At 7 days the Song Sparrows reacted to the sight of the forceps

and to my whistle
;
at 8 days the Redstarts and Cowbird did so. The

Cowbird responded to the approach of human beings, but the Song
Sparrows did not until food was in sight. The Redstarts behaved dif-

ferently; at 7 and 8 days they reacted to any sight or sound connected

with people, even the shutting of a door. In the early morning my
slightest movement in bed was followed by an explosion of begging

calls from the nest beside it. After “fear” had appeared at 9 days,

the birds became much less noisy; they did not respond to every shut-

ting of the door, nor always to my approach, but my whistle had a

definite releasing value. When the threshold was lowered by hunger,

they still begged at every sight and sound connected with a human being.

With both Song Sparrows and Common Redstarts the eyes are

fully open at 6 days; the former gaped vertically until 7 days, the

latter until 8 days, at which time they gaped horizontally and followed

the forceps. Woodpeckers beg when the light is suddenly shut off

(Sherman 1910, the Heinroths 1924:312; Lehrman and Stephenson

1940).

The length of time that the mouth is held open increased during

nest life with the Song Sparrows and then shortened markedly. This

is shown by the following records with a stop watch: 5 days, 3 and

4 seconds; 6 days, 7 seconds; 7 days, 10; 8 days, 12; 10 days, 2 j 11

days, 2. With the Redstarts the change came at about 12
:

days,; at

that time instead of gaping, for an appreciable time, they darted their

open mouths to the front of the nest, then closed them.
:

>

The height to which the bird raises itself when gaping increases

and ' then suddenly decreases. With the Song Sparrows it tame to 5
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cm. at 5 days, 7.5 cm. at 6 days, 11 at 8 days, and 11 and 14 at 9 days,-

then 4.5 at 11 days. The Redstarts and Cowbird also crouched when
they begged after leaving the nest. The Ovenbird begged horizontally

in the open Song Sparrow nest while the Song Sparrows of the same
age stretched to their full height.

When gaping for food, motion to or from the caretaker is in-

hibited; “the pattern of the parent-companion can indeed fly” (Lorenz

1935:195). “A shy bird in a large cage was easily caught by inducing

it to beg” (Rand 1941c :221).

Heinroth points out that just before leaving the nest the young
have little appetite (1924; 1930b :3); this was true of all the Song
Sparrows I raised.

With birds taken before fear has developed, feeding from the

forceps fits into the innate pattern, but later the bird has to be con-

ditioned to the forceps held by the human being as the source of food.

The Ovenbird, taken at 5^2 days, gaped readily after 2 forcible feed-

ings. In Chapter II the process of conditioning the Song Sparrow N,,

caught at about 17 days, to artificial feeding was described.

There were two similar experiences at Altenberg. The Common Redstart,

WR, found in the grass one evening at the estimated age of 12 days, had to be

forcibly fed the following morning. By noon when the other Redstarts began to

fly about, he gaped twice. At 3 :25 he gaped at one of his companions. I was then

able to stimulate him by moving the forceps rapidly in front of him and by
hitting him on the back, but tapping on the head was ineffective. By noon the

next day he had become thoroughly conditioned to the forceps as the source of
food.

A European Cuckoo about 3 weeks old, taken from the nest of a Black

Redstart, responded to our attempts to feed it by defense reactions—spreading of

wings and tail, shaking the body and trying to peck. As soon, however, as the

Redstarts and Serins started to fly about nearby, the great mouth came open

and was held open, sometimes turned toward the nearest small bird. The wings

were not moved and the call was not loud, but the mouth is large and the buccal

cavity red. I was able at times to get it to gape by tapping it on the head (small

fosterers regularly feed this parasite by perching on its head), or by bringing a

Serin perched on my hand near it. The next day it was kept on the porch
; by

afternoon it became fully conditioned to the forceps, opening its bill at its approach

and swallowing the food. The following day I took it back into the room with

the small birds, and it at once gaped in the former automatic manner.

The Cedar Waxwing (Nice 1941a) taken after it had left the nest (about

15 days old) did not gape to me; it either took the proffered food or kept its bill

closed. It gaped readily to the 2 Song Sparrows a week older than it. When its

gullet was filled to the brim with berries and it would take nothing more from
me, its mouth would fly open in an apparently automatic manner if a Song Spar-

row happened to hop up beside it. Some Starlings taken at 16 days never gaped,

but from the beginning picked the food from the forceps (Holzapfel 1939:549).
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The last record I have for gaping with the Song Sparrow is 37

days. Holzapfel experimented on the duration of gaping with Starlings :

14 birds aged 23 to 27 days were fed with the forceps only once a

day; gaping lasted to the age of 35 days at the latest, the median

age of last appearance being 27 days. Eleven birds were fed with the

forceps every hour or two
;
one gaped typically until 77 days old, the

median age at last appearance being 51 days. The author suggests

that gaping is not merely a juvenile character, but that it is replaced

by pecking for food and becomes latent, reappearing in adult life in

those species where the male feeds his mate (see Lack 1940b). In

such cases the female often begs in the same manner as a young bird

with the same notes and same wing motions. Mrs. Laskey informs

me that her hand-raised male Mockingbird, when 11 months old, re-

vived his begging habit after a fledgling Robin had been installed in an

adjacent cage. In California the resident race of White-crowned Spar-

row spends 6 months raising 3 broods and young are cared for till 32-35

days of age
;
the migratory race fledges 3 broods in less than 4 months

in Washington and young are independent at 25-28 days (Blanchard

1941). With a Loggerhead Shrike unnatural care prolonged begging

for at least 6 months (Rand 1942).

b. Wing Fluttering

Wing movement as a releaser of the feeding reaction of the parent

is seen in a great many altrices. With some species the wings are

moved horizontally
;
with others the wings are raised vertically and

moved through a large arc. Wings are sometimes used together, some-

times one at a time. Wing movement was first seen in the Ovenbird

at 6 days, in the Cowbird at 7 days, in the Song Sparrows at 8 days,

in the Common Redstarts at 11 days, and in a Hooded Crow at 10-11

days (Strauss 1938a). With all of my hand-raised birds wing move-
ments were much more pronounced after leaving the nest than before.

The Cowbird begged with a lateral movement of the wings, using only the

manus and carpus, except at the age of 11 to 12 days when the humerus also

was involved. Examination of 3^4 meters of moving picture film taken by Dr.

M. D. Pirnie of this bird at 12 days showed that wing flapping occurred 18

times in the 28 seconds, each spell lasting from 3 to 6 frames, the median being 4.

Since 16 frames are taken a second, this means that the wings were usually moved
for a fifth to a fourth of a second, then kept quiet for perhaps twice as long be-

fore being again fluttered. The Cowbird nearly always used both wings simul-

taneously, whereas the Song Sparrows often used only one.

When the Redstarts were 16 days old I noted that wing fluttering well

illustrates exhaustion with raising of threshold—at first much action, then less

and less and finally none, all in one feeding session. Sometimes the wings are

used alternately. Of the 3 elements in begging, wing action tires first, then the
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food call, then gaping. I fed the birds at 5:45 P.M.; for the first 3 mouthfuls all

four fluttered vigorous^
;

at the fourth three fluttered
;

at the fifth, two
;
at the

sixth two to a slight extent; but the seventh mouthful no bird wanted.

With the Serins at about 18 days I noted that calling and wing action per-

sist in full vigor throughout a feeding
;
gaping tires first, quite in contrast to the

Redstarts.

The last wing fluttering was seen in a wild Song Sparrow at 34

days, in R at 37 days. The Redstarts “still gaped distinctly and with

wing fluttering” when 24 days old, while at 40 days RR “fluttered

his wing with a hint of gaping” (Lorenz, letter).

c. Bowing
The marked change in height and body attitude of the bird in

the nest and out of it has already been mentioned, details being given

for the Song Sparrows in Chapter II.

d. Food Notes

Begging and location notes will be discussed later in this chapter

under “Vocalizations.”

2. Independent Feeding Reactions

The acquisition of independence in feeding is a gradual process,

a matter of experiment, of using the instinctive actions of pecking,

seizing prey, shelling seeds, etc., on a large variety of objects.

Lorenz (1935:196) says: “Young birds which are about to begin

to eat independently will at first feed themselves playfully, so to speak,

when they are only slightly hungry. As soon as they become hungrier,

they start to beg.” The Heinroths (1924, I) and Holzapfel (1939) say

much the same thing, while Rand (1937:39) notes of his Blue Jays,

““Especially when very hungry they would not pick up and eat food,

but continued to beg.” The same was true with Curve-billed Thrashers

(Rand 1941c).

a. Wiping the Bill

This activity appeared before independent feeding: at 11 and 13

days with the Song Sparrows, perhaps earlier than 11 days with the

Serins, and at 14 days with the Cowbird and Redstarts. Its most

common use is to clean the bill.

Wiping the bill is often a sign of distate (Mostler 1935, Steiniger 1937).

Y wiped his bill after tasting ink
;
my hand-raised Bob-white did likewise after

pecking into a drop of lather. Schantz (1939:164) writes that the adult male
Robin "once ate a black swallow-tail butterfly ( Papilio polyxenes ) and evinced

distaste by wiping his bill and gulping. Next day when he suddenly approached

several of these butterflies congregated on the pink flowers of a prostrate Saponaria
plant, he flung away a large mouthful of food and wiped his bill in the air and
on the walk/’

Parent birds typically wipe their bills after disposing of fecal sacs. An in-
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teresting observation was made on a male European Dipper (Eggebrecht 1937)

on the ninth day of feeding young: the nest was kept scrupulously clean through

the efforts of the female; the male would make as if to take a dropping, then

draw back and run to the water and wipe his bill thoroughly, just as his mate

did after carrying away excreta.

b. Exploratory Pecking

The first appearance of exploratory pecking has been noted in a

number of altricial species: at 6 days in the Black-billed Cuckoo (Her-

rick 1910), 8 in the Ovenbird (Hann 1937), 12 in the Song Sparrow,

13 in the Common Redstart, 14 in the Cowbird and (probably) Serin,

19 in the Starling (Holzapfel 1939) and Curve-billed Thrasher, and

21 in the Blue Jay (Rand 1937). Holzapfel mentions the accuracy of

this pecking from the beginning.

c. Picking up Food
Independent feeding was first noted with the Song Sparrows at

12 to 16 days, with the Serins at about 14, Bicknell’s Thrush at 15

(Wallace 1939), Redstarts at 16, Cowbird at 17, Starlings at 19-21,

and Blue Jays at 23 days. The Heinroths (1924) say that small pas-

serines usually feed themselves to some extent by 23 days. Swallows

do not leave the nest till over 3 weeks old
;
the}^ may pick up ant “eggs”

while still in the nest if these are strewn within their reach (M. Hein-

roth 1917).

d. Preying Reactions : Watching, Catching and Beating Prey

Detailed notes on these preying activities with the Song Sparrow
are given in Chapter II. Interest in circling flies was shown at 13 days

by both the Song Sparrows and Redstarts. The Redstarts, being largely

fed on fresh ant pupae, had little experience with live insects, but

the Song Sparrows came into constant contact with them. The first

capture of an insect was noted at 13 days with the Song Sparrows, 16

with the Bicknell’s Thrush, 19 with the Common Redstarts, and 29
with the Blue Jays. Beating of prey was first noted in Song Sparrows
at 15 days, and at 17 days with the Redstarts (the “prey” being a

flower of Norway spruce). The Serins never showed any reaction

to insects.

e. Drinking

Although the Song Sparrows paid no attention to drops of water

on weeds that had been dipped in water, they drank water eagerly from
my fingers when it was first offered them—the Massachusetts birds

at 12 days, the Michigan birds at 9 and 10 days. The drinking reaction

in its entirety—the bill dipped into water and the head raised—ap-

peared as a forerunner of bathing with B at 13 days, F at 14 days
and T at 17 days, as well as with the Cowbird at 16 days and a Red-
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start at 18 days and a Serin at about 19 days. R drank at 16 days, one

day before he first bathed.

f. Reaction to Seeds

Pulling at grass heads, running stems through the bill, etc., ap-

peared at 14 and 15 days in the Massachusetts Song Sparrows. R
started to mouth seeds at 17 days, S at 19 and D at 20. Y, R and B
first succeeded in shelling seeds at 25 and 26 days, the other Song
Sparrows at 32 days. The Serins ignored canary seed, but at about

19 days picked up ant pupae and went through shelling movements
with them. The insectivorous Redstarts showed none of these move-
ments characteristic of the seed-eating birds. The Heinroths (1924)

give one month as the age at which the European Tree Sparrow (Passer

montanus)
,
Linnet and Hawfinch are able to shell seeds.

g. Scratching the Ground
The Song Sparrow, like those others of the Fringillidae that

possess this instinctive coordination, scratches with both feet at once,

making a little jump forwards and a larger jump backwards. Scratch-

ing is a prominent characteristic in Towhees and White-throated and

Fox Sparrows
;

it is also seen in the American Rock Sparrow, White-

crowned, Harris, Lincoln, Savannah and American Tree Sparrows

and the Junco, but does not seem to occur in the Field Sparrow.

Scratching was first noted with R at 16 days, Y at 18, T at 19,

D at 22, S at 36 days. During the winter, scratching did not seem

to be stimulated so much by the situation of a supply of weed stalks

and seeds as by the feel of various substances
;
the Song Sparrows

scratched when they hopped onto a ball of yarn, onto a sweater, or

even on a ball of steel wool. Young Honey Buzzards start to scratch

at the age of one month while still in the nest (Wendland 1935).

3. Defecation

Young passerines from their first day raise their posterior

ends when defecating. This coordination is carried to an extreme in

some species as pictured by the Heinroths (19241) where the little

bird practically stands on its head, stretching its posterior as high as

it does its head when begging. Titmice have a fringe of light-colored

feathers around the anus which may function in calling parental at-

tention to the forthcoming sac. Naturally this is not present at hatch-

ing, but may be useful during the highly crowded conditions during

later nest life. Blair and Tucker (1941) stress the increasing coopera-

tion of the young in nest sanitation through the tendency to evacuate

on or over the edge of the nest. Defecation normally occurs after

feeding.
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leaves the nest
;
the timing with feeding is gone and the dropping loses

its membranous covering. With the Snow Bunting (Tinbergen 1939c:

38) the latter change occurs just before the young leave the nest

hole. What Miller (1931b) writes of the Shrike is true in general

of passerines : “concomitant with the beginning of hopping or flying,

the feces lose the mucous sac and resemble the feces of the adult.

This change may occur within a few minutes after leaving the nest”.

Dr. Rand points out to me in correspondence that activity may bring

about defecation before there has been time for the formation of a

mucous sac of sufficient thickness to be noticeable. “When fledglings

begin to move about, the enclosing sac is no longer formed. With the

Flicker it disappears gradually” (Sherman 1910).

B. Care of Plumage and Other Bodily Movements in Situ,

Not Concerned with Nutrition

Under this category those bodily movements will be discussed

that are connected neither with nutritional processes nor locomotion.

They are
:
preening, yawning, stretching, scratching the head, shaking

self, sleeping in the adult posture, tail and crest movements, bathing

and sunning.

1. Preening

The first preening movements often appear before there are any

feathers to be preened. Preening movements at the age of 5 days

with both the Song Sparrows and Redstarts were few and uncertain

;

they were directed toward the wing, under the wing and to the breast.

Sometimes a bird opened its bill to preen, but did not reach the feather

sheaths. Preening was well established at 8 days with the Song Spar-

rows and 11 days with the Redstarts. The first appearance of preen-

ing is reported at 4 days with the Ovenbird (Hann 1937), 5 days with

the Black-billed Cuckoo (Herrick 1910), and 6 days with the Cowbird
(Shaver 1918).

2. Yawning
Opening the bill as if yawning was first seen with the Song Spar-

rows at 5 and 6 days. Heinroth ( 1930a :337) does not consider that

birds, reptiles or amphibia really yawn, i.e. there does not seem to

be the deep intake of breath nor the inclination to stretching move-
ments that are characteristic in mammals. Herrick, however, writes

that “comparatively few [birds], of which I can now mention the

pelican, the gull, and the eagle, habitually indulge in a genuine yawn.
In this act the gull appears to derive the same sort of relief as dog or

man, and it is no more graceful in its performance. At the close of
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expiration in the gull the throat expands, and the tongue, which is

up-raised, draws with it the larynx and thus gives free passage to the

air” (1935:279).

According to von Lucanus (1925) yawning occurs only in Par-

rots. Strauss ( 1938a : 160) says that he could stimulate yawning in

his Jackdaws by waking them with a noise: “They looked at me blink-

ing and ‘drunk with sleep,’ and, yawning, opened wide their bills.”

My Song Sparrows, when wakened by the turning on of the light in

the evening, often stretched, but never yawned. “Yawning” is seen

comparatively seldom.

3. Stretching

Two types of stretching movements are shown by all carinate

birds. They are illustrated in Plate 14 in Strauss’ article on Corvidae

(1938a) and many times in the Heinroths’ volumes (1924-33), not

only for passerines, but for Owls, Ducks, Shorebirds, Pigeons, Bitterns,

etc. See Figure 1 for sketches of these movement in the Song
Sparrow.

The first movement to appear in the birds observed by me is a

stretching upwards of the intertarsal joints and of the closed wings;

the leg and wing movements may follow each other or be simultane-

ous. Stretching up of the legs was seen at 5 days in the Song Spar-

rows and Redstarts and 6 in the Cowbird. Stretching up of the wings

was first seen at 7 days in the Song Sparrow and Catbird, 8 in the

Cowbird, 11 in the Redstarts, and was already present in the Serins

when obtained at the estimated age of 11 days.

The second and more common type is a stretching down of one

wing, the corresponding leg, and—in the adult—half of the tail. This

was first seen at 7 days in the Song Sparrows, Ovenbird and Catbird,

8 in the Cowbird, 11 in the Redstarts and about 14 in the Serins.

Stretching down of both wings at once is a temporary stage not

mentioned in the writings of Heinroth (1930a, 1938a) and Kramer

(1930) on movements of vertebrates. I have noted it in 6 species:

Song Sparrows (9 individuals) at 8 and 9 days, Ovenbird 8 days,

Cowbird 9 and 10 days, Common Redstarts 12 and 13 days, Cedar

Waxwing at about 15 and 16 days and European Cuckoo at about 3

weeks. This activity was seen for only 2 days in any individual.

Schifferli and Lang (1940) observed it in Choughs at 27 days, Ap-
parently some parrots regularly stretch both wings down at the same

time; this is mentioned of Bourke’s Parakeet (Uampe 1939).

4. Scratching the H,ead

In most passerines the zving is dropped dozyn and the leg brought
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up over it in scratching the head, a method analogous to that in dogs

and lizards. (See Figure 1.) Species that use this roundabout way
(hintenherum) according to Heinroth (1930a, 1938a) are most

passerines, also Swifts, Goatsuckers, Kingfishers, Bee-eaters, Horn-

bills, most Woodpeckers, and the true Sandpipers including the Avocets-

(see Makkink 1936) and Stilts. Birds that scratch from under the

wing (vornherum ) are Galliformes, Anseriformes, Pigeons, Snipes,

Storks and Toucans. Some Parrots employ one method, others the

other.

Several authors emphasize the awkardness of scratching over

the wing, and mention how young birds often lose their balance in

attempting it (Strauss 1938a, Kramer 1930), while Kramer tells of

a Thrush with a stiff wing that exhausted itself trying to scratch its

head in the instinctive way rather than simply from under the wing.

Scratching the head was first noted in Ovenbirds at 4 days (Hann

1937), in Song Sparrows at 7, 8 and 9 days, in Catbirds at 7 days, in

Redstarts at 9 days and Serins at about 16. My young Ovenbird at

6 and 7 days scratched its head from under the wing; I do not know
whether or not this is the adult method. The only other passerine that

I have noted using this method is the Pekin Robin (one of the Tima-
liidae). Scratching the head is most frequently seen with the Song
Sparrows during or directly after the bath. Many passerines, after

taking fat from the oil gland, suddenly scratch the bill and then the

head. I noted this first in the Common Redstarts at 12 days.

5. Shaking

Shaking was first seen with the Song Sparrows at 9 and 10 days,

the Cowbird at 11 days, the Common Redstarts 12 and the Serins

about 14 days. Heinroth (1930a) says that birds shake themselves

to get their feathers in order
;
they will not do it if alarmed. Some-

times it is a sign of relief from tension or fear (Lorenz 1935 : 193, 345).

The Heinroths tell of the nervousness of their birds on being taken

into the new environment of the photography room
;
as soon as they

felt at ease they shook themselves. Shaking has been noted as evi-

dence of disgust when adult Jackdaws carried off the excrement of

the young (Lorenz 1931), when a Jackdaw accidently pecked into

excrement or some fell near it (Strauss 1938a), and by various birds

after eating a distasteful insect (Steiniger 1937).

6. Sleeping in the Adult Position

This position in which the head is turned back and the bill tucked

into the upper wing coverts was not assumed by 4 of the species I

studied until after they left the nest: 9 of the Song Sparrows at 10
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days (although some of them left at 9 days), the Ovenbird at 8 days,

Cowbird at 11 days and the Redstarts at 14 days. Rand’s Blue Jays

slept in this manner at 20 days. Two of the Serins slept in this posi-

tion when we obtained them at the estimated age of 11 days, the third

not until 2 days later. House Finches were noted to sleep thus 6 days

before leaving the nest, i.e. at about 10 days (Stoner 1934 and letter).

7. Tail and Crest Movements
Tail wagging was first noted in the Song Sparrows at 12 and 13

days, and in the Redstarts at 13 days. Spreading the tail—a sign of

excitement—was first recorded with the Song Sparrows at 18 days.

Raising the crest was first noted in the Massachusetts Song Spar-

rows at 13 and 14 days, in F at 13 and S at 18 days. With the young
birds I could not see that it was correlated with any particular psy-

chological state, but in older birds it denotes a certain state of appre-

hension. In the hand-raised birds this is the characteristic pose of the

underling when threatened by the despot or even when within a

certain distance of him. In the White-crowned Sparrow with its con-

spicuously marked crest the significance of raising it is just the opposite

(Blanchard 1941).

8. Bathing Reactions

The bathing of birds has been discussed by Heinroth in two

papers (1912b, 1938b), and by Lorenz as quoted by Strauss (1938a).

Typically steppe and desert forms take only dust baths, while the

majority of birds take .only water baths. A few species take both

kinds : House Sparrow, European Rock Sparrow, some Hawks and

Owls, European and House Wrens, and Snow Finch. Mr. Earl

Wright informs me this is true of the Bronzed Grackle. Wren-Tits

bathe in puddles and in dust, but mostly depend on ‘Tog or rain-

moistened shrubbery . . . brushing and bumping against the wet leaves

. . . then shaking and preening” (Erickson 1938:309). Snow baths

have been reported for a Downy Woodpecker (Merriam 1920), Junco
(Forbush 1929:89) and Horned Lark (Gardner 1921). According

to Heinroth birds do not bathe to get themselves clean, but to bring

their feathers in order
;
they bathe most in hot, damp weather, but

may bathe in very cold weather.

In a letter to Erich Strauss ( 1938a : 156) Lorenz describes four

chief phases in bathing shown by carinate birds
;

the last two are

characteristic of Anseriformes, but I have not seen them in passerines.

From my experience with four species in captivity, I divide their bath-

ing into 3 chief movements (see Figure 1).
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The first two constitute the conventional behavior used by the

majority of birds.

(1) The bird crouches and performs a horizontal movement with

both wings simultaneously, spreading them apart and then bringing

them together.

(2) The bird dips its head into the water.

(3) The bird stands erect and whips the water forward, then

backward, first with one wing, then the other, splashing the water

far more vigorously than with motion 1.

Figuce 1 . Stretching, Scratching and Bathing Postures. From left to right (upper

row); 1, stretching both wings up; 2, stretching wing and leg sidwise ; 3,

scratching head over the wing; 4, preliminary crouching for motion 1 in

batching, wings used together; 5, dipping the head, motion 2; 6, alternate

wing movement, motion 3.

Motion 1 appeared in 5 individuals before motion 2 : 2 Song
Sparrows (B and R) first showed 1 at 13 days, and 2 at 16 and 17

days; a Redstart showed 1 at 15 days, 2 at 16 days; a Serin 1 at 19

( ?) days and 2 at 24 ( ?) days; a Magpie in Austria 1 at about 22 and

2 at about 28 days. Others showed 1 and 2 at the same time : 5 of

the Song Sparrows—F at 14 days, D at 15, T at 17, Y and S at 18 days

;

3 of the Redstarts at 18 days, and Serin at 24 ( ?) days. Apparently

motion 1 maturates first as shown by those birds that bathed somewhat
prematurely.

Motion 3 was not seen until 20, 21 and 25 days with the Song
Sparrows, 16 with the Cowbird.

The Song Sparrows always start with head dippping and simul-

taneous wing movement, but soon work up to the alternate wing move-
ment, each series consisting of motions 2, 1 and 3 repeated again and
again. In January 1940 I watched the Song Sparrows bathing: J.
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bathed for 4 minutes going through 2, 1 four times then 2, 1, 3 twenty-

seven times; D gave 2, 1 eight times, then 2, 1, 3 twenty-nine times,

while Y gave 2, 1 fourteen times, followed by 2, 1, 3 thirty-eight times.

Y often flirted his tail after 2, 1, but not when absorbed in 2, 1, 3.

Besides Song Sparrows and the Cowbird I have seen House Sparrows, a

Java Sparrow and a Starling use motion 3. Canaries used only 1 and 2 while I

watched them. How general it is among passerines I cannot say, as before I went

to Altenberg I did not realize the importance of watching carefully the move-
ments of birds, and since then I have had little opportunity to see birds bathe.

The young birds are thoroughly wet after their baths, but this

was not true of the* older ones, even though the latter may stay in

longer. Probably the feathers of the older bird are better oiled. -

Birds show a great variety in their ways of bathing; Heinroth

(1912b, 1938b) enumerates a number of these. Scissor-tailed Fly-

catchers (Nice 1927a), Kingbirds and Swallows (Seton 1921) dip

in the water on the wing. A young Black Swift, adopted at 5 weeks,

would catch water in its bill from a dripping faucet and “with a flip

of the head would sprinkle the water over its body and in this way
obtain its morning bath” (Michael 1933). The subject is one of con-

siderable interest; we need accurate observations on the bathing tech-

nique of even our commonest birds.

9. Sunning

This is a striking attitude with all feathers spread, mouth open

and the body usually inclined to one side.
1 The hand-raised Song Spar-

rows, although they had opportunities earlier, did not show this re-

action until the age of 29, 35, 36 and 38 days. The Common Redstarts

first assumed this position at 23 days, the Cedar Waxwing at about

36 days. The Heinroths (1924-33) show an excellent picture of a

month old Blackbird (Turdus mernla) sunning itself, and also of

Wrens at 16 days (although here only one wing seems to be out-

stretched) and of an Aquatic Warbler sunning itself at 17 days. Strauss

(1938a) gives photographs of different attitudes of Jackdaws sunning.

He says that in sunning the customary alertness appears to be lacking.

C. Locomotion
Locomotion of the young bird will be considered under five topics

:

in the nest; the act of leaving the nest; locomotion on the ground;

locomotion in the air; and “frolicking”.

1. In the Nest
The newly hatched altrix is able to crawl about to some extent

by means of uncoordinated movements. It is not until the second

1Wm. Beebe (1905 Two Bird-Lovers in Mexico, N. T. ) observed 3 Mexican Motmots
sunning by flinging themselves “flat upon their backs and spreading their wings.” p. 203.
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period that the little bird has sufficient control to stand to any extent,

and at first it stands on its tarsi. Climbing and stepping and turning

about appear in the third stage.

2. Leaving the Nest

Leaving the nest appears under normal conditions when the nest-

ling has some power of locomotion and is well able to maintain itself

in isolation without the warmth afforded by nest mates. It may be

induced prematurely by fright, in which case the little birds have

lessened chances of survival. It was interesting how the stunted Song

Sparrows D, F and S, and one bird on Interpont, all left at the average

time, while two ailing birds were bound to leave even earlier. Groh-

mann (1938:144) from experiments on domestic pigeons, considers

that with healthy birds a certain inhibition prevents them from leaving

the nest until the normal time, but that this inhibition is not present

in less vigorous individuals.

The age of leaving the nest with different passerines will be dis-

cussed in Chapter V,

Besides the new coordinations of hopping and perhaps flying,

there are other changes that take place with the leaving of the nest

One is the immediate use of the location call, which has only rarely

been used in the nest and typically only under stress of hunger.

I once watched a Black-throated Blue Warbler leave the nest (1930) ;
5

minutes later I noted : “The outsider began to call, then flew across the tiny brook,

twittering and cheeping. There was the greatest difference between the quiet

young in the nest and the vociferous infant outside. . . . Almost constantly he

clamored tiderdee, tidderdee as he wandered about over the dead leaves.”

As already noted, defecation is no longer timed with feeding;

it is not accompanied by backing nor turning around; nor are the

excreta enclosed in a sac. With many fledglings there is also a definite

tendency to get away from nest mates.

3. Hopping, Walking, Running
Hopping was the main mode of progression shown by the Song

Sparrows upon leaving the nest, but a few walking steps were taken

and a little running done. Although adult Song Sparrows progress

over the ground chiefly by hopping, they also walk to some extent,

especially where the going is rough.

Many birds whose adult mode of progression is entirely or largely

walking, hop when they first leave the nest. This is true of the Cowbird
(Nice 1939e), Prairie Horned Lark (Pickwell 1931:193), and Oven-
bird (Hann 1937). The Heinroths (1924-33) give information on
this subject on a number of species that normally walk as adults. Six

hop at first : Skylark, Crested Lark, Savi’s Warbler, Magpie, Hooded
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Crow and Raven. In two species, however, the young walked from

leaving the nest—-Grasshopper Warbler and European Rock Sparrow
(Petronia petronia). Lorenz (1937c) adds Pipits to the list of birds

that hop before they walk.

4. Flight

Under flight we will consider wing fanning, flight, and landing,

a. Wing Fanning
Fanning consists of beating of the wings through a large arc,

sometimes with the claws attached to the nest or other support. It

was first seen at 8 and 9 days with 6 of the Song Sparrows, but not

noted with the others. The Cowbird first indulged in this activity

at 8 days
;
the next afternoon it went into an explosion of wing fanning

that carried it out of the nest. The Common Redstarts fanned their

wings from the age of 10 days till they left the nest at 14 days; it

was seldom seen after that except in “frolicking” at 17 to 19 days.

Herrick's films of the young Bald Eagles show much of this activity,

in later stages the birds rising from the nest with sticks held in their

claws.

b. Flight

Flight was first seen with the Song Sparrows at 10 and 11 days,

with the Cowbird at 11 days, with the Redstarts at 14. It may appear

as early as 8 days in the Black-throated Green Warbler (the Nices

1932). At 16 days the Redstarts flew skillfully and this was true of

the Song Sparrows at 17 days.

c. Landing
The young Song Sparrows tried to land on top of the floor board,

the young Redstarts on the wall moldings, i.e., the boundary line be-

tween the wall paper and plaster. Both tried to land on the lower

length of picture frames. At 17 and 18 days they made no more mis-

takes in landing. Rand's Blue Jays at 28 days—they started to fly

at 18 days
—

“discriminated against perches on which they could not

land.”

Landing on brothers and sisters was a definite instinctive action

with the Song Sparrows and Redstarts during the first few days out

of the nest. Usually the bird aimed at was knocked from the perch,

but gave no sign of resentment. I have not been able to watch Song
Sparrows in the wild at this age

;
as a rule they are well separated.

But when about 3 weeks old they often land on their fathers, appar-

ently eliciting no resentment on the part of their victims. Lorenz

(1931:69) describes this behavior with young Jackdaws, stating that

he has seen it with many other recently fledged passerines. He suggests
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that the instinctive activity is aimed at the parent-companion, the

parents in this way showing the young suitable perches.

A case that may have some bearing here has been reported to me by my
daughter Constance : when a hand-raised Caspian Tern at the University of

Michigan Biological Station took its first flight, it appeared to be afraid to alight,

flying about screaming for a long time. Was it looking for a parent to show it

where to land? Dr. Lorenz wrote me: “Young Greylags (when hand-raised) are

quite terribly afraid to land for lack of the releasing stimuli emanating from the

landing of their mother before them.” He describes (1936) the first flight of

his pet Raven and his successful efforts to get it to land on his arm, thus pre-

venting the bird from flying away and becoming lost.

5. Frolicking

The chief form of play which occurs in young Song Sparrows

I have called “frolicking.” This behavior first appeared with R and

Y at 17 days, with B and T at 18. I have seen it in nature with Song
Sparrows about 40 days old in July and also with young birds in

September. J occasionally showed it. The Pelham birds frolicked all

fall, while Y does so at intervals in a mild manner even though 3

years old.

Frolicking is characterized by sudden, rapid runs or flights with

sharp turns. One of the Redstarts at 17 days rushed about on the

floor of the cage flapping his wings
;
the next day another suddenly

flew madly about the cage. My hand-raised Bob-white (1939a) used

to make little flights flapping his wings, then crouch and suddenly fly.

“If one young dove begins to play, by flapping its wings and skip-

ping, the others are apt to be incited to join in” (Whitman 1919:156).

Rand (1941a) writes, “Young birds I have raised by hand frequently

dashed about in various directions in their cages for no obvious rea-

son, apparently as a release for surplus nervous energy that could

be assuaged only by rapid motion.”

Sedge Warblers are described by Howard (1907-1914) as very

playful just after leaving the nest; they lower their heads, spring into

the air and dart at one another, dodging and changing places. Young
Turacos were “exceedingly playful in a monkey-like fashion,” sparring

with each other and making “mock attacks” upon their master and

mistress (Moreau 1938:647). The Redstarts chased one another ap-

parently in a spirit of play from the age of 21 days, and the early

quarreling of the Song Sparrows is certainly not in earnest. Every-

one is familiar with the play fights of young chickens.

Herrick (1934:159-62) describes “‘hunting plays’” of the young
Bald Eagle “when the animal is dealing with lifeless or mock prey,”

and “perhaps ‘fighting plays,’ in which the rivalry and tilts between
the opponents are of a friendly nature.” This play-hunting is men-
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tioned with several other raptors—Marsh Hawk (Sumner 1931), Gos-

hawk (Bond 1942), Eagle Owl (the Heinroths 1924-33), Screech

Owl (Sanborn 1932b).

The matter of play will be discussed further in Chapter IV.

D. Escape Reactions
Escape reactions in young Song Sparrows and many other pass-

erines may be classified under hiding, screaming, and fleeing.

Hiding first appears as cowering in the nest; later as “freezing.”

The loud scream of the nestling brings the parents to the scene where
they put on a demonstration which draws the attention of the enemy
to themselves. Later weech is a cry of pain, either experienced or

anticipated. Fleeing may be on foot or on wing. Fluttering was seen

in the captive birds, but would seldom appear in the wild. With the

Song Sparrows from the age of 3 weeks the escape reaction might be

fleeing to a protected spot followed by freezing.

1. Age at Which “Fear” Appears

Kuhlmann (1909) recognizes 5 stages in the development of fear

in passerine nestlings :(a) “cessation of giving the food reaction to

stimuli that at first aroused it”; (b) a “sudden shrinking or shiver to

a stimulus”; (c) crouching to a stimulus; (d) no crouching, but an

“alert" attitude in which objects are followed “in an attitude ... of

alarm"; (e) escape with hiding and crouching. A variety of (c) is

designated “fighting fear” when a nestling crouches and opens its bill.

“Fear in these birds is, therefore, not long delayed, and its develop-

ment is in one sense quite gradual rather than abrupt,” p. 71. Rand
(1941c) does not mention Kuhlmann, but these 5 stages may be
dated in the account of development of the Curve-billed Thrashers

in the nest: (a) by the fifth day, (b) on the seventh and eighth, (d)

on the tenth, (c) and (e) on the twelfth. It is a question whether

“cessation of giving the food reaction to stimuli that at first aroused

it” should be considered a manifestation of “fear”
;

I would be in-

clined to call it a matter perhaps both of maturation and conditioning.

Crouching is what is commonly recognized as the manifestation of

“fear/' and this appearance is abrupt. (Kuhlmann nowhere mentions

the role of the parent in inciting escape reactions in the young.)

“Fear," as shown by cowering, usually appears at the beginning

of the third stage, i.e. at the time when the young bird is first able to

leave the nest. This occurs from one to several days after the eyes

are fully open. Fear appeared at S ]/2 days with the Ovenbird, 6 ]/2~7

days with the Song Sparrows, 6 days with the Catbird, 7 with the

Cowbird, 7J/2 with the Rose-breasted Grosbeak (Ivor, letter), and 9
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days with the Common Redstart. With the Black-billed Cuckoo the

“instinct of fear commonly matures at the beginning or close of the

sixth day,” the bird usually leaving the nest at the age of 6 to 8 days

(Herrick 1910). As to the American Tree Sparrow, “Fear was ac-

quired quite suddenly between seven and one-half and eight days,

correlating perfectly with the development of physical independence”

(Baumgartner 1938a). With the Chickadee fear appears at 12 days

at the time the eyes are fully open and temperature control is attained

(Odum 1941b :530).

The Blond Ring Dove (Craig 1909:55) shows fear earlier, as soon as it

has the full use of its eyes. At first it cowers, later in nest life it squats, erects

its feathers, points its bill at the approaching hand and snaps at it; when it leaves

the nest at the age of 9 to 10 days it flies instead of making a show of resistance.

It gives an alarm note at 11 to 13 days; the “inflection” is “exactly like that of

the adults’ alarm-note, although its tone is that of the baby voice.”

Intimidation behavior (“fighting fear”) is shown by a number
of nestlings when they are in reality helpless: Robin (Kuhlmann),
Mourning Dove, Ring Dove, Nighthawk (Pickwell and Smith 1938,

Tompkins 1942), European Cuckoo, Owls, Hawks, Boobies, Heron^
Bitterns, etc. Once I saw it in a Song Sparrow—A at 8 days crouched

with open bill after some rapid movement of mine.

Many nestlings that are normally raised in sheltered nesis show
much uneasiness when brought into bright light : Song Sparrows, Com-
mon Redstarts, Bluebirds, Shell Parakeets (Lorenz) and Jackdaws
(Strauss 1938a). Cowering disappears when the birds become posi-

tively phototactic upon leaving the nest.

Escape reactions were practically absent in the Serins, while the

nestling Michigan Song Sparrows cowered only when taken out-of-

doors. This dropping out of escape reactions is typical of less vigorous

individuals.

E. Social Behavior
The young Song Sparrow shows both social and anti-social be-

havior.

1. Social Bond
The first evidence of a response to a fellow member of the species

is given by the tendency of the small young to lie in a heap
;
when

separated, they crawl together again. The bond to nest-mates remains
in force with most passerines until the birds leave the nest. (See the

account in Chapter II of the 1940 brood that accidentally left a day
early.) At this time some species—Chats (Saxicola ), Wheatears,
Nightingales and Thrushes—completely lose this bond, each seeking a
separate perch and showing hostility to any of its nest-mates that
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approaches (the Heinroths, 1924, I). The same is true of Snow Bunt-

ings. Tinbergen ( 1939c :39) says of this behavior, “Its function is

obvious : it decreases the chance of the destruction of the whole brood

when a predator discovers one of them.” However, “as soon as the

young become independent, they collect in large flocks.”

The Song Sparrows lost their bond to each other at leaving the

nest, but showed no hostility until the age of 17 days, the time at

which they might normally meet their nest-mates again. With the

Common Redstarts, on the contrary, a strong bond persisted between

the birds
;
on leaving the nest, RR made his way to the cage where

BR was tchipping, and YR followed shortly after. They customarily

sat close to one another. There seemed to be no discrimination against

the wild Redstart added to their group the day after they left the nest.

At the age of 21 days the Redstarts started to chase one another

occasionally in the air, apparently in a spirit of play. The day before

they had shown some hostility to the Serins. When the Redstarts

were 7Yz weeks old, Dr. Yorenz wrote me, “No pecking order has

developed; save for occasional bickerings they are absolutely peaceful

and sleep close together, though not squeezing against each other as

they did formerly.” The adult Redstart is territorial.

On July 31 when Song Sparrow A was 27 days old, his brother T suddenly

died, leaving A alone except for the Cedar Waxwing. The next day A sat in

front of the mirror and chipped for some minutes
;
this behavior was repeated on

August 4, 5, 6 and 7. There was a bond between him and the Waxwing; they

lay in the sun together, preened at the same time, visited the lunch counter to-

gether, and slept side by side on a picture frame.

The call note tsip appeared at 3 weeks with the Song Sparrows

;

this is expressive of a social bond.

2. Fighting Reactions

A note of antagonism was first heard from the Massachusetts

Song Sparrows at 17 days; pecking one another appeared at 18 days;

threatening with outspread wings and fighting at 19 days. It was at

this age that the Michigan Song Sparrows began to defend themselves

from the attacks of Y. At 20 days T was first seen to peck A. At

about 16 days the Waxwing attacked T who had suddenly hopped

up beside it. At 20 days the Redstarts began to chase and peck the

Serins
;
the next day RR threatened YR and BR with open bill and

pecked WR; YR pecked RR. At about 23 days the Serins gave a

loud, new note of hostility against the Redstarts
;
this and their open

bills bluffed the much larger Redstarts and induced them to give way.

At 18 days the Cowbird delivered its first peck.

Some Woodpeckers become very antagonistic to one another be-
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fore leaving the nest, as the Heinroths note. Sherman (1910:146)

describes how young Flickers “fight like little demons at times.” The

Heinroths found that in the majority of passerines which they raised

the brothers and sisters fought one another after they became inde-

pendent at about 4 weeks of age. In nature the members of the brood

would scatter.

F. Vocalizations

The vocal utterances of the Song Sparrow during the first month

of its life may be divided into six classes : food notes, location notes,

fear notes, threat notes, self-assertion note, and song.

1. Food Notes

The earliest age at which I have noted a faint see-see with the

Song Sparrows was at 2 days, but it probably would be given the first

day if the bird were hungry. The first food call appears on the day

of hatching with the Ovenbird and Cowbird (Hann), Robin (6 minutes

after hatching—Schantz 1939). Starling (Holzapfel), Chickadee

(Odum 1941b :530), Black-billed Cuckoo (Herrick 1910), Alpine Swift

(Bartels 1931), and Blond Ring Dove (Craig 1909). The food call

grows stronger, being conspicuous near the end of nest life. With
the Song Sparrows the see-see reaches its maximum at about 7 days,

after which it is largely replaced by harsher notes of considerable

variety. A rather musical tit-tit-tit appeared at 8 to 13 days. Begging

notes are used as long as the bird is dependent on its parent.

It has often been noted that young birds in protected sites—either

through the situation or the nature of the nest, or because of living

in colonies—are much more noisy in their begging than those in open,

unprotected situations. The Snow Bunting, nesting in holes inaccessible

to the only likely predator, the Arctic Fox, has very noisy young, their

nest call carrying 150 yards, in contrast to “its open-breeding relatives,

the Reed Bunting and the Yellow Bunting” which “have rather silent

young” (Tinbergen 1939c :35-36). The young of the colony-nesting

Rook are noisy, those of the solitary Carrion Crow silent, while in

North America young Orioles are notorious for their clamor. Young
Starlings are also noisy.

2. Location Notes
The location call of the young bird that has left the nest is, of

course, also a hunger note. It normally appears late in the nest life,

but with ailing Song Sparrows was heard as early as 6 and even 5

days. This is used until independence. See C, 2 in this chapter for a

description of its sudden appearance after leaving the nest.

Tsip—the specific call note—appeared at 3 weeks. To human
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ears it is indistinguishable from the call note of some other American

Sparrows with which Song Sparrows sometimes associate in winter.

3. Fear Notes

The earliest note of fear is the scream given at 6 or 7 days upon

capture by an enemy, specifically, the bird-bander. Weech is first given

by young birds when landed on by companions, and later when pecked

or when there seems to be danger of being pecked.

The specific fear note of the adult tik-tik was heard at 3 weeks

;

this is longer or shorter according to the degree of fear.

The “'ordinary”' note tchunk is often used by adults upon occasions

of moderate alarm.

4. Threat Note
A note of antagonism which gradually developed into one of

threat was first heard at 17 days. A corresponding note was first

heard from the Cowbird at 21 days and from the Serins at about

23 days.

5. Self-Assertion

The “ordinary” note tchunk

,

diagnostic of the species, appeared

at 28 days in three of the Song Sparrows, later in the others. It is

used in a large variety of situations, but seems often to express self-

assertion. In the fall it is usually heard from a male on his territory.

It often expresses anxiety in the nesting season at the approach of Cow-
bird, cat or person. Here it might be interpreted as protest against

the intruder. This note would appear to function at times as a form
of substitute behavior.

In August 1939 D used it a great deal, Y being confined in the large cage

and D dominating F and S. I never heard it from F or S until my return August
31 after a 2y£ weeks absence, at which time S had become despot over D and F,

Y being confined in a large cage. In October Y and D had the freedom of the

study
;
Y often used it, but D did not. It was not until December, when D became

despot, that he again said tchunk. I never heard it from the female—J.

The Song Sparrow’s tchunk seems to be somewhat analogous to the “Rain-

call” or Riilschen of the Chaffinch as described by Sick (1939).

6.

Song
Many young birds start to sing at a very early age. The Massa-

chusetts Song Sparrows began with their whispered warbles at 13,

14, 17, and 19 days; two of the Michigan birds at 15 and 20 days,

while the third, S, never sang to my knowledge. The ages at which

31 species have been recorded as starting to sing are given in Chapter

XI.

A list of 21 vocalizations of the Song Sparrow, both young and

adult, is given in Appendix I.



G. Maturation of Activities in the Young Passerine

In Chapter II and Table III the maturation of activities in the

hand-raised Song Sparrows has been given in some detail. It is of

interest to compare the Song Sparrow with other passerines in this

matter.

A summary of the activities is given in Table IV. A column is

devoted to each of the 3 Song Sparrows, B, R and Y, and another

to the other hand-raised birds of this species, while data are given

on 4 other species of 4 different families. The Ovenbird is one of the

most precocious of passerines; its adult weight of 19 grams almost

equals that of the Song Sparrow at 22 grams. The information comes
from Hann’s study (1937) and also from my experience with a nestling

in 1940. The Cowbird is about twice as large as the Song Sparrow,
adult females weighing about 40 grams, males about 50; its rate of

development closely parallels that of the Song Sparrow. The Common
Redstart weighs about 15 grams, but does not leave its protected nest

until the age of some 14 days. Data for the Cowbird are based largely

on my own observation
;
those for the Redstart entirely. The Catbirds

(adult weight about 40 grams) were raised from the egg by W. E.

Sehantz, who gave me information on them by letter.

Table IV
MATURATION OF ACTIVITIES IN SONG SPARROWS AND FOUR OTHER PASSERINES
The letters (A-F) refer to the 6 categories under which the activities have been treated in
this chapter. Numbers refer to age in days; h means at hatching; ( ) the day the bird was
taken from the nest; (H) refers to Hann 1937. The 5 stages into which the table is divided
apply primarily to the Song Sparrow. Age at left is typical of vigorous Song Sparrows.

-Song Sparrow——-—-— Oven- Cow- Cat- Red-
B R Y Others bird bird bird start

Stage I

0 days
Gaping (A) h h h h h h h h h
Defecating (A) .................. h h h h h h h h h
See-see food call (A, F).... h? h? h? 2 h(H) h

Stage II
5 days

Preening (B) (6) (6) (5) 5, 6 4(H) 6 6 5

Yawning (B) 7 5 6, 6. 7 8

Standing on tarsi (C) (6) (6) 5 5

Stretching legs up (C) (6) 5 5, 7 8 7 5

6 days
Standing on feet (C) 6 6 8 7

Cowering (E) 7 7 6 6. 6, 6 5 7 6 9

Scream (D, F) 7 5, 6, 7

Stage III

7 days
Stretching wings up (B).... 8 7 7 7. 8. 8 8 8 7 11

Stretching sidewise (B) 7 8 7 8. 8 7 8 7 11

Scratching head (C) 7 9 8
'

8 4(H) 7 9

Climbing (C) 7 9 7.- 7 7

Location note (A. F) 7 7 8 5,5.6 6 12

8 days
Fluttering wings

(begging) (A)
Stretching both wings

t 8 8 9. 9, 10 6 7 9 11

down (B) 9 8 8 8. 8. 9 8 9 7-8 12
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Table IV— (Continued)

Song Sparrow Oven- Cow- Cat- Red-
B R Y Others bird bird bird start

Fanning: wings (C)
(Flight maturation) 9 8 9 8. 9, 9 8 11 10

Harsh feeing note (A t F).. 8 8 8, 8, 8

Tit-tit-tit feeding note
(A, F) 8 10 7, 7. 13

9 days
Shaking self (B) 9 9 10 9, 9, 10 7 11 8 12

Stage IV
10 days

Leaving nest (C) 10 10 9 7-12 7, 8 9-11 11, 12 14
Hopping (C) 10 10 9 7-12 7 11 12
Jumping (C) 10 10 9 7-12 14
Landing (C) 10 10 9 7-12 14
Walking (C) 10 10 9 9. 10 11(H) 15
Running (C) 10 10 10 10. 10 11(H)
Perching (B) 10 10 9 9, 10 14
Landing on others (C) 10 10 10. 10 11. 12 14
Bowing when begging (A) 10 10 10 10, 10. 11
Sleeping with bill in

scapulars (B) 10 10 10 10, 10, 14 8 11 13, 14

1 1 days
Flying (C) 12 12 11 11, 11, 11 11(H) 11 14
Wiping bill (A) 13 13 11 10, 11, 12 14 14
Raising crest (B) 14 14 13 9, 10, 11

12 days
Pecking at objects (A) 13 13 12 12, 12 14 9 13
Wagging tail (B) 13 13 12 11, 12, 13 13
Weeeh (F) 12 12 12 15
Fluttering to escape (D).. 13 13 12 18

13 days
Watching prey (A) 13 13 12 13
Catching prey (A) 13 15 14 15 19

14 days
Picking up food (A) 14 14 14 12, 13, 16 17 16
Drinking (A) 13 16 14, 17 16 13, 14 18
Bathing (B) 13 13 18 14, 15, 17 16 13 15, 18
Sing ng (F) 14 13 17 15, 19, 20 60 18, 19
Pulling at grass (A) 15 15 14 17

15 days
Beating prey (A) 15 17

1 6 days
Scratching on ground (A) 16 18 19, 22
"Freezing” (D) 16 19, 19, 20 14

Stage V
17 days

Mouthing seeds (A) 17 17
Frolicking (C) 18 17 17 18, 26, 33 17
Antagonism note (E, F).... 17 17 17 20, 28 21 13. 14

18 days
Spreading tail (B) 18 25
Pecking others (E) 18 18 19, 19, 20 18

19 days
Threatening with out-

spread wings (E) 19 19 21 23 21
Fighting (E) 19 19 22 20. 20, 20 13. 14

20 days
Tik-tik fear note (D. F).. 21 21 20 19, 20
Alternate wing movement 20 21, 25

in bathing (B) 16
Tsip call note (E. F) 21 19 20 20, 24, 25

26 days
Shelling seeds (A) 26 26 25 32, 32, 32

28 days
Tehunk note (F) 28 29 28, 32

29 days
Sunning (B) 29 35, 35, 36 23
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The arrangement of the activities under 5 days, 6 days, etc., repre-

sents what I consider the norm with vigorous Song Sparrows. Usual-

ly it corresponds with the earliest age recorded, but certain activities

may appear prematurely under an especially strong stimulus—the

scream, the location call, leaving the nest and associated phenomena.

(Ages for this group of activities and the earliest food call are based

on wild birds as well as on the hand-raised ones.)

The regularity of appearance of almost every activity in young

Song Sparrows is remarkable. Bathing and singing are almost the

only instances where much spread is shown except with the birds

that were below par. The suddenness of appearance of almost every

activity should also be emphasized.

The table deals with 5 species whose adult weights average from

15 to 45 grams. Five families are represented: Fringillidae, Compsoth-

lypidae, Icteridae, Mimidae and Turdidae. In comparing the Song
Sparrow with the others, we find the Ovenbird the most precocious,

as would be expected from its habit of leaving the nest at 8 days. The
Cowbird and the Catbird are slightly slower than the Song Sparrow.

The Redstart is appreciably slower than any of the others, the period

of rapid development of motor coordinations coming some 4 days later

than with the other birds. This is evidently correlated with the date

of nest-leaving, stage 3 starting some 3 days before this event in all

the birds.

H. Summary
1. The activities of the young passerine from hatching to the age of 4

weeks are grouped under 6 headings : A, nutrition
;
B, care of plumage and other

bodily movements in situ
;
C, locomotion

;
D, escape reactions

;
E, social behavior

;

F, vocalizations.

2. Table IV shows the order of maturation of activities of 5 species of

hand-raised birds : 59 activities for the Song Sparrow, 37 for the Common Red-
start, 27 for the Cowbird, 21 for the Catbird and 18 for the Ovenbird. The regu-

larity in the order of appearance of most of the activities in healthy young Song
Sparrows is striking. Much the same order of appearance of activities was found
in representatives of 5 passerine families.
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CHAPTER IV

Innate and Learned Behavior in the Young Bird

“In the case of most supposedly innate chain reflexes,” writes

Craig (1918:92), “the reactions of the beginning or middle part of

the series are not innate, or not completely innate, but must be learned

by trial. The end action of the series, the consummatory action, is al-

ways innate.” As Lorenz points out (1935), it is often the object of

the instinctive reactions that has to be learned.

A. Instinctive Activities

All the activities in Tables III and IV are examples of innate

modes of behavior, although some of them cannot function effectively

without conditioning. The majority of them must occur in all passe-

rines, although there will be differences in times of appearance, and an

absence of certain motor coordinations and presence of others, espe-

cially in the fourth and fifth stages. Insectivorous species respond

to prey, granivorous species attempt to shell seeds. Some coordinations

were shown by only one of the 4 species observed by me: scratching

on the ground by the Song Sparrows, pointing of the bill in the air

by the Cowbird, a side-to-side movement by the Serins. The Red-

starts did not walk nor run nor pull at grass stalks nor mouth seeds,

while the Serins showed no interest in insects.

B. Conditioned Actions

Learning with the young passerines raised by hand and observed

in the wild concerns itself chiefly with responses to food and water,

with orientation in space, choice of social-companions, escape reac-

tions, and song. The activity is innate
, but its object is often learned.

1. Responses to Food
In general during the first few days the altricial nestling responds

to any change—tactile, auditory or visual—by begging; the utter lack

of discrimination is strikingly shown by the case of the young Minahs

clamoring to be fed by a predator in the shape of a land crab (North-

wood 1940). Is the gradual elimination of responses to unfruitful

stimuli a matter of maturation or conditioning?

Kuhlmann (1909), Herrick (1935), Holzapfel (1939) and Rand
(1941c) say that learning is involved. Tinbergen and Kuenen (1939:

58), however, contend that this is a matter of maturation. They say

that when newly caught young birds cower in the presence of people,

this cowering inhibits gaping, but when they are adapted to the new
situation, the inhibition disappears. Instead of the birds having learned

to gape to the forceps, they suggest that the forceps fit the innate pat-
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tern releasing the gaping response. This might have been true with

2 Song Sparrows I took at 7 days (and later returned to their parents)

and the Ovenbird at days where gaping was first inhibited through

cowering. It was not the case with the older birds—the Song Sparrow

N, the Redstart WR, and the Cedar Waxwing; the last two were en-

tirely tame, but the birds had been so thoroughly conditioned to par-

ental feeding that the forceps no longer matched the innate pattern

for the gaping response. WR and N learned to gape to them, while

the Waxwing and Cuckoo did not gape, but, like Holzapfel’s Starlings

taken at 17 days, took food from them, although both my birds gaped

“automatically” to small birds hopping about near them. Moreover,

the fact that D, F and S at 13 and 14 days failed to beg from Y seems

to show that they had so definitely learned to associate food with

forceps and a human being that the approach of an adult Song Spar-

row meant nothing to them. Rand cites as evidence of “learning”, the

fact that young thrashers begged “at the approach of a human being

while still twenty feet or more away”, and also begged “at a lump of

food lying on the floor of the cage.”

Learning is prominent in the matter of self-feeding. This has

been noted in the account of exploratory pecking with the Song Spar-

rows at 13, 14 and 15 days and later experiences with insects (Chapter

II). Rand’s Thrashers behaved in a similar manner so far as pecking

went; from 19 days on they “approached, pecked at or seized twigs,

pebbles, bits of paper, small cracks, small holes, edges of boards, tins,

marks or color bands on other thashers’ legs. The only requisite of

the stimulus causing exploratory pecking was some visual difference

in the uniformity of the environment. Anything that looked small and

different was pecked at. . . . Moving objects, such as a wind-moved
feather, or piece of paper, were much more quickly responded to. . . .

The young thrashers frequently picked up and swallowed non-food

objects, pebbles, bits of wood, or paper, and it is probable that trial-

and-error learning is responsible for determining just what a thrasher

eats of what it finds” ( 1941c :222). The thrashers were found to

“quickly discriminate against ill-tasting objects.”

I once watched a Downy Woodpecker being fed by its father; the young
bird crept about on branches and did much pecking, apparently at random. Many
studies have been made on pecking responses of chicks; these are summarized by
Warden, Jenkins and Warner (1936:250) and Katz (1937) ; experiments indicate

that improvement in accuracy is due partly to maturation and partly to practice.

As to choice of food, the young Song Sparrows did not attempt

to pick up large or brightly colored insects. They learned through

experience to avoid stink bugs.
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In a study of wasp mimicry, hand-raised passerines were found by Mostler

(1935) to learn by trial the unpalatability of Hymenoptera
;
one experience was

remembered for 3 to 14 months. If the mimics were given first they were readily

eaten
;

if offered after the Hymenoptera, they were seldom touched. Similar re-

sults were obtained by Steiniger (1937) ;
many birds took an insect once, wiped

their bills, shook themselves, and avoided the insect afterwards, at least for 2 or

3 months
;
some birds avoided Syrphidae after trying wasps, although previously

they had eaten them.

Although mother Ducks do not call the young to food, baby Wood Ducks

raised by domestic hens learn to come to the food-call of their foster-mothers

(Heinroth 1910).

2. Responses to Water
I obtained no evidence that the Song Sparrows responded to their

first sight of water with an instinctive reaction to drink it
;
they drank

when it was “fed” to them on my fingers. At times the full drinking

complex was set in motion by the bird pecking into the water for food

at other times the feel of the water on its feet or body served as the

stimulus. Very interesting experiments were made by Craig (1912 )

on Ring Dove’s learning to drink; he concluded: “The dove does not

instinctively give a drinking response to the sight of water, nor to

the touch of water on distal parts of the body. . . . Though doves in-

stinctively imitate pecking, they do not instinctively imitate drinking,

as such.”

Breed (1911) says that chicks of the domestic fowl “usually

found the water by fortuitous pecking or by performing the drinking

movements in imitation of other chicks.” Prairie Chickens from hatch-

ing to 9 days of age failed to recognize surface water, but “showed
great excitement” over drops of water from a pipette

;
the author sug-

gets that “dew drops form an early, instinctively sought source of

water” (Wing 1935). Weeds dipped in water brought no response

from the young Song Sparrows.

As to bathing, Heinroth (1938b) says that when hand-raised

birds are first shown water, they often give bathing reactions outside

the dish, but that if the surface is moved with a finger, the stimulus

is increased and they get into the water. A number of my birds went
through bathing movements outside the water, often in response to

the first opportunity offered them to bathe. This was true of 2 of the

Song Sparrows—R at 13 days and S at 18 and 19 days, with 2 of the

Redstarts and Serins, as well as a Magpie at Altenberg. In other cases

birds became conditioned to inadequate places and attempted to bathe

in them—the Song Sparrows R, F and S to the drinking cup 4 cm.

square by 3 cm. deep
;
and 2 of, the Redstarts and both Serins to a

narrow trough 3 cm. wide, the birds going through bathing move-
ments partly inside and partly outside.
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Performing bathing movements on dry land was reported as occur-

ing in nature with a Hen Harrier 21 days old (Haas 1939), when a

stream rose and nearly reached the nest. It occurred with a 3-weeks-

old dove (Whitman 1919:145). It is common in hand-raised birds

(Hooded Crow of 6 weeks, Strauss 1938a; Golden Eagle of 64 days,

Sumner 1934) and has been seen many times by Lorenz and Heinroth.

Thus the sight of water often releases bathing movements, but with

many birds the orientation to the water has to be acquired.

3. Orientation in Space

Animals learn, of course, to orient themselves in their environ-

ment, becoming familiar with places for food, shelter and all their

many activities.

One of the earliest skills which many young birds have to perfect

is that of landing. According to Lorenz, the inborn pattern of a po-

tential landing place is simple—any approximately horizontal boundary

line between two colors or shades of colors. The matter of flight and

landing involves an interlacement of instinct and learning, the ap-

propriate place to land being the link gained by experience. Lorenz

(1935:158) points out that with some species, as Reed Warblers, Dip-

pers and mountain-nesting forms, the ability to estimate distances and

reach safe landing places seems to be inborn, but with birds that do not

nest in perilous places, this skill is gained through a process of trial

and error. A young Raven tends to try to alight too high, like a man
learning to fly a plane.

We often read of birds “learning to fly”; Morgan (1896) cited

wing-fanning as learning to fly, the typical example of the modifi-

ability of an instinctive action. Experiments on this point were under-

taken by Grohmann (1938) who kept some young Pigeons in boxes

without opportunity to exercise their wings
;
when released they could

fly as well as their free nest-mates. Experiments designed to hasten

the acquirement of flight were as ineffective as those that attempted

to delay it. The Moreaus (1940) state that hand-raised Hornbills

kept in roomy boxes never “exercised their wings”
;
they started to

fly “quite suddenly”. (Hornbills in nature are raised in holes in trees

where there is no space for wing exercises.) Young Tree Swallows
on leaving their boxes sometimes flew one-half mile at the first attempt

(Kuerzi 1941).

Instead of being a matter of learning, wing fanning is a matter

of maturation of instinctive action, i.e., the organ is ready before the

instinctive coordination.
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4. Choice of Social-Companions

As Steinbacher (1939) points out, an animal has to deal with

man according to its store of instinctive actions. An animal knows

parents and other members of the species—as brothers-ancl-sisters,

social-companions and sex-companions. Otherwise the animal knows
enemies, and animals to which it is indifferent. An animal cannot

have any innate conception of a “keeper”. To a young captive animal,,

he may be only a food-counter). In the rutting season many males

man is first his parent-companion and later his social-companion (or

strive to dominate their fellows, including their keepers, hence they

become dangerous. Or they may try to treat them as females of their

own species
;
this often happens with birds. Their tameness in child-

hood and fierceness in maturity are both manifestations of the same
attitude, i.e., they treat man as a member of their own species.

With my hand-raised Bob-white, Loti, human beings served as parent- and

social-companions, but not sex-companions (Nice 1939a). Hatched by a bantam

hen, and transferred the next day to a brooder, he had the companionship of

brothers and sisters for the first 9 days of his life, but after that saw no Bob-

whites until the age of 3^4 months. At this time he gave no reaction to young
still in juvenal plumage, but to the hostile reception of adults of both sexes, he at

once responded in kind. His next contact with his species came the following

spring; he greeted the young female with puffing and conversational notes and in

a few days the birds were mates.

While a chick, Loti responded to me and to members of my family as parent-

companions. During fall and winter he and I shared a laboratory at Clark Uni-

versity; I was his covey-companion and our room was our territory, for he gave

the vocal challenge (Stoddard 1931) to every one that entered, but that ordinarily

was the extent of his hostility. When, however, Mr. W. A. Matheny would come
in whistling an imitation of the challenge, Loti would fly from my desk or shoulder

to the top of his cage and stand there on tiptoe, every feather erected, wings out-

stretched and shouting his loudest. He often followed me when I went out into

the hall, and if it happened to be time for changing of classes, he would rush in

among the crowd of 30 or more students, shouting his challenge, regardless of the

size and number of his opponents. Here the noise and movement must have stimu-

lated him, for I do not remember his challenging single individuals in the hall.

Although accepting all people as social companions, Loti’s attachment was
strongest towards me, with Mr. Matheny as his next favorite, for here there was
the bond of common language. It seems probable that instinctive response to the

challenge note was one of the chief elements in Loti’s immediate recognition of

the adults of the species when first introduced to them. His early experience with
brothers and sisters may have had an influence in his acceptance of a sex-com-
panion of his own species; Lorenz found this true with Anatidae (see Chapter
XVI).

5. Escape Reactions

The fundamental nature of the avoidance reaction (Ausweich-

reaktion) in birds is emphasized by Van Essen (1932); this is pri~
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mary reflex behavior and is the only act which the decerebrated bird

carries out by means of its seeing organ. The effect of this funda-

mental reaction is that the bird meets a new object with a certain

caution
;
a complex of impressions will not be at once accepted, but

will be investigated.

In this connection J. J. Hickey suggests in a letter: “Presumably

the bird is ‘seeking’ one or more signals or cues which will determine

its reaction to the entire complex. What sets off the escape reaction

is a definite stimulus
;
but a series of cautious reactions are also innate.

Cautious behavior is innate when a Song Sparrow carries food to its

young; it may possibly be learned as when a Bob-white threads along

a hedge row; but it is also present when birds are confronted with a

large object like a bird blind which over-night appears near the nest.”

Situations to which the Song Sparrows instinctively responded

with escape reactions were : threatened capture, movement of the

immediate environment, approach of very large moving objects, evi-

dence of fright in companions, sight of birds flying overhead, the

specific fear note and sounds resembling it. They did not recognize

a cat or a dog as an enemy. (My hand-raised Bobwhite was some-

what afraid of dogs and roosters, but looked upon a cat as an object

of curiosity.)

It was interesting to see the unteachableness of the young Song
Sparrows in 1939 in relation to abuse from Y from the age of 13

days to over 3 weeks
;
although severely pecked and their feathers

pulled out, they would not learn to avoid danger that normally should

not have appeared until they were some 4 weeks old.

With the young Black-headed Gull Kirkman (1937 : 174-181 ) found no fear

during the first 12 to 24 hours
;
during the next few days it “might react to emo-

tional excitement on the part of the old birds by uneasy stirring in the nest, or

by going to crouch on the ground a short distance outside it”
;
between the fourth

and seventh days it “reacted directly to the cause of alarm by running to cover

or water.” Baby chickens were noted by Bruckner (1933) to . fear only loud
noises and loss of balance; a rabbit was ignored at first, but feared at 3 weeks.

The most complete set of experiments on the “Response to Stimulus Objects,

Enemy or Otherwise” made on any young bird are those of Rand on the Curve-
billed Thrasher from the age of 2 to 11 weeks. Painful experience in being seized

by predators was ineffective in teaching 19 day old birds (just out of the nest)

to avoid these animals. “Even the squeals of distress given by the young when
seized do not affect other thrashers of the same age.” They did not differentiate be-
tween a rabbit and a cat

—
“a harmless animal and a predatory one”. In their

response to mammals “there appears to be a direct correlation between the size

of the animal and the response. The smallest mammal caused the approach with
little sign of excitement and no fleeing; the largest mammal the most fleeing and
keeping at a distance, the least approach. Movement also played an important
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part in the response elicited, especially in the larger mammals. When the cat

and the rabbit were slowly moving about, the thrashers watched them, when
they retreated, the thrashers followed

;
when they approached, the thrashers fled”

p. 239. The 19-day old birds paid little attention to a Great Horned Owl, while

“the 29- to 35-day old birds responded more definitely but less so than the older

thrashers.”

In a letter to Wallace Craig, Konrad Lorenz wrote, “Many young birds as

for instance daws, geese, cranes have no innate ‘inlet’ for the reactions of fleeing,

except the warning call and general behavior of their parents. They do not react

on seeing a cat, dog, or man, but on seeing their parent frightened and in flight.

Just these species grow very tame, if raised from infancy by man, but they lack

an outlet far their fleeing reactions. Just these tame birds, who actually are ‘afraid

of nothing’, certainly of no one in particular, are prone to react with wild panic

on nothing in particular. They will take some quite irrelevant small stimulus to

‘get off’ their fleeing reactions, just as one of your doves took a certain corner of

the room in which it was confined to bow-and-coo to. (What Freud calls

abreagieren.)

“Birds with innate stimuli for the fleeing reactions, as for instance magpies,

which recognize a carnivore for what it is, even if they have never seen one

before, and give all the specific enemy-reactions that wild magpies give, never

show these blind ex-vacuo-panics, except perhaps when confined alone.” (See
Lorenz 1935:211).

Kuhlmann believes there is “an instinctive fear of all stimuli

with which food is not associated” (1909:74). Rand concludes that

fear is generalized : “Thrashers probably had to learn what not to

fear” ( 1941c :242).

How much are the young conditioned in this field by parental

notes and behavior? There are a number of observations on young

in the nest (from the third stage on) and out of the nest stopping

their cries at the alarm notes of their parents. Examples are given in

Chapter XX
;
see Chapter II where 4M’s young was “warned” by

its father. Young Jackdaws are especially dependent on parental guid-

ance, following the adults closely after leaving the nest and respond-

ing quickly to signs of alarm (Lorenz 1931:107; 1935:205).

It is probably in the fifth period—from flight to independence

—

that the instinctive fear reactions are modified by parental example.

If they do not at this time learn the dangerousness of cats and the

harmlessness of rabbits, they would be apt to pick up this knowledge

later from the behavior of neighbors. Fear reactions in the adult

may constitute the unconditioned stimulus adequate to elicit flight in

the young. Simultaneous presentation of the natively inadequate stim-

ulus (cat), and *the unconditioned stimulus (flight of parent) may
quickly result in a conditioning process as a result of which the cat

becomes the conditioned stimulus adequate to elicit flight.
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The subject of enemy recognition will be treated further in

Chapter XXI.

6. Song

Some young birds have to learn the song of their species, while

with others it is innate. This subject will be discussed in Chapter XI.

C. The Matter of Play

In Chapter VI, “frolicking”, “play-fighting” and “play-hunting”

are described. Groos considers play as exercise of the instinctive ac-

tivities: “Natural selection will favor individuals in whom instinct

appears only in an imperfect form, manifesting itself in early youth

in activity purely for exercise and practice—that is to say, in animals

which play
”

(1898:xx). This is true in regard to play-hunting—attack-

ing perches, seizing sticks, manipulating objects—,
which is con-

cerned with the object of the instinctive actions. The animal is not

so much exercising the activity (whose perfection is a matter of

maturation), as it is learning appropriate objects on which to use the

activities. Lorenz states ( 1937c :159) : “very important in many of

these learning processes is that behavior that we with Groos designate

as ‘play’. When we observe playful activities in the developing be-

havior of a young animal, we may always assume that in this chain

of activity certain links of a trained or acquired character have been

inserted.”

We do .not consider frolicking and play-fighting as functioning

in the perfection of instinctive activities
;
they would appear to come

from a surplus of energy and are manifestations of “instinctive ac-

tions without the specific emotion” (Lorenz, personal communication)
;

for example, puppies go through all the motions of real fighting, but

not in earnest. They are phenomena of markedly lowered thresholds;

Lorenz considers that they go off in vacuo (auf Leerlauf) (1935 :209).

In a letter to me he writes :

“Most of what you describe as frolicking are emotion-dissociated fleeing

movements ! The most impressive instance of such frolicking is the pre-bathing

play of Anatidae. They do every single stunt that is applied when the eagle is

behind them—diving and taking wing at the very moment of emerging and taking

a header from the air right under the surface, with a long under-water swim
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following, and last, but not least, repeated performance of Hakenschlagen—‘hooks’

or sudden turns. Yet apparently the ducks and geese are not afraid, e.g., the whole

performance is really dissociated from the emotion which is correlated with all

these instinctive actions when they are used in earnest.

“One of the best examples of the playful fleeing-and-defense reactions can

be found in smaller stork species. When Black Storks and most of all the small

African Abdim (Abdimia abdimi

)

are let out into a larger enclosure (so that the

situation is absolutely that of frolicking), they begin a curious dance, evading by

‘hooks’ and sudden ducking the non-existent attacks of an imaginary eagle, even

thrusting at him vertically upward with their bills. The fact that their coordina-

tions of movement are calculated at an enemy attacking from above is very

apparent.”

D. Summary

1. The activities listed in Tables III and IV in Chapters II and

III are innate modes of behavior, although some of them cannot function effectively

without conditioning. Most of them will be found in all passerines.

2. Learning is largely concerned with the object of the instinctive actions.

3. Learning is involved in the restriction of begging responses to the ap-

propriate situation.

4. The bird has an innate tendency to peck at small differences in the

environment
;
by trial and error it learns what is edible.

5. Drinking may also be learned by trial.

6. While the sight of water, and sometimes the feel, may stimulate bathing

movements, the orientation to the water has to be learned.

7. Flying is instinctive and is not learned, but expertness in landing has

to be acquired by many birds.

8. The choice of social-companions may be influenced by experience. An
animal responds to its companions according to its store of instinctive behaviors.

9. The bird instinctively meets a new situation with caution, seeking signals

which will determine its response. Escape reactions are stimulated instinctively

by a variety of situations. It may be that fear is rather generalized. The bird

below a certain age does not seem to profit by painful experience. Much learning

may take place largely through the influence of parents and companions as to

what to fear and what not to fear.

10. There are 2 chief sorts of play. Play-hunting is concerned with the

object of the instinctive actions, with the acquirement of a link in a chain of

instinctive activities. Frolicking and play-fighting are evidences of surplus en-

ergy—instinctive actions without the specific emotion.

%
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CHAPTER V
The Course of Development in Passerine Birds

The growth and development of passerine young are compared

with those of gallinaceous young in an interesting study by Portmann

(1938). He contrasts the slow, even growth of different Galliformes to

the rapid, uneven growth of passerines of similar adult weight. (The

growth rate of hawks is nearly as rapid as that of the passerines,

while that of the duck is somewhat slower, yet still much faster than

the Gallinae. The latter have to be able to use their wings as early

as possible.) Growth of Gallinae is characterized by “isometry”, the

different organs growing at much the same rate, while that of passe-

rines is characterized by “allometry”, for the intestine and liver quickly

reach a maximum (at about 9 days with the Starling) and then de-

crease in weight. Some young birds that stay in the nest until flight

is attained weigh more than their parents at a period some days before

leaving the nest
;
Portmann states that this over-weight is due to the

great growth of liver and intestines. (Stevenson [1933] found the

stomachs and intestines of several passerines in Ohio larger and longer

in nestlings than adults.) Portmann compares altricial young to a

larval form
;
parent and young constitute an entity, the instinctive

reactions of both fitting each other and effecting the rapid, successful

development of the young.

A. The Age of Feedging and Independence in Passerines

In looking through the literature for data on time of leaving the

nest, and the attainment of flight and of independence in passerines

I was struck with several facts. First, I was impressed with the ease

with which information on weight of adults, length of incubation, part

taken by the sexes, and length of the fledging period, could be found

for European birds in Witherby’s “Handbook of British Birds” (1938-

41) and Niethammer’s “Handbuch der Deutschen Vogelkunde” (1937-

38), and also the general reliability of these data in contrast to the

difficulty of finding the same material for North American birds and
the unreliability of much of what is given. Secondly, I was painfully

surprised to discover how little there seems to be anywhere, except

in the Heinroths’ classic work, on the age at which flight is attained

and the age when the young become independent. Here is a promising

field for the bird watcher and bander.

In Table V a summary is given of the age of leaving the nest

in 21 passerine families, representative species being chosen. They
are divided into five groups according to the age at which this event
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takes place. Much of the information is taken from the Handbooks-
already mentioned

;
the rest was found scattered through the literature.

Table V
AGE OF /LEAVING THE NEST AND ATTAINMENT OF FLIGHT AND INDEPENDENCE

IN REPRESENTATIVE SPECIES FROM 21 PASSERINE FAMILIES
(Age in days; weights in grams)

Family

Weight of
adult
female

Kind
of

nest

Length
of

incubation

Age of
leaving
nest

Age of
attainment of

Flight Independence

Group I

Corvidae 200-1300 Open 16-21 19-40 Later
Group II

Siltidae 23 Hole 13-17 22-24 Same time 36
Ginclidae 53-70 Covered 15-17 18-24 Same time 40 +
Sturnidae 80 Hole 12-14 1S-22 Same time 28
Laniidae 35-65 Open 14-16 19-20 Same time 36?
Hirundinidae 14-21 Hole & open 14-16 16-22 Same time 27
Regulidae 5-6 Covered 17 18-20 Same time

Group III
Paridae 9-19 Hole 13-16 16-22 Same time 28
Certhiidae 8.5 Hole 15 16-1S Same time
Ploceidae 23-28 Hole 13-14 16-17 Same time 30
Troglodytidae 9 Hole 13-14 15-17 Same time 27-33
Turdidae I Sialia 30 Hole 13-15 15-18 Same time 28
Museicapidae 13-20 Hole 12-14 12-17 Same time 26

Motacillidae I Motacilla 17-23 Hole 13-17 14-16 Same time 28

Group IV
Turdidae II 23-115 Open 13-14 13-15 19, 20 26
Sylviidae 8-30 Open 13-14 9-14 16 24
Motacillidae II Anthus 20-27 Open 13-17 12-14 32
Alaudidae 33-42 Open 13-14 9-11 17
Icteridae 34-50 Open 11-12 10-11 28

Mimidae 36-70 Open 12-13 10-11 17 31

Zosteropidae Open 11 11 28

Compsothlypidae 6-20 Open 12 8-11 30

Fringillidae
Richmondeninae 27-45 Open 12-13 9-10

Carduelinae 12-20 Open 12-13 12-17 15-17 26

Emberizinae 10-52 Open 11-13 8-10 17 28

The Corvidae are markedly larger than any of the other birds in-

cluded in the table, their weights ranging from 200 to 1300 grams.

Their development is considerably slower than that of the smaller

birds. In general they leave the nest before they can fly.

The next group does not leave until their wings are full grown

;

except for the Shrikes the birds in this group ordinarily nest in pro-

tected places. The third group are all hole nesters and their young

seldom leave until able to fly. The last two groups nest in the open.

The fourth group usually leave before they can fly well. The majority

of the fifth group leaves very early, at from 8 to 11 days; they progress

by hopping, and hide in the undergrowth. Birds of the subfamily

Carduelinae, where the young are fed by regurgitation, sometimes

stay in -the nest until ready to fly at 16 to 17 days.

There would seem to be two main factors with which the time

of leaving the nest can be correlated : safety of the nest and size of

the bird. It is evident that birds that nest in holes and protected situa-
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tions usually stay in the nest until capable of flight. (The Brown
Thrasher leaves its open nest at about 12 days (Gabrielson 1912),

the Curve-billed Thrasher stays in its nest in the cholla cactus 18

days (Rand 1941c.) Some of these in Group II stay an exceptionally

long time, the European Nuthatch, European Dipper and Kinglets;

in all these incubation is also prolonged. The long fledging period of

Swallows is correlated with the length of primaries and rectrices that

must be grown
; Swallows must be able to fly when they leave the nest.

Shrikes in general do not seem to leave the nest early, although

the Red-backed Shrike does so at 12 to 15 days; here it may be that

the pugnacity of the parents ensures their protection (Burns 1921 :92).

From nests in exposed situations, and particularly from ground

nests which are subject to the dangers of flooding as well as from

predators, it is an advantage for the young to leave and scatter as

soon as temperature control is well established and the birds can

move about on foot and respond to the parents’ alarm notes.

As to the matter of size, we find many Wood Warblers (adults

weighing 8-20 grams), the Field Sparrow (11-12 grams) and Hen-

slow’s Sparrow (12-13 grams) regularly leaving the nest at 7, 8 and

9 days. The Song Sparrow (22 grams) and Cowbird (40-50) leave

at 10 days; while the Corvidae (200-3000 grams) leave the nest at

19-40 days when still unable to fly. Incubation lasts 11 days with the

Field Sparrow, 12 days with some Wood Warblers, 12-13 with the

Song Sparrow, 11-12 with the Cowbird, 16-21 with the Corvidae.

It may be that the rate of growth does not differ widely in all

these species with the exception of the 3 families in Group II as men-

tioned above
;
however, with the Corvidae the newly-hatched bird is

relatively smaller than that of other passerines.

1. Relative Size of the Newly-hatched Nestling

As a result of reworking Heinroth’s (1922) mass of data on

weights of eggs and adults, Huxley (1927) found that fresh eggs

of 46 species of passerines that weigh up to 35 grams ranged from

10-12 per cent of the weight of the adult female; eggs of 24 species

weighing from 45-135 grams average 8-9 per cent. The weight of the

newly-hatched dry nestlings in all groups investigated by Heinroth
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( 1922 : 2J4 ) comes to about two-thirds the weight of the fresh egg

.

(Most of the weights given in the literature of first day young are

not of just hatched birds.) Hence the newly-hatched nestling of the

majority of passerines weighs some 6-8 per cent of the weight of its

mother.

In the first 10 days the young typically increases its weight 10 to

12 fold : hence reaches 60 to 80 per cent of the adult weight. During

the next 10 days the increase drops off sharply, so that at 20 days

the young bird has reached some 75 to 90 per cent of the adult weight,

occasionally 100 per cent.

With the Corvidae, however, that are larger than the rest of

the passerines, the egg is relatively smaller. Omitting for the moment

the Raven, let us consider the 4 other species listed by Heinroth, add-

ing to them the Chough (Schifferli and Lang 1940). The females of

these species weigh from 175 to 500 grams, while their eggs weigh

from 8 to 17 grams, averaging from 3.2 to 5 per cent the weight of

the bird that lays them. The newly-hatched nestling then weighs less

than 3 to 4 per cent of the weight of the adult. If it grows at the same

rate as the smaller birds it will reach some 30 to 45 per cent of the

adult weight at 10 days, and will need another 10 days of rapid growth

to reach 70 to 80 per cent. (The adult female Chough weighed 293

grams; the fresh eggs averaged 13.15 grams; the female nestling at

hatching weighed 10.6 grams or 3.6 per cent the weight of its mother.

At 10 days it weighed 82 grams—28 per cent of adult weight; at

20 days 198 grams—67 per cent; at 33 days 284 grams or 97 per cent

of the adult weight, and at 4 months 300 grams.) The Raven, weigh-

ing 1300 grams with an egg weighing 30-33 grams, needs 30 days to

reach 70 per cent of its adult weight (the Heinroths 1924).

Here is the explanation of the long (in comparison to that of

its hosts) fledging period of the European Cuckoo, 22-23 days; the

adult that weighs 100 grams lays an egg weighing only 3 (Heinroth

1922) to 3.29 (Niethammer 1938 11:132) grams; the tiny nestling,

alone as it is in the nest, may reach half the adult weight at 10 days

and 80 per cent at 2 weeks (Makatsch 1937:108; Burdet 1926).



B. The Five Stages of Development in Passerines

In Chapter II the five stages of development in the Song Sparrow

were listed

:

1. The first four days: coordinations mainly concerned with

nutrition.

2. Five and 6 days : first appearance of new motor coordinations.

3. Seven, 8 and 9 days : rapid acquisition of motor coordinations.

4. Ten to 16 days: leaving the nest to attainment of flight.

5. Seventeen to 28 days : attainment of independent feeding

reactions.

How do these five stages fit other passerines ? I believe rather

well on the whole. With Corvidae and representatives of Group II

each stage probably lasts longer than with the Song Sparrow. With
Field Sparrows and many Wood Warblers the first three stages are

passed through in 7 days rather than 9.

The chief difference with the majority of passerines seems to be

with stages 3 and 4. With the fourth group in Table V stage 3 is

longer than with the Song Sparrows and stage 4 is undoubtedly shorter.

With Groups II and III stages 3 and 4 are merged, for the nest is not

left until the bird is capable of flight. With Group II stages 3 and 4

are merged and prolonged, the birds not leaving until 20-24 days. With

some families stage 5 is also prolonged. In the last three groups the

mastery of flight seems to be attained at much the same age, about iy

days

,

probably a little earlier with some Wood Warblers, and a little

later with some of the Titmice and larger Thrushes and Thrashers.

So far as we know a great many of these birds become independent of

parental care at about 4 weeks (Heinroth 1930b).

Comparing for a moment passerines of groups IV and V with

some precocial nestlings, it might be considered that with the latter,

stages 1, 2 and 3 are passed in the egg. A Bob-white hatches after 23 or

24 days incubation, at the same time after the start of incubation that a

Song Sparrow has been out of the nest for a day. Both species are

strong on their feet and both respond to parental notes of alarm. One
is covered with feathers, the other with down. Pecking and drinking

may come in a day or two for both. Both need parental care, although

in different fields
;

the Song Sparrow must be fed, the Bob-white

brooded.
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C. Summary

1. The time of leaving the nest is shown in Table V for 21 passerine

families.

2. Corvidae take longer to mature than do the smaller passerines.

3. Birds in Group II, Sittidae, Sturnus vulgaris, Hirundinidae, Cinclidae

and Regulidae, nesting in holes or covered nests, and Shrikes, nesting in the open,

do not leave the nest as a rule until well able to fly at the age of 20 to 24 days.

4. Another group of birds, all of which nest in holes—Paridae, Certhiidae,

Ploceidae, Troglodytidae, Sialia sialis, Muscicapidae, and Motacilla—leaves at

16-18 days, well able to fly.

5. A fourth group nests in the open—Sylviidae, many Turdidae, and

Anthus—; they leave at 12 to 14 days before they are able to fly.

6. A fifth group nests in the open—Alaudidae, Icteridae, Mimidae, Zosteropi-

dae, Compsothlypidae and Fringillidae— ;
most leave at a very early age, 8 to

11 days, a week before they are strong on the wing.

7. There seem to be 2 main factors with which the time of leaving the

nest in altrices can be correlated : safety of the nest and size of the bird. Birds

that must be able to fly on leaving the nest (Swallows and Swifts) have long

fledging periods.

8. With passerines weighing up to 135 grams the weight of the fresh egg

averages from 8 to 12 per cent of the weight of the adult female; the newly-

hatched nestling averages about two-thirds the weight of the fresh egg, hence

the nestling starts at 6 to 8 per cent the weight of its mother. In 10 days it has

reached 60 to 80 per cent of the adult weight.

9. With the Corvidae, weighing from 175 to 1300 grams, the egg weighs

from 2.5 to 5 per cent the weight of the mother
;
the nestling reaches 20 to 50

per cent of adult weight in the first 10 days and from 50 to 80 in the next 10 days.

10. The European Cuckoo, weighing at hatching less than 3 per cent of

the weight of the parent, may reach half the adult weight at 10 days and 80 per

cent at 2 weeks.

11. In general we may expect to find the 5 stages of development repre-

sented in passerines with this chief exception : stages 3 and 4 are merged in those

birds that do not leave the nest until they can fly.

12. The majority of passerines seem to attain a certain proficiency in flight

at about 17 days, and to become independent of parental care at about 28 days.

13. Precocial birds might be considered as passing stages 1, 2 and 3 in the

egg; at hatching a Bob-white is comparable in many respects to a Song Sparrow

that has recently left the nest.
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CHAPTER VI

The Young Bird After Independence

As with many small passerines, at 4 weeks of age the Song Spar-

row becomes independent of its parents and family ties are broken.

In July 1929 I had an opportunity to watch lM’s and 4M’s young that

were 5 to 6 weeks old, as well as other young Song Sparrows. They frolicked,

fought and pursued one another, and chased young House Wrens. They appeared

to have a lively curiosity as to their bird neighbors, for they followed a Downy
Woodpecker and a Black-billed Cuckoo up into trees.

In the fall on Interpont there is some chasing and many cries of

weech; some frolicking; much calling of tsip, largely among the

transients; much warbling from young males and some singing from

adult males on their territories. There is a small amount of terri-

torial behavior with the young males, some of which settle on their

territories at this time. In October the transients and the majority

of the native birds leave for the south.

A. The Post-juvenal Molt

In my hand-raised Song Sparrows the molt involved only the

body feathers. With B, R and Y it started at the age of 7 weeks and
lasted 3 weeks, mid-September to the first week in October. With the

Michigan birds it started at 6 weeks, D on July 26, F 2 days later.

Mr. C. L. Whittle writes me that a hand-raised male in New Hamp-
shire, hatched about July 30, molted from Sept. 15 to Oct. 18; all

feathers but the primaries and secondaries were involved. On Interpont

I saw and handled many juveniles in molt in September (and in 1931 in

October also)
;
some molted their tails, but the majority did not.

The classical work on molts of passerine birds of North America is that of

Dwight (1900) ;
an exhaustive study on the molt of over 2000 banded House

Finches was made by the Micheners (1940), while careful analyses of post

juvenal molt in several species of Sparrows have been made by Sutton (1935,

1936, 1937, 1941).

B. Fall Migration

With the Song Sparrows on Interpont the situation obtained that

has been called “individual migration” (Thomson 1926), i.e., some
of the breeding birds migrated and some did not, about half the males
and from a tenth to a third of the females remaining stationary. This
subject has been treated at length in Volume I (Nice 1937) ; it was
found that there were not two strains of Song Sparrows, one migra-
tory and the other not, since offspring did not necessarily follow the

status of the parents or grandparents
;
and that at least 7 birds changed

their status, one migrating 2 winters and remaining the third, 4 re-

maining one winter and migrating the next, returning in the spring.
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and 2 remaining 2 winters and migrating the third, returning in the

spring.

It may be that the migratory impulse is latent in all the Song

Sparrows of central Ohio, functioning normally in the majority of

the birds, but lying dormant in the others, in some of which it may
be stimulated by cold weather in October or inhibited by warm weather.

(Some Song Sparrow races are strictly sedentary, others strictly

migratory.) “Individual migration” has been reported for a number
of other species (Nice 1937:38-39).

Many experiments have been carried out in Germany and Finland

on the “migration restlessness” (Zugunruhe ) of caged birds that are

markedly migratory. The Massachusetts Song Sparrows would be

expected to be more strongly migratory than those in central Ohio,

for so far as known almost all Massachusetts Song Sparrows go south

for the winter. I expected migration-restlessness, but there has been

little of it. From Oct. 30 to Nov. 5, 1938, the birds moved about a

good deal in the cage in the evenings, calling tsip. Strangely enough it

was not until February that pronounced migration restlessness ap-

peared; B, roosting free in the study, killed himself flying against

something during the night of Feb. 1 ;
Y was very restless the follow-

ing night and also Feb. 19. No migration restlessness was noted with

the other birds with the possible exception of the female that was
restless at night from Feb. 28 to Mar. 2.

C. Premature Appearance of Breeding Behavior
In many young birds early manifestations of sexual and nesting

behavior have been seen
;
these include attempted copulation, activities

connected with nest building, and activities connected with the care

of young.

1. Attempted Copulation

The first evidence of attempted copulation appeared at 75 days

with B, 95 days with Y and 92 days with D. All of these attempts

were made with small objects, either rounded or pointed. Strangely

enough, in 1940 T showed this behavior at the extraordinarily early

age of 23 days.

25 days, 7 :00 A. M. T alights on my hand in this light, fluttery manner.

Can this be foreshadowing copulation? It looked almost like it on the wire bump
on the nest handle.

8:50. He is alighting on top of A. Hovering there. This is copulatory

behavior. It started 2 days ago on my hand.

9:25. As I reach over to feed the Waxwing, T alights on my hand. Does
this 3 times.

11 :30. T flies to my hand, giving a little cry

—

tee-tee-tee.
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11:40. T tried to mount the Waxwing as it sat on my hand; he fell off as-

Waxwing stood erect.

26 days. T flutters over Waxwing as if trying to copulate.

The next day he started incessantly calling for food, and demonstrating

extravagantly when he was fed. He was by far the tamest of any Song Sparrow

I ever raised. Early the next morning he was evidently ill
;
he accepted small

crickets, but dropped them. Ten minutes later he was dead. A post-mortem

showed inflamation of the intestines. He had been precocious in feather develop-

ment as well as in sex behavior.

On Oct. 6, 1938, B stood up straight on the pointed ears of a small clay dog,

flipping his wings and singing. Eight days later he flew to one of the small posts

of the gathering cage that happened to be in the room
;
he crouched down and

fluttered his wings as if copulating. On Oct. 23 he did the same on a hump in

the black cloth used for a cage cover, and on both posts of the gathering cage,

shaking himself afterwards. I recorded this activity from him 5 times between

Nov. 3 and Jan. 4: once on the posts, twice on a round knob on top of a book

case, once on a large seed pod, and once on a little box
;

usually he warbled

during the process. Adult male Song Sparrows utter no note during or immedi-

ately after copulation.

Nine instances were recorded with Y from Oct. 27 to Feb. 20 ;
the stimulat-

ing objects were humps on a sweater and the black cloth, the gathering cage

posts and knob on the book case, and a lump of lettuce. The gathering cage had

not been in the study throughout the fall and early winter
;

I returned it for a

test on May 2 at which time Y paid no attention to it; on a later test July 3,

however, he assumed the copulatory position on the posts, and from May 22 to

27, 1940, there was a return of this behavior, each act being accompanied by
warbling. On Jan. 17, 1942, he assumed this position on a lump of lettuce.

On Sept. 14 D warbled rather loudly as he attempted copulation on the

ridge-pole of the bamboo cage. I have no other note of this behavior on his

part except on Jan. 21 when the stimulating object was the small, rounded knob
on the handle of the pencil sharpener.

From the first of February to the first of June, 2 male Bobo-
links, hatched in early July and raised by Dr. O. S. Pettingill, Jr., were
in my study. From Feb. 23 on both made frequent copulatory at-

tempts, crouching over an object with fluttering wings, but uttering

no note. The stimulating objects to L were an end of one of his

perches, a rolled up silk stocking and his food dish. K made his at-

tempts on lumps of lettuce and the little clay dog that had stimulated B.

Attempts at copulation by young birds have been reported for

a number of species : Sharp-tailed Sparrow with a tussock of grass

(Howe 1899) ;
Bicknell’s Thrush on a hand, foot, or pencil (when

“hardly more than a month old”, Wallace 1939:318); Mockingbird
on hand and various small objects from 52 days on, Starlings 41 days

old with Brown Thrasher a week younger as it begged from him,

Bronzed Grackle with hand and other objects, also with a young
Cardinal (Laskey 1940 and letter), and 4 species of Swallows with
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other Swallows: Clift* and Tree Swallows (Brewster 1898, Chapman
1898), Barn Swallow (Hampe 1928), Purple Martins (Howe 1899).

Early sex behavior is also reported in Parrots : a male Song Parrot try-

ing to feed the author’s finger at 51 days (Hampe 1938a), a female

Pale-headed Rosella doing the same at 52 days (Hampe 1938b), a male

Elegant Parrot starting to court at 56 days, to feed at 106 days and

attempt to copulate at 125 days (Hampe 1940), and male Bourke’s

Parakeets trying to feed at 46 and 54 days (Hampe 1939).

2. Nest Building

The young males of the 1938 brood showed nest molding be-

havior from the age of one to 3% months. When R was 35 days old

he was scratching in the net that lay on the floor 'with the cloth drawn
rather taut; he lay down in it and suddenly crouched down with wide-

spread wings, repeating this activity three times. My daughter said,

“It looks like nest building.” The next day he repeated this activity

in some lamb’s-quarters in a corner of the bamboo cage
;
he backed a

bit, spread out his wings and brought them together again.

I did not see this behavior again until Sept. 15 when Y was 52 days old:

“Y is ‘scrape-making’ in the black cloth on the table, getting into a corner,

pulling with his bill. B comes to fight him; they open bills at each other. Later

B pulls Y’s tail. Y cuddles down and spreads out his wings as R did in the net.

B pulls at the cloth. Then Y flies to the cage 60 cm. distant, gets a piece of

pigeon grass and pulls it around the outside of the cage several times. Then
back to his nest without it. B also does scrape-making.”

Nest molding was a favorite occupation for all 3 birds during their third

month, the sites chosen being the cloth with which I covered the cage at night,

a mop, a sweater, an apron, a sock and occasionally a small box filled with earth

and dead leaves. After the middle of October the birds seldom indulged in this

activity, my last records being Nov. 2 for Y and Nov. 13 for B. With the Michi-

gan birds I have only 2 records (S at 35 days, D at 38), but I was absent from

Chicago when they were 60 to 78 days old.

This molding was a complete surprise to me as I did not know that the

nesting male ever did it. Dr. Lorenz wrote me : “As to the nest-molding Song
Sparrows, I think it often occurs that young males perform female instinctive

actions, much as they show female plumage. I once heard a young Mallard drake

give the full female courtship call, the loud quaquaquaquaquack

,

which sounded

very curious when performed with a male voice ! This bird proved to be a per-

fectly normal male. Also young cocks have the female note of a low singing when
they are half grown

;
it disappears completely after they get sexually mature.”

Twice in July 1929 I noted young Song Sparrows, probably 5 to 6 weeks

old, picking up 2 or 3 bits of dead grass, then dropping them. The hand-raised

males carried grasses about, but this may have been merely experimenting with

objects; they often have torn newspaper and sometimes dropped bits into the

bath dish. It is possible that J may have shown nest molding or carrying of

material before she came under my observation at the age of 5 months.
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There are many records of young birds carrying nesting material

:

Tree and Cliff Swallows in August (Brewster 1898, Chapman 1898) ;

a male Mockingbird at 8 weeks, a female at 9 (Laskey letter)
;
and

female Mistle Thrushes before they are full grown (Heinroth), while

European Barn Swallows have even helped build nests—about a week

after leaving the nest (Astley 1934), somewhat older (Chigi 1934).

Southern Cormorants while still in the nest help to work in loose

material (Kortlandt 1938:35). With the Crowned Hornbill the young

repair the nest wall after their mother has broken out of it (Moreau

1936). Ring Doves have been seen sitting on eggs at 21 and 51 days,

while a female gave the nest-call at 56 days (Craig 1909:65), and a

female Herring Gull did likewise at 50 days (Portielje 1928)-.

3. Caring for Young

Occasionally phases of parental behavior appear in young birds

:

feeding still younger birds has been reported many times, while brood-

ing, nest sanitation and “injury feigning” seem rather exceptional.

Sometimes young birds feed younger brothers and sisters in

nature: Eastern Bluebirds (also removing excreta) (Nice 1931a,

Wetherbee 1933b)
;

Mountain Bluebird (Mills 1931) ;
Wheatear

(Nicholson 1930) ; Long-tailed Tits (Morbach 1934) and Barn Swal-

lows (Eorbush, 1929:152, White 1941, Williamson 1941). Among
non-passerines it has been reported for Gallinules ( Gallinula chloropus )

by Grey (1927) and Mcllhenny (1934); in a South American Rail

in captivity

—

Lateralius leucopyrrhus (Meise 1934) ;
European Coot

(Ruthke 1939) ;
Smooth-billed Ani (Davis 1940a)

;
and Groove-billed

Ani, also “protecting young” (Skutch 1935). Young Harlequin Ducks
went through an “injury-feigning” display over a younger brood

(Tijmstra 1933).

In captivity young birds, hardly able to feed themselves, may
help feed still younger individuals of the same or other species. This

has been reported for the Bluebird (Miller 1910) ;
Robin (Eavell

1935) ;
Chipping Sparrows about 39 days old feeding a younger Red-

winged Blackbird (Laskey letter)
;
Barn Swallows (Chigi 1934) ;

Jackdaws (Strauss 1938a)
;
Indigo Bunting (Sanborn 1932b)

;
and

White-throats (Sylvia communis)
,
Flycatchers, Tree Creeper and Tree

Pipits (the Heinroths, 1924 I). One nestling Crowned Hornbill offered

food to its nest-mates (the Moreaus 1941). The earliest record for

this behavior seems to be that of a hybrid dove 12 days old that fed

its nest-mate (Whitman 1919:67).

Mr. H. R. Ivor writes me that he put 15 birds taken from the

nest with a hand-raised unmated female Wood Thrush and a 48-day
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old female Bluebird. “These two took entire charge of the little ones

and reared all to maturity. The poor old thrush worked from dawn
to dark-—when she ate I could not see—and the little Bluebird cer-

tainly did her share although she still wanted me to feed her! Then

when the young Bluebirds were hatched in the bird-room she helped

to take care of them. It was a most comical sight to see her brooding

the nestlings with the mother, both sitting on the nest at the same

time.”

D. “Anting”
The curious phenomenon where birds sometimes seize ants and

rub them on their wings has been reviewed by McAtee (1938), Nice

and ter Pelkwyk (1940) and Ivor (1941 and 1943). Records of

its occurrence in additional families have been reported by Thomas

(1941) and Bourke (1941). It has been recorded in 13 passerine

families and at least 38 species. The families are Corvidae, Timaliidae,

Cinclidae, Mimidae, Turdidae, Muscicapidae, Bombycillidae', Sturnidae,

Meliphagidae, Compsothlypidae, Icteridae, Thraupidae and Fringillidae.

Ivor (1943) has made an intensive study of anting with his

hand-raised birds, carefully watching scores of instances from a dis-

tance of 16 inches, some of the birds even anting on his hand ! By
this means he has been able to discover just what the bird does: it

brings the wing forward and out from the body, and rubs the ant on

the ventral surfaces of the outer primaries from the wrist to the tip.

At the same time the tail is brought forward and sometimes stepped

upon. These exhaustive observations (as well as recent experiences

with Y) show that the sketches of Song Sparrow anting (Nice and
ter Pelkwyk 1940), although giving a general idea of the strange atti-

tudes assumed, are not correct in detail.

Not all the species in one family anted; for instance in the Turdi-

dae, the Wood Thrush, Hermit Thrush, Veery and Robin anted, but

the Bluebird and European Blackbird did not. The following birds

in the aviary did not ant: Flicker, Horned Lark, Cowbird, Purple

Finch, Greenfinch, Pine Siskin and Brambling. Ivor has no suggestion

to make as to the biological function of this strange instinctive activity.

As to the age at which anting first appeared, all my hand-raised

Song Sparrows met many ants before they were a month old, but the

earliest age at which anting was seen was 36 days with B, and 37 days

with A. Mr. Ivor’s Veeries, Wood Thrushes and Cardinals were 37-38

days old when first given ants
;
the other young birds were slightly

older. All anted at their first opportunity (Ivor letter).

Y first showed this activity, not with ants, but with staghorn

sumach berries Nov. 24, 1938 and July 25, 1939 (Nice and ter Pelkwyk
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1940) ;
these berries were constantly available. So far as 1 know he

was given his first ant since he was a month old in the spring of 1939

;

this was a small ant and was eaten. In October 1939 on being offered

a large black ant (Campanotus)
,
he started to eat it, dropped it and

began to ant. On May 30, 1940, we gave him a number of Formica

rufa; he hurried to catch them as they ran, and as soon as he crushed

one, started to ant, repeating the process several times and eating some

of his victims.

A year later I offered for the first time the Bobolink K a car-

penter ant; he took it and dropped it into Y’s cage. Y picked it up

and at once anted, but did not eat the insect. The next ant was also

dropped by K. I then obtained a number of these ants which I stunned..

K ate two, then wiped his bill. An ant started to move, K caught it

and anted with it so strenuously that he fell over backwards. It would

seem from these observations on Y and K that anting behavior is first

released through the acid taste (or smell) of the ant or other object,

and that the ant itself is thus learned as the appropriate source of

the stimulus.

E. Summary
1. The post-juvenal molt started in 4 hand-raised birds in mid-September

at the age of 7 weeks; in others in late July at 6 weeks. When only the body

feathers were involved, the molt was complete in 3. weeks; in the one case where
the rectrices were also molted, it lasted 5 weeks.

2. On Interpont about half the breeding males and a smaller proportion

•of the females migrated to the south each fall, the others being permanent
residents. .

3. The Massachusetts Song Sparrows showed very little “migration rest-

lessness”, some indications occurring from Oct. 30 to Nov. 5, and again in February*

4. Attempts at copulation were seen with the Song Sparrows starting at

23, 75, 92 and 95 days. Instances are cited in young birds of other species, the

youngest being a Bicknell’s Thrush at a little over a month and a Starling at 41

days.

5. B, R and Y indulged in considerable nest-molding between the ages of

-35 days and 31/2 months.

6. Instances are cited of the carrying of nesting material by young birds

of a number of species.

7. Cases of young birds feeding still younger birds are cited, with 2 in-

stances of nest sanitation, one of brooding, and 2 of protective display in juvenile

birds.

8. Anting was observed in 3 of the hand-raised Song Sparrows, both with
ants and sumach berries; it first appeared at the age of 36-37 days.

9. Anting has been reported in 38 species of 13 families. This instinctive

activity consists in the bird’s rubbing the ant on the ventral surface of the outer
primaries. It would seem that anting behavior is first released through the acid
taste (or smell) of the ant or other object, and that the ant itself is thus teamed
as the appropriate stimulus.
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CHAPTER VII

Song Sparrow Society in Fall and Winter

With some species pairs live separated from each other in terri-

tories throughout the year, while some are territorial while nesting,

yet social during fall and winter. The Song Sparrow falls somewhere

between these extremes. During the long breeding season Song Spar-

row society is organized on the basis of separation of pairs into terri-

tories. In fall and winter the resident birds stay on or near their

territories, although not defending them at that season, except that

an adult male in fall will drive off a young male which is trying to

appropriate the former’s territory. Winter resident birds are also'

sedentary, remaining as a rule within the space of an acre or two

;

this was true both in central Ohio and Oklahoma. It is chiefly in cold,

snowy weather that Song Sparrows come together in loose flocks.

Let us examine the social organization of the Song Sparrow un-

complicated by the exigencies of the breeding season. There are two
basic factors in its contacts with other members of the species—social

need and dominance.

A. Reactions of Song Sparrows to Other Birds

There are several ways in which a Song Sparrow may react upon
meeting another bird : ignore it

;
be positively attracted to it

;
attempt

to drive it; retire before it. Its response depends partly upon the time

of year as shown in Table VI.

Table VI
RESPONSES OF SONG SPARROWS TO OTHER BIRDS

(X) = response present; (XX) = response pronounced; (O) M response absent

Response Winter Spring

To Song Sparrows To Other Birds To Song Sparrows To Other Birds
Ignore X (mild weather) X O X
Attracted to X (cold weather) X (cold weather) XX (to mate) o
Drive X X XX XX
Retire X X X (when trespassing) X

In winter all 4 techniques are employed in regard both to other

Song Sparrows and other species. In spring, however, a male on his

territory ignores no other Song Sparrow, he is attracted only to his

mate, he is despotic in all his relations to other Song Sparrows so long

as he is on his territory, and only flees when he has been trespassing

on another’s territory. As to other species, he shows all the responses

but that of attraction to them.

Let us consider the behavior of a Song Sparrow in winter. In

mild weather no attention is usually paid to other Song Sparrows or
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to other birds except predators. In cold weather Song Sparrows flock

with members of their own species and other Fringillidae that possess

a somewhat similar call note and similar feeding habits—Juncos, Tree

Sparrows and Cardinals. At feeding shelves certain Song Sparrows are

despotic to members of their own species
;
most of them are despotic

to other species their own size and smaller. Some, of course, have to

give way before a despot of their own species, while all usually retire

before larger species at the feeding shelf and when a hawk is sighted.

The subject of the Song Sparrow’s relations to other birds will be dis-

cussed further in Chapters XII and XXL
B. Social Integration

A fundamental mode of behavior found throughout the animal

kingdom has been variously called social appetite, social drive, social

instinct, gregariousness, and social need. In my opinion the last term,

suggested by Katz (1937) has much to recommend it.

Social need may be defined as an innate mode of behavior de-

pending on a bond to other individuals that typically increases with

the unfamiliarity or unfavorabieness of the environment.

An individual derives confidence from the familiarity of the en-

vironment; when this environment is altered, support may be gained

from another source that gives a sense of familiarity, namely the prox-

imity of other individuals. Allee (1931 :357) writes, “Evidently mutual

interdependence, or automatic co-operation, is sufficiently widespread

among the animal kingdom to warrant the conclusion . . . that it ranks

as one of the fundamental qualities of animal protoplasm, and prob-

ably of protoplasm in general.’’

After speaking of accidental groupings of animals that persist because of

“social inertia, the tendency of animals to continue repeating the same action in the

same place,” reinforced by “the social force of toleration for the presence of others

in a limited space,” Allee (1938:43) says:

“A decided advance is made when animals react positively to each other and
so actively collect together, not primarily because the location is favorable or

through environmental compulsion, but as the result of the beginnings of a social

appetite. In early stages of such reactions, the movement together may come
primarily 'because the collection of isopoda or earthworms or starfishes are sub-

stitutes for missing elements in the environment.”

He mentions “the grouping of foreigners in a strange city,” stating that

“basically some of the factors involved are similar. Perhaps there is a closer

connection between such aggregations in the wide expanse of a clean aquarium
and the schooling tendency found among many fishes of the open sea

;
perhaps

the same phenomenon accounts for the flocking tendency of many birds, as well

as mammals on the equally monotonous grassy seas of temperate plains,” p. 46.

Some fish “school only under adverse circumstances” (Noble and Clausen
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1936:313). The aggregational behavior of bass under adverse conditions “may be
considered ... a manifestation of social behavior of great possible survival value”

(Langlois 1936). With sunfish, according to Breder and Nigrelli (1935:46),
“Schooling may be considered as a primary impulse with cases of non-schooling

as inhibitions of it . . . Adverse conditions, generally, allow aggregating effects

to appear. The results to the individual and species may be valuable, neutral, or

harmful. For example, temperature, light, CO 2 ,
fright and various toxic substances

will cause aggregation.” DeKay’s snakes ( Storeria deckayi ) aggregate when
frightened or “when environmental conditions are unsuitable” (Noble and Clausen

1936:271). Various insects congregate for the night, and this is true also of many
birds. Some snakes and insects collect together for hibernation. Red deer herd

when the weather turns cold (Darling 1937). Birds, migrating in groups, gain

social support in strange environments.

As mentioned above it is only in cold, snowy weather that Song Sparrows
flock. When frightened, B and Y took refuge in the same corner, although

ordinarily they fought under conditions of close proximity. They never fought

in the unfamiliar environment of the dining room.

Heinroth (1912a) mention Brehm’s account of the “intelligence” of a pinioned

Whooper Swan that, when danger threatened, associated with a Mute Swan

:

“It is a matter here of the instinct, widely spread in the animal kingdom, that the

social drive (Geselligkeitstrieb) increases with danger. In the herd the individual

feels safer than when alone—and this is also true with man. Young and inex-

perienced animals behave thus, and I can see no intelligence in such behavior, for

there is no profiting from personal experience.”

1. Mechanisms for Group Integration

In his book on “Les Origines de la Societe. Essai sur les

Societes Animales”, Rabaud (1931) states that a group seems to be

composed of a variable number of animals each behaving as if living

alone; in this he shows himself entirely unacquainted with social

animals in nature. With many birds, as Lorenz (1935:347) says, “we
find truly organized societies, whose supra-individual function comes

about through definite social instinctive actions and chains of instinc-

tive actions of their members.” Unlike human societies, these asso-

ciations are not based on tradition, nor on insight into the benefits of

cooperation. “By closer analysis of the instinctive actions that effect

the cooperation of the members of such a highly organized bird

society, it becomes apparent that seemingly very complicated behavior

of the society is brought about through remarkably few and simple

reactions of the individuals.” A striking difference between insect

societies and those of birds, is that, “just as with the higher mammals
and man, the majority of social reactions with birds are bound up
with personal acquaintanceship of the individuals”, p. 348.

A number of mechanisms for group integration are listed by
Lorenz (1935, 1937a) under releasing functions of the “social-

companion” : “inducing of reaction by ‘contagion’ and so-called imita-
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tion”; “releasing of the. following reactions”; “of response^
;
to warn-

ing”; “social attack reactions”
;
“responses to the disappearance of the

social companion”
;
“interlocking of instinctive actions pertaining to

the pecking-order and to nest-protection”.

Tinbergen (1939a) points out that the actor’s “behavior may
evoke the same behavior” in the reactor “or a different reaction.”

In these functions mentioned by Lorenz, the first four involve similar

behavior in both actor and reactor, but the contrary is true in the last

two. The first five will be discussed as pre-eminently characteristic of

social integration
;

the last, being a disruptive as well as cohesive

force, will be treated under the subject of “dominance”.

a. Suggestion

The “inducing of reaction by ‘contagion’ or so-called imitation”

is a matter of suggestion and not of conscious imitation. (An example

of suggestion in human beings is the infectious nature of yawning, a

very different matter from, for instance, a person’s careful imitation

of table manners in a foreign country.)

Crawford (1939:411) calls this social facilitation

,

which “can be

regarded as one of the most basic forms of social interaction. In the

literature on animal behavior its meaning has been restricted to in-

crements in the frequency and intensity of responses already learned

by an individual, shown in the presence of other individuals usually

engaged in the same behavior. Imitation, on the other hand, has re-

ferred to observational learning in problem situations.”

The young Song Sparrows were apt to do many things together

—

eating, preening, bathing, nest-molding. In the winter whichever bird

was caged, although apparently content most of the time, occasionally

tried hard to get out on noticing his free brother eating weed seeds

in a box below him or tearing up newspaper.

A flock of Herring and Lesser Black-backed Gulls was studied by Richter

(1939) at their “headquarters”; it was noted that the activities of preening, sleep-

ing and changing place worked suggestively on all the birds, whereas sex behavior

stimulated corresponding activity only in the respective species. Palmer (1941)

tells of the social activities of Common Terns, how they bathe together, and fish

together, and carry out community activities based on fear and defense.

The usefulness of this tendency to go where another has gone is

apparent in the matter of locating sources of food. The suggestibility

that tends to make all do the same thing at the same time contributes

to flock solidarity in birds with a definite flocking tendency, for all

eat at the same time and are ready to fly at the same time. Other

evidence of a positive response to members of the species was given
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in the spring in Ohio when I often noticed that a newly arrived male

would attempt to locate his territory in an area already full of Song
Sparrows instead of selecting some of the suitable places not yet

occupied.

b. Following Reactions

The “following reaction” is perhaps the most characteristic fea-

ture of the social need. When an individual is not strongly oriented

himself, the natural course is to follow7 another individual. This

would seem to be a special manifestation of “suggestion” or “social

facilitation”.

With the hand-raised Song Sparrows there was a marked tend-

ency in the fall to follow one another; when one hew to my desk, the

others were apt to do likewise, while expeditions into the dining and

living room were usually made two or three together. There also

seemed in early fall to be some tendency to follow a flying brother

without hostile intent. The young Jackdaws raised by Strauss (1938a)

wandered around together
;
“when one of them was investigating some-

thing, the other two had to be there too.”

With the Song Sparrow, a species that possesses no strong flock-

ing tendency, there are no special structures nor notes to induce fol-

lowing. The case is otherwise with many species that are markedly

social during the non-breeding season: the Cedar Waxwing and Ameri-

can Tree Sparrow have characteristic flight notes ; the Junco and the

Longspurs possess both flight notes and white tail feathers. Apropos
of the white bar at the base of the tail in Wilson’s Petrel, Roberts

(1940a : 158) suggests, “Possibly it acts as a ‘releaser’ eliciting a flying-

in-pursuit reaction.” Both Heinroth and Lorenz stress the increased

social bond during flight.

Flocks of Song Sparrows were not exclusive affairs, as was shown

one January day when 50M left the home flock in our garden and work-
ed his way 200 meters south where he joined another flock; 5 days

later he was back again. 4M, who by right of age, experience and
familiarity with the locality, might have been expected to have been
leader of this home flock was apt to bring up the rear. In fact there

was no leader. The lack of leadership has been noted in flocks of the

domestic fowl (Fischel 1927), the Coast Bush-tit (Miller 1921a), Long-
tailed Tit (Paechnitz 1936), and Chickadee (Odum 1942).

Flocks of some species appear to be more or less closed. This was
true of the Valley Quail studied by means of colored feathers and
colored bands by Emlen (1939). Bob-white may “violently exclude
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strangers from covey groups” (Errington 1941:91). Jackdaws will

not allow any new members to join the flock except in fall (Lorenz

1931). The Anis defend their communal territory from strangers

(Davis 1940a), as does the Guira Cuckoo, although less energetically

(Davis 1940b)
;
Dr. Lorenz’s Greylags were strongly antagonistic to

2 strange Greylags added to their flock in June. At the Kellogg Bird

Sanctuary the Blue Geese refused to allow a wild bird of the species

to associate with them.

As to Black-capped Chickadees, birds transported to new localities were
not driven off from the new flock, but were relegated to a low position in the

order of dominance, although some later attained a higher position (Odum
1941a :118). Unbanded Chickadees “that finally joined the old birds at the

feeders had to fight their way into a partially closed hierarchy before being

accepted by the old-timers” (Wallace 1941). In winter flocks of Chickadees in

Wisconsin, Hamerstrom (1942) found that “old-timers appeared to have the

advantage in their early encounters with new-comers.” A new-comer showed
uncertainty in his behavior and this “may have caused the others to pick on him.”

All the fights were over food. It is likely that “intolerance towards new-comers
appears only in the larger flocks”. In a flock of Blue Tits, “Residents are dom-
inant to nomads and the social order of the residents is related to territory”

(Colquhown 1942:240). Much the same is true of Marsh Tits (Morley 1942).

From observations on color-banded Tufted Titmice in Ohio (Nice 1933c) it

appeared that these birds remained in small flocks of about 8 birds in rather

definite ranges of some 8 hectares (20 acres) during winter. Late in February,

however, the flocks broke up and I began to catch my banded birds in traps set

for Song Sparrows more than 500 meters from where the Tits had been banded,

besides seeing 2 new birds in the range of the local flock.

With Geese there are certainly leaders. In these birds and with

Cranes the young birds depend on the leadership of their parents and

will not migrate without them (Heinroth 1912a).

An interesting example of “leadership” of a flock is given by

Lorenz (1935:352). His pet Jackdaw “Tschock” associated in flight

with a flock of Hooded Crows. “In such cases when I called the

Jackdaw and he flew hurriedly in my direction, the whole flock of

Hooded Crows came after him, to turn aside in fright when almost

upon me. This following the example of one who ‘knows what he

does’ gives food for thought. Since these intelligent Corvidae meet
with many experiences with increasing years, and gradually become
more purposeful and decided in all their movements, I believe that

with them the old experienced leader plays an important biological

role.”

c. Responses to “Warning”

The Song Sparrows respond instantly to evidences of fright in

their companions
; a sudden flight or the fear note given by one will
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send the others into hiding immediately. The bird does not “warn”

its companions nor even its young; it gives a cry because frightened

itself
;

this behavior and these notes are understood instinctively by

all members of the species. Song Sparrows also react to evidences of

fright in other species with which they associate.

One December morning I was watching a mixed company of Cardinals,

Juncos and Song Sparrows on Interpont when suddenly they gave warning cries

and dashed to shelter where they stayed motionless and silent. I did not see the

Accipiter which must have been the cause of the terror. In such a case the actions

and notes of these species are sufficiently alike to serve as signals for fleeing in

the others. The Cedar Waxwing and Song Sparrow A responded to each other’s

fear notes (Nice 1941a). The Goldfinches became alert at Y’s tik-tik-tik.

Black-capped Chicadees were “definitely the leaders” in mixed
flocks watched by Odum (1942) ;

they “were much the noisiest and

by their vocal signals seemed to control the flock. Warblers and vireos

react quickly to many of the chickadees’ signals particularly the warn-

ing ‘freeze’ call. Many times attacks by accipitrine hawks were ob-

served to fail completely because the warning calls of the alert chicka-

dees instantly ‘froze’ the entire flock before the hawk could get into

striking distance,” p. 511.

Although fear notes of closely related species are undoubtedly

recognized instinctively, in other cases learning may be involved.

“Perhaps the simplest instance of a learned reaction”, writes Tin-

bergen (1939a :215), “can be observed in places where birds of several

species are breeding in close proximity to each other, as for instance

in mixed colonies of Terns and Gulls. The Gulls learn to flee at the

alarm-call of the Terns. In much the same way, birds of one species

can learn to ‘understand’ the threatening behavior of individuals of

the other species. Black-headed Gulls, for instance, learn to avoid

threatening Sandwich Terns in colonies in which both species mix.”

Learning may also have an influence in the response to alarm

cries of members of the same species. “Every Herring Gull reacts to

the alarm call of other individuals, but the pattern and the intensity

of the reaction depends on which neighbors are calling. The call of

neighbor P always causes sudden flight, whereas a similar call uttered

by neighbor Q may result in only a slight increase in attentiveness.

The animal ‘knows’ by experience that P warns only when danger is

near, and that Q often warns because of a distant disturbance” (Tin-

bergen 1939a :215).

We often read of social birds and mammals “posting sentinels”,

but we are never told how such “posting” could be effected. Selous

( 1927 ), Yeates (1934:76) and others have combatted this idea with
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many examples where the supposed sentinels themselves left, but gave

no warning to the flock. Some individuals are more alert than others

and doubtless do more than their share of watching. This is true of

the hind that is leader of a group of Red Deer (Darling 1937). In

regard to the Sierra Nevada Rosy Finch, Twining (1940:69) writes,

“A bird when alone appears to be more wary than when it is one of

a flock, although there seem to be certain birds in every flock which

are more sensitive to danger than others, or that act as sentinels to

warn the flock of the approach of an intruder.” It is hard to imagine

by what technique flocks could “post sentinels”.

d. Responses to Disappearance of the Social-Companion

The Song Sparrow’s call note tsip is heard most often in the

autumn, since the social bond is evidently strong at the time of the

fall migration. In the spring and summer one of a pair gives it when
it has lost track of the whereabouts of its mate. This “lonely” note is

a device for keeping in touch with others of its kind—Stimmfuhlung
as Heinroth (1924) calls it.

With my hand-raised birds in the fall when one went into the next room,
he usually called tsip, the others sometimes responding to him; perhaps the bird

was reassuring himself in the new situation by keeping in contact with the others.

In January the room had become familiar, and it was the bird that was left behind

—confined in the cage—that was more apt to call than was his brother. After

R was killed in October, the others called tsip appreciably more than usual for

an hour. After B was killed in February, Y uttered many tchunks, the note that

often expresses disturbance.

In 1940 to 1941 I used to take A into the kitchen once a month to test him
with the mounted Barred Owl

;
Y was usually restless and called tsip during these

periods. On January 6 he gave 27 tsips in 10 minutes
;
on February 8 he gave

tchunks at the rate denoting “weak alarm” (see Chapter XXI)
;

in April he and

A answered each other with tsips.

Atlantic Murres respond to the loss of a neighbor with great un-

easiness (Johnson 1938). This reaction is even more pronounced in

a Jackdaw colony, where the birds go out to search for the missing

member (Lorenz 1931).

e. Social Attack

The mobbing of a predator—owl, cat, snake or hawk (Selous

1931 :177)—serves as a social defense, for the enemy cannot success-

fully hunt with a crowd of scolding birds around. This mobbing
probably at times serves to condition young birds as to predators, and

here we would seem to have a primitive culture, a passing on of ex-

perience by tradition. Twice when an adult Song Sparrow was car-

ried some 400 meters in a darkened gathering cage with a Cowbird*.
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the Song Sparrow gave loud screams
;
these brought out all the nesting

Song Sparrows along the way, their crests up and responding with

tchunks. In this reaction we have a suggestion of the social attack

on a predator shown by Corvidae. Jackdaws attack any predator

carrying anything black (Lorenz 1937) ;
Magpies and other Corvidae

try to attack the predator from behind (Lorenz 1935 :358) ;
Ravens

and Hooded Crows attack enemies that have caught one of their fel-

lows (Goethe 1940a). See Chapter XX for further discussion of this

subject.

C. Social Dominance

In the first five mechanisms for social integration the animal is

predominantly a member of the flock. Each member is, however, an

individual and at times asserts his individuality by the attempt to

dominate others. Such behavior may or may not make for flock

solidarity. When clearly defined, it depends upon personal recognition

between members of the flock.

The dominance “need” or “drive” is an expression of self-asser-

tion. Noble (1939b) calls it an “aversion”. Maslow (1935:58) defines

the dominant animal as “one whose behavior proceeded without defer-

ence to the similar behavior patterns of the subordinate animal.” Dom-
inance has also been defined as one individual controlling the actions

of another. Allee, Collias and Lutherman (1939:413) say, “Dominant
hens are characterized by the lack of any attempt to avoid other mem-
bers of the flock.” Dominance is intimately bound up with the matter

of territory (Chapters XII and XIII) and may also play a part in

pair formation (Chapter XVI)
;
here we will deal with it in its simp-

lest form, as between individuals in winter.

1. Social Dominance in the Song Sparrow

In the fall Song Sparrows frequently chase one another, while

in the loose winter flocks there is some driving, particularly at feeding

shelves.

The most marked instance of this was the following:

January 22, 1930.—7° C. Four unbanded Song Sparrows are at the feeding

station. One is very aggressive, flying from 2 meters and knocking away a

quietly eating Song Sparrow, even though the tyrant does not care himself to eat.

4M came and ate unmolested. Once when the tyrant attacked, I heard the weech
cry.

At feeding station in Ohio Song Sparrows usually drove English

Sparrows and Juncos and sometimes threatened Cardinals (see Chap-

ter XII).
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As mentioned in Chapters II and III anti-social behavior began

at 17 days with the hand-raised Song Sparrows, the first fight taking

place at 19 days. Until the 1938 brood was nearly 2 months old there

were occasional bickerings, especially between R and B
;
chasing was

more or less indiscriminate, although on the whole R was top bird,

Y middle and B at the bottom. At 2 months, however, B suddenly

became despot over Y and 3 days later (Sept. 24) over R. Y had

difficulty getting baths as both brothers drove him away as soon as

they noticed him in this occupation. (In regard to their captive White-

throated Sparrows, Wessel and Leigh (1941) state, “In none of the

experiments did the low birds bathe at any time during the experi-

ments.”) Many fights were staged between R and Y
;
ond such occa-

sions B often hurried to the scene giving the tchunk note showing dis-

turbance, or the threat note.

After R’s death on Oct. 14, B was the benevolent despot over Y,

warning him with the threat note when he came too near at meal times.

The first week of November Y forged ahead of B in song develop-

ment and on the 7th he became despot—and a real one. The next

morning B was benevolent despot once more, but only for a day
;

it be-

came necessary to cage one of the birds. From then on till B’s death

Feb. 2 there were 17 reversals of dominance. These were not effected

by fighting; all I can say is that one bird gained confidence and in-

timidated the other through his loud singing.

In 1939 a similar situation of fluctuating dominance held with

the Michigan birds during their second month, although in general D
mastered F and S. On my return from a 2^2 weeks’ absence I found

the order fixed in the 80-day old birds—S, D, F. S and F shortly

came to their ends. All fall Y dominated D, but in December Y suf-

fered from a protracted case of diarrhoea, and D burst into adult

song in the space of 6 days and on Dec. 22 became master. It was
not until Jan. 17 that Y again began to sing freely and at the same
time became dominant

;
however there were a number of reversals

this winter as well as the previous one. Here Y’s illness nullified

the advantage of age, and once D had had the mastery, he was able

to regain it several times even after Y’s vigor was restored. The third

winter Y consistently dominated A who never attained adult singing.

These changes of dominance between the male Song Sparrows

were closely connected with territorial behavior and will be discussed

at greater length in Chapter XII. The day-by-day record of dominance,

singing, etc., is given in Appendix II.
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2. Social Dominance in Other Birds and Other Animals

Social dominance may .be of different degrees. The least definite,

.called by Tompkins (1933 :100) “supersedence” is one in which “any

approaching bird could successfully usurp the position of any possess-

ing bird”. This “fluid relationship” was found in the Golden-crowned

Sparrow. Rosy Finches chase each other, first one pursuing, then the

other {Twining 1940), and the same was true of European Black-

birds (Morley). Selous (1933:157) describes similar behavior

with Linnets displacing each other on thistle heads, “Always the second

arrival usurped the first one’s place, and this seemed to be accepted

by the bird displaced as a part of the inevitable.” It would seem as

if much of the chasing seen in fall flocks of warblers and other birds

were of this indiscriminate nature.

A more definite situation is that called by Allee “peck-dominance”

;

here there is a give-and-take relationship in which one individual is

usually, but not always, dominant, for the subordinate bird wins a

number of the contacts. With Tompkins’ captive Nuttall’s Sparrows,

“although dominance was shown, it was constantly changing.” Peck-

dominance has been found in flocks of Shell Parakeets (Masure and

Allee 1934b), domestic pigeons (Masure and Allee 1934a), Ring Doves

(Bennett 1939) and Canaries (Shoemaker 1939b).

The third condition
—

“peck-right”—exists among domestic chick-

ens (Schjelderup-Ebbe, Allee and co-workers) and various species in

captivity, as Spotted Towhee (Tompkins 1933), White-throated Spar-

rows (Wessel and Leigh 1941), and Ruffed Grouse (Allen 1934).

Here the dominance is rigid and independent of place. In nature peck-

right exists in Jackdaw colonies (Lorenz 1931, 1938). With Black-

capped Chickadees, Odum (1942) found peck-right existing at the

top and bottom of a flock, but peck-dominance obtaining among the

intermediate birds. Other recent studies on dominance in flocks of

color-banded Titmice have been made by Hamerstrom (1942), Col-

quhown (1942) and Morley (1942).

The young Song Sparrows showed supersedence during their first

month, peck-dominance during the second, and peck-right from the

third month.

Peck-dominance in pigeons was analyzed by Diebschlag (1941)

and found to be strongly place-conditioned; the peck-order comes from

the endeavor of each bird to defend a certain area from other mem-

bers of the flock. The bird that soonest becomes familiar with a new
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place becomes despot. The confidence of the bird is the all-important

factor. With Ring Doves Bennett (1939:343) found that, “Usually

one or more birds in each [flock] adopted definite locations in the

cage and tended to defend these against all intruders.” Canaries “sub-

ordinate in neutral territory become dominant in their nesting territory”

(Shoemaker 1939b).

All these birds tended to have peck-right in certain places. The

situation with my hand-raised Song Sparrows was peck-right with

many reversals of dominance, partly conditioned by the lack of ade-

quate territorial facilities for two birds.

The outstanding example of a highly socialized bird that is known

to have a definite peck-order in the wild is the Jackdaw. Here every

“bird is jealous of his own position, constantly bickering with those

that are his direct subordinates, but distinctly tolerant of those that

range far below himself” (Lorenz 1938:210). As in Geese, wives

take the rank of their husbands. The “despot” is in some sense the

leader, for when “an inexperienced member of the flock loses its

orientation, it is at once sought out and led home by some bird which

knows the way, very often by the despot of the colony himself, who

seems to have some special ‘responsibility’ in such cases” (1938:212).

Examples of social dominance in other species in the wild have

been reported occasionally, i.e., pairs or males are mentioned as dom-

inant over other pairs or males, despite the factor of territory : Herring

Gulls (Goethe 1937), Mute Swans at Lake Guja (v. Sanden 1935),

Erect-crested Penguin (Richdale 1941b), Black-cock (Lack 1939a),

Gould’s Manakin (Chapman 1935). With Bob-whites, “In one case

a cock fought and easily vanquished another that up to the time of

mating had been his master” (Stoddard 1831:18). In each group of

displaying Sage Grouse there seems to be a “dominant cock”, a “sub-

cock”, and on the fringes a number of still more subordinate cocks

(Scott 1942).

Although most of the investigations on peck-order have been!

made on hens (White Leghorns at the University of Chicago), it is

a question as to how social a bird Gallus domesticus really is. Strangely
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enough it is not definitely known whether the Jungle Fowl is poly-

gamous or monogamous (Mayr 1939). The fact that hens depend
so much on fighting rather than on intimidating ceremonies points to

a low development as a social bird.

Often the despot interferes when two subordinates fight. I first

noted this in B
;
the next fall Y gave the threat note when D and S

quarrelled, and in the winter, D, when despot, gave it when he heard

Y and J fighting, even though he could not see them. Y gave it when
the male Goldfinch chased the female and he tchunked when he heard

Mrs. Ewers’ Ring Doves fighting.

This same behavior is seen in Jackdaws (Lorenz), Cranes (Goethe

1940a), and roosters (Schjelderup-Ebbe 1935), while male chameleons

(Anolis ) attack the dominating female (Evans 1938). The leader of

a team of sledge dogs “often intervenes in a struggle between two sub-

ordinate dogs of the same team” (N. Tinbergen, letter), and adult

male howler monkeys and gibbons interfere when young animals are

playing too roughly (Carpenter 1934, 1940:135), while with monkeys
in a zoo, “any display by a subordinate over a sub-subordinate is done

apprehensively” for fear of the dominant (Maslow 1936). The ex-

planation of this behavior of the dominant may be that such an animal

responds by aggression to signs of aggression in another animal, even

though not directed towards him.

The fact that Y, for long the underling, was a much more tyran-

nical despot than B, appears to be a rule of wide application in the

animal kingdom.

As a girl I noticed that the lowest hen in the peck order would persecute a

newcomer more than did the others. Tompkins reports the same with captive

Spotted Towhees, while Schjelderup-Ebbe (1935) says in regard to chickens, “A
bird which has originally been pecked by all the others becomes strikingly cruel

and merciless when it finds opportunity to peck at others
;
the unpractised despots

are the worst of despots.” A Blue Tit, dominated by another, sometimes “would

immediately turn on one or more tits who were its social inferiors and threaten

them, while a tit low in the social hierarchy has been seen to show extreme

viciousness when it chanced on a tit that it could dominate” (Colquhown 1942:238).

With Marsh Tits, “dominant territory owners” seldom interfere with the subordin-

ate flock birds, unless the former have been recently trapped, then the bird, “too

fearful to enter the trap itself, finds a vent for its balked desire by driving off all

subordinates to it” (Morley 1942). A male Cardinal in Oklahoma drove off all

other visitors to the feeding shelf much more viciously when all the sunflower

seeds were put inside the trap (Nice 1927b).

Males of many species are more aggressive than females. Bennett

recorded 53.8 pecks an hour in her flock of male Ring Doves, and 20.1
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per hour with the females (1939:359). It has been found with hens

(Allee, Collias and Luthermann 1939), Ring Doves (Bennett 1940),

Canaries (Shoemaker 1939a) and sword-tail fishes (Noble and Borne

1940) that the injection of male hormone in females increases ag-

gressiveness and induces rises in the peck-order. With hens, “Higher

social position, once won, was retained.” Noble and Borne conclude

that “sex hormones cause female sword-tails to rise in their social

hierarchies only by bringing a reversal of sex.” On the other hand,

with wild Valley Quail “the three males treated with testosterone be-

came pugnacious toward other males, but this had no effect on their

position in the peck order of the covey” (Emlen and Lorenz 1942).

Interspecific dominance is of common occurrence at feeding shelves.

“Dominance-subordination patterns of behavior may be based on

the recognition of other members of the flocks as individuals to which

a proper reaction must be made,” writes Allee (1942). “This is the

method which obtains in many social groups of men, and in all the

flocks of birds we have studied. Opposed to this is a type of impersonal

behavior pattern such as is found in many of the groups of mice which

have been studied in our laboratory. . . . Impersonal group organiza-

tion depends upon a kind of unoriented, generalized aggressiveness

brought in contact with similarly unoriented lack of aggressiveness.”

Dominance based on personal recognition is the rule with birds,

primates (Maslow 1934, 1936, 1940, Yerkes 1939) and cows, where a

straight line hierarchy depending on maturity, strength and effective-

ness of horns was found (Woodbury 1941). Interestingly enough,

jewel fish (Hemichromis bimaculatus) “at an early age also learn to

distinguish one another as individuals. A well-marked dominance-

subordination hierarchy is formed similar to that of the domestic hen”

(Noble and Curtis 1939:15), and the same is true with the sword-

tail

—

Xiphophorus—(Noble and Borne 1938, 1940). See also Langlois

(1934).

The unoriented type where there may be one despot with no dis-

tinctions between subordinates has been reported for a number of ani-

mals in captivity: lizards (Evans 1936a), white mice (Uhrich 1938),

cats (Winslow 1938), and dogs (James 1939). With squids (Sepia)

larger individuals dominate smaller (L. Tinbergen 1939). In a group
of painted turtles, each individual dominated the next smaller (Evans
1940).

That one animal may be dominant in some relations and the other

in others is pointed out by Carpenter in regard to two mountain gor-

illas, one of which was dominant in feeding and grooming situations,
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the other in play. “The dominance-submission relation may persist

between two animals without fighting as a means of maintaining or

instrumenting the relation” (1937:192).

“If we regard dominance as an instinct,” wrote Wheeler (1939:

254) “it is certainly one so primitive and fundamental as to character-

ize all living substance and to be equivalent to self-preservation. Seneca

said ‘vivere militare est’, which is paraphrased by Ortega y Gasset

when he defines life as the 'the struggle, the effort to be itself.’
”

The factor of dominance plays a part in winter flocks, in territory,

and between the sexes. The first case is the most fundamental; dom-

inance here depends on individuality, age, strength, aggressiveness,

determination. In the second case it depends largely on position, on

confidence engendered through familiarity with surroundings. In the

third case dominance depends to some extent on privilege.

D. Value of Social Integration

Although the Song Sparrow is only slightly gregarious, yet it

possesses the fundamental mechanisms for group integration. They

are undoubtedly beneficial to it even though much of its economy is

based on separation into pairs on territories throughout the breeding

season.

Other species have developed these trends much more highly.

Since the bond to other individuals increases in adverse conditions, one

basic element in the flocking of social species would appear to be pro-

tection against such conditions. The presence of others lends con-

fidence.

In regard to shorebirds, Nichols (1935) writes that they are at first sus-

picious, but “when they are actually among the decoys, however (well inside

the zone of alarm which they hesitate to pass through), and as it were, consider

themselves a part of your flock, it is remarkable how loath they are to leave . . .

However independent a unit a shore-bird may be when alone, when in a flock

its condition changes and it becomes for the time being an integral dependent

part of that flock.”

The extreme of aggregation would seem to have been reached

by a band of some 100 to 150 Bank Swallows found on a cold and

stormy night in September huddling together in a mass about 40 x 30

centimeters in size. The birds “formed one body, in which individual
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swallows did not react to outside stimuli—light, touch, shaking, noise”

(Keyserlingk 1937).

A flock may be passively protective, as in flocks of small birds

where the multiplicity of eyes ensures prompt detection of predators,

—

the Chickadees mentioned above, Bush-tits (Miller 1921, 1922) that

“warn” and “freeze”, or in European Coots which suddenly mass to-

gether so the Sea-Eagle (Wendland 1937) or Herring Gull (Selous

1931) can find no individual to capture. (The same behavior is re-

ported for the American Coot in reference to the Bald Eagle.)

Or a flock may be aggressively protective, as in many colony nest-

ers that join forces in attacking an enemy approaching nests or young

—

Terns (Marshall 1942, Vesey-Fitzgerald 1941 :525), Black-headed Gulls

(Noll 1924), Willets (Vogt 1938), Avocets (Makkink 1936), Red-

winged Blackbirds, Yellow-headed Blackbirds (Fautin 1941), and

many others.

Flocks have other functions besides those of safety. In some

cases, especially with mixed flocks in the tropics, there is food value,

for a large variety of insects is driven up as the group progresses.

Flocks may be stimulating in the matter of facilitating breeding, as

Darling stresses (1938). Starlings in very large flocks go through

remarkable aerial evolutions that are never seen with small numbers.

“The cardinal quality of the herd is homogeneity”,' writes Trotter

(1917:29), “the great advantage of the social habit is to enable large

numbers to act as one” in hunting. “In protective socialism the sensi-

tiveness of the new unit to alarms is greatly in excess of that of the

individual member of the flock. . . . Each member of the flock tending

to follow its neighbour and in turn to be followed, each is in turn in

some sense capable of leadership, but no lead will be followed that

departs widely from normal behaviour. A lead will be followed only

from its resemblance to the normal. . . The original in conduct, that

is to say resistiveness to the voice of the herd, will be suppressed by
natural selection.”

A possible hormonal explanation of territorial behavior during the breeding

season and gregarious behavior outside it may be suggested. During the nesting

season the secretion of male hormone from the gonads induces aggressiveness in

the individual, but during fall and winter when the gonads are regressed, the attrac-

tion to other individuals is uninhibited. This explanation would hold for those

colony breeders that are strongly antagonistic to their neighbors
;
they nest together

partly for ecological reasons and partly for mutual protection. Outside of the

breeding season they quarrel very little.

E. Summary
1. There are four chief ways in which a Song Sparow may respond to other
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birds of its own and other species : ignore them, be attracted to them, drive them,
or retire before them. These responses differ according to the season of the year.

2. Social need is an innate mode of behavior depending on a bond to other
individuals that typically increases with the unfamiliarity or unfavorableness of

the environment.

3. With many birds we find truly organized societies, depending on definite

social instinctive actions and on personal recognition between the members.

4. Six releasing mechanisms for group integration are listed by Lorenz.

5. Many activities induce similar activities in companions through sugges-

tion or social facilitation.

6. The “following” reaction is perhaps the most characteristic feature of the

social need. Most bird flocks are not exclusive affairs and have no leader. A few,

however, are more or less closed groups.

7. Birds react instantly to “warning” cries or fleeing reactions of members
of their own species and often to those of other species.

8. Upon the disappearance of the social-companion, the hand-raised Song
Sparrows showed slight uneasiness. This is much more pronounced in highly

socialized birds, such as Murres and Jackdaws.

9. Mobbing of predators serves as a social defense. It also must condition

young birds to the dangerousness of certain enemies.

10. Social dominance is an expression of self-assertion.

11. With the hand-raised Song Sparrows, chasing was more or less in-

discriminate until the age of 2 months, when one bird definitely became master.

There were frequent reversals of dominance, not brought about through fighting;

one bird gained confidence and intimidated the other by loud singing.

12. Social dominance may be of several degrees: supersedence, when the

approaching bird successfully usurps the position of the possessing bird; peck-

dominance—a give-and-take relationship, often place-conditioned, in which the

subordinate wins a number of the contacts
;
and peck-right in which the dominance

is rigid and independent of place. The development of the first form into the third

was shown by the young Song Sparrows.

13. The domestic hen is the classical example of peck-right; since it is

unknown whether the Jungle Fowl is polygamous or monogamous, it is a question

as to how social a bird Gallus domesticus is.

14. The dominant animal may interfere between fights of subordinates.

15. The individual at the bottom of the peck-order is apt to persecute a new-
comer with special vigor.

16. Males are usually more aggressive than females and the injection of

male hormone into females has induced rises in the social hierarchy in birds, fish

and turtles.

17. In winter flocks, dominance depends on age, strength, aggressiveness',

in territorial situations upon position, the individual gaining confidence through

familiarity with the surroundings; between the sexes partly upon privilege.

18. Although the Song Sparrow is only slightly gregarious, yet it shows

the basic mechanisms for social integration.

19. Flocking is basically a safety measure. Flocks may be passively pro-

tective in supplying a multitude of eyes for detection of the enemy or a massed

group to confuse him. Or they may be aggressively protective when the members
join forces to attack the enemy.
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CHAPTER VIII

Awakening and Roosting

In Columbus I made some 600 observations on the first morning

notes of the Song Sparrows and about one-seventh that number on

the last evening notes.

A. Awakening with the Song Sparrow

The suggestion was made by Allard (1930:455) that we cannot

"consider the first morning song an indication of the first awakening

of the birds.” While the bird remains asleep with the bill tucked in

the scapulars, it does not seem probable that it could become aware

"of weak twilight changes.” "There is reason to believe that the birds

have abandoned the true sleep position and are waiting alert for the

coming of the dawn long before the first morning song is delivered.”

It seems as if birds must wake at least shortly before they start to sing.

Paechnitz (1936) describes the awakening of a group of Long-tailed Tits:

“The outside Tit took his head out from his scapulars, gave a soft si and hopped

on the nearest twig; the others followed immediately, whispered, stretched them-

selves and laid their feathers smooth.”

1. Twilight

Times of beginning to sing in the morning and stopping in the

evening are usually given in terms of minutes before sunrise and after

sunset. Light, however, depends primarily on the depth of the sun

below the horizon, if clouds and mist be left out of account. In low

latitudes the interval of time from the moment that the sun is, for

instance, 6° below the horizon to sunrise is much less than the corre-

sponding interval in high latitudes where the sun appears to pass the

horizon at an acute angle. Also at the time of the spring and fall

equinoxes the plane of the sun’s path is steeper to the horizon than

during summer, so that in the former case there is a shorter time be-

tween sunrise and sun-depth than in the latter. So latitude and time

of year make a profound difference.

In studying the early morning singing of birds, we need to know
the limits of twilight. Here 3 terms are used by meteorologists and
navigators : astronomical twilight begins in the morning and ends at

night when the center of the sun is 18° below the horizon, nautical

twilight when it is 12° below, and civil twilight when it is 6° below.

At astronomical twilight, stars of the 6th magnitude can be seen, at

civil twilight, stars and plants of the first magnitude are visible.

Civil twilight used to be the time at which people stopped work in the
evening and resumed it in the morning—from “star-setting to star-rising” as
expressed in some of the old fairy tales. “If the Sun is much lower, ordinary
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outdoor civil operations are impracticable without artificial light” (Nautical
Almanac, 1941). Civil twilight is important in navigation: “When the brighter
fixed stars cease, or begin, to become visible, and the horizon being then clearly-

defined we have the most favorable condition for star observations,” (Brown’s
Nautical Almanac, 1937).

In Table VII the number of minutes before sunrise at the start

of these 3 kinds of twilight are given for 5 latitudes at the equinoxes
and solstices; these are taken from the Nautical Almanac and Ephe-
meris 1941 published in London which furnishes detailed tables for

the whole year and for 13 latitudes between 0° and 60°. Kimball
(1916) gives tables for civil and astronomical twilight.

Table VII
SUNRISE AND TWILIGHT AT THE SOLSTICES AND EQUINOXES AT FIVE

LATITUDES

Time of Sunrise
Date 0° 30°N 40°N 50°N 60°N

Dec. 21 5:54 6:52 7:18 7:56 9:02
Mar. 22 6:04 6:02 6:01 5:59 5:58
June 21 5:58 4:59 4:31 3:50 2:35
Sept. 20 5:50 5:47 5:45 5:42 5:38

Number of Minutes before Sunrise at the Start of
Civil (C), Nautical (N), and Astronomical (A) Twilight

Date 0° 30°N 40°N— - 50°N— 60°N
C N A C N A C N A C N A C N A

Dec. 21 22 48 75 27 57 86 30 64 98 39 SO 120 58 115 176
Mar. 22 21 45 69 24 54 79 27 59 90 32 70 108 43 93 146
June 21 23 49 76 28 61 97 33 75 124 44 111 all nightl06 all night

Sept 20 20 44 69 23 51 79 27 59 89 31 70 106 41 92 142

As to the amount of light at sunset and the start of civil twilight,

Kimball gives a number of measurements with a photometer exposed

on the roof of a building high enough so that the sky was unobstructed

in all directions. The measurements for civil twilight in Virginia and

Utah in clear weather were: .07, .2, .2, .4, and .6 foot-candles; these

give a median of .2. The one reading for sunset was 33 foot-candles.

By means of official times of sunrise and sunset obtained from

the United States Weather Bureau at Columbus, and the table of dura-

tion of civil: twilight at 40° N. lat. given by Kimball, and time checked

by an electric clock, I was able to time the start of civil twilight

accurately. On week-ends from March 1934 to May 1935 I had the

loan of a Weston Illuminated Meter, Model 603, from Prof. Wm.
Barrows of the Zoology Department of Ohio State University, and

with it I obtained nearly a hundred records morning and evening. It

appeared to be fairly accurate, but was not intended to measure in-

tensities of light much below one foot-candle; all values lower than

tenths of foot-candles had to be estimated.
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Model 603 is calibrated in foot-candles, which is a measure of incident

illumination. There is no accurate way to translate foot-candles into candles per

square foot, which is a measure of reflected light. Weston Model 650 Universal

Exposure Meter, used by Oberlander (1939) and Wiliams (1941), records in

candles per square foot.

The one fall in which I had the photometer showed distinctly higher light

values than did the winters and springs, due no doubt to the absence of soot in

the air after the summer. Readings were taken out in the open where trees and

buildings did not obstruct the light. Fifteen sunrises and sunsets in clear weather

from October 6-28, 1934, ranged from 27.5 to 44 foot-candles with a median of

34.5 ;
14 sunrises and sunsets in clear weather from December to May ranged

from 22-32.5 foot-candles with a median of 26. Twelve readings for the start

of civil twilight in October, 1934, ranged from .2-.28, averaging .22 ;
9 during the

other months ranged from .2-.25 with an average of .21, the average of the 21

readings in clear weather being .217.

At the start of official civil twilight in Columbus it was rather

exceptional for me to be able to read my wrist watch without the aid

of a flash light; this was possible twice in October at readings of

0.25 and 0.28 foot-candles, and once in March when a nearly full moon
shone near the horizon. Usually it was one to 3 minutes later when
there was light enough to see colors and read the watch without aid

;

the photometer then showed .3 foot-candles. The next minute—at .4

foot-candles—the photometer could also be read without artificial light.

The use of such an unusual term as civil twilight has been ques-

tioned. Nevertheless, the depth of the sun below the horizon is of

paramount importance in the matter of light intensity. As Allard has

shown with his numerous charts, many birds tend to start singing

around civil twilight—Wood Pewee, Robin, Kingbird, Song Sparrow,

Cardinal, Brown Thrasher and Catbird. After all, for diurnal ani-

mals, civil twilight, when there is light enough for human beings to

see clearly, is a significant stage, one which in this age of artificial

light we tend to ignore.

2. Time of Arising of the Female Song Sparrow

It is obvious that we cannot be sure exactly when a wild Song
Sparrow awakes. We may consider him fully awake; when we hear

the first tsip or tchnnk in winter and the first song in spring* summer
and fall. As for the female, her appearance is usually hard to detect,

but occasionally it is signalized by her tchunk or chatter^ or by a^pounce

from her mate.

The records of the rising of the female are few, but consistent

—

2 for Kl, 7 for K200 and 2 for K201. The four on fairly clear morn-
ings came from 4-6 (average 5) minutes after the start of civil twi-

light, at light values of .3, .38 and .4 foot-candles. The seven on cloudy
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mornings came from 4-9 (average 7) minutes after the start of civil

twilight at light values of .22, .3, .38 and .4 foot-candles. The average

of the 7 light values is .34 foot-candles, or about the intensity at which

small objects became visible to me. The female Song Sparrows on

Interpont arose about 25 minutes before sunrise on clear morn-

ings and about 5 minutes later on cloudy mornings at a light value

when they probably could see clearly. It is at much this same light

value that the male rises in January and that he starts to sing during

part of the fall .

3. The Awakening Song Throughout the Year
During a considerable portion of the year in Columbus the resi-

dent male Song Sparrow gives what I call the “awakening song”
;

i.e.,

about one-half hour before sunrise in clear weather and a little later

on cloudy mornings—he sings a series of songs, perhaps only 5 or 6

or even fewer early and late in the season, but lasting from 20 minutes

to over an hour without a break when in the stimulated or highly

stimulated phase (see Table XI). In the spring and early summer
he may give single songs exceedingly early, but the “awakening song”

typically consists of a series. It is not given in late fall and early

winter, nor in August and September during the molt; it also dis-

appears after the male has been joined by a mate and does not re-

appear until nesting has begun—a period that may last a week to over

2 months. During feeding of the young it is of irregular occurrence.

This matter of the suppression of the awakening song at certain periods,

and also the habit of night singing, make the Song Sparrow a difficult subject

to work with for the first morning song, unless one knows the songs of individual

birds and also follows their nesting stages. Wright (1912, 1913) declared the

Song Sparrow began singing earlier than the Robin, but F. H. Allen (1913, 1915)

pointed out that the very early songs should be classed as night songs, for song

should be repeated and continued to show real awakening. In both Allen’s and

my experience the Robin starts singing very much earlier than does the Song
Sparrow. Allard (1930), like Wright, including sporadic night songs, considers

the Song Sparrow the earliest of all singers, in late May starting “near the be-

ginnings of astronomical twilight.”

There is considerable individuality among the Song Sparrows in

their response to the morning light, for there may be a difference of

6 or more minutes in starting time on a single morning. 1M sang early,,

while 4M was one of the latest to start.

There are 3 main periods in the starting time of the Song Spar-

row’s awakening song in relation to the beginning of civil twilight, as

will be seen in Figue 2 and Tables VIII and IX. In the figure records

of the start of the awakening song are given for clear mornings from

1929 through 1935. Variations on the same dates are due both to the
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difference in the starting time of individuals and to temperature varia-

tions in different years.
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Figure 2. Time of Awakening Song of Sony Sparrows at Columbus, Ohio, on

Clear Mornings, 1929 through 1935, Eastern Standard Time which is 32
Minutes Ahead of Sun-time.

In the “basic period”, in January and February, the awakening
song occurs about 25 minutes before sunrise and 4 minutes after
civil twilight on clear mornings. In the “intermediate period”, starting

from Feb. 3 to Mar. 4, the awakening song comes close to civil twi-
light. This seems to coincide with the definite taking up of territories

by the resident males. In the “established period” which follows from
3 to 14 or more days after the initiation of the intermediate period,
the awakening song averages 4 minutes before civil twilight. Now
the males are in full song, at least until the weather turns bleak again.

The change from the first to the second period is rather abrupt and is closely
dependent on the weather. In 1931 and 1933 it came as early as February 3,
but. in 1934 and 1935 it was delayed till March 4 and 2. When the intermediate
period was reached in February, the temperature for the 2 weeks preceding the
change showed the following amounts of excess temperature: 68° and 91 °C. when
it came February 3 (1931 and 1933)

;
49°C. when it came February 8 (1932);
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and 34
C
C. when it came the 20th (1930). For the 2 years when it was not reached

until March, the temperature for the preceding 2 weeks was 44° and 40° C. below
normal. In each case the change was preceded by a number of successive days of
excess temperature, from 3 to 11 days in the years when it came early, 2 days
when it came late.

In several Januaries there were considerable periods of excess temperature:
from the 12th to 25th in 1932 140°C., from the 14th to 27th in 1933 120°C., from
the same dates in 1934 70°C., and from the 7th to 20th in 1935 60°C., yet the

intermediate period was never reached in January. In February, 1935, the excess
temperature from the 2nd to 15th reached 30° C., but because of bleak weather in

late January and an average temperature of 8°C. below normal from February
4-7, there had been only 7 days of singing from the Song Sparrows—February

2, 3, 9, 11-14—(by the middle of the month. The number of days on which the

Song Sparrows have sung in the daytime before the attainment of the intermediate

period ranged from 10 to 25 with an average of 19.

It is evident that there is a decreasing temperature threshold for

the attainment of the intermediate period in the start of the awaken-
ing song. It was never reached in January no matter hovv warm the

weather; after high temperatures in late January and the first of

February it came in early February; while after a cold February it

appeared after 2 to 3 days of warm weather in early March.

Decreasing temperature thresholds were found for the start of singing, for

migration, and the start of laying, as discussed in Vol. I (Nice 1937), Charts

VIII and XIV and in Nice 1938b. The threshold of singing was 12.3°C. on

January 7' and decreased about two-fifths of a degree each day for five weeks.

The formula for the migration of the summer resident males showed that migra-

tion started (i.e., birds arrived on Interpont from the south) February 23 at

11.6°C. and the threshold decreased about two-fifths of a degree each day for a

month. Thus the curves for the start of singing and for migration start at approxi-

mately the same temperatures and have a similar slope, but the dates are a

month and a half apart. Singing and territorial activity are well established the

fourth week in January at a mean temperature of 6°C., which is also the aver-

age temperature at which the main migration of the males took place the middle

of March.
The curves for the start of laying come in April and May and are much

steeper that those for singing and migrating; that for the first egg started 18.2°C.

and decreased .87 °C. each day thereafter for 2 weeks; that for the start of

general laying started at 22.9° C. and decreased in a similar manner.

The awakening song is also given in the fall. The birds usually

showed a basic period at the beginning and end of the season, while

during the middle of the season they were in the established song

period, starting on an average 4 minutes before civil twilight and 32

minutes before sunrise just as in spring. Singing in the daytime was

not as continuous as in spring, but on fine days in October we were

sometimes treated to a great deal of song.

From 1929 to 1932 4M appeared to be in this basic period from September 28

to October 7-14 (in 1930 from September 19 to October 8), and again in late
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October to early or mid-November, except in 1931, when, in response to the

warmest November in 50 years, the Song Sparrows remained in the period of

established song till November 24 when a sudden change in the weather brought

the awakening song to an abrupt close. In 1933 October was cold and 4M sang be-

fore civil twilight only on the 15th and 17th. The next 2 autumns he sang but little,,

never passing beyond the basic period. The other Song Sparrows sang from 2-15

minutes before civil twilight; most appeared to be in the period of established

song until near the end of their singing, when the awakening song came after

civil twilight.

Table VIII summarizes the appearance of the awakening song

in clear weather

,

showing the basic, intermediate and established song

periods in the spring, and the basic and established song periods in

the fall. (Some of the January records in this and the next table are

based on tchunks rather than songs.) Three hundred and sixty records

are available for the timing of the awakening song. The range of

minutes before sunrise for each period as well as the median are

given; and the median number of minutes after or before the start

of civil twilight is shown.

Table VIII

AWAKENING OF THE MALE SONG SPARROW IN CLEAR WEATHER IN RELATION
TO SUNRISE AND CIVIL TWILIGHT*

Minutes
Before Sunrise After Civil Twilight

Period Cases Range Median Median

Basic
Jan. -Feb 47 17-31 25 4

Intermediate
Feb.-Mar 41 23-34 28 0

Established
Mar.-May 113 29-49 32 —4
June 5 38-43 41 -8-9

Basic
Sept. -Nov 75 16-32 25 3

Established
Oct. (Nov.) 79 22-43 32 —

4

The average length of civil twilight was 28 minutes, except in the first basic period

when it was 29, and in June when it was 33.

In relation to sunrise the awakening song in the intermediate

period came 3 minutes earlier than in the basic period; while the

established period started 4 minutes earlier still, a difference of 7

minutes between the 2 extremes both in spring and fall. The differ-

ence in respect to civil twilight reaches 8 minutes in spring, and 7

minutes in fall.
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Table IX
AWAKENING OF THE MALE SONG SPARROW IN CLOUDY WEATHER IN RELATION

TO SUNRISE AND CIVIL TWILIGHT

Minutes
Before Sunrise After Civil Twilight

Period Cases Range Median Median

Basic
Jan.-Feb 77 13-16 21 i

Intermediate
Feb.-Mar 22 11-29 12 $

Established
Mar.-May 54 15-34 27 1

Basic
Sept.-Nov 64 11-29 22 6

Established
Oct.-Nov 21 16-31 28 0

Table IX shows 238 records of the awakening of the Song Spar-

rows in cloudy weather. “Cloudy” includes an even greater variety

of sky conditions than “clear”; some days were partly cloudy and

others very cloudy. The records fall from 3 to 6 minutes later than

the corresponding ones in clear weather, the average number of minutes

being 4.5.

As to light values in the 3 periods, the 69 measurements obtained

averaged .32 foot candles for the basic period, .2 for the intermediate

period, and .05 for the established period. In the second period the

birds started to sing at 3/5 the light of the basic period, and finally

at 1/6 the original light. The light values at the start of singing on
clear and cloudy mornings averaged about the same. 4M was a later

singer than most of the Song Sparrows; of 27 records for him and
42 for others, the first 2 periods averaged much the same, but in the

last period 10 records for 4M averaged .09 foot candles, and 22

records for others averaged .03 foot candles. It is of interest that the

light for the basic period—.32 foot candles—is almost the same as

the value for the rising of the female.

B. Roosting with the Song Sparrow

Song Sparrows, in common with many other birds, retire for

the night earlier in relation to sunset than they start the day in rela-

tion to sunrise. They roost in weeds, hedges and small evergreens. A
little spruce on. our next-door neighbor’s grounds was the preferred

sleeping place of 187M during the spring of 1934, of 221M during

the following winter, and of 204M and his mate during the spring

of 1935.

There seems to be little seasonal difference in the time of settling

down for the night, observations from December through May and
again in October showing a striking consistency. Table X gives the
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time of the last song and last tchunk on 63 clear evenings and 26

cloudy. With surprising regularity the last note of the Song Sparrows
came 13-14 minutes after sunset in clear weather; in three-fourths

of the cases the last tchunk came from 11-15 minutes after and in five-

sixths of the cases the last song came from 10-16 minutes after, 11

cases being 13 minutes after sunset.

Table X
LAST NOTES OF THE SONG SPARROW IN RELATION TO SUNSET

December through May; October

Last Song

Minutes After Sunset Foot Candles
Sky Cases Range Median Cases Range Median

Clear 35 9-23 13 27 0.8-8. 5 3.

Cloudy 11 —1-12 3 5 3.3-7. 5.4

Last Tchunk

Minutes After Sunset Foot Candles
Sky Cases Range Median Cases Range Median

Clear 28 10-22 14 20 0.6-8. 2 3.2

Cloudy 15 1-9 5 4 2. 7-5. 9 3.9

The light intensity at these last notes in clear weather was about

3 foot candles, that is, about 10 times as high as the basic value at

which the male arose in January and in fall.

In cloudy weather the last song averaged 10 minutes earlier than

in clear, the last tchunk 9 minutes earlier. The median light value

for the last song was 5.4 foot candles, for the last tchunk 3.9. Appar-

ently the Song Sparrow goes to bed even earlier in relation to light on

cloudy days than on clear
;
this is evidenced by the higher light values

and also by the greater average difference in time—9 and 10 minutes

between clear and cloudy weather, in contrast to 4.5 minutes in the

morning. Williams (1941) found that Chestnut-backed Chickadees

and Bewick Wrens “tended to come to roost at somewhat higher light

intensities in rainy weather.”

Song Sparrows may be noted starting for bed some minutes

earlier than the figures just given. On clear evenings this might

happen with males about sunset or from 6-12 minutes after, while

females sought rest earlier—K200, followed by 4M about sunset (at

23.4 and 24.7 foot candles), and K200 alone 2 minutes after (19 foot

candles). On cloudy evenings males have started for the little spruce

2 and 4 minutes before sunset (22.5 foot candles) and 3 minutes

after, while K200 went into the rose hedge at 10 minutes before sun-

set (14.8 foot candles) and 6 before (19 foot candles). 4M and his

mate might retire early together, but 4M often dashed out several
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times to drive off trespassers—Field or Song Sparrows or Juncos,

finally retiring for good at a low light intensity (on April 3 at .6 foot

candles, 22 minutes after sunset).

I can find only one other set of observations on the retiring time of Song
Sparrows, namely those of Wright (1913) in the White Mountains at Jefferson

Highlands, N. H.
;
22 records in June and July of the last song ranged from

14 to 39 minutes after sunset, averaging 23 minutes. Twilight, of course, is longer

in this latitude—44° N.—than at Columbus, civil twilight coming about 4 minutes

later in the evening. The situation, also, was such as to catch the last light

in the evening, an elevation of 1600 feet on the western slope of Boy Mountain.

These two factors may well account for the fact that Wright’s Song Sparrows

ended the day 10 minutes later after sunset than did those in Columbus.

C. Awakening and Roosting with Other Species

Many observations have been made on the time of the first song

of birds.

1. Bach Species Has its Own “Waking-Light”

The “bird clock” is a well known phenomenon—the fact that

species tend to begin singing in a more or less definite order. The
most comprehensive study of this kind was made by Wright (1912,

1913) ;
some of his conclusions were corrected by F. H. Allen (1913,

1915). In Europe Haecker (1916, 1924), Schwann (1920), Dorno

(1924), Trebesius (1930-32), Marples (1939) and others have dis-

cussed the first singing in relation to light and other factors; Heyder

(1934), Palmgren (1935) and Paatela (1938) studied the situation

in the far north, while Meyer (1929) gives a few notes on first song

in the Bismarck Archipelago. The most thorough study of the subject

either in this country or abroad was published by Allard (1930);

based on extended observations on a number of species and cor-

related with civil and astronomical twilight, this paper is a classic in

its field.

Some species are better “time-keepers” than others
;
Allard found

the Robin, Wood Thrush and House Wren best in this regard. In-

terestingly enough gibbons in Siam on clear mild mornings (65° F.)

start calling at 5:00, while on cool, dark foggy mornings (45° F.)

they do not begin until 7:00 (Carpenter 1940).

Within the species each individual may have his own “waking-

light”, as has been shown for European Blackbirds (Trebesius), House
Wrens (Allard), various species (Schwann), Chaffinch (Paatela),

Song Sparrows, and a Friarbird (Philemon cockerelli) in the East

Indies (Meyer 1929).

In New England, according to the experiences of Wright, Allen and
myself, it seems as if the earliest, risers among the birds are the

Thrushes, Towhee, Scarlet Tanager, some Swallows and native Spar-
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rows, while the Wood Warblers, Vireos, House Sparrow, Starling

and Carduelinae wake later. In Europe the Redstarts, Skylark, Cuckoo-

and Thrushes are earliest, the House Sparrow, Swift, Starling and

Carduelinae coming decidedly later.

As to time of retiring, in general the earliest risers are the latest

to bed. As with the Song Sparrows, most birds retire earlier in rela-

tion to light than they arise. The Starlings and Bronzed Grackles-

watched in Columbus in October reached the roost at approximately

three times the light values at which they left it (Nice 1935a). The
singing in the evening of the 9 latest singers in northern New Hamp-
shire came to a close from 27 to 37 minutes after sunset in contrast

to the start at 80 minutes before sunrise—around nautical twilight—

>

“a shortening of thirty-five to forty minutes” (Wright 1913:533).

Woodpeckers roost early and rise late (Sherman 1910, Wright

1913, Bussmann 1933, Tanner 1941). Jourdain (1936a) reported the

close correlation with light of the arrivals and departures of a Green

Woodpecker at a winter roosting box. An interesting study of a

wintering flock of Long-tailed Tits showed that on 4 clear afternoons

they went to roost 15-17 minutes after sunset, on 3 partly cloudy

afternoons from 5 before sunset to 2 after, and on a very cloudy

afternoon 11 minutes before (Paechnitz 1936).

2. Awakening and Roosting in Relation to Time of Year
As the breeding season progresses, many birds awaken earlier in

relation to sunrise than during the rest of the year. This was found
for a number of species, including the Golden Oriole, by Dorno (1924).
In my experience this has been true with Robins, Mourning Doves,

Bronzed Grackles and Starlings in Columbus.

During the first part of March, Robins sang a few minutes before the start

of civil twilight, then suddenly changed to the typical very early singing starting

long before civil twilight, as much as 73 minutes before sunrise. This change
came March 29, 1934, when the latter part of the month had been cold, but the

next year with high temperatures the last half of March that stimulated nest

building with this species, the change came between March 17 and 22. With
Mourning Doves in March the first song was heard from the start of civil twilight

to 15 minutes after on clear mornings, while in April and early May it averaged
7 minutes before civil twilight. Bronzed Grackles that roosted alone were first

heard on 6 clear mornings in October, 15-21 minutes before sunrise, averaging

17 minutes, at light intensities of 1.2-4.8 foot candles, averaging 2.7. On 5 clear

mornings in March and April they were first heard from 17-21 minutes before

sunrise, averaging 19 minutes, at light intensities of .78-1.3, averaging 1.01. A
male Starling arrived at his hole on 7 mornings (4 clear, 3 cloudy) from March
15-30 at a median light intensity of 4.1 foot candles and an average of 11 minutes

before sunrise. On 5 morningsdrom April 4-12 (1 clear, 2 cloudy, 2 very cloudy)

he arrived at a median light of 1.9 foot candles, an average of 12 minutes before
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sunrise. Here the preponderance of cloudy mornings in April makes the time
difference less than it otherwise would have been.

The average time of appearance of the Starling at Allard’s home place was
earlier from February through May than from September through January (Allard
1940, Fig. 2 and 3). Wynne-Edwards (1929), on the contrary, found that Starlings
left a roost in England in December “on the average 8.75 minutes before sunrise,

and in the first half of February 6.5 minutes later.” The question of social relations

is involved here; in Columbus in October the roar from the roost became plainly

audible a half mile away a half hour before sunrise, yet no flocks left the roost

till 10-14 minutes before sunrise. Grackles in this roost waited till 7-9 minutes
before sunrise at light values of 13-16 foot candles, except for the unusually clear

morning of October 16 when the first flocks left 13 minutes before sunrise at 8.5

foot candles; compare these figures with the solitary Grackles mentioned above

that left their roosts at one-fifth the light values.

In Ireland Burkitt (1935) tells how the dawn chorus of Thrushes

starts at 40 minutes before sunrise in February, getting earlier and
earlier until it is 84 minutes before at the end of May. Since the

difference in the start of civil twilight is less than 15 minutes, we
have here a striking tendency to begin singing at lower light values.

The evening chorus of Thrushes extends to 45 minutes after sunset

in February and March and 76 minutes at the end of May. This

earlier start in relation to sunrise from the first of March to mid-June
is reported by Falconer (1941) for the Chaffinch, and Clark (1938)

for the Blackbird, Song Thrush and European Robin.

All these records of earlier singing apply to male birds.

A female Mockingbird, on the other bud, gave an exceptional record in that

she woke later in relation to sunrise as the season advanced, averaging 29

minutes before sunrise in December, 26 in February and 23.4 in March (Emlen
1937).

Heyder’s painstaking work on European Blackbird roosts showed great varia-

tions in time of arrival during the year : in fall large numbers arrived before

sunset, during the winter most arrived after sunset, while in April and May about

half arrived before sunset and half after (1933).

3. The Situation in the Far North

The question arises as to how birds adjust in regions where

there is no night. In north Lappland, lat. 68°, most of the passerines

slept from about 6 to 11 P.M., becoming active again before midnight.

The relation to waking-light is lost, but the birds are least active dur-

ing the warmest and dryest part of the day, taking less time for rest

in cold, damp weather. This shift of the chief resting time to the

hours before midnight may be explained as an adaptation of the sleep

rhythm to the most unfavorable circumstances for activity; in lower

latitudes the bird reacts with sleep to darkness, in the far north to

the warmth and dryness of the afternoon (Palmgren 1935:120).

In Finland at 60° N. lat. in June Paatela (1938) found that
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passerines slept from 1 to 5 hours, starting at 9 to 11 P.M. and end-

ing at midnight to 2:20 A.M. Birds often slept so soundly that the

alarm notes of their mates failed to awaken them.

Snow Buntings in Greenland near the Arctic Circle at the end

of March awoke at 3 :30 A.M.
;
they “awoke earlier from day to day

during April, until at the beginning of May their activities started

at about 1 A.M. Although the nights grew lighter until the end of

June, the birds did not rise any earlier from about the middle of

May onward
; a certain amount of sleep, about 2 to 3 hours, apparently

is necessary” (Tinbergen 1939c :11). Much the same was reported

by Haviland (1926) for a number of species in northern Siberia.

In Churchill, Manitoba, at about 58° N. lat., “Although during

June and July there is almost full daylight from 2 :00 A.M. until

10:00 P.M. in the North, Tree Sparrows do not begin feeding until

3:15, and cease shortly before 9:00, making a working day of 17.75

hours” (Baumgartner 1937:77).

4. Azvakening of Night Birds

Correlation of activity with light has been found with the Nightjar

and Screech Owl, but not with the Barn Owl.
A lunar periodicity was reported for the Nightjar by Wynne-Edwards

(1930). “About the time of full moon the Nightjar was as much as 20 minutes
later than at new moon.” With the same species Ashmore (1935) found that

the first song in the evening averaged 51 minutes after sunset with moonlight
and 35 minutes without it; the first song in the morning averaged 78 minutes
before sunrise with moonlight and 40 without it.

With a pair of Screech Owls Allard states that “The mean time of arrival

for all clear dawns from March 23 to May 21 inclusive was 15 minutes before

sunrise; for all hazy and partly cloudy dawns, 10.1 minutes before sunrise, and

for very cloudy and stormy dawns for the same period 2.0 minutes before sunrise

. . . The mean time of departure for all clear evenings from March 19 to May 19

was 7.8 minutes after sunset; for all hazy and partly cloudy evenings 8.5 minutes

after sunset; for all very cloudy and stormy evenings 7.4 minutes before sunset.

It is obvious that very cloudy weather advanced considerably the time of departure,

just as it delayed arrival at dawn” (1937:301).

Bussmann (1935), on the other hand, after studying a nest of the Barn Owl
with the terragraph found that the parents left at the end of the day, usually

between 9 and 10 P.M.; neither leaving nor returning appeared to be influenced

by the state of the weather nor the position of the moon.

5. Awakening and Roosting in Relation to Sex
The awakening of a male bird is often conspicuous, while that

of the female is usually the opposite, hence observations on the start

and end of activity of female birds are rare, except during incubation

and brooding, and here other factors enter. All the evidence that we
have points to earlier rising and later retiring for the male than

the female.
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With a pair of Black Phooebes, the female went to roost 10-26 minutes earlier

and left 5-15 minutes later in the morning than her mate (Oberlander 1939:145). A
male Starling in Columbus from March 22 to April 4 appeared at the nesting
hole in the morning on an average 8 minutes before his mate. With a pair of these
birds in England that roosted in the same hole the female always went in first

at night, and the male always left first in the morning although the intervals

were only a few minutes (Morley 1939). With Black-capped Chickadees males
roost later than the females (Odum 1942) ; and the same is true of Blue Tits

(Colquhown 1942). With Chestnut-backed Chickadees and Bewick Wrens males
roosted 10 and 12 minutes later and rose earlier than females (Williams 1941).

With Allard’s Screech Owls the female left later in the evening and returned

earlier in the morning than did her mate.

Schantz noted that the female Robin nesting on his porch “had difficulty in

locating the nest in the darkness of early morning and late evening,” so that he

often turned on the electric light for her. The male’s “ability to see in the dark-

ness was better than mine” (1939:161). I know of no other observations on the

relative ability of male and female to see in weak light.

D. Effect of Environmental Factors on Awakening
and Roosting

We have seen that time of year, stage of the nesting cycle, and

sex may influence the time of rising and retiring. Possible environ-

mental factors that might be of importance are light, temperature,

humidity and wind.

1. Light

Light appears to be the chief conditioning factor except in the

Far North. The moon is of importance just before and after it is full

for crepuscular birds and diurnal birds that start singing very early

in the morning. Dorno points out that the moon is much brighter in

high mountains than on the plains (1924:656). Snow on the ground

increased the light at Columbus, nullifying the effect of a cloudy sky.

2. Temperature
Very cold weather has an inhibiting effect on song (Alexander

1931), and the same is true of very hot weather. Mild temperatures

are stimulating, as shown above with Song Sparrows.

3. Humidity

Several writers stress the importance of humidity on song

(Schwann 1920, Alexander 1931, Palmgren 1935). The last author

found in Lappland that diurnal singers closely followed the curve of

relative humidity (1932). Reed (1928) stated that the song of the

Western Meadowlark in Southern California “is much less frequent

in the arid summer than in the winter. The bird is heard in River-

side most frequently in winter just before or after a rain and sings
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readily in cloudy, misty weather.” Heavy rain inhibits singing.

4. Wind

It is a matter of common observation that wind has a disturbing

effect on bird activity (Alexander 1931). A Song Thrush sang 34

minutes after sunset on calm, clear days, 25 minutes during strong

winds and only 10 minutes during gales (Alford 1925). Colquhown

(1939) found that vocal activity of European Blackbirds at a winter

roost showed a close negative correlation with wind.

E. Summary
1. Light before sunrise depends primarily on the depth of the sun below

the horizon, hence lattitude and time of year .make a profound difference in the

time before sunrise at which birds start to sing.

2. Astronomical twilight starts in the morning and ends in the evening when

the sun is 18° below the horizon; nautical twilight begins at 12°. Civil twilight

begins in the morning when the sun is 6° below the horizon
;

it used to be the

time when outdoor work was started. At the latitude of Columbus, Ohio—40°N.
—it lasts from 29-31 minutes in winter, 27-29 in spring and fall, 31-33 in June

and July.

3. Light intensities as measured by a Weston Photometer, Model 603, aver-

aged 34.5 foot candles for sunrise and sunset in clear weather in October. The

average of 21 readings for the start of civil twilight in clear weather was .217

foot candles.

4. The distinction between “foot candles” and “candles per square foot” is

pointed out.

5. The female Song Sparrows arose some 5 minutes after the start of civil

twilight in clear weather and 7 minutes after in cloudy weather. The average of

the light values was .34 foot candles or about the intensity at which small objects

became visible to the observer. It is at much this same value at which the male

arises in January and part of the fall.

6. The male Song Sparrow’s awakening song is given about one-half hour

before sunrise; it consists of a series and is given throughout the nesting season

except after the male has been joined by a mate and before nesting begins
;

it

also may be given in the fall.

7. There are 3 main periods in the starting time of the awakening song in

relation to the beginning of civil twilight: the basic period in January and February

and early and late in the fall, when it comes about 4 minutes after civil twilight

on clear mornings
;
the intermediate period in early spring, coinciding with the

taking up of territories when it comes at civil twilight; and the established period

later in spring and in mid-fall when the bird is in full song, when it comes some 4

minutes before civil twilight. See Chart I and Table VIII.
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8. In Table IX 238 records are given of the awakening of male Song Spar-

rows in cloudy weather; these average 4.5 minutes later than in clear weather.

The light values at the start of singing in the 3 periods averaged about the same

on clear and cloudy mornings.

9. Sixty-nine measurements obtained with a Model 603 Weston photometer

averaged .32 foot candles for the basic period, .2 for the intermediate period, and

.05 for the established period. In the second period the birds started to sing at

3/5 the light of the basic period, and in the third period at 1/6.

10. The start of the awakening song depends partly on the time of year,

partly on temperature, partly on the stage of the nesting cycle. It is closely

correlated with light, the bird singing at lower and lower light values from

January to June.

11. Roosting with the Song Sparrow takes place at about 10 times the

light values of the rising time of the female, and of the male during the basic

period. From December through May and again in October the last notes of

the male Song Sparrows came with surprising regularity 13-14 minutes after

sunset in clear weather. The female Song Sparrows went to roost somewhat

earlier.

12. The most significant papers on awakening and roosting of other

species are listed. Each species (and sometimes each individual) has its own

“waking-light”
;
some families are typically early, others typically late. Earliest

risers are latest to bed. Birds in general go to roost at higher values than they

awake. Starlings and Grackles in October reached the roost at about 3 times

the light at which they left it.

13. Singing typically becomes earlier in relation to sunrise as the breeding

season progresses.

14. In the Far North the “waking-light” is no longer effective. Passerines

sleep from 1 to 5 hours in the late evening or around midnight.

15. The Nightjar and Screech Owl have been found to regulate their ac-

tivity in accordance with light, but this was not evident with a Barn Owl.

16. With a number of species the male has been observed to arise earlier

and retire later than the female.

17. Of the environmental factors influencing the start of singing in the

morning and its ending in the evening, the most important is light. Inhibiting

factors are extreme cold and heat, heavy rain, strong wind and lack of humidity.

18. It would be of great interest to work on the problem of the correlation

of the first and last songs of birds with a photometer especially adapted to

measure low light values.
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CHAPTER IX

Song of the Adult Male Song Sparrow

One of the most unusual characteristics of the Song Sparrow

is its individuality in song. Each male has a number of different songs

—

6 to 24—that with a few exceptions belong to him alone. Despite

this remarkable variety they are almost always recognizable as coming

from this species.

A. Character of the Song

The songs of each male are entirely distinct
;
as a rule they sound

pleasant and “cheerful” to human ears, yet a few are disagreeable,

while still others are of great beauty. Many individuals have no

specially distinctive songs, while some have one or two songs which

are unforgettable to an attentive observer. The same individual may

have songs of all degrees of quality : harsh, typical and especially

musical.

The Song Sparrow song typically consists of 3 parts, the first two

being much more stable than the last. Songs vary in length from 2 to

3 seconds
;
they are given at the rate of 5 to 7 a minute when the bird

is singing steadily, although on occasion during territory establishment

the rate is increased to 10 a minute. A bird sings each of his different

songs for a period before changing to another, usually going through

his whole repertoire before starting over again.

1. Form of the Song

Charts illustrating the form of the Song Sparrow song are given

by Saunders (1924, 1929, 1938), Wheeler and Nichols (1924) and

Brand (1935, 1938), each with a different technique. Saunders is a

specialist on the subject of bird song, recording accurately time, pitch,

intensity, quality and phonetics. I am not able to follow Saunders'

technique, but adopted a modification of the symbols used by Wheeler

and Nichols, also recording the song in syllables as it sounded to me,

as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Songs of 1M and 4M.

1 learned by heart all the songs of 3 males that nested in our garden, 1M, 4M
and 187M, and also Y and D, coming to recognize each song as surely as songs

of different specie^. I also learned some of the more distinctive songs of many
other Song Sparrows.

Brand’s intensive studies (1935) on the structure of song by means of

photographing them on motion picture film bring out unexpected results. Three
Song Sparrow songs, lasting 2.08 to 2.48 seconds were found to contain 35-36

notes, i.e., 15 to 17 per second! From 7 to 11 notes are often all that the human
ear can distinguish in a song of ordinary length.

“Many of the notes in the Song Sparrow song and in the songs of many
other species are of incredibly short duration

;
so short that they could not

possibly be heard by the human ear except in combination with the preceding or

following notes. About three-quarters of them in my Song Sparrow song II
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being less than 1/50" long, and in my other Song Sparrow song there are many

nqtes that are short. The silent intervals between notes are even Shorter and in

many instances are less than 1/1200",” (1935:42). The pitch of Song Sparrow

song ranges between 1900 and 7700 vibrations with a mean of 4700, which is

higher than the highest note on the piano, C7—4096 vibrations (Brand 1938).

2.

Number of Different Songs in a Repertoire

Of the 5 birds whose repertoires I learned by heart, 4 had 6 songs

and one 9. The birds studied by Saunders had the following number

of songs: 9, 12, 18, 24 in Connecticut (1924) and 8, 12 and 18 in New
York State (1938). Curiously enough all my birds and all but one

of his have repertoires that are multiples of three.

When I noticed this 3 years ago, I went through my records of

the Song Sparrows on Interpont and found that I had information

on several hours’ singing of 40 birds. Six seemed to be a common
number of songs in this region, for I have records on 11 individuals

besides 1M and 187M that apparently possessed this number. For

10 birds I recorded from 7 to 10 songs, and for 4, including 4M,
9 songs. For 8 there are records of 10 to 12 songs, for one 13, and

another 17.

Most of my birds have had fairly stereotyped songs with no

variations except of the last part. 1M and 4M each had one song

which had two regular versions; with 1M it was the middle portion

that was shortened
;
with 4M the last. A few individuals seem to have

remained in a more plastic state and may vary both the middle and

last part of some of their songs; this was true with birds known to

be 2 years old and older.

3.

The Awakening Song
The periods throughout the nesting cycle at which the awaken-

ing song is given and the time of its daily appearance in relation to

temperature, time of year and stage of the cycle have been described

in the preceding chapter. Here it may be added that the awakening
song seems to be of intrinsic importance to the Song Sparrow on his

territory; it is given in nearly adult form by the juvenile when the

rest of his singing is merely warbling, and with the mature bird it ap-

pears to be an index of vigor. 1M, 4M and 187M used each of their

different songs with which to start the day.

4.

Flight Songs
Most of the singing of this species is done from an elevated perch.

Singing from the ground occurs during territory establishment quarrels,

and is also given sotto voce by juveniles as they eat.

Sometimes a male sings on the wing, usually as he returns home,
either as victor after having driven off other Song Sparrows, or after
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trespassing when chased home by his neighbor. He also does so after

a “pounce” or “swoop” over a female. These songs do not differ from
the ordinary ones except that they often appear to be given with

special emphasis.

The real flight song has no direct relationship with any other

bird. It is given during a flight from an elevated perch up into the

air, or from one branch of a tree to another, or from one tree to an-

other. It is peculiar in that it always begins with a twitter

—

tit-tit-tit-

tit

,

rather like the note of fear, but louder. The ending is sometimes

one of the regular songs and sometimes a kind of a jumble. It is very

little longer than the ordinary song.

This type of song is sometimes delivered from the top of a tree

with no flight at all ; this I call a “pseudo-flight song”. Both types of

flight song seem to occur most often during the prenuptial period,

sometimes during nest-building and egg-laying, and very seldom while

there are eggs or young in the nest. The earliest that I have recorded

it on Interpont was Feb. 19, the latest July 12. With the hand-raised

birds it has been heard only from Y
;
the first instance of a pseudo-

flight song occurred on Jan. 10, 1939; since then he has given it Jan.

13, Feb. 6, April 25, 27 and May 13, and in 1940 Mar. 20 and Apr. 2, 4,

5, 7 and 10—all from a high perch in his cage.

In 1941 Y sang very little until late December, from then on

singing a great deal. On Jan. 29, 1942, he started in again with flight

and pseudo-flight songs and gave them perhaps every other day

through February, and on occasion through June.

The flight song gives the impression of a vestigial performance

from the curious, perhaps primitive type of song and the fact of its

rarity. Although F. H. Allen (1919) considers that flight songs

evolved from “ordinary songs”, and Saunders in 1922 agreed with

him, later Saunders (1929:123) wrote, “There may be some reason

to suppose that flight songs are more or less primitive”, an opinion

also voiced by Wheeler and Nichols (1924).

B. Relation of Song to Temperature
The stimulating effect of temperatures above normal early in the

season and normal temperatures later has been shown in the preceding

chapter and discussed at length in Vol. I, Chapter VII (Nice 1937).

C. How Much Does a Song Sparrow Sing?
The Song Sparrow sings the greatest amount at the time of year

when he first takes up his territory, the resident usually in early

February, depending on the weather, the summer resident as soon

as he arrives. A sudden change takes place at the coming of the mate,
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the male becoming almost completely silent, unless the arrival of a

new neighbor excites him to renewed territorial activity. This silence

lasts until the beginning of nest-building. At this time and also during

egg-laying and especially incubation, the male sings a good deal, but

while feeding the young, his singing is again reduced. During each

successive brood he sings less and less, unless stimulated to territorial

defence by some change in neighborhood relations. As the molt comes
on, singing gradually comes to an end, but afterwards with many of

the birds there is a period of fall singing, usually lasting only a few
days with the summer residents, but extending over 2 months with a

few of the residents.

1. The Amount Sung at Different Stages

The varying amount of singing throughout the nesting cycle is

shown in Table XI where 500 hours of records of 8 males are sum-
marized: 292 hours for 1M, 169 for 4M, and 39 for 6 other birds.

Since nesting stages often overlap, the 75 hours under “Young being

fed out of the nest” have already been used under “Building”, “Lay-
ing” and “Incubation”.

Table XI
SINGING THROUGHOUT THE NESTING CYCLE

Stage
Awakening

song

Number
hours

recorded

Number
songs per hour
Range Typical

Degree of
stimulation

I. Proclaiming territory,

still unmated 53 59-310 180-200 Highly stimulated

II. Prenuptial 72 0-76 1 2-13 Inhibited

III. Preliminary 55 0-55 2 3-10 Inhibited

IV. Building 46 1-167 18-40 Uninhibited

V. Laying 26 8-152 33-70 Uninhibited

VI. Incubation 95 1-161 40-70 Uninhibited
VII. Young in nest 130 0-72 2 7 Inhibited

VIII. Young out of nest (75) 0-46 8 Inhibited

IX. Late summer 4 0-14 7 Inhibited

X. Molt ? 0 0 Inhibited

XI.
XII.

Early fall

Mid-fall 19 23-201 140
Uninhibited
Stimulated

XIII. Winter 0 0 Inhibited

nSxcept for the first day. when 1M sang 102 times in an hour, 4M 106 and 118 times.

2Except under influence of territory establishment difficulties; under these circumstances
there were 85, 103, 184, 194, 278 songs an hour during the preliminary stage, and with
young in the nest 6 records ranging from 77-182 songs an hour.

The number of songs per hour listed as “typical” are representa-

tive of singing in the morning under ordinary conditions, when the

output was neither reduced through bleak weather, nor increased

through territorial activities occurring after the arrival of a new male

in the neighborhood.

2. The Different Degrees of Stimulation

There appear to be 4 rather clearly marked degrees of stimulation
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in the singing activity of the adult male Song Sparrow : singing may
be inhibited, uninhibited, stimulated, and highly stimulated. The num-
ber of songs per hour characteristic of each state are approximately
as follows: 0 to 20; 30 to 70; 90 to 160; 180 to 300, as shown in Table
XII.

Table XII

THE FOUR DEGREES OF STIMULATION IN SONG .SPARROW SINGING

Number of
State song's per hour Stage of nesting cycle

Inhibited

Uninhibited
Stimulated

Highly stimulated

0-20 Prenuptial, preliminary, feeding young in and out of nest,
molt.

30-70 Building, laying, incubating, late afternoon.
90-160 Rival males in territory quarrels, proclaiming territory

in summer, on cold days in spring.
180-300 Proclaiming territory in spring, rival males in territory

quarrels.

Singing with a vigorous male Song Sparrow appears to be a

normal outlet for excess energy, some individuals singing to a greater

or less extent for 9 months of the year (4M and 50M). When sing-

ing is absent or markedly reduced, it seems as if it must be definitely

inhibited.

Singing may be inhibited by the following conditions : unfavor-

able weather—too cold, too hot, too windy
;
physical condition of the

bird—molt, resting condition in winter, or fatigue in the afternoon

;

psychological condition—perhaps anxiety over mate or young, pre-

occupation with guarding and feeding the brood.

Singing may be uninhibited when all the foregoing conditions are

favorable, weather, physical and psychological condition of the bird,

but yet there is no special stimulus for zealous singing. Uninhibited

singing is heard typically after the mate has begun to build, and while

she is laying and incubating. The male has little anxiety since both

territory and mate are secured, and he has little to do. Fall singing

often comes in this category. This amount of singing, from 30 to 70

songs an hour, may also occur as a compromise between stimulated

and inhibited states, as when there are mild territory quarrels during

the prenuptial stage or when the male is feeding the young.

Stimulated song—90 to 160 times an hour—is typically unin-

hibited song plus a special stimulus, sometimes fine weather during

the period of laying and incubation
;

it is especially characteristic of

territory establishment activities. It may rarely occur during the

prenuptial period if the threat to the territory by the arrival of a new
male is sufficiently great. It often occurs during the stage of territory

establishment, for a bird cannot always be at the peak of his zeal.
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Eight of the 13 hour records of 4M in fall range between 96 and 159

songs
;
here the stimuli were evidently abounding energy and favorable

weather.

Highly stimulated song occurs when excitement is at the highest

pitch, i.e., when territory is being proclaimed by an unmated bird,

either undisturbed, or especially when stirred up by rivals for his land.

(Two of 4M’s fall records reached the lower limits of this category,

namely 182 and 201 songs per hour.)

3. The Song Series

For 288 hours of singing by 3 birds the number of each song

given is known. Table XIII shows the number of series per hour,

the number of songs per series and number of songs per hour for the

4 degrees of stimulation. Twelve of the records are of 10M, 95 of

4M and 181 of 1M. 1M had 6 songs in his repertoire, 4M and 10M
9 songs.

Table XIII

SONG SERIES

Inhibited
Average
songs

Hours per hour

Uninhibited
Average
songs

Hours per hour

Stimulated
Average
songs

Hours per hour

HighlyStimulated
Average
songs

Hours per hour

Number of 1M 109 3.9 53 6.3 13 8 6 9.2
Series per 4M 33 4.5 16 6.7 23 9.7 23 11.9
Hour 10M 1 3 2 5.5 4 9.5 5 13

Total 143 71 40 34
Average 4 6.4 9.1 11.5

Number of 1M 109 1.9 53 6.7 13 14 6 25.2
Songs per 4M 33 2.5 16 6.5 23 12.5 23 18.9
Series 10M 1 3 3 i 4 14.1 5 23.3

Total 143 71 40 34 20.5
Average 2 6.7 13.1 6 231

Number of 1M 109 7.3 53 43.2 13 112.2 6 231
Songs per 4M 33 11.4 16 43.3 23 121.3 23 224
Hour 10M 1 9 2 46.5 4 125.6 5 281

Total
Average

143
8.3

71
43^3

40
118.8

34
234

In general the 3 birds give strikingly similar results. The number
of series per hour increases less than 3 times from the inhibited state

to the highly stimulated state
;
the number of songs per series increases

about 10 times, while the number of songs per hour increases nearly

40 times. This means that one song holds the field for a certain period,

before being replaced by another. According to the table this averages

some 15 minutes in the inhibited state, 10 in the uninhibited, 6 in the

stimulated, and 5 in the highly stimulated.

A Song Sparrow usually goes through his whole repertoire be-
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fore repeating any one song
;
the order in the second set of series is

rarely repeated exactly. A bird with 6 songs gives 2/3 of them in an

hour in the inhibited state, all in the uninhibited state, all and half

again in the stimulated state, and twice over in the highly stimulated

state. A bird with 9 songs will present them all in the stimulated state

and do the same with a start on a second rendition when highly stimu-

lated. I do not know what pattern is followed by a bird with 24 songs.

Does a bird with 9 songs sing each for a shorter period than a

bird with only 6 songs ? This might seem to be the case when we com-
pare lM’s and 4M’s records especially in the highly stimulated state.

However, there may be an age difference here. Forty records for 4M
in 1929 to 1930 gave longer series than did 55 in 1935—inhibited, 3.1

songs per series early, 2.2 later ;
uninhibited, 12 early (only 5 records),

5.6 later; stimulated, 14.1 early, 11.1 later; highly stimulated, 21.5

early, 16.5 later. In other words, although 4M in 1935 gave a high

total of songs, yet the series appear to have been about one-fourth

shorter than 5 or 6 years previously. (I have 4 records in March 1934

for 187M, a bird hatched in 1933 ;
he gave 20, 18, 20 and 24 series per

hour, the total number of songs for the first 3 hours being 193, 234,

and 187. These numbers of series run almost twice as high as those

for the older birds. The average number of songs per series was 10.7.)

It seems evident that very young birds change often
;
at the height of

vigor there is sustained effort, while an old bird may change more
often again.

4. The All-Day Record of 4M
I had long wanted to investigate the matter of how many songs

a Song Sparrow might sing when in full song. Feb. 22, 1932, promis-

ing to be fair and mild, I started to take 4M’s all day record
;
he be-

gan at 6:42, and sang 234 songs the first hour, and 251 the next, but

only 194 the third. A cold wind made it unfeasible to continue. The
highest hour records I have obtained were: 1M and 4M, 278; Y 288;

10M 310; 44M 314 and 325. I calculated that a Song Sparrow in

full song must give some 1500 songs a day.

On May 7, 1935, 4M’s mate disappeared and 4M started singing

zealously. He must have been 8 to 9 years old at this time, since I

first became acquainted with him as a nesting bird in the spring of

1928. On the 11th I was able to take the whole day record; he sang

from 4:45 A.M. to 7 :43 P.M., giving 2305 songs in the 15 hours. The
hourly records follow: 278, 277, 221, 264, 200, 225, 227, 150, 182,

121, 60, 52, 16, 12, 20. He sang rather steadily for the first 2 hours
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at an average rate of 4.8 songs a minute; after he had sung for 1

hour 5 minutes he took y2 minute off for a bite of breakfast. During

the first 3 hours there were only 13 minutes when he was not singing.

He was in the highly stimulated state for the first 7 hours, averaging-

242 songs an hour. During the next 3 hours he averaged 151 songs,

while in the afternoon his efforts dropped off very much. Since dur-

ing some evenings he sang considerably more than on this date, I be-

lieve this record might well have been surpassed on some other days.

This 2305 is the highest actual count of number of songs given

by one bird in a day so far as I can find. A Bob-white gave 1430 bob-

white calls in one day (Stoddard 1931). The third highest count ap-

pears to be that of the Black-throated Green Warbler (the Nices

1932) that sang 1313 times in 16 hours on July 16, although on the 1 5th

he had sung 1680 songs in 7 hours. “A really typical day should have

resulted in over three thousand songs.” I would like to commend the

Dickcissel to some bird student as a favorable subject for such a

record.

Table XIV gives the numbers of each of the 9 songs given this

day, and the numbers of series of each song, which ranged between

15 and 22 for each song and totalled 159.

5. The Different Songs of 4M and iM

In two instances Saunders (1924) found Song Sparrows showing-

marked preference for certain of their songs the second year that he

studied them. For one he recorded 9 songs in 1920, but only 3 in

1921, and most of the time only one. Another bird had had 12 songs

in 1921 ;
in 1922 “it returned and, so far as I know, sang only one

song”. I never noted any similar cases. 1M sang his 6 songs in 1929

and 1930, and 4M sang his 9 songs in 1935 just as he had done in 1929.

Chart II illustrates these songs as I recorded them.

In Table XIV the records of 80 hours of 4M’s singing are given

in 4 chief divisions: 40 hours from 1929-32; 15 hours on May 11,

1935; totals of these and 25 other hours in 1935; and the grand totals

for each song for the 80 hours.
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Table XI

V

4M’S NINE SONGS
(40 hours recorded from 1929-1932, and 40 recorded in 1935)

All Day Record
40 Hours 15 Hours
1929-1932 May 11. 1935

Song (11 highly stimulated) (8 highly stimulated) 40 Hours1 80 Hours
Total Longest Number Total Longest 1935
sung series series songs series Total Total

A 599 53 17 226 25 547 1,146
B 477 40 15 254 32 480 927
C 571 63 15 232 28 527 1,098
D 534 46 18 240 33 5i54 1,088
E 368 36 17 212 28 450 818

G 392 42 16 220 27 477 869
rK 395 57 18 256 33 544 939

J .. . 431 53 22 362 37 605 1,036

O 378 45 21 304 38 604 982

Total 4,115 .... 159 2,305 .... 4.788 8,903

Average . 457,2 48.3 17.7 256.1 31.2 532 989.2

JMay IT, 1935, and 25 additional hours.

There is little evidence of favoritism for any of the songs except

for the fact that E lags behind the others; in the grand total it was

used 71 per cent as often as A. As to comparisons between the early

years and the last it is evident, as already mentioned, that 4M sang

each song a shorter number of times as he grew older. In the first 4

years the longest series in the table reached 63, while the average of

the longest series of all the songs was 48. (I have one even longer

instance; on Feb. 18, 1930, 4M sang A for 10 minutes at a stretch,

giving it 72 times.) On May 11 the longest series was 38 and the

• average of the highest records for each song 31 ;
in the 4 other records

of highly stimulated song in 1935 the longest series was 33. The series

in the 12 highly stimulated hours in 1935 averaged one-fourth shorter

than they did in 11 similar hours in 1929 to 1932.

4M’s daily output of song during spring in 1935 did not appear to be less

than it had been earlier. The fact that the 40 hours in 1929-32 give a lower total

than those in 1935 is partly due to the fact that in the former period 12 hours in the

inhibited state and 5 in the uninhibited are represented, while in the latter 9 in

the inhibited and 8 in the uninhibited were used. The 11 highly stimulated hours

in the first records averaged 205 songs; 12 in 1935 averaged 233. In the fall,

however, there was a distinct decrease in song performance as 4M grew older.

To return to 4M’s 9 songs: the first to appear in 6 ‘‘springs” (Jan. 8, 8, 8,

14, 21, 24) were usually A, C, G and O, the last being K and B. The first to

appear in 6 falls were A, O, K, C, and the last J, E, and B. The first to disappear
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in the fall were B, E and K, while those lasting longest were A, C and 0. As

for their use in the awakening song the order of frequency in 345 cases was: K 62

times, A 49, O 46; J 40, E 38, D 36, C 30, G 27 and B 17. This does not corre-;

spond to the order of frequency in the 80 hours. It would seem that A,
:
C and O

were the chief standbys, and that K, which was the most elaborate song, was

late in appearing after the winter’s silence, although not so difficult to recall after

the molt. Its preponderant use in the awakening song is perhaps further evidence

that the bird is then at the peak of his vigor.

Records of the frequency of lM’s 6 songs in 181 hours of singing were: C

1154, A 1090, K 1057, F 971, H 895, G 763, a total of 5930. G was heard two-

thirds as often as C. The longest series in the 6 hours of highly stimulated singing

ranged from 33 to 58, averaging 46, almost the same as 4M’s average (48.3) at

about the same age.

D. Fall Singing

There was always singing in the fall from the Song Sparrows

on their territories on Interpont, much in mild weather, little with

bleak temperatures. In general the singing of the summer residents

was confined to a few days the last of September and first of October,

but in 1930, due to an exceptionally early molt, perhaps correlated

with severe drought (Nice 1937 :61, 134), singing started from the 10th

to 18th of September and lasted till the 11th of October. 50M, a resi-

dent, sang from Sept. 9 to Oct. 24 in 1930, from Sept. 28 to Nov.

19 in 1931 and from Oct. 2 to Nov. 6 in 1932. 4M sang from Sept.

29 to Nov. 11 in 1929, from Sept. 10 to Nov. 14 in 1930, from Sept.

28 to Nov. 24 in 1931, from at least Sept. 28 (the date of our return

to Columbus) to Nov. 6 in 1932, from Sept. 28 to Nov. 7 in 1933,

from Sept. 30 to Oct. 5 in 1934 and from Sept. 29 to Oct. 20 in

1935. The regularity with which 4M started singing his awakening
i

song in 6 out of 7 falls is remarkable. His diminishing zeal in fall

singing is noticeable, for in 1934 he sang for only 5 days and in 1935

22—although only a little each day—,
while before that he had sung

over periods of 40, 41, 44, 55 and 65 days. b

The character of the late summer and fall singing of adults differs

little from that of the height of the breeding season, except that more

incomplete songs are given than earlier. 4M varied 3 of his songs
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slightly in the fall, but with him and all the other banded males there

was no “return to primitive irregular singing” as suggested by Wheeler

and Nichols (1924) and Saunders (1929); instead of being stimu-

lated to new varieties of song, the bird sings less and less at the end

of singing. The “primitive irregular singing” in my experience comes

from juvenile birds.

E. Summary

1. Each Song Sparrow has a number of different songs peculiar to himself.

These last 2-3 seconds and appear to consist of some 15-17 notes, but in reality

contain more than twice as many. The average pitch is higher than the highest

note on the piano.

2. Of the 5 birds whose repertories I knew by heart, 4 had 6 songs and

one 9. Saunders’ birds had from 9 to 24 songs.

3. The Song Sparrow sometimes gives a primitive-sounding, irregular kind

of a flight song or “pseudo-flight song”.

4. Singing with Song Sparrows shows 4 degrees of stimulation: inhibited,

when 0-20 songs may be given an hour; uninhibited, with 30-70; stimulated, with

90-160; and highly stimulated, with 180-300.

5. Table XIII, based on 287 hours of singing by 3 birds, shows the num-

ber of series of songs per hour. The number of series per hour increases less than

3 times from the inhibited state to the highly stimulated state; the number of

songs per series increases about 10 times, while the number of songs per hour in-

creases nearly 40 times.

6. Young birds change often from one song to another; at the height of

vigor there is sustained effort and one song may be sung 60 or even 70 times in

succession ;
an old bird may change songs somewhat more often. 4M’s song

series were one-fourth shorter in 1935 than they had been 5 and 6 years previously.

7. The highest number of songs in an hour that I obtained from Song Spar-

rows were 278, 278, 288, 310, 314 and 325.

8. On May 11, 1935, 4M gave 2305 songs during his day of 15 hours. This

seems to be the highest published record of the number of songs given by any

bird in one day. A Bob-white gave 1430 bob-whites in a day, and a Black-

throated Green Warbler gave 1680 songs in 7 hours.

9. In 345 records of the awakening song, 4M’s most elaborate song was

used more than any other.

10. In fall 4M started to give the awakening song in 6 out of 7 years from

Sept. 28-30; his periods of song extended for 5, 22, 40, 41, 44, 56 and 65 days, de-

pending both on weather and his own age.
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CHAPTER X
Song in Female Birds

Singing in birds is usually thought of as a male prerogative. In

some species, however, females regularly sing, while in others they

do so sporadically. It is in the latter class that the singing of the female

Song Sparrow falls.

A. Song of the Femaee Song Sparrow
Ordinarily it is a rare occurrence to hear a female Song Sparrow

sing. In 1929 when I was spending several hours each day with 1M
and K2, I heard the latter give 10 songs between Mar. 22 and 28.

This record may well be representative of an ordinary female, for it

was exceptional to record female singing as I went the rounds of In-

terpont except for four birds—K42, K51, K56 and K135.

In my experience female singing has shown several character-

istics whenever recorded : it is confined to the period in early spring

before nest building begins (my earliest record being Feb. 12, the

latest Apr. 19) ;
it is always given from an elevation—a large weed,

a bush or even a tree, in contrast to the female’s usual behavior of

staying close to the ground
;

it is short, simple, and entirely unmusical.

The first songs of K2 were rather weak, the later ones louder. Those of

the three most energetic singers were decidedly loud. K42 was heard on Apr.

14 and 18, 1931 ;
her songs were harsh, and unpleasant, of 7 or 8 syllables all

much alike, given at the rate of 7 songs a minute—the typical rate of the male in

highly stimulated song.

On Feb. 26, 1932, K56 was singing almost constantly, whenever she was
resting from chasing 120M, a new arrival that morning. At times she chased
while her mate sang. She perched on top of elders and sang very loudly, often

answering her mate’s songs. She was also heard on Mar. 24 and 25.

Curiously enough, in 1934, in K56’s former territory on North Interpont a

different bird, K135, showed similar behavior.

Mar. 17, she gave a shrill, faint song.

Mar. 30, she was even more zealous than her mate in chasing a new male;
her mate would stop and sing, while she pursued. She also sang.

Mar. 31, she sang with her mate.

Apr. 2, “she has a special place on a locust where she sings
;
her song is shrill

and loud
;

it reminds me a little of a White-throat. There are at least 2 versions

;

they are not as unmusical as most female Song Sparrow songs. She is chasing
an unbanded male as much as does her mate, often taking the initiative in follow-
ing him.”

In 1935 I have only 2 records of her singing—Mar. 2 and 4, but I spent little

time on North Interpont that spring.

Saunders (1929:17) suggests that singing females may be “un-
usual individuals, that possess some trace of masculine characteristics.”

K42 had a peculiar history of wandering from one mate to another
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in February, and later was slow in starting to lay, 9 days elapsing

between the start of nest building and the laying of the first egg. She
was the only female I ever saw giving the puff-sing-wave display—see

Appendix II. K56 and K135 were both unusually aggressive in de-

fending their territories on 3 occasions, for although females will

often follow their mates as they chase invaders, or will repulse the

enemy alone in the temporary absence of their mates, usually the

male is far more zealous in this regard than the female. K56 had a

normal history so far as nesting went, while K135 gave the earliest

records for laying on Interpont for 3 years in succession.

On 4 occasions in the fall of 1931 I heard what must have been

juvenile females singing; unfortunately none of the birds was banded.

Sept. 30. A young bird nearly through the fall molt is giving separate,

harsh songs of warbling character. Two lasted 2.5 seconds; others were probably

longer. They have the faint and unmusical quality of female song.

Sept. 30. A bird in juvenal plumage is giving the harshest kind of female

songs—chattery, ridiculous, about 2-2.5 seconds in length.

Oct. 1. A molting bird is giving “female singing”; the effect is somewhat
more warbling than yesterday; but it is entirely without music.

Oct. 4. An unbanded molter is giving rather harsh warbling, sotto voce.

The juvenile singing of males is strikingly different, consisting of musical,

varied warbling.

Throughout February the hand-raised female J “sang” to a small extent;

her songs were faint and characterless, 4-5 notes long.

The only reference I can find in the literature to singing by a female Song
Sparrow concerns a remarkable bird in Worcester, Mass. (Wetherbee, 1935).

This color-banded female sang a great deal in April, keeping it up at least to June
17. In “April the female’s song was heard at all hours of the day. . . . The song

was high-pitched, neither weak nor harsh, but a loud, clear series of whistled

notes of varying length (usually of seven notes) seemingly all on the same key.

It resembled more the song of a White-throated Sparrow than that of any other

bird.” She “always sang from an elevation of from fifteen to twenty feet”. The
only other Song Sparrow in the garden was a male “a return-2”; he sang nor-

mally and Mrs. Wetherbee believes the birds were mates, but no nesting data

were obtained.

A distinction is made by Nicholson (1929:51-52) between “true

song” that is a “territorial song” and “invariably uttered at the top

of the voice” and the “sub-song” which is “low and inward.” He
states, “With the possible exception of [European] robins, where
the hens keep a separate territory of their own in winter, all records

of singing females appear to refer to sub-song, and not the true song.”

This is not the case with my Song Sparrow females, since their singing,

even when faint, was never (except with J) of the nature of whisper

songs, and at times it was very loud. Nor does it resemble the warbling

song of the juvenile male. It is like the territory song of the adult
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male with all the music and all the variety omitted. Perhaps it is a

matter of self-assertion, as in the male, but in most cases it appears

to be a kind of vestigial phenomenon, eliciting no response from any

other Song Sparrow.

B. Discussion of Song in Female Birds

Two aspects of song in female birds are of special interest: its

evolution and its function.

1. The Evolution of Song in Female Birds

Mr. Pelkwyk and I discussed this subject together and he devised

a chart to illustrate the possible evolution of song in male and female

birds. A modification of this chart is given in Table XV.

Table XV
POSSIBLE EVOLUTION OF SONG IN MALE AND FEMALE BIRDS

A
cf song
$ song

cf elaborate song cf song
9 song $ elaborate song

I 1

cf elaborate song cf elaborate song 9 elaborate song 9 elaborate song

9 elaborate song 9 no song cf elaborate song, cf no song

We suggest that song was originally present in both sexes, and

that there were two lines of evolution, one where the male developed

the more elaborate song, the other where the female did so. It will

be noted that in the second stage one sex has remained stationary

and the other progressed. In the third stage in each case one sex re-

mains stationary while the other either progresses or retrogresses.

Convergence appears, for C and C" are similar.

The different classes shown in the table will be discussed tinder

their captions. Though there are many examples of female song scat-

tered throughout the literature, it is not always easy to decide under

which category they should be placed, as in most cases few details

are given.

(A) . Male song; female song. In a vast number of species there

is little, if any difference between the vocal utterances of the sexes.

This seems to be true of Cormorants, Terns, Gulls, many shorebirds,

some Owls and others.

(B) . Male elaborate song ; female song. The special difficulty in

allocating cases of female song comes in B and C, i.e. to decide whether
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a female has merely “song” or “elaborate song”. Perhaps we can

tentatively put into B those cases in which the female sings only

occasionally; her song is of much the same quality as that of the

male, and may be given in territorial situations, in solitude, old age,

or under the influence of male hormone.

In territorial situations the following females have sung: European Robin

(Lack, Burkitt)
;
Mockingbird (Michener 1935) ;

California Shrike (Miller 1931b) ;

California Thrasher (Sargent 1940) ;
Bullock’s Oriole (Miller 1931a)

;
White-

crowned Sparrow (Blanchard 1936, 1941) ;
Starling (Bullough and Carrick 1940).

In the first two and last two species, the females often sing in the fall. Under condi-

tions of solitude the following have sung: Jackdaw (Lorenz 1931), European Black-

bird (Ruthke 1938), Cedar Waxwing (Whittle 1928), Violet-eared Waxbill (Sewall

1942), Baltimore Oriole (Scott 1901, Sanborn 1932a), Northern Shrike (Chad-

bourne 1890), Serin (Lorenz, letter). Canaries have sung when old (Kummerlowe
1931, Mark 1930) and the same is true with domestic fowl.

(C and C"). Both sexes elaborate songs. Here songs are often

given in courtship or to keep up the bond between the pair.

Examples are: Cardinal (Shaver and Roberts 1933), Slate-colored Fox
Sparrow (Saunders 1910), European Barn Swallow (Hartley 1941), Harris

Sparrow (Semple and Sutton 1932), 4 Australian species—White-browed Scrub

Wren, Yellow-throated Scrub Wren, Heath Wren and Satin Bowerbird (Gilbert

1927). In the tropics pairs of many species “duet”; this is true of 5 Central

American Wrens —Pheugopedius, Henichorina, Donacobius, Heleodytes bicolor,

Thryophilus modestus (Fuertes 1916, Skutch 1940) ;
several African species, a

Barbet Trachyphonus d’arnandii bohmi, Heterotrogen v. vittatum and a Bush
Shrike (Laniarius) and Swamp Warbler ( Bradypterus) (Moreau 1941a)

;
New

Guinea Cuckoo-shrike (Mayr, letter)
;

in India Himalayan Laughing Thrushes
Scimitar Babblers and Great Himalayan Barbet (Osmaston 1941). With the

California Thrasher the male may sing one bar of the full song and the female the

next, using the same or different phrases (Dyer, letter). Many other females sing,

often as well as the males: Bullfinch (Witherby et al. 1938), Pine Grosbeak
(Ivor, letter), Crossbill (the Heinroths 1932), House Finch (Bergtold 1913),

European Dipper (Eggebrecht 1937), Latimer’s Vireo, during courtship and
building (Spaulding 1937), Philadelphia Vireo (Lewis 1921), Black-capped Vireo
(Lloyd 1887), Yellow-throated Long-Claw (Serle 1940), Black and Yellow-
throated Spine-tail (Davis 1940c), Elegant Parrot (Hampe 1940), The female
Bicknell’s Thrush while incubating sometimes responded to her mate’s flight

song with a “low, whisperingly thin, and hoarse” refrain; when eggs hatched
she sang “again and again in full-throated ecstacy” (Wallace 1939:338). One
of Mr. Ivor’s female Rose-breasted Grosbeaks sings softly when incubating and
“also in the trees when she was out after insects and while her mate was on
the nest”

;
his female Catbird sings as well as the male (letter).

1 A female Wren-Tit
sang “while her mate and a neighboring male were fighting” (Erickson 1938:
302). With Shamas, “Some of the hens sing almost as well as the cocks”
(Amsler 1941).

1H. and J. R. Michener (1943 News from the Bird-Banders, 18:24) report an incubating
Black-headed Grosbeak answering her mate with a song similar to his as he came to take
his place upon the eggs.
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(C). Male elaborate song; female without song. Although the

female in a great number of species appears to be normally without

song, yet in some cases she has been heard to give what might some-

times be called a primitive song. This is true with the Song Sparrow.

It is probable that careful observation will disclose that a great many
females, ordinarily considered songless, may occasionally sing.

Female Marsh Warblers sing “every now and again, though seldom, if

ever, after they have been over here more than about ten days. Their delivery,

moreover, is always brief, feeble, faltering and whispered, their mimicry always

indifferent when not actually faulty” (Walpole-Bond 1933:65). As to the Willow

Warbler, Brock (1910:417) once “heard a female try to sing. This was in May,

during pairing-time, and appeared to be the outcome of sexual excitement; the

song was very feeble, consisting of a few stammering notes, uttered very similarly

to the very earliest efforts of the young males in autumn.” A female Chaffinch

sang with the “first notes of a typical Chaffinch song, but the ending was miss-

ing and some harsh, guttural thrush-like notes were added” (Warburg 1941). A
female Bell’s Vireo sang twice as she approached the nest from which her in-

cubating mate had just left (Pitelka and Koestner 1942).

To turn to the other and less popular line of evolution. Here it

is difficult to get much information, as the habitats of most of these

feministic species do not coincide with that of the bulk of bird ob-

servers. Again, in cases where the sexes show no dimorphism, it has

usually been assumed that the more active bird was the male.

(B'). Female elaborate song; male song. In some species both
sexes are vocally gifted, but the female more so than the male. This
may be true with the Spotted Sandpiper.

(C"). Both sexes elaborate song. Discussed above with class C.

(C'"). Female elaborate song; male no song. In species where
the female takes the initiative in courtship and the male incubates the

eggs, the female often gives the “advertising song” rather than the

male. This has been shown in detail for the Northern Phalarope (Tin-
bergen 1935). It is also reported for the Button-Quails and Painted
Snipe in India (Meise 1930), Variegated Tinamou (Beebe 1925),
Emu (Fleay 1936), and Coucal (Spennemann 1928).

2. The Function of Song in Female Birds

When injected with male hormone, female Canaries have sung
(Shoemaker 1939a, Leonard 1939), and domestic hens have crowed
(Allee et al. 1939, Davis and Domrn 1941). Bullough and Carrick
(1940) point out the simultaneous appearance in fall in female Star-
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lings of singing and yellow bill color; they suggest that in spring song

is inhibited by female hormone. Since all females produce some male

hormone, singing females may be birds with an excess supply. Song

often serves as an expression of sexual dimorphism
;
as with color,

the difference between the sexes may be great or small, and the male

sex is not always the conspicuous one.

Song is innate in both sexes. Where song serves as a means of

self-expression, or as an expression of a social bond, and particularly

where it serves as a bond between the pair, it may be equally (or

fairly equally) developed in both sexes. Where song is largely special-

ized for territorial uses, and territorial defense is primarily taken

over by one sex, then song is most highly developed in this sex, and

may almost disappear in the other. In individual cases where terri-

torial responsibilities are thrust upon the normally less active bird,

it may respond with excellent song.

C. Summary
1. Female Song Sparrows occasionally sing early in the season before nest-

building begins (Feb. 12 to Apr. 19) ;
the song is given from an elevation and

is short, simple and unmusical. The most energetic singers were also zealous in

chasing male neighbors. A female Song Sparrow that sang a “clear series of

whistled notes” from April to mid-June was reported from Massachusetts.

2. This singing does not resemble “sub-song” nor “whisper songs”.

3. A table is given showing the possible evolution of song in male and

female birds.

4. Song is innate in both sexes
;

in one line the male developed the more

elaborate song, in the other the female.

5. Many females have been reported as singing in territorial situations, m
solitude, or old age.

6. In many cases both sexes have elaborate songs
; these are often given in

courtship or to sustain the bond between the pair, or as an expression of social

bond in flocks.

7. Where males have elaborate songs and females apparently have none,

it may be that careful observation will disclose sporadic, perhaps “primitive” sing-

ing from the female, as was found in the Song Sparrow.

8. Where the female takes the initiative in courtship and the male incubates

the eggs, the female often gives the advertising song rather than the male.

9. Male hormone has been shown to induce singing in some female birds.

Where song is generalized in its use or concerned with the bond between the

sexes, it may be developed in both sexes; where it is specialized for territorial

uses, it is often most highly developed in one sex.
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CHAPTER XI

Development, Inheritance and Function of Song
The discussion of. the evolution and function, of song in female

birds leads us natually to the problems of the evolution and function

of song in birds in general. Before turning to these- subjects, let us

consider the development of song in Song Sparrows and other birds

and also the question of inheritance of song.

A. The Five Stages in Development of Song Sparrow Song
The song of the juvenile Song Sparrow is a formless warble;

that of the adult a repertoire of 6 to 12 or more distinct songs, each

2 to 3 seconds long, given typically at intervals of 7 to 9 seconds. The
initial and final stages are easily recognizable. Transition stages are

rather indefinite, but there are two (II and III) that may be fairly

well distinguished.

I. Continuous warbling.

II. Some short songs; much warbling; intervals much shorter

than songs.

III. Predominantly short songs, but not yet crystallized into

adult form
;
length of intervals about equal to that of songs

;
some

warbling.

IV. Songs practically adult in form
;

intervals usually more
than twice as long as songs

;
a period of trying out songs, adding some,

dropping others.

V. Songs adult
;
stereotyped except for endings

;
restricted to

the final repertoire.

The criteria for stages II and III are not clear cut; nor is there

necessarily continuous forward progression through I, II, III and IV.

1. Observations on Wild Birds

In February 1930 I became fascinated with studying the songs

of various of the young birds on Interpont and recorded a great deal

of data, particularly on 7M. Scattered notes were taken on this sub-

ject each fall, winter and spring, and later a fairly full acount was
kept of the song development of 186M. In the late winter of 1931 I

took a few notes on the song development of 7 juvenile residents,

a. The Progress of Seven Residents Banded in the Nest
Seven males, banded in the nest in May and June 1930, took up

territories on Interpont the following fall or winter. On all of these

I have some notes on song development, but observations were not

made every day. The weather of February averaged 2.2° C. above
normal and was unusually even, so no cold waves occurred to interrupt

the sequence of song development.
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Table XVI
SINGING PROGRESS OP SEVEN RESIDENT MALES BANDED IN THE NEST IN 1830

Stages II and III Stage IV and V
Stage I Some short songs Adult songs

Bird Date hatched Warbling Dates Age in days Dates Age in day*

52M May 5 Oct. 9, Jan. 29> Oct. 21, Jan. 27-31 169-271 Feb. 4 276
54M May 5 Jan. 17-27 Jan. 24 268 Feb. 3 274
56M May 14 Feb. 5-12 274 Feb. 16 278
50M May 17 Sept. 8-16 Feb. 3-12 271
55M May 29 Jan. 14, Feb. 5 230-252 Feb. 9 256
57M June i Feb. 3-14 242-253 Feb. 25 264
58M June 11 Feb. 3-16 236-249 Feb. 27 260

The birds in Table XVI are ranged in order of birth. It will be

seen that the older birds reached adult singing earlier in February

than the younger birds, the dates with one exception becoming prog-

ressively later. 55M was the most precocious of the seven, reaching

stages IV and V 7 days before 56M who was 2 weeks older, and prob-

ably about the same amount of time before 50M. (Stage IV is not

distinguishable from V without considerable study.) The 4 oldest birds

were last recorded in transition stages from the ages of 268 to 274

days, and in the final stages from 274 to 278 days. The 3 youngest,

on the contrary, were last recorded in transition stages from 249 to 253

days, and in the final stages from 256 to 264 days. 58M was 38 days

younger than 52M and 54M and 24 days behind them in song develop-

ment
;
55M was 24 days younger and 5-6 days behind them. The date

of attainment of adult song depended partly on age and partly on time

of year and temperature.

b. Song Development in Some Other Song Sparrows

The most detailed records were kept on the song development of

a male, 7M, known to be young by his warbling songs; in February

1930 he had taken up his territory across the road from our house.

Four years later, 186M, known to be young from the pointed ends

of his tail feathers and by the character of his singing, settled in our

garden; at night he roosted in the vine on our chimney, so his early

morning singing was easily followed.

In Table XVII samples are given of the singing of both these birds.

(It should be noted that the interval is the time from the end of one

song to the beginning of the next. Measurements were made by stop

watch.)
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Table XVII
AVERAGE LENGTH IN SECONDS OF SONGS AND INTERVALS BETWEEN SONGS OF

TWO YOUNG BIRDS

7M 186M

Stage
Songs

Date No.
Intervals

Length No. Length Stage Date
Songs

No. Length
Intervals
No. Length

! Feb. 6 15 12.6 11 2.9 III. Nov. 4 13 4 11 3

II. Feb. 11 59 4.9 43 2.4 III. Jan. 26 19 3.3 15 3.4

III. Feb. 12 150 3.3 112 2.3 III. Feb. 1 45 3 43 3.2

III. Feb. 13 162 3.9 150 6.5 III. Feb. 6 27 3.8 24 4

IV. Feb. 15 18 2.4 15 8.8

The average length of the songs with 7M decreased markedly

and with one exception consistently from the first to the last stage.

The intervals were short in the first 2 stages, doubled in the third

stage and increased still further in the fourth. In typical adult singing

in the highly stimulated phase the song lasts about 2.3 seconds, the

intervals 6.2-8.7 seconds.

With 186M the picture is somewhat different—songs 3 to 4

seconds long and intervals much the same. A 2 minute record on
another young male—187M—on Feb. 15, 1934, gave an average length

of 4 seconds for 17 songs and 3 seconds for 16 intervals.

The most striking events in the 11 days of 7M’s song development were as

follows

:

Feb. 5. Stage I. Almost continuous warbling, canary- and goldfinch-like;

songs 4-32 seconds, intervals 1-3.

Feb. 6. Stage III. 4M visits; 7M puffs himself out, waves his wings and
sings short songs. After 4M’s departure, 7M reverts to stage I or II

;
songs 3-28

seconds, intervals 1-6.

Feb. 8. Stage I or II. Spectacular, beautiful, varied song, lasting 3-40

seconds at one time, 10-76 seconds at another; intervals 1-2 seconds.

Feb. 9, 10. Very windy; little singing.

Feb. 11. Stage II. Most songs 2-7.5 seconds long, one of 12 seconds, one
of 26; intervals 1-6 seconds. Very different from Feb. 8 when most of his sing-

ing was extraordinarily long warbling. His zip-sip-sip song is forming; before
this I had heard it within the song, but not separated out as the beginning of a
short song and repeated again and again.

Feb. 12. Stage III. 7M has 3 fairly well defined songs now, but also indulges
in his long, varied, nondescript warblings. He gave 13 sip-sip-sip songs in one
minute, 14 in the next and 10 in the last. Length of songs and intervals more
nearly equal than before.

Feb. 13. A tremendous difference from yesterday, chiefly in the lengthening
of the intervals. The timing is now much like that of the adult, the average
number of songs per minute for 21 minutes being 7. The song averages a little

longer than yesterday; it is considerably longer than that of the typical adult.
There were 5 really long songs from 9-18 seconds. He gave 247 songs in an hour.

Feb. 15. Stage IV. His singing is now fully adult, except that there is a
great deal of variation in his songs. One is of striking beauty.
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In contrast to my experience with 7M where I watched the de-

velopment of song through 4 stages in 11 days, my notes on 186M
show that his development was spread over 5 months.

Sept. 30, Oct. 23-31, stage I; Nov. 1, 3, stage II; Nov. 4-Dec. 1, stage III;

Jan. 21, stage II
; Jan. 26-Feb. 14, stage III

;
Feb. 22-Mar. 7, stage IV. After

the silence of 7 weeks in mid-winter, the bird did not begin again with stage III,

but reverted to stage II or “advanced warbling”. Although in November, 186M’s
daytime singing was in stage III, the awakening song on Nov. 24 and 25 was
approximately adult; this has been noted in other juvenile birds in the fall. He
was in stage IV at least 2 weeks, after which I have no further record. On Feb.

28 he was “still experimenting”
;
on Mar. 2, “practising

;
giving 4M’s G for the

first time
;
some songs too long for normal”

;
Mar. 7, “giving 4M’s A for the

first time.”

Data on stage IV were also obtained for 2 other birds.

187 M settled next our house; he was in stage III Feb. 15 and 21, 1934;

on the 22nd his songs were of “the right length but each different
;
he has 4M’s

G.” On the 28th, “is singing 4M’s O”. Mar. 7, “Hard to record, he changes so

much;” Mar. 10, “6 common songs, all varied considerably,” Mar. 13, “Most of

his songs are quite definite now.” 4M’s G had been dropped, but O was one of the

permanent repertoire. He seems to have been in stage IV for about 3 weeks.

44M, whose territory was 150 meters south of 4M’s territory,

was in stage III on Feb. 18, 1930, when one of his songs lasted 8

seconds ;
the next day he was in stage IV. Since most of his songs

were replicas of 4M’s except for a few notes added at the end, it

was easy for me to keep track of the songs and series sung. On Feb.

19 I kept a half hour’s record of his singing, on the 20th and 21st a

full hour each day. His most popular songs were 4M’s C, E, J and O,

but each day he gave a version of A, on the 19th a version of B and

G, and on the 20th and 21st K. On the 19th and 20th he had only

one song completely his own, but on the 21st he had added another

original one. Unfortunately he disappeared soon after this so that I

was not able to determine his final repertoire.

On the 19th he gave 176 songs in a half hour, on the 20th 325

in an hour and on the 21st 314—the 2 highest records I ever got.

The number of series for the half hour on the 19th was 47 ;
for the

hours on the 20th and 21st 53 and 29. These should be compared

with 187M’s 18-24 series per hour Mar. 20-21, 1934, and to the

average of 11.5 series per hour of fully adult birds in their prime as

shown in Table XIII.

It is clear that there is great diversity in the course of song develop-

ment in Song Sparrows.

c. Territory Situations and Song in Juvenile Birds

It has already been noted that with 186M and other juveniles
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the awakening song was given in almost adult fashion while during

the rest of the day the bird sang in stage III.

7M’s sudden burst into short songs in response to 4M’s visit on Feb. 6 was

almost startling. An even more remarkable example was afforded in 1931 by

51 M, a young resident banded in the fall, that had wintered in our garden but

had never sung to my knowledge. On Feb. 3 I found him at 9:30 warbling

loudly and continuously: at 10:00 a territory quarrel was in full swing between

him and 4M
;
51M’s warbling had suddenly been transformed into short songs

and thus he sang for 2 hours.

Many times I have thought 2 adults were having a territory

quarrel, only to have one of them after separation begin to warble.

A young resident will sing in adult form high in a tree on his territory,

answering his neighbor, but on the ground will warble softly.

Winter resident juveniles warble a good deal in February and March and

some of the transients warble on their journey through in spring. A juvenile

summer resident, however, never warbles after his arrival in late February or

in March. Such a bird can be distinguished, if observations are made the first

day or two after his arrival, by the number of times one song is repeated, for

instead of some 20 times, the newly arrived juvenile sings only 4 or 5 examples

of one song before he switches to another. 10M was judged to be juvenile from

this characteristic during the first few days after his arrival
;
2 weeks later his

songs had crystallized into somewhat different form from what they had been

at first.

2. Development of Song in the Hand-raised Song Sparrows

As with the wild Song Sparrows, the hand-raised birds hatched

late in the summer—B, R and Y—attained the various stages at younger

ages than did D hatched iy2 months earlier. Stage III was attained

at 3 months with the Massachusetts birds and 6 months with the

Michigan bird; here the greater vigor and social stimulation of the

brothers undoubtedly were of importance
;
moreover, the Massachusetts

birds were subjected to much more light in the evenings than was D.

B and Y, however, were retarded in their song development when
the house was without heat during a severe cold spell in late Novem-
ber, while D experienced no such taste of winter. Stage IV was at-

tained by all the birds at almost the same date, i.e. the last of December.

Table XVIII
SINGING PROGRESS OF FOUR HAND-RAISED SONG SPARROWS

Age in days

B R Y D
Stage Date Age Date Age Date Age Date Age

I. First warbled Aug. 7 14 Aug. 6 13 Aug. 11 17 July 4 20
I. Warhlp.d lnndlv Sept. 3 41 / July 25 41

II. Short songs when fighting Oct. 3 71 Oct. 6 74 Oct. 9 76 Dec. 17 186
Opened bill when warbling ... Oct. 7 75 Oct. 29 96 Dec. 17 186

III. Loud, short songs Oct. 13 81 Nov. 3 101 Dec. 19 188
IV. Adult songs of definite form .. Jan. 1 159 Dec. 31 157 Dec. 23 192’

V. Final repertoire Dec. 23 192
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As shown in Table XVIII, the development of the Massachusetts

birds was much the same except that in the fall B was ahead of Y.

The close connection between song and territory is strikingly shown
in the detailed account in Appendix II of the hand-raised birds in their

relations of dominance, territory and singing. The amazing develop-

ment of D’s singing in 6 days from warbling to adult songs was
definitely bound up with territorial domination over Y.

B. Inheritance of Song with the Song Sparrow

The Song Sparrow with its marked individuality in song is an

outstanding subject on which to study inheritance and learning of song,

if careful attention is paid to the songs and much banding done on

the birds’ territories over a period of years.

1. Do Song Sparrow Sons Sing Like Their Fathers or Grandfathers

?

Among 552 songs of this species recorded by Saunders (1924)

there have been but 5 cases of duplicates
;
this author suggests that

“a possible relationship between the two birds might have been the

cause of similar songs”.

Song Sparrows possess such strikingly different songs that it

should be possible to get data on inheritance of songs when father and

son are banded. Do Song Sparrows sing like their fathers? If so, is

this a matter of inheritance? Or do they learn these particular songs

during the first 4 weeks of life? If they do not have their fathers’

songs, are they influenced by Song Sparrow singing between the age

of independence and maturity?

In my studies on Interpont I recorded something over a thousand

songs of the 250 or more males that have taken up territories. Besides

knowing the whole repertoires of 1M, 4M and 187M, I learned one

or more songs of perhaps 50 birds. My knowledge of 4M’s songs and

the opportunity to check them constantly for 7 years were fortunate

circumstances.

As already mentioned, most Song Sparrow songs consist of 3

parts, the last portion being much less stable than the others. A few

songs on Interpont have been exactly alike, while other cases of simi-

larity have concerned the first 2 parts of the song. Among my birds

certain songs have been heard from a number of birds, and this is

true of all of 4M’s 9 songs. Seven have been given by from one to

3 birds besides 4M, A has 'been heard from 9 and J has been possessed

by at least 22 birds. Several songs of other birds I know have been

duplicated, and undoubtedly this has happened more often than I

suspected. These statements as to similar songs refer not to develop-
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mental stages, but to the established repertoire of the adult.

Does the possession of like songs mean a relationship between

the singers? I have 21 cases of banded sons of banded fathers, two

cases of grandfather, son and grandson, and one case of grandfather,

daughter and grandson. I have data on the songs of most of these

birds and for some of them a great deal.

I found no case of a male having the song of his father or grand-

father on either side. For instance, 4M’s son had no song like any of

his father, while 50M had none like his maternal grandfather, 1M.

Two brothers from the same nest had no song in common.
On the other hand, 56M had two of 4M’s songs, yet he was 14M's

son. Other individuals have had striking songs which I know were

not possessed by their fathers.

It is evident that these Song Sparrows did not inherit individual

songs from their direct ancestors, nor did they learn them during the

first 4 weeks of life.

2. How Much Do Song Sparrows Imitate Bach Other

f

There was a certain amount of what looked like imitation among
the Song Sparrows on Interpont. Again and again I have heard young
males in stage III repeating exactly the songs of their adult rivals in

territory establishment activities. Many of these “imitations” are

dropped, while others are adopted into the repertoire, usually in some-

what changed form. Many young birds, however, appear entirely un-

influenced by the singing of their neighbors so far as the form of their

songs is concerned.

Each young Song Sparrow has a large fund of potential songs,

as is clear from listening to the rambling warblings of juveniles. Some
individuals, before their singing becomes set in the adult mold, are

capable of singing the songs of various other Song Sparrows hurled

at them by territorial rivals. Perhaps what seems to be imitation is

rather a calling forth of songs already in the potential repertoire, most
of them being later lost through disuse.

One possible explanation for the wide spread occurrence on Inter-

pont of some of 4M’s songs might lie in the fact that this notable bird

sang such a tremendous amount for 8 or 9 years, and that during most
of that time he sang a great deal while the young birds were develop-

ing their songs—in fall and winter.

3. The Case of the Hand-raised Birds

B and Y were hatched in Massachusetts in late July 1938; after

they were 5 and 6 days old they heard no Song Sparrow singing ex-

cept for 3 or 4 examples in Ohio when they were 25 to 26 days old.
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The only bird songs to which they were exposed, besides their own
warblings, were occasional phonograph playings of the songs of Eng-
lish birds—-Nightingale, Chaffinch, Song Thrush, . etc. When their

singing became adult at the age of 5 months, it was far from typical

Song Sparrow singing; it was loud and whistled and resembled

“foreign birds” more than wild Song Sparrows. The songs of the

brothers resembled each other in quality and I was never sure which

was singing unless I saw him. There was little variety between their

songs. The form, length, timing and even the number of the songs

are typical of the species, but not the quality.

D was hatched in June 1939 in southern Michigan and belonged

to the subspecies euphonia in contrast to melodia of the Massachusetts

birds. He heard no Song Sparrow singing from the time he was taken

from the nest (6 days) until his arrival in Chicago at the age of 2

weeks
;
Y was singing at this time, but soon stopped almost completely.

In September I recorded Y as giving single, loud songs on the 15th and

23rd; as “singing a bit at the end of a battle” on the 25th and 26th; and singing

more on the 27th. On Oct. 2, “no singing”, 4th “a number of times this morning”,

6th “sings rather softly”, and on the 9th and 17th “no singing”.

Y was not in good health in December; D suddenly burst into

song, became dominant on the 22nd, and reached adult form the next

day (See Appendix II). He had all of Y’s 6 songs. The repertoire of

the 2 birds are exact duplicates, something I have never known of be-

fore. Each bird was kept for a while in March by Mrs. Dorothea

Ewers who recorded their songs on discs.

The question is when did D hear Y sing enough to have all his

songs impressed upon him? From the consistently negative evi-

dence in Columbus as to sons ever adopting any of their father’s songs

or phrases, I am inclined to think that the learning took place in late

September and early October, although opportunities were admittedly

meager.

The following year the young male A was markedly subnormal
;
he barely

warbled at all, until March. In June some of his warbling resembled one of

Y’s songs.

Mr. Ivor wrote me in regard to his hand-raised Song Sparrow,

“For a while his song was in imitation of the Cardinal, but later he

sang the typical song of his species; he could, of course, hear Song
Sparrows outside the aviary.”

In summing up this question of learning vs. inheritance there are

3 aspects of Song Sparrow song to be considered: pattern (i.e., form,

length, timing)
;
quality

;
and particular song. Let us consider 3 birds

about whose ancestry and environment we know something: 56M, son
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of 14M, who had no songs of his own father but 2 of 4M’s
;
Y, hatched

in Massachusetts in 1938 and exposed to no singing except that of

his brother B and a few playings of records of foreign birds; D,

hatched in Michigan in 1939 and exposed only to Y’s singing and not

much of that.

It is evident that the pattern is innate. As to quality, with 56M
it probably was learned from other Song Sparrows

;
with Y it might

have been learned from the records, and from B, who probably got it

from the records; with D it certainly was imitated from Y. In regard

to particular songs, 56M neither inherited nor learned any from his

father; he may have adopted 2 from 4M while his other 4 may have

been original. With Y we cannot tell how much they were original,

nor how much they were taken over from B. But with B they must have

been more or less original, based on the inherited pattern, with the

quality probably suggested by the records.

D’s 6 songs were taken bodily from Y. He had no opportunity

to hear any other singing and the telescoping of development into a

week, due largely to the territorial situation with Y, apparently left

no opportunity for improvisation. Stage IV seems to have been sup-

pressed entirely in this case.

C. Juvenile Songs of Other Species

Singing appears very early with some young birds
;
in many cases

it is unlike the song of the species.

1. The Age at Which Young Birds Start to Sing

The hand-raised Song Sparrows started to warble at 13, 14, 15,

17, 19, 20 and 31 days. The Common Redstarts began at 18 and 19

days, and the Serin at about 24 days. A Blackcap
(Sylvia atricapilla )

sang while still in the nest (Lorenz, personal communication). Bick-

nell’s Thrushes started to sing at 15 and 25 days (Wallace 1939), Cali-

fornia Thrashers at 19, 29 and 30 days (Dyer, letter). Curve-billed

Thrashers at 20 days (Rand 1941c), American Robin at about 3
weeks (Laskey, letter), female Cardinals at 3 and 4 weeks (Laskey
1937 and letter), male Mockingbirds at 24 and 28 days, a female at

73 days (Laskey, letter), Bourke’s Parakeet at 24, 28 and 34 days.

(Hampe 1939), female Goldfinch at 30 days, male at 46 (Schantz, let-

ter), California Shrike at 39 days (A. H. Miller 1931b), Cedar Wax-
wing at about 43 days (Nice 1941a), and House Finch at 6 weeks (L.

Miller 1921), while with Roller Canaries the “earliest baby song ap-
peared at 60 days, and the latest at 148 days” (Metfessel 1935).

Considerable data on the first appearance of song are given by
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oie Heinroths (1924-33 I, IV) : in the nest—Song Thrush and Dipper;

3 weeks—Grasshopper Warbler, Skylark, Starling; 4 weeks—Bank
Swallow, Sedge and Marsh Warblers, Jay; 5 weeks—Willow Warb-
ler, Grey Wagtail, Ortolan Bunting; 6 weeks—Crossbill, Nutcracker;

8 weeks—Spotted Flycatcher, Meadow Pipit.

Since the 3 species mentioned above as singing while still in the

nest do not ordinarily leave the nest until 13-14 days (Blackcap), 14-16

days (Song Thrush) and 18-24 days (Dipper), we do not know
whether or not the Song Sparrow R, starting at 13 days, holds the

record for earliest use of song; perhaps it is a tie between him and

the Blackcap.

2. The Character of the Song of Young Birds

With many birds the first song is an indefinite warble, non-

specific in character. This is designated as “ancestral” by Whittle

(1925), “tribal” by L. Miller (1929), and “primitive” by Saunders

(1929).

Records of such singing have been published for the following

species: European Dipper (the Heinroths 1924); Long-billed Marsh
Wren (Welter 1935) ;

Goldcrest (the Heinroths 1924) ;
Maryland

Yellow-throat (Whittle 1925) ;
Cedar Waxwing (Nice 1941a)

;
House

Sparrow (the Heinroths 1924) ;
Cardinal (Laskey 1937, Nice 1927b) ;

House Finch (Miller 1929) ;
Junco (Saunders 1929) ;

Field Sparrow
(Saunders 1929; Nice 1931a). I have also observed this type of

singing in a number of species in the wild—House Wren, Maryland
Yellow-throat, Lincoln Sparrow (Oct. 4, 5), White-throated Sparrow
(Sept. 28, 30, Oct. 17), and Field Sparrow (in juvenal plumage June
30)—and in the Common Redstart and Bobolink in captivity.

With the Roller Canary the “baby song is for the most part a nonsense

melody of choppy notes covering a wide pitch range” (Metfessel 1935). Three
stages are recognized by Lister (1940) in the song development in young Chaf-

finches: 1, young males in juvenal plumage warble in concert; 2, in mid-August
balance and rhythm appear in attempts at the specific song, some good songs

being heard at the end of September; 3, in February there is still some warbling

and some songs are incomplete.

D. Inheritance and Imitation with Other Species

In this country, Scott (1901, 1902, 1904) found that his hand-

raised Baltimore Orioles, Bobolinks, Red-winged Blackbirds and

others, that did not hear adults of their own species singing, developed

songs unlike those of the species. On the other hand, Sanborn (1932a)

contends that his hand-raised birds of the above species did sing the

species song without the corresponding tutors
;
however, I have been

informed that this author is more familiar with European cage birds
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than with our native species.

Heinroth (1924), writing from his large experience with hand-

raised birds, states that many simple songs are inborn : Bank Swallow,

Garden Tree Creeper, Grasshopper Warbler, Chiffchaff, Willow Warb-

ler, and Bullfinch. Mistle Thrush, Song Thrush and Blackbird sing

songs much like the adult. With some birds, however, most or all of

the song must be learned: Chaffinch, Pied Flycatcher, Nightingale,

Golden Oriole, Whitethroat, Meadow Pipit, Yellow Bunting, Gold-

finch and Greenfinch; no one could guess their species from the song

of these young raised without opportunity of hearing others of their

kind. (A young Whitethroat (Sylvia communis) and Linnet raised

together sang exactly alike, something like a European Robin.) Yet,

when they finally do hear members of their own species sing, they

quickly adopt the proper song.

The first songs of a hand-raised Bronzed Grackle were like those

of adults, although no other Grackles were about (Laskey 1937). A
female Cardinal sang the species song without tutors (G. M. Sutton,

personal communication)
;
and the same was true of my Serin in

Altenberg. Mockingbirds seem to sing songs much like that of their

species (Michener 1935:138; Laskey, letter), but here the birds heard

adults. The first song of California Thrashers is “sweet and low with

an occasional articulate phrase, but mostly warbles—a perfectly fas-

cinating little lay, recognizable easily as thrasher music” (Dyer, letter).

E. The Evolutionary Trend

“Is the evolution of song progression or retrogression?” asks

Saunders (1929:121). He suggests that: “When song first developed

the trend was from simple to complex. When the necessity for the

territory system arose the trend turned from complex to simple.”

Nicholson (1929:54) suggests that “song, arising as a spontaneous

expression of the emotions, was, in the case of those species which

embraced individual territory, captured by what may be called the

territorial set of instincts and developed intensively as their ex-

pression.” Some students, however, believe the territorial state was
the primitive one (Lorenz 1938, Diebschlag 1941).

With the Song Sparrow there are three songs that might give

us light on ancestral song—the juvenile’s unspecific warble, the female’s

harsh twitter, and the male’s jumbled flight song. The course of evolu-

tion as suggested by Saunders is recapitulated in many individuals

:

the juvenile Song Sparrow sings a simple warble which in some birds

becomes elaborate and beautiful
;
he finally settles on a limited selection
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of his original phrases. I have sometimes thought we have lost a very

fine songster in the breaking up of the Song Sparrow’s spectacular,

varied and beautiful warble.

Rather curiously the American Goldfinch, along with its ecstatic

and musical warble, has a harsh, short song, showing all the char-

acteristics of a “territory song” (yet apparently not functioning as

such), flourishing along with the warble 2 months before the flocks

break up for nesting (Nice 1939c).

With the Song Sparrow, rather than considering evolution of

the song as proceeding from the simple to the complex and then to

the simple again, it might be better to say that it changes from the

indefinite to the definite. This is true of many birds
;
they start with

primitive, unspecific efforts and later develop songs that are diagnostic

of the species.

F. A Definition of Song
Song is difficult to define, for, as we are considering its function,

we cannot confine ourselves to those avian utterances that sound

pleasing to human ears. Nicholson’s (1929:41) definition is fairly

satisfactory with the addition of “sometimes” to the last clause : “Bird

song is properly a sustained, more or less uninterrupted repetition of

one or more notes conforming recognisably to a constant specific type

and [sometimes] used by the male as an expression of independent

sovereignty.”

This covers a great variety of manifestations, a dozen diverse

examples of which are given by Tinbergen ( 1939c :73). Concentrat-

ing upon territory song, this author points out that the most “important

character of the song of most song birds” is “its loudness and far-

reaching capacity”. He calls this “advertising song” and in it includes

the love-call of the Grey Heron (Verwey 1930), the sounds accom-

panying spring flights of Snipe and many other Limicolae, the drum-
ming of Woodpeckers, booming of the Nighthawk, etc. Song, there-

fore is a widely inclusive term, for it ranges all the way from these

loud sounds to whispered warblings.

G. Function of Song in the Song Sparrow

The most spectacular use of song with this species is the procla-

mation of territory, the announcement “Here is a male with a terri-

tory”—a warning to other males, an invitation to a female. Song is

one of the most important means of obtaining and keeping territory.

Males challenge each other and answer each other with song. The

use of song as threat was very evident with the hand-raised birds.

Evidence of self-assertion is given when a trespassing male, driven
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home "by his neighbor, sings as he lands in safety. The same may be

true of the song given in connection with “pouncing” on and swoop-

ing over the female. While his mate is incubating he gives a “signal

song” for her to come off the nest—a sign that all is well and he is

ready to guard. He sings near the nest while she is off, a warning

that he is ready to drive off intruders. His singing while she incubates

may he an expression of satisfaction that all is going well, a method
of passing the time when he is alone. While caring for young, there

is little energy for singing, except for single songs after feeding the

family, and especially after carrying off excreta. The fall singing in

fine weather would seem to be an expression of excess energy.

In the White-crowned Sparrow “Song may express . . . .defiance

or warning to territorial rivals, the longing for a mate, sexual excite-

ment, concern for territorial boundaries (accompaniment of patrol),

eagerness for the female’s return to her eggs, and fright or physical

shock” (Blanchard 1941:21). This is true also for the Song Spar-

row, except perhaps the last two phrases. Only once did a Song Spar-

row sing when “frightened” or rather greatly concerned when his 28-

day old child screamed as I trapped it. Tinbergen ( 1939c :73) men-
tions “the song of a Skylark just after having escaped from a bird of

prey; the sudden outburst of song of two fighting birds; the songs of

birds visiting light-houses.”

Mr. Ernest Dyer described for me 8 different songs of his adult

California Thrasher: (1) Slumber song, softest of the sub-songs, bird

•drowsy or napping; (2) Quarter song, louder, more varied sub-song,

from ground or digging; (3) Half song, the “digging song” most often

heard, long and varied, audible for 50 feet; (4) Three-quarter song,

audible perhaps 125 feet, most varied of all the songs and with the

most mimicry; (5) Full song, audibility 300 yards, extraordinarily

rich and varied, sometimes responsive between the pair; (6) Courting,

short, hysterical snatches of song, as the birds pursue each other, heard

for several days as nest nears completion; (7) Invitation to new mate,

male climbed favorite tree, gave detached phrases of full song, looking

over the surrounding country; (8) Welcome to new mate, different

from all other songs heard. (I never could detect any difference be-

tween unmated and mated Song Sparrows singing in the highly stimu-

lated phase.)

H. Some Theories as to the Eunction of Song in Birds

The song of birds is such a striking phenomenon and much of it

as so pleasing to the aesthetic sense of mankind, that this subject has

had much attention bestowed upon it.
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1. Early Theories

The early theories as to the reason for bird song were distinctly

anthropomorphic. Dawson (1921) wrote of the “gentle disposition”

of the Song Sparrow with his “message of peace and good will”, while

some fancied this singer was “sending his little prayer of thankful-

ness straight up to heaven, by the shortest route. Over and over again

the sweet and sincere little petition is offered, and who can doubt that

it is heeded? Whatever the form of the song, however, its spirit is

always the same, and Mr. Burroughs interprets this very faithfully

when he says that it expresses ‘simple faith and trust’ ” (Pearson

1917:52).

Not many observers considered that birds sang from piety. Some
thought they were expressing happiness. “If bird-song expresses, as

we hold, joy in life, rather than merely a passing desire to capture a

mate, then is the Mockingbird the most joyful of birds” (Dawson
1921:719).

The most popular theory was that they sang to win and later to

“cheer” their mates during the “tedious duty” of incubation. Bound
up with this theory is that of Darwin’s sexual selection, which F. H.
Allen (1919:531) considered the most “reasonable” theory “to account

for the beauty of bird song.”

2. Advertising Song
The territory theory has radically changed our ideas as to the

function of song. From Altum (1868), Moffat (1903), Howard (1920),.

and Nicholson (1929), to Heinroth (1938a) and Tinbergen (1939c),

all agree that song is chiefly an invitation to a female and a threat to

other males. This, of course, applies* as did the earlier theories, to

what Nicholson calls “true song”, Saunders “territorial song” and!

Tinbergen “advertising song”. According to this last author (1939c:

80),

“Advertising song is a loud sound, given by a bird of one of

the two sexes especially at the beginning of the reproductive period,,

that serves to attract a sex partner, to warn off a bird of the same
sex, or both.”

“In its meaning for the defense of territory and invitation to a

female,” writes Heinroth ( 1938a :1 17), “the song corresponds to the

cooing of the Ring Dove, the crowing of the cock or the churring of

the Nightjar, as well as the call of the Cuckoo and the scream of

the elk.”

As to the double function of advertising song, Tinbergen says : “With
species like the Snow-Bunting, for instance, where inhibition of the advertising
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song by the arrival of the female is very marked, attraction certainly is the pri-

mary function. With species like the Wren-Tit, which in the pre-mating period

shows only a slight increase in song and which sings the whole year round, the

warning function is more important. Nevertheless, the occasional occurrence of

song in the mated Snow Bunting and the increase of song in a Wren-Tit in spring

prove that in neither species has the song only one of the two functions. A corre-

lation of winter song with winter territories can be expected in those species

where song has a primarily warning function” (1939c :80).

The sudden stopping of song upon the arrival of a mate has been

recorded in many species and will be further discussed in Chapter

XIV. I am not convinced that this phenomenon means that attraction

is the “primary function” of the Song Sparrow’s song; warning is

also of prime importance. One great need has been satisfied, but in

case a new territorial situation arises, the male may sing as vigorously

as though unmated.
In the Brown Towhee “permanently mated males do not sing”, so “it would

seem that the male song” of this species “has as its chief purpose the attraction

and securing of a suitable mate” (Quaintance 1938:101).

In discussing the singing of palaearctic migrants while in Egypt, the Moreaus

(1928) write: “Loud and persistent song, such as is associated with territory-

holding is almost wholly absent, even at the end of spring. ... At the same time,

there is no evidence of territory-holding, in the combative sense, in Egypt in

winter; and it is tempting, and probably justifiable, to accept the absence of

Territorial song’ as intimately connected with the absence of territory-holding,”

3. Song as a Signal

“Song is the expedient used by inconspicuous birds to compensate

for the drawbacks of being inconspicuous” (Nicholson 1929:44). Song
serves as a signal in many ways : threat to other males, invitation to

females, a device for keeping the pair together. In the Song Sparrow
and some other birds it also serves as a signal to the female on the

nest of the approach of the male.

Some of the uses of song as signals in social control with Pigeons are listed

by Craig (1908:99) :

“1. Personal control, as that of the male over his mate.
“2. Suggestion; as, the nest-call coo quickly brings the mate, the challenge

•coo causes the enemy to flee.

“3. Stimulation, as, working up both male and female to the point of pair-

ing, inducing oviposition in the female.

“4. Inhibition; as, inhibiting adultery, inhibiting the use of nesting -sites

other than the one chosen; inhibiting copulation out of the normal time.
“5. Co-ordination in space

;
as, leading male and female to use the same nest.

“6. Co-ordination in time; as, leading male and female to go through the

brooding activities synchronously.
“7. To proclaim: (a) the bird’s species; ( b ) the bird's sex; (c) the bird’s

individual identity; (d ) the bird’s rights.

“8. Tradition; as, when an experienced bird is mated with an inexperienced
one, the former takes the lead.”
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4. Song as an Emotional Outlet

Song is much more than territorial and advertising, song. “Song

is simply an outlet,” says Huxley (1916), “and a pleasurable one, for

nervous energy ,* thus, provided certain internal physiological condi-

tions are fulfilled, he [the bird] will continue to sing in all moments

of excitement or exaltation, non-sexual as well as sexual.” Singing of

Starlings,, American Blackbirds, Goldfinches, and others seems to be

a response to the social stimulation of the flock. As mentioned above,,

fall singing of 'Song Sparrows, both young and adults, is attributable

to overflowing energy.

Song perhaps is over-developed in some species and will appear

in fall and winter in vigorous birds, when there is no special function

to be served, nor on the other hand, any inhibitory influence.

Tinbergen thinks it likely “that with some species at least, autumn

song is regularly accompanied by testis development. This develop-

ment nearly always regresses before full maturity is reached
;
but in

exceptionally warm autumns some individuals actually begin a new

reproductive cycle”, Starlings, for instance ( 1939c :78). In Starlings

the yellow bill color is induced by male sex hormone
;
in October the

bills of both sexes begin to turn yellow and both sexes sing (Bullough

and Carrick 1940).

I. The Function of Song in Birds

Song is a normal outlet of excess energy in many birds. It is a

means of self-expression and self-assertion. In some species song has

been developed to an extravagant degree—witness the 2305 songs of

4M in one day, the unceasing ditty of the Dickcissel no matter how

hot the weather, the endless declaiming of the Red-eyed Vireo, the

nightly outpouring of Mockingbirds on the chimney-tops.

Song is one of the biological isolating mechanisms that serve as

specif recognition marks. In his book on “Genetics and the Origin

of Species”, Dobzhansky (1941:264) emphasizes this: “The import-

ance of song in the courtship in birds is well known; songs may differ

not only in different species but in races of the same species (Promptoff
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1930).” Song guarantees the mating of individuals belonging to the

same species. The female obviously has an innate ability to recognize

the song of males of her own species. This is very important in genera

where plumage is almost identical, as in the American Flycatchers of

the genus Empidonax and in some of the Old World Warblers

(Phylloscopus)

,

where 2 or 3 species nest in much the same habitat.

It is true to a lesser degree of other species with an advertising or

courtship song.

Song is one of the most important signals between members of

the species. In most “song birds” the male’s role is primarily defence

of his family; he sings tirelessly to assure himself of a territory and

a mate and to defend both. Song has been highly developed here as

a weapon, as a symbol of ownership to warn other males and attract

females. It may also function in courtship and in sustaining the bond

between the mated pair.

J. Summary

1. There are 5 chief stages in the development of the Song Sparrow song:

I, continuous warbling: II, advanced warbling, some short songs; III, predom-

inantly short songs
;

IV, songs practically adult, but repertoire undetermined

;

V, songs adult, repertoire fixed.

2. With 7 residents, banded in the nest in 1930; the older birds reached

adult singing earlier than the younger
;
the date of attainment of stages IV and

V depended partly on age and partly on time of year and temperature.

3. Details are given on the song development of 4 other Song Sparrows

in Columbus: 7M progressed through the first 4 stages in 11 days in February;

186M took 5 months—from October through February—to do the same
;
obser-

vations on 187M and 44M gave data on stage IV.

4. While daytime singing was in stage III, the awakening song was prac-

tically adult in form. Territorial situations abruptly bring the juvenile male into

stage III, after which he may lapse again into stage I or II.

5. The Massachusetts Song Sparrows attained stage II at 71-76 days, stage

III at 81-101 days, and stage IV at 157-159 days. D attained II at 186 days,

III at 188 days, and IV and V at 192 days, reaching stereotyped adult songs in

only 6 days.

6. The Song Sparrow, where each male has a quota of songs peculiar to

himself, but where there are occasional duplications in a community, offers an

opportunity to test the matter of inheritance or learning of song with banded birds.

7. With this species it is clear that the possession of similar songs is no
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proof of close relationship between the singers, as neither brothers, fathers and

sons, or grandfathers and grandsons, have had similar songs, while, on the other

hand, birds known to be unrelated have shown this phenomenon. Particular

songs were neither inherited nor learned during the first 4 weeks of life.

8. A juvenile in late winter will sometimes imitate the songs of a territorial

rival, although seldom adopting these songs into his repertoire.

9. With the brothers B and Y, the form, length and timing of their songs

were typical of the species, but not the quality, which may have been suggested

by phonograph records of English birds. The following year, D, hatched 600

miles from Y’s birthplace and belonging to a different subspecies, having heard

Y sing a small amount in the fall, and no other singing, burst into song in

December with all of Y’s songs and nothing else.

10. It is evident that the pattern is innate, but that quality may be imitated.

Particular songs may be improvised, or they may be adopted from some other

Song Sparrow.

11. Young birds of 16 species are reported as starting to sing from the age

of 13 to 24 days, and 15 species from the age of 4 to 8 weeks. With many species

the first song is an indefinite warble, a primitive “ancestral” song unlike the

specific form of the adult.

12. Many simple songs, however, are inborn. With other birds, most or

all of the song must be learned
;
when hand-raised, these birds do not sing the

specific song, but as soon as they hear one of their own species sing, they quickly

adopt the proper song.

13. Three of the Song Sparrow’s songs might give us light on ancestral

song: the juvenile’s unspecific warble, the female’s harsh twitter, and the male’s

jumbled flight song. With the Song Sparrow and many other species the trend

in song development is from the indefinite to the definite.

14. Song might be defined as a sustained, more or less uninterrupted

repetition of one or more notes conforming recognizably to a constant specific type.

15. In the Song Sparrow song serves as a signal to other members of the

species and as an expression of the emotions.

16. Advertising song is a threat to other males and an invitation to a female.

Song serves as one of the most important of intra-specific signals. It is a normal

outlet of excess energy in many birds. It is also one of the biological isolating

mechanisms that serve as species recognition marks.
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CHAPTER XII

The Male and His Territory

The theory of territory in bird life is briefly this: that pairs are

spaced through the pugnacity of males towards others of their own
species and sex

;
that song and display of plumage and other signals

are a warning to other males and an invitation to a female
;
that males

fight primarily for territory and not over mates
;
and finally that the

owner of a territory is nearly invincible in his territory.

Territory is of fundamental importance to the Song Sparrow,

the basis of its individual and social life for more than half the year.

This species may be considered a typically territorial bird, following

closely the pattern of the Reed Bunting as described by Howard (1920,

1929).

In Volume I (Nice 1937) three chapters were devoted to the

subject of territory: a brief one on “Territory Establishment’’ and

more detailed treatments of “Territory Throughout the Year” and

“Territory from Year to Year”, illustrated with a table, 3 charts and

14 maps. In this volume I propose to treat the territorial establish-

ment and defence behavior—in practice and theory—much more fully,

merely touching upon the more pertinent points of the aspects de-

scribed in the first volume.

Winter weather in central Ohio varies greatly from year to year

and sometimes from week to week, cold and warm waves alternating

in a way that brought marked response from the Song Sparrows.

Singing, which denoted firm possession of territories, was well estab-

lished the fourth week in January in 3 of the 7 years at mean tempera-

tures of 6° C. (43° F.). Since migration does not take place until

late February, no matter how warm the weather before that time, it

will be readily seen that there would be considerable territorial tension

in spring on Interpont, when former summer residents return to find

their territories in possession of young residents.

A. Requirements of Territories

The Song Sparrow must have cover for nesting, roosting and
protection from enemies, he must have outlooks for singing posts, and
he must have a certain amount of space, for the pair carry on prac-

tically all of their activities within the territory. A large variety of

habitats will suit his needs. The territory may have many trees, one
tree, or none at all

;
it may have shrubs and it may have weeds. A few

territories on bluffs consisted merely of weeds and tin cans. Others
were in willow woods with little undergrowth

;
here the debris from
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Interpont had water on them, so the birds had to leave them for pur-

poses of drinking and bathing.

The minimum size of a territory was some 2000 square meters acre) ;

an average size in a region well filled with Song Sparrows was some 2700

square meters (
2
/$ of an acre), while a few might include 6000 square meters

(1J4 acres). During the later years when the population was comparatively

small, Song Sparrows might range over a larger region than when Interpont

was filled to capacity.

Territories, as pointed out by Howard and Tinbergen, may look

very different when the bird leaves them in fall from what they do on
his return in spring, especially in those cases where they are covered

with snow. Tinbergen (1939c :12) writes: “As far as our experience

goes, no Snow Bunting ever settles on the fjord ice, which in some
places, where shallow bays penetrate rather far inland, is really diffi-

cult to tell from land. Yet their knowledge of one character only, e.g.

a more or less hilly or irregular contour as opposed to a quite flat

surface (ice) would, in most cases, suffice to enable the birds to stake

out their territories on land. In other species that are much restricted

to a special kind of habitat there seems to be little doubt that their

knowledge of it is inherited. The fact that birds hatched in incubators

and released after having reached sexual maturity, chose the species’

normal kind of habitat leads to this conclusion.”

Grinnell (1928) in discussing habitat choice writes, “The Song

Sparrow taking part in post-breeding dissemination . . . does not blindly

content itself with an attempt to find subsistence on grassy upland, or

in a forest, or in dry chaparral, but keeps going, and seeks out locally

its own ‘natural’ type of habitat, the stream-side thicket—the ecologic

niche of its species.”

Habitat selection, according to Miller (1942) “might appropri-

ately be called perception of adequate environment.” It depends on

an “automatic, instinctive reaction ... to a few key aspects of the

environment.” With Olive-sided Flycatchers apparently the key as-

pect is height of trees. “This instinct is- just as much a part of the

vital equipment of the species as a structural adaptation.” “Song

Sparrows have broken up into about 28 races on the North American

continent, whereas Lincoln Sparrows [belonging to the same genus]

have divided into but 3. The Lincoln Sparrow, apparently through

habitat selection, adheres to a more sharply circumscribed environment

than do the Song Sparrows, whose selecting instincts have permitted

pioneering of somewhat diverse situations, thus opening up to the

species new geographic areas and new possibilities of adaptations!
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adjustment. Establishment of numerous geographically and ecologi-

cally isolated colonies of Lincoln Sparrows has been thwarted by the

rigid adherence to a certain type of fresh-water marsh,” p. 33.

Habitat selection involves learning as well as instinct. “Perhaps

the hill-dwelling song sparrows of San Francisco do not associate with

those on the salt flats, figuratively and literally on the other side of

the railway tracks, because of their upbringing,” p. 34.

In his paper on “Habitat Selection in Birds”, Lack (1933:259)

says, “Most distribution could be explained only by postulating the

existence of specific habitat selection—that each species selects its

ancestral habitat, instinctively recognizing it by the conspicuous, not

necessarily the essential, features.” Hickey (1942:196) emphasizes

the great role played by ecological magnets—a tall cliff in the case

of the Peregrine Falcon

:

“Rowan (1921) has cited the perfect illustration of this ecological magnet in

his description of a patch of old heather which was used for nineteen successive

years as a nesting site by Merlins (Falco aesalon) . Although there were a score

of other patches on the moor that these Merlins could have used, the birds always

chose this particular one in spite of the fact that every year the nesting pair was
shot and not a single egg hatched.” In a community with perhaps an over-

population of Yellow Warblers, Kendeigh (1941a) found that when singing posts

were lacking, confusion ensued with much chasing, perhaps due to “the inability

of the birds clearly to define the limits of their territories by singing.”

Territories are sometimes settled on in the fall by juvenile Song
Sparrows, both resident and summer resident. Other species that do

this are European Robins (Burkitt, Lack), California Shrikes. (Miller),

Mockingbirds (Michener, Laskey), and European Wren (Kduijver

et al., 1940). The Nuttall White-crowned Sparrow often claims as

his territory in January the place where he settled after the post-

juvenal molt (Blanchard 1941).

B. Behavior of the Mate on His Territory

When a male Song Sparrow definitely takes up his territory in

late winter or spring he stays consistently on it, except for brief

excursions for water or trespassing on neighbors’ territories
;
he gives

the awakening song and he sings a vast amount from vantage points.

He drives all other Song Sparrows from his territory and he also

drives most other birds. Like many other species, at first he claims a

much larger territory than he really needs.

1. Defense of Territory

The owner of a territory must intimidate those individuals that

might attempt to take his land. He needs to advertise his ownership
far and wide, and he needs to defend it from those rivals undeterred
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by his proclamation. He must have a means of distance threat and

of close range threat.
,

His method of advertising is his loud song, delivered from high

points on his territory; from here his song carries far and he is in a

position to watch for trespassers. (4M’s songs were plainly heard by

me at a distance of 200 meters.) The threatening function of the

advertising song was very evident with the hand-raised birds (Ap-
pendix II).

Trespassers—migrating Song Sparrows and birds of other species

much the same size or smaller—are dealt with by a rapid, determined

flight directly at the trespassers, the latter usually leaving the vicinity

before the owner reaches them.

Intruders, on the other hand, are responded to differently. Terri-

tory owners on meeting neighboring territory owners on the boundaries,

erect their feathers, thus increasing their apparent body size. Cott

calls such postures “expansion displays” (1940:213). Kramer (1937:

754) in his paper on lizards notes that enlargement is an element of

all “impressive behavior” (Imponiergehaben) . With the Song Spar-

row the enlargement is usually more vertical than lateral, making the

bird appear taller and larger in the shoulder regions. I called this

“ballooning”. It might also be called a “threat-posture”. In such

boundary encounters males often go through “sham feeding”, a sub-

stitute activity shown by the Snow Bunting, domestic cock, Skylarks,

Blue Tits, Coal Tits, Garganey Teal (Tinbergen 1939a :225), Prairie

Horned Lark (Pickwell 1931), European Avocet (Makkink 1936)

and Howling Monkeys (Carpenter 1934:37).

When a returning male finds his territory usurped, he goes into

a specialized threat-display, which I have called the “challenge” or the

“puff-sing-wave” (psw). He puffs himself out into the shape of a ball,

more laterally than vertically; he holds one or both wings upright and

vibrates them; and he sings softly and continuously incomplete songs.

He flies slowly, maintaining the puffed out position. Here there are

three intimidating elements—expansion, song and movement.
This activity was first shown by R at the age of 74 days (without

the puffing), by Y at 94 days, by B at 160 days and D at 178 days.

On Interpont I saw it shown by 52M at the age of 158 days when
another Song Sparrow alighted above him. With Y it appeared two

months before the attainment of adult singing, with D 6 days before,

while with B the two coincided. It is released in a male in territorial

mood by the following situations: another Song Sparrow, not his

mate, alights above him, or suddenly flies near him, or when an inter-
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loper has taken his territory. It releases nothing in young birds, but

it may have a decidedly intimidating effect on a somewhat older one,

e.g., B after the revolution of Nov. 7 ;
D on Dec. 17 when he started

to challenge Y, and Y reciprocated so much more violently that D
sat there, his crest up and his feathers compressed. However, on the

22nd, D intimidated Y by puffing, waving and singing loudly instead

of softly. (See Appendix II for detailed records.)

This demonstration is the threat of a bird at a temporary dis-

advantage, of one that intends to dominate. This is shown in captivity

by the behavior of Y before he gained the mastery and afterwards

when he was caged, or his opponent was caged. It is shown in nature

when a summer resident comes back to find a resident has appropriated

his territory (1M and 4M, 5M and 8M), when a young resident is

“visited” by an old resident neighbor (7M and 4M), and often when
an owner finds a mounted Song Sparrow on his territory. It is a sub-

stitute activity, a formalized threat, a signal that the demonstrator is

powerfid and intends to attack.

(Before I had a chance to study the challenge with the hand-raised birds I

partly misinterpreted its meaning (Nice 1938c), largely, I believe, because I

had often seen it given at the domineering 4M and never by him. Apparently

4M was never at a disadvantage!)

In May 1935 I tested a number of males by placing a mounted Song Spar-

row in the middle of their territories.

4M disregarded the mount for 10 minutes, then flew down, a little puffed,

pecked at its rump and flew away.

221M hopped about it, all puffed out; flew to a branch above and sang

softly; his mate approached, he descended to the mount, faced it, all puffed out

and started to fight it, attacking it breast to breast twice, then pecked it 3 times

on the head. The female gave the threat note. I removed the mount.

220M hopped around, evidently confused; there was no puffing nor singing.

Finally he pecked its bill, pecked several times. He went into the trap on which
the mount was standing and ate bread. He came out an4 fought, bumping breasts

and clutching with his feet. I removed the mount.

204M came at once, all puffed out, holding his left wing very straight and
vibrating it, and singing continuously sotto voce. Then he attacked the mount,
again and again. He no longer vibrated his wing, but he did sing. He attacked

it so violently around the head, hitting it as males do in fighting, that I took it

away.

Two days later I tried it again with 204M, this time changing its attitude

so that its head was lowered. 204M hurried there, puffed out and vibrating his

left wing vigorously, and singing softly. He was so greatly puffed out that he
sat on the top of the trap without his feet showing at all. He dashed for the

mount head on, buffeting it; then attacked it on the head with his feet.

A mirror was first shown to Y in March 1939; he fought his reflection

from then through June; no further attention was paid it until May 1940 when
he again attacked it, but since then he has ignored his image. On Apr. 7, 1939,
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he was presented with an enlarging mirror; he examined it first with one eye

and then the other and attacked. Four days later, however, when again shown

it, he raised his crest, and tchunked, but did not fight.

As is told in Appendix II both D and Y, when underlings, in-

timidated the female J for a while, thereby building up their con-

fidence, before they turned to the larger task of intimidating the male

rival. They treated J as an underling male, and she never gave them
any indication that she was not such an individual.

On Jan. 9, 1939, Y first showed a further substitute activity im-

mediately following the challenge, namely picking up stalks. This was
commonly seen thereafter, especially when Y was caged; he tugged

at strings, or picked up leaves and carried them about, or violently

manipulated weeds; he seemed to be venting his frustrated emotions.

Once when A suddenly approached, he merely pulled at strings with-

out preliminary display. Neither B nor D behaved in this way. It

reminds one of the tearing up of plants by Herring Gulls threatening

each other (Goethe 1937a :28).

Figure 4. Intimidation with the Song Sparrow. From left to right: 1, threat

posture, puffing ; 2, subordinate bird with raised crest; 3, challenge, puff-

sing-wave.

A full territory establishment encounter goes somewhat as fol-

lows: The present or former owner gives the challenge (puff-sing-

wave display), while the usurper follows him silently with shoulders

hunched in the threat-posture. Both may fly slowly with puffed-out

feathers. After a while the usurper starts to chase the owner, but

the latter returns again and again. A rough and tumble fight on the

ground ensues, after which the birds separate, each to sing loudly,

answering each other. Encounters may go on for many hours, the

roles gradually changing, until the former owner becomes the pursuer

and the usurper is finally routed.

2. A Summary of Song Sparrozv Methods of Intimidation

Ten methods possessed by the Song Sparrow for intimidation

and attack are shown in Table XIX.
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Table XIX
METHODS OF INTIMIDATION USED BY SONG SPARROWS

Between Sexes Actor and
Method Posture Sound d'd'd'9 9 9 $cT Circumstances

Advertising- Song.

Threat-note

Antagonism

Erect

None

Open bill

Lowered crest,
crouched body, ex-
tended neck, bill

pointed at victim

Loud
song

Zhee

None

None

XX X
X (X)1 X

Male on territory

Dominant male to sub-
ordinate; female to
mate, to neighbor male
and female when
threatened by them.

Young birds towards
dominant; female to
mate.
Dominant male to-
wards young birds
(Y to D, F. S); male
to neighbor female
(4M to K2, 1M to
K3).

Pursuit Rapid flight None X X Pair on territory.

Striking None X X X X In fights.

Fighting Spring in air,

bump breasts,
clench feet, peck

None XX X X Male over territory;
females over territory
boundaries, females
when pounced on by
males.

Threat-posture
"Balloon”

Enlargement ver-
tically. Sham feed-
ing

None X X X X Males meeting on
boundaries, females
meeting on boundar-
ies, female meeting
neighbor male.

Challenge "puff-
sing-wave’ ’

Feathers puffed,
wings vibrated,
slow flight in
puffed position

Soft
songs X (X)1 (XF

Male, that intends to
dominate at tempor-
ary disadvantage. Male
finding territory usurp-
ed by intruder, even
by a mount.

Pounce Darts down, hits
female and flies off

with a song

Song X Male on territory
pounces on his mate
and other females.

XY sometimes gave the threat-note and challenge to J, but he treated her no differently
from the subnormal male A; she showed no feminine behavior.

^nly one instance—-the belligerent female K42.

Sound is used in connection with four of these methods: song

in three and a special threat-note in the fourth. In “menace” the

initiatory movement of attack is shown. The threat-posture and chal-

lenge are formalized displays, depending for their intimidating effect

on apparent enlargement, and in the challenge on sudden, peculiar

movement of the wings, and on song.

Six of these techniques—from the threat-note through fighting

—

are used by young birds. All 10 are employed by adult males, and 6
normally by females. Nine have been seen used by males against males,

5 by males against females, 4 by females against females and 6 by
females against males. The complete repertoire of intimidation tech-

niques is characteristic of territorial situations, but only 3 mechan-
isms—the threat-note, pursuit, and striking—have been seen during
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the rest of the year. Pursuit is the only technique ordinarily used

against other species. The threat-note has been given against Cow-
birds, Juncos and Cardinals, as well as a young rabbit. Several times

1 have seen Song Sparrows use the threat-posture against Cowbirds

and also strike them. With the hand-raised birds, J opened her bill

(antagonism) at the Goldfinches, while Y often “menaced” the Bobo-

links and once showed elements of the challenge to a threatening Bobo-

link above him, and twice did so towards the Goldfinches, each time

waving a wing and once puffing.

C. Faithfulness to Territory

The male Song Sparrow is markedly faithful to his territory, as

a rule returning to or remaining on the same spot year after year,

unless driven out by cultural changes (Nice 1937:73-74). The female

is less able to return to her former home, for often upon her arrival

she finds her place pre-empted. However, in 37 per cent of 54 cases

on Interpont she returned to her former territory, in 30 per cent to

an adjacent territory, while in 33 per cent she settled from 100 to 700

meters distant.

The Song Sparrow is much more strongly attached to his or her territory

than is the House Wren, where only 31 per cent of 278 males had the same box

2 years in succession and 26 per cent of 279 records involving females; the rest

of the instances of male and female location ranging from “less than 1000 to 6000-

7000 feet”, except for 3 females that nested from 2% to 6 miles distant from
their former nesting boxes (Kendeigh 1941b : 17) . Many more nest boxes were
available “than were needed.”

The homing ability of the Song Sparrow is good, so far as it has

been tested. I regularly released at the house birds captured on their

territories from 400 meters to 1.6 kilometers (1 mile) distant; every

male returned to his territory and every female but one; she had

joined her mate only 2 days before her capture and instead of re-

turning the 400 meters she stopped on the way home and stayed with

an unmated male.

Manwell and Herman (1935) relate how Song Sparrows regu-

larly returned when carried miles from the place of capture;

Manwell (1936) tells of further experiments that proved the birds

returned when carried 2, 9, 15 and 35 miles in different directions.

All these tests were made in spring.

D. Relations of Song Sparrows to Other Passerines

The attitude of the Song Sparrow in the nesting season is a

despotic one towards most other passerines that enter the territory,
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although these are driven off much less vigorously than members of

its own species. Both male and female usually drive off species rang-

ing in size from the Ruby-crowned Kinglet to the Red-eyed Towhee.

Song Sparrows average some 22 grams in. weight; they dominated all

but 2 species weighing up to 42 grams (Towhee), and even 50 if the

male Cowbird is included. With the Catbird, weighing some 35 grams,

and nesting commonly on Interpont, I never recorded any
;

encounters.

Male Cardinals (42 grams) usually drove the Song Sparrows. Once
1M flew at a Brown Thrasher (70 grams), but the latter drove him

off. Robins and Starlings (both some 80 grams) were ignored.

All the species driven (except House Sparrows) that were larger

than the Song Sparrows were transients and so had little motive for

resistance. Field Sparrows, Maryland Yellow-throats, Indigo Bunt-

ings and House Wrens avoided the attack, and went about their busi-

ness. House Sparrows and Goldfinches often ignored the menace,

and the Song Sparrows usually did not press the matter With 22

different Song Sparrows, 8 of which were females, I have records of

House Sparrows being driven off 14 times and tolerated 5 times; of

Goldfinches being driven 7 times, tolerated 5 times; Juncos being

driven 20 times and ignored 7 times. With this last species the ex-

planation probably is that the aggressive impulse of the Song Sparrow-

tired after continued exercise on this harmless visitor.

A total of 19 species driven by male and female Song Sparrow
is given in Vol. I (Nice 1937 :68-69) ;

to these should be added Bewick
Wren and Purple Finch. These intruders were driven from the main
body of the territory, whether they alighted in trees or on the ground.

The earliest record I have of a female Song Sparrow driving is on
Mar. 6, 1930, when K7 chased a House Sparrow.' On Mar. 29, 1929;

I first noted K2 doing likewise after a fortnight’s residence. After the

nest is started, intruders are driven from its vicinity and also from
the body of the territory, and in 1929 even from its border 15 meters

distant, but the feeding station maintained in this location brought in

of a complicating factor. This intolerance of other species never in my
experience worked any special hardship on the birds that suffered;

from it; the summer residents mentioned above nested freely among
the Song Sparrows. :

Various species are reported as intolerant on their territories towards other
species besides their own. Hummingbirds are outstanding examples. A pair of

European Nuthatches drove off Blue Tits, possible nest-site competitors, but not
other species that alighted in the nesting tree (Venables 1938). Tree Swallows
ignored Barn, Bank and Rough-winged Swallows, but attacked a. female Purple
Martin (Kuerzi 1941:14). The Prothonotary Warbler drives off other species
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(Walkinshaw 1941:17). The male Galapagos Mockingbird chases off every bird

that approaches the nest (Venables 1940). The territories of 2 Bishop-Birds in

East Africa

—

Euplectes h. hordacea and E. capensis, often overlap
; there was

complete tolerance between the established birds, but strange males of either species

were chased by the territory owners (Lack 1935:823). Davis (1941c : 161

)

analyzed the situations under which a male Eastern Kingbird drove out intruders

of other species : “the bird must be moving into, about, or from the nest tree” ;

belligerency wanes soon after sunset, something not true of the Song Sparrow.

A pair of Loggerhead Shrikes (Lanins ludovicianus ) in North Dakota “defended”

their nest “from other species that came near about once in 20 minutes”
;
Arkansas

and Eastern Kingbirds were driven off 34 times in 16 hours and 6 other species

12 times (A. Johnson 1940). The Black Oyster-catcher (Webster 1941) and

European Warblers (Heilfurth 1935) are also intolerant of intruders of other

species on their territories.

In discussing the reported attacks of territorial males upon other species,

Tinbergen (1939c :63) says “in nearly all cases it is impossible to see whether

the author speaks of sexual fighting or of fighting against predators. . . . Occa-

sional attacks on strange birds may often be caused by incomplete discrimination.

The attacking animal reacts to sign stimuli (Russell 1934) as a consequence of

his innate or conditioned capacities (‘releasing mechanism’, von Uexkiill and

Lorenz). When the threshold of the fighting reaction is extremely lowered, some

animals will react to inadequate sign stimuli, which have only some similarity

with the optimal stimulus.”

With the Song Sparrow and the species mentioned above the

threshold of the fighting reaction is certainly low. The birds show

an aversion towards others about their own size. Does this come from

failure of the perceptual inlet to be sufficiently exact? It certainly is

not “sexual fighting” nor “fighting against predators”. Might it arise

from an hypertrophy of the territorial impulse?

i

E. Summary
1. Territory requirements are not rigid for the Song Sparrow; so long

-as he has cover and singing posts, a large variety of habitats will be accepted.

Birds appear to instinctively recognize their specific habitats : they may be re-

sponding to conspicuous features (Lack), key aspects (Miller), or ecological

magnets (Hickey).

2. For defense of the territory the owner’s method of distance-threat is

the advertising song.

3. Trespassers—migrating Song Sparrows and most other passerines—are

pursued.
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4. Boundaries are defended from neighboring Song Sparrows by the threat-

posture, or “ballooning”. This is shown by both sexes.

5. When a returning male finds his territory usurped, he goes into the

‘“challenge” or “puff-sing-wave display”. This is the threat of a male at a tem-

porary disadvantage.

6. A mounted Song Sparrow was placed on the territories of 4 Song

Sparrows; 4M paid little attention to it; 220M fought it; while 221M and 204M

gave the puff-sing-wave display and then attacked it vigorously.

7. Y showed the puff-sing-wave display more often than the other hand-

raised males; he added a further substitute activity, violent manipulation of ma-

terials at hand.

8. A full territory establishment encounter consists in the challenge by the

rightful owner and the threat-posture by the usurper ; chasing by the usurper

;

a fight on the ground
;
separation and loud singing by both birds.

9. Table XIX shows 10 methods of the Song Sparrow for intimidation.

10. Both male and female Song Sparrow show a high degree of faithful-

ness to their nesting territories, in remaining on them or returning to them.

Homing ability is well developed, nesting birds having returned from distances

up to 35 miles.

11 . Male and female Song Sparrows on Interpont were recorded as driving

from their territories 21 other species, ranging in weight from 6 to 42 or even

50 grams, the Song Sparrow’s own weight averaging 22 grams. Nevertheless,

several of these species nested freely among the Song Sparrows.
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CHAPTER XIII

The Function of Territory

The subject of territory has been treated to a greater or lesser

extent in the last 6 chapters and will play a role in many of the re-

maining ones. Elsewhere I have treated the subject of “The Role of

Territory in Bird Life” at some length, giving an historical sketch, a

description of various types of territory, brief mention of its occurrence

in other vertebrates, and a discussion of the bases and functions of

territory, with a bibliography of some 400 titles (1941c). Here these

subjects will be touched upon very briefly and from a somewhat

different angle.

The essence of territory is given in this rhythmical sentence by

Howard (1935:2) in regard to a Waterhen, “The pond with the

surrounding ground is his, in the sense that he lets no other male upon

it or strays himself beyond it.”

“The strict definition of territorialism [is] at present difficult or

even impossible”, writes Davis (1941b), who contends that “the be-

havior shown by any species is a stage in the evolution of that species”,

and “The concept of territorialism should be grouped with such con-

cepts as ‘species’ or ‘community’, ideas which have no objective ex-

istence and therefore should not be strictly defined.”

Several attempts at definitions have been made, notably by Mayr
(1935) and Tinbergen (1936a, 1939c). Personally I prefer the simplest

—that of Noble (1939b)— : “a territory is any defended area”.

A. Historical, Sketch

Although territory was casually mentioned as early as 1622 in

regard to the Nightingale in an Italian book on The Aviary (Olina),

and noted very occasionally by other writers in the 17th and 18th

centuries, it was not until 1868 that the theory was formally promul-
gated by Bernard Altum. This German ornithologist stated all the essen-

tials of the territory theory, including the modern view of song as a

threat to other males and invitation to a female. He also thoroughly

believed in the food value of territory. Altum was far ahead of his

times and his theories were not known outside of Germany.

It remained for Eliot Howard to rediscover the principle, to study

it painstakingly in the Old World Warblers (1907-14) and Buntings

(1920) and to analyze its foundation and functions (1929, 1935,

1940). Howard’s revolutionary influence on students of bird behavior

is well expressed by Hickey (1941) : “His most signal contribution
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was his success in convincing the scientific world that birds generally

recognize certain territories as their own or as others’ . . . and that

they act and breed accordingly. This thesis . . . forced the re-writing

of every song bird life history that had previously been published. It

gave new meaning to song and color in bird life, and provided bird

watchers with a refreshing stimulus which they will feel for at least

half a century to come.”

The extraordinary impetus given to territorial studies by How-
ard’s “Territory in Bird Life”, published in 1920, is shown by the

chronological arrangement of the 387 titles through 1940 in the bib-

liography of my review on territory published in 1941, where an at-

tempt was made to give a fairly comprehensive list of titles on this

subject in birds, with a few references on other forms. “There are

3 titles from the 17th century, 2 from the 18th, and 6 from the 19th,

11 in the first decade of the 20th century, 15 in the second, 48 in the

third, and 302 in the fourth.”

B. Types of Territory

A territory, in the last analysis, is any defended area. There are

many types of territories, some of which will be listed here

:

A. Mating, nesting and feeding ground. Examples, Song Spar-

row, Snow Bunting (Tinbergen 1939c), Prairie Horned Lark (Pick-

well 1931).

B. Mating and nesting, but not feeding ground. Examples,

Bishop-Birds (Lack 1935, the Moreaus 1938), Scarlet Finch (Haas

1939), Yellow-headed Blackbird (Fautin 1941).

C. Mating station only. Examples, Prairie Chickens, Black-

cock (Lack 1939a), Gould’s Manakin (Chapman 1935).

D. Nesting station restricted to narrow surroundings of nest. Ex-
amples Gulls (Goethe 1937a), Murres (Johnson 1941), Night Heron
(Lorenz 1938), House Sparrow (Daanje 1941), Tree Swallow
(Kuerzi 1941).

E. Feeding territories. These may be defended winter terri-

tories located elsewhere than the summer territory. (Many birds are

attached to winter areas without showing any disposition to defend

them.) Defended winter territories have been recorded for American
Robin (Price 1933), Black-bellied Plover (Micliael 1935) and White
Wagtail (Greaves 1941). Or feeding territories may be defended at

other times of year, as patches of flowers or syrup vessels by Humming-
birds, berry bushes by Townsend Solitaires (Lockerbie 1939), fishing

station by Night Heron (Lorenz 1938). Perhaps feeding shelves

should be included also (Mockingbird, the Micheners 1935).
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F. Roosting territories. Examples, British Tree Creeper (Rankin

1940), Bewick Wren (Williams 1942b).

These types are not rigid, as some birds may belong to one type

in one locality and to another in another
;
especially is this true of

types A, B and D. Some birds cannot well be fitted into any of the

types, for instance, the Eastern Kingbird (Davis 1941c) and Black-

capped Chickadee (Odum 1941b) both mate before selecting terri-

tory; the Kingbird feeds outside the territory, the Chickadee inside;

the former makes itself conspicuous, the latter does not. In his in-

teresting paper on territoriality in North American Hummingbirds,
Pitelka (1942) suggests “an additional category’’ of types of territory,

viz. “mating and feeding,” which should include most male Humming-
birds. With these birds pugnacity is displayed toward both sexes

and all species of Hummingbirds and “the conspicuous factor in male
territoriality seems to be food supply.”

With such a broad concept of territory, non-territorial birds

would appear to be rare. The Cowbird does not defend its nesting

area (Friedmann 1929, Nice 1937 : 1 54) ,
nor do some Parakeets (Davis

1940c), nor Macgregor’s Bird of Paradise (Rand 1940), nor some
Cuckoos (Baker 1942).

Territory is strongly developed in many fish (ter Pelkwyck and

Tinbergen 1937, Noble 1938, Noble and Curtis 1939) and lizards

(Noble 1934, Evans 1936a). It also occurs in some mammals (Gordon

1936, Tinbergen 1939a, Darling 1937, Carpenter 1937, 1940, Heape
1931).

C. The Problems of Territorial and Sexual Fighting

The matter of sexual fighting was emphasized by Tinbergen

(1936a) in a protest against the over-emphasis on “fighting for terri-

tories, not mates.” Sexual fighting is defined as “all fighting occurring

shortly before and during the formation of sexual bonds” ( 1939c :59).

Fights “to settle a social hierarchy, fights against predators and against

direct food competitors” are excluded. Sexual fighting “serves to

secure one or more objects or situations which are necessary for re-

production” ( 1936a :8). Tinbergen calls all territorial fighting “sex-

ual fighting”, saying that, even before the arrival of a mate, “a terri-

tory is, to the male, a 'potential female’ ” (1936a :7). “Sexual fighting

therefore serves to defend mate, territory, or other things that are

indispensable for reproduction, against sexual competitors” (1939c:

67).

Other authors make a distinction. With the Willet, the “female
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appears to be defended by the male before he defends territory”,

writes Vogt (1938:40). “At a later date the territory is vigorously

defended, by the male, both against other males and the mounted bird.”

After “strange males were not permitted within territorial bounds,

clear sexual defense vanished,” p. 25.

With the Ani, Davis (1940a :205) found: “Sex is not a factor:

the whole colony defends the territory against a strange bird no mat-

ter of which sex it may be.” The “behavior is related only to a piece

of land.” “The defense of a piece of land, it is reasonable to assume,

developed from the defense of the nest.” “The defense of territory

in Crotophaga ... is merely an extension of the defense of the nest

site.”

With the Chickadee, pairs fight upon meeting each other during the “pre-

nesting” period. “In several cases the fighting was clearly a defense of mates and

not territory since the birds involved later established territory elsewhere” (Odum
1941b :326). The Sierra Nevada Rosy Finch “has no fixed territory” (Twining

1938). The mated male is busy driving other males away from his mate, most

pursuits consisting of “short twisting flights in which the intruder is routed

without bodily contact,” but at other times strenuous fighting takes place. “Rosy
finches feed peaceably in flocks on the feeding grounds except when a mated pair

is present, whereupon other males are driven away. A building female is seldom

unaccompanied, and is always defended from all other males by her mate.” When
she starts incubation, he feeds her on the nest and “evidently becomes entirely

unconcerned over the presence of other males.”

Turning to the Eastern Kingbird, Davis (1941c) found that the birds pair

and then select a nest site and defend its vicinity, both sexes driving off other

members of the species, the male also driving off other species that enter the

nesting tree. Davis believes that “When a male Kingbird is fighting with another
Kingbird within his own territory he is simultaneously defending territory and
sex-partner. The female defends the sex-partner only,” that is, drives off other

Kingbirds some of which might be “females which might attract the male away.”
This distinction is not convincing to me, particularly as the sex of the trespassing

Kingbird was apparently not recognizable by the pair. I would rather agree with
another statement in this paper: “The evidence obtained indicates to the author
that the excessive fighting of the male is merely exaggerated territorialism,”

p. 165.

With the Song Sparrow it is possible to separate to some extent

territorial from sexual fighting. With the male much of the fighting

I believe can be considered clear defense of the territory, and not
defense of a female—actual or potential. We have seen that the chal-

lenge, which is the one display confined in nature to territorial situa-

tions, is a matter of social hierarchy, of settling questions of personal

prestige. Territory means that a bird is dominant in that area. To my
mind, a great deal of the “fighting occurring shortly before and during
the formation of sexual bonds” is fighting “to settle a social hierarchy”.
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The threat-posture, on the other hand, is used ordinarily by male

against male and female against female, but also rarely by male

against female and less rarely by female against male
;
also by both

against Cowbirds. This is a more generalized technique of intimida-

tion than the challenge
;
it seems to be used against intruders in general.

Some of the fighting by the male certainly has a sexual motive

—

when a female has just arrived and the male keeps between her and

a neighbor male, and when a male has pounced on a neighbor female

and is attacked by her mate (See Appendix III).

As to the female, she shows the threat-posture primarily to neigh-

bor females. Examples of sexual jealousy are given in Chapter XV
and Appendix III. Although with the female sexual fighting is of

most importance, yet she also shows territorial fighting in pursuing

neighbor males, either alone or in company with her mate, and in driv-

ing off other species.

To conclude, both incentives function in the fighting of the Song
Sparrows; the territorial is predominant in both sexes in much of the

defense against males and in the pursuit of other species, but some
of the fighting is certainly sexual.

D. The Female and Territory
In some species it is the female that proclaims and defends terri-

tory; the Northern Phalarope is the outstanding example of such be-

havior, as told by Tinbergen (1935). In other species females hold

territory for themselves during fall and winter, as the European Robin

(Burkitt, Lack), California Shrike (Miller 1931b), Mockingbird (the

Micheners 1935), and some Woodpeckers (the Heinroths 1924-33).

It is chiefly at this season that female Mockingbirds and European
Robins sing. Two female Nuttall (White-crowned) Sparrows mated
to the same male defended their portions of the territory against each

other (Blanchard 1941).

Many females appear to ignore the boundaries of their mates'

territories, crossing them at will, occasionally nesting outside them,

showing no disposition to defend the territory and fighting only against

trespassing females. With the Song Sparrow it seemed to me that

the female learned the boundaries in the first week or so after her

arrival when the pair stays close together. I have seen the male drive

his mate home when she chanced to be frightened from the territory.

Some female Song Sparrows help their mates drive off neighbor males

and sometimes they drive them alone. (See Chapter XV.) Resident

female European Blackbirds chased off both females and males except

their own mates (Morley 1937).
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E. The Bases and Functions of Territory

The chief theories as to the functions of territory are: (1) to

conserve the food for the young (Altum 1868, Howard 1920) ; (2)

to prevent undue increase of the species (Moffat 1903) ; (3) to prevent

interference in family life (Nice 1933d, Mayr 1935) ; (4) to bring the

pair together (Lack 1935, Noble 1939b).

The food value of territory has aroused a great deal of discussion

(the Lacks 1933). Often it plays no role, but as Tinbergen (1939c)

points out, “it is necessary to recognize that there are many species

of Passerines to which the territory is necessary to provide a certain

amount of food.”

Moffat’s theory that the chief function of territory is the preven-

tion of the undue increase of the species seems a little far-fetched. As
to the possible limiting effect of territory on the number of birds nest-

ing in a certain area, in many cases territory does limit the population,

•certainly in the Song Sparrow, but sometimes when food is super-

abundant, territorial lines break down.

From my detailed study of individual Song Sparrows, I came
to the conclusion that one of the chief functions of territory is to

prevent interference in family affairs, to allow the orderly sequence

of the nesting cycle to proceed without interference. The difficulties

which faced 1M and K2, 4M and K3 when territorial lines were
broken down through K2’s nesting in 4M’s territory are told elsewhere

(Chapter XV and Nice 1939a).

As to the last suggestion, Noble says, “Sexual territory . . . func-

tions primarily to test sexual readiness of the opposite sex and to

make possible the formation of sexual bonds” (1939b). This is

true of many territories, especially of typical examples of types A, B
and C and sometimes of D. Yet in some species pairing is effected

before territory is selected.

In the Song Sparrow, territory provides an ample food supply

for young and adults, it does limit the number of pairs on an area,

it is essential for the protection of family life, and it assuredly brings

the pair together.

Mayr (1935) makes a suggestion as to the evolution of territory. “The wide
occurrence of sexual jealousy among birds leads me to the belief that this is one
of the fundamental motives in the behavior of birds. Territory has become in

some species a means to assist the pairing and to facilitate the, task of the male
•of guarding the female. In time, territory obtained in some species an added
significance as a feeding station. The solution of the argument concerning the
significance of territory is probably the following: Territory was originally de-
veloped only in connection with the mating, but it has acquired in certain passerine
species a secondary significance as the food providing area.”
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To turn to the fundamental basis of territorialism, Katz (1937:

95) writes, “from the animal’s point of view the spot in which it has-

always lived undergoes an internal structuring, analogous to the struc-

turing of the functional or ‘life’ space of man. Such an internally

structured ‘life’ space we shall call ‘personal space’. The structure of

this personal space cannot be understood simply in terms of the animal’s

sensory-motor equipment, but only in connection with its affectively

toned vital needs”, p. 97.

Animals act from some point of reference; they need a certain

amount of familiarity with the environment for security. This sup-

port may come from acquaintance with special environment, or from
the presence of other animals that may function as social-companions

and not enemies. With some animals the former conditions are more
important, with others the latter. (In monotonous environments, such

as plains and oceans, flocking is common, as pointed out by Allee; see

Chapter VII.)

Familiarity with a place gives confidence to an animal and en-

ables it to dominate newcomers. This matter of place-conditioned

dominance depends partly upon the conservatism of the animal mind.

Habit is powerful and too much novelty is abhorrent. For some, the

place is unimportant per se, while dominance originally gained in

familiar environments carries over into new environments (domestic

fowl, Jackdaws). In still others, the place is of paramount importance;,

the animal remains there and remains dominant.

In the first case the natives may not be defending a place, but

they act surely; they know what they are about. Schjelderup-Ebbe

in discussing the “home-cage effect” says, “The psychological reason

for this is most probably to be found in the support which the native

birds of the place find in their accustomed surroundings
;
everything

has been explored, everything induces confidence” (1935:967). From
their experimental study of “Intercovey Social Relationships in the

Valley Quail”, Howard and Emlen (1942:169) suggest that the dom-
inance of aliens by established residents is in large degree related to

a favorable psychological attitude gained through familiarity with

the physical features of the covey’s range.

In territorial situations, the bond to the place is strong. Experi-

ments with pigeons have shown that new environments brought new
dominance relations, the bird that first became familiar with a place

becoming despot there, whereas a return to the old environment

evoked the former relations (Diebschlag 1941). With a territorial

bird the support from its own piece of land is so strong that it is un-
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defeatable on its territor}^ Here the confidence induced from familiar-

ity with an area is reinforced by the male's protective instinct towards

his young, even before their arrival.

The function of territory is protection—protection of the male

against the despotism of stronger neighbors, protection of the family

from interference from neighbors, protection of the food supply in

some cases. It also may function in bringing the pair together.

“With animals, as with men,” writes Craig (1921), “the cause of

a quarrel is very commonly a coveted territory”. Territorialism is a

deep-lying characteristic of a large proportion of vertebrates. The

instinctive display, the colors and structures, that function in the

proclamation and defense of territory, point to the long road of evolu-

tion away from brute force and towards law and order.

F. Summary

1. A territory is any defended area.

2. Territory is known to have been mentioned as early as 1622; the theory

was formally promulgated in 1868 by Bernard Ahum in Germany, but it was

Eliot Howard who brought it to the general attention of the scientific world.

3. Seven types of territories are listed, four of which are nesting territories,

the others winter, roosting and feeding territories.

4. Territory is strongly developed not only in the birds but in many fish

and lizards and in some mammals.

5. Tinbergen considers that territorial fighting is “sexual fighting”. Some

other observers distinguish the two kinds of fighting.

6. With the Song Sparrow, the territorial incentive is predominant in both

sexes in much of the defense against males and other species, but some of the

fighting is certainly sexual.

7. Occasionally females hold territory for themselves
;
sometimes they help

defend the male’s boundaries
;
sometimes they ignore the boundaries.

8. The chief functions claimed for territory have been : food value, limita-

tion of the numbers of a species in an area, protection against interference in

the nesting cycle, assistance to pair-formation. All of these are true in some

cases, but not in all. They are certainly true for the Song Sparrow.

9. With a territorial bird the support from its own piece of land is so

strong that it is undefeatable on its territory.

10. The function of territory is protection—protection of the male against

the despotism of stronger neighbors and protection of the family from interference.
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CHAPTER XIV

The Male and His Mate

The establishment of territory by the male is the first step in the

nesting cycle
;
the coming of the female is the second.

A. The Course of the Nesting Cycee

The nesting cycle of the Song Sparrow falls into 8 principal

stages, as already noted in Table XI in Chapter IX. Howard (1929)

divided the nesting cycle of the Reed Bunting and some other passerines

into 4 phases, while Tinbergen distinguished 9 for the Snow Bunting

(1939c). In Table XX the stages of the Song Sparrow cycle are com-

pared with these 2 other schemes.

Tabus XX
STAGES IN THE REPRODUCTIVE CYCLE OF VARIOUS PASSERINES

Song1 Sparrow

1. Male proclaims territory

2. Female arrives; prenuptial
3. Preliminary activities |
4. Building

J
5. Laying
6. Incubation
7. Care of young in nest
8. Care of young out of nest

Snow Bunting
(Tinbergen)

1. 'Males in flocks
2. Males on territories
3. Females present
4. Female on territory; pre-oestrum

5. Coition occurs

6. Laying
7. Incubation
8. Nestlings
9. Young have left

Reed Bunting
(Howard)

= 1st phase

= 2nd phase

= 3rd phase

= 4th phase

The cycles of the Song Sparrow and Snow Bunting correspond

well, except that the latter starts to build the nest more promptly than

does the former and 2 stages can be distinguished for the Song Spar-

row where only one is evident with the Snow Bunting. With the.

European Robin, Lack names 3 stages corresponding to the first 3 in;

the Song Sparrow—“pre-pairing,” “pre-nuptial,” and “post-nuptial”

(1939b :184).

Blanchard (1941) divides the “cycle of the Nuttall Sparrow into four

phases: the base level of fall and winter behavior, the rising tide of territorial

and sexual instincts, reproduction, and the subsidence of territorial and sexual

instincts.” Her “rising tide” corresponds to the first 3 stages in the Song Sparrow,

“reproduction” to the last 5.

The activities of male and female Song Sparrow throughout the

nesting cycle are summarized in Table XXI.
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The division of labor between the male and female is clear and

at the same time their cooperation. The last 5 or 6 stages are repeated

for each brood. Stage VIII may overlap stages III, IV, V and VI.

The two pre-nesting stages after the female’s arrival will be dis-

cussed in this chapter—prenuptial and the preliminary stages.

B. Prenuptial Stage
The female Song Sparrow announces her sex by various notes,

used only by females and typically in connection with a mate and

nest, chiefly a trill and a chatter. Upon the arrival of a mate the male

stops singing almost entirely; his courtship display consists in “pounc-

ing” on his mate, while his general attitude is that of guardian.

Howard (1929:8) says of the Reed Bunting after the arrival of

a mate, “Formerly he fought with determination, now with fury.”

Fighting of the male Snow Bunting becomes more frequent. The
European Robin may obtain a mate between mid-December and mid-

May; “whatever the date aggressiveness markedly increases and song

fairly markedly declines,” (Lack 1939b :201). With the Song Sparrow
there are more occasions for fighting after a male has a mate than

before, due to the fact that many fights are started by a male pounc-

ing on his neighbor’s mate. Also as with the Snow Bunting there is

some trespassing by unmated males, who attempt at first to get the

females to come to their territories.

The prenuptial period in which coition does not take place has

been noted for a number of species. Howard designated this a “prior

sexual condition”, Lack “pre-nuptial”, and Tinbergen “pre-oestrum”.

The terms oestrus, oestrum, etc., denote definite stages in mammals,
but are not in a strict sense applicable to birds.

The prenuptial period may last two months or more with resident

female Song Sparrows, or for only a few days at the beginning of the

nesting season; later, in second and third broods and in the replace-

ment of mates it seems to be suppressed.

Examples of behavior upon the first arrival of mates are given

in Appendix III.

1. The Cessation of Song
The change from almost constant singing all morning long to 2

to 10 songs an hour or possibly none at all is startling. The awakening
song is suppressed. Only if a new male tries to take up territory in

close proximity will highly stimulated song reappear temporarily. 1M
on Mar. 15, 1930, sang 278 songs in an hour when engaged in terri-

torial controversies with the new arrival, 10M
;
this happens to be one

of the highest records I have.
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Contrary to the situation with the Snow Bunting, the inhibition

of song does not commence the moment that a mate comes; during

the first few hours after her arrival the male may sing from 54 to

147 times an hour. The inhibition lasts until the female starts build-

ing her nest, at which time the awakening song typically appears, al-

though day-time singing may not reach its height until incubation is

under way.

This cessation of song upon the arrival of the mate has been re-

ported in many European birds: Reed Warbler (Howard 1907-14),

Reed Bunting and others (Howard 1920), Chaffinch, Yellow Bunting,

Lesser Redpoll, Robin, Chiffchaff, Willow, Sedge and Grasshopper

Warblers, and Whitethroat (Burkitt 1921), Northern Phalarope (Tin-

bergen 1935) and Snow Bunting (Tinbergen 1939c). “The partial

or complete suspension of the song after pairing has taken place is

the most interesting, as it is the most noticeable feature” of the rela-

tionship between song and the presence of the female. “In fact, in

greater or less degree, a change is noticeable in the song of many resi-

dent and migratory species under similar circumstances, a deterioration

so marked that we learn by experience to regard it as a certain indica-

tion of the arrival of a mate” (Howard 1920:131-133). Burkitt states

that “Mating generally puts a brake or stopper on song” (1922) and

that “any strong continual singes is mateless” (1921).

Strangely enough we do not have many observations on this

point on birds in America. A sudden decrease in the volume and

amount of song is characteristic of Mockingbirds (Laskey 1933, 1935,

the Micheners 1935). I noted in Ohio that Indigo Buntings sang ap-

preciably less after the coming of their mates. With the resident Nut-

tall [White-crowned] Sparrow the male sings in January till he has

“regained possession of all or part of the territory he patrolled the

year before. With this achievement, if the male is already mated,

song and frequent pursuits fall into abeyance, perhaps because there

is no further need of them” (Blanchard 1941 :18). Song appears again

with the start of incubation in March or April. The period of abeyance

of song ranged from 45 to 58 days. With the migratory Puget Sound
[White-crowned] Sparrow 8 days were spent in singing and territory

establishment, then 2 weeks of silence ensued before incubation begins.

As to the correlation of behavior to the gonad cycle, Blanchard writes : “The
beginning of increased and forceful singing and of chasing and of fighting (in

the Nuttall Sparrow) correlates with the time of increase in numbers of func-

tional interstitial cells (histologic stages 3 and 4 of the testis . . .). The cessation

of loud singing, when segregation has been achieved, occurs roughly at, or a short

time after, the arrival of the testis at stage 5 (when the interstitial cells no longer
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appear to be increasing in numbers and the tubules are filled with primary-

spermatocytes in synapsis). The ensuing interval of rare singing normally cor-

responds with the greatest and most rapid increase in the size of testes, from less

than 20 to over 100 mm.3

,
though this correlation is not requisite, since unmated

males may sing throughout this period,” p. 21.

“In pugetensis, on the other hand, the attainment of stages 4 and 5 is ac-

companied by none of these phenomena but by the departure and flight of per-

haps a thousand miles to the breeding grounds. By the time of final settlement on

breeding territory the testes of pugetensis are eight times the size of those of

nuttalli,” p. 78.

In various non-passerines, males stop calling and displaying as

soon as joined by mates, as, for instance, the Grey Heron (Verwey

1930), Black-crowned Night Heron (Allen and Mangels 1940) and

Brandt Cormorant (Williams 1942a).

What is the explanation of the stopping of singing? Tinbergen

suggests that it shows clearly that attraction of a mate is the primary

function of advertising song in such species ( 1939c :80). If this is so,

why do Snow Buntings, Song Sparrows and others sing so much after

nesting has begun? With neither of the races of the White-crowned

Sparrow studied by Blanchard does the stopping of song occur immedi-

ately upon the arrival of a mate; perhaps there is so much territory

settlement to be attended to that the situation is analogous to that

when 1M, although mated, sang so vigorously in defiance of 10M. If

terrritory is also settled, both objects have been achieved, and the male

might be considered as entitled to a rest. Why then does he resume

singing later? Partly perhaps on account of loneliness. I have the

impression that song is definitely inhibited during the prenuptial and

preliminary periods. The male spends much time with his mate, he

mounts bushes as if to guard her while she searches for food, and he

gives the fear note tik tik tik at the sudden appearance of a person.

Occasionally the female deserts at this stage. I have wondered whether

anxiety over his mate may have something to do with the inhibition

of song.

2. Pouncing

The male Song Sparrow’s “courtship” display is as follows : he

suddenly flies down to his mate, collides with her, and immediately

flies away with a loud song. At times he hits her severely, while at

other times he merely “swoops” down nearly touching her, but giving

the loud song as he leaves. The female stands still and usually gives

one of 2 notes—the trill, typical of copulation, or the threat note

zhee; early in the season the former is the usual response, later the

second note is heard more often.
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In 1929 K2 responded to her mate lM’s pounces as follows: Mar. 22 to Apr.

14 (preliminary and nest-building stages) 17 times with the trill, once with zhee

,

and twice with silence; from May 16-22 (preliminary and nest-building) 4 times

with zhee; June 18-21 (preliminary) once zhee, followed by a chatter, 8 times

zhee.

In 1935 K200 responded to her mate 4M’s pounces as follows : Mar. 7 to

Apr. 11 (prenuptial) 9 times with the trill, twice with a chatter, twice with zhee,

twice with zhee followed by a trill, and once by fighting; from Apr. 12-29 (prelim-

inary and nest-building) once with the trill and 11 times with zhee.

Pouncing on the mate is confined typically to the early stages of

the nesting cycle—the prenuptial, preliminary and building periods,

and is very rarely seen during egg laying, incubation or while the

young are in the nest. It may reappear, however, the day that the

young leave the nest, if another brood is to be started immediately.

If one day a pair was known to have eggs and the next day the male

is seen pouncing, it is an almost sure sign that the nest has been broken

up. The earliest records I have for pouncing are Feb. 11, 1931, Feb.

12, 1932, Feb. 17, 1933, Feb. 22, 1930, Mar. 4, 1935, and Mar. 29, 1934.

The latest is July 14, 1930.

Pouncing appears to be analogous to the sexual chase in Old World
Warblers, Reed Buntings and others (Howard 1929) and the Snow
Bunting. With the European Robin there seems to be nothing of the

kind (Lack). The male Nuttall Sparrow from early March on “punc-

tuates long periods of indifference by 'attacks’ upon the female. Sud-

denly, with no warning that I can detect, his indifference changes to

aggression. He chases the female and jabs her with his beak” (Ban-

chard 1941 :24). There were 7 records of such attacks, occurring from
18 days before copulation to 2 after. The male Canary at times at-

tacks his mate severely (Shoemaker 1939b).

Howard believes that the sexual chase shows that the male is

ready to copulate; this cannot be true of the pouncing of the Song
Sparrow early in the season. Pouncing has no immediate connection

with copulation.

As will be described in the next chapter the male does not con-

fine his pounces to his own mate. Pouncing on the mate occurs during

the long period while song is inhibited and also during building. It

may be a technique of the male for impressing himself upon his mate
during the time of silence, of making his presence keenly felt

!

3. The Female’s Notes
Some female Song Sparrows are vocally expressive, while others

are quiet. I never noticed any correlation with age, except that K2
was noisy while building her first nest in 1929 and just the opposite

during this process for her 3 later nests this year and her 3 nests in
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1930. Although the chief notes are those I call the trill and the chat-

ter, some females have a great variety of other notes which they use

early in the season.

a. The Trill

This is the note usually given after copulation; it appears to be

always used in connection with the mate. It is a nasal, shrill note, dif-

ficult to transcribe with letters. I have called it ee-ee-ee, but some-

times wondered whether d-d-d would not have been better. It is given

on approach of the mate on foot, or when he is flying over or swoop-
ing over her

;
after a pounce early in the season

;
sometimes when the

female comes into a tree below the male, or he alights above her ; often

in answer to a song when she is in the open or on the nest
;
and finally

when he is having a fight with neighbors. The earliest records I have

for this note are Feb. 15, 1933, Feb. 28, 1931, Mar. 7, 1935, Mar. 15,

1929, and Mar. 30, 1934.

b. The Chatter

This note is usually given in connection with the nest or copula-

tion, and is almost always given during or just after a flight. It is often

used as an invitation to copulation, and it is typical of nest building.

It has been heard during all stages of the nesting cycle except incuba-

tion. While the young are in the nest it is given in subdued form.

My earliest records for it are Feb. 15, 1932, Feb. 20, 1933, Mar. 7,

1935, and Mar. 10, 1930.

c. The Song

The song of the female Song Sparrow has been discussed in

Chapter X. Here I will merely mention that it has been noted on Inter-

pont from Feb. 12 to Apr. 19, 6 times in February, 14 times in March
and 19 in April, always during the prenuptial and preliminary stages.

I have recorded it from 11 of the 200 breeding individuals, with two

of them 2 years in succession. The hand-raised female gave a brief,

whispered song throughout February.

4. Behavior of Y and D Tozmrds J and A
Neutral sex behavior was observed in two of the hand-raised

birds. The female J behaved in much the same sexless manner as the

subnormal male A. Apparently Y and D treated J as an underling male.

J hatched about Aug. 4, 1939, and was in my study from late November
until her death by accident in mid-March. For some time she was kept in the

cage with the pair of young Goldfinches
;
in general the two species ignored each

other, unless startled by sudden movements of the other bird. On Jan. 6, J pecked

towards a Goldfinch, on the 9th she opened her bill at them. On this day she was
put into the large cage by herself. One or the other of the male Song Sparrows
was loose in the room constantly. J never showed any distinctively female behavior.
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The first time she was heard giving any note was on Jan. 9 when she uttered a

low chip chip chip. It was not until Feb. 1 that she gave the call note tsip. On
Feb. 5 she first gave the threat-note zhee at Y. Throughout February she gave

“brief whispered warbles.

Both Y and D tried to dominate her by flying at her. Often she fought back,

at times giving the threat note, but often she was much disturbed by their repeated

“attacks”, as evinced by her raised crest. Y even went through the puff-sing-wave

display at her 8 times from Feb. 2 to Mar. 2. (See Appendix II.) A post-mortem

examination showed that she was very fat, weighing 24.5 grams; possibly this

condition had something to do with the non-appearance of sex behavior in the

environment of the warm room and lights on often in the evening. It is true

that she was a late-hatched bird.

The following year I had a control experiment in the atypical male A, small

(yet with wing measurements of a male) and slightly crippled in his feet. Al-

though kept until 1 1 months old, he never sang except occasionally in a weak,

whispered warble. Y’s behavior towards him and his towards Y did not differ

from that seen the year before with J. Only once did I hear A giving the threat

note to Y (from well within the safety of his own cage), but he did sometimes

tchunk.

C. Preliminary Stage

This stage is marked by the start of copulation. Symbolic nest-

building, performed by both sexes, reaches its crest at this time, al-

though it appears to a slight extent in the prenuptial stage. Singing

is still inhibited in the male, but may be performed—such as it is

—

by the female.

Howard, Tinbergen and Lack make one stage including the be-

ginning of coition and nest-building
—“Second Phase,” “Fifth Period”

and “Post-nuptial Period” respectively. With the Snow Bunting and

Reed Bunting both activities begin simultaneously (Tinbergen 1939c:

29), while with the European Robin coition does not occur until after

the commencement of nest building (Lack 1939b : 190) . With the

Song Sparrow, however, coition may begin at least 10 days before

the start of nest building. Moreover, with the Song Sparrow an im-

portant change takes place with the male when his mate begins to

build, for then he starts to sing once more.

1. Coition

The female postures by spreading her wings and quivering them,

and raising her head and tail
;
the male mounts, balancing himself with

his wings
;
the act is consummated in about a second, after which he

usually flies a short distance away. The female generally gives the

trill directly afterwards, but the male never gives any note or song,

in contrast to the pounce which is always followed by a song. He
often returns immediately and the process may be repeated 2 or 3

or even 4 times in quick succession. Sometimes the female chatters
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while posturing. Copulation usually occurred when the pair first came

together, especially after one or the other had just alighted from a

flight. It did not happen after the birds had been feeding near each

other for a minute or two. It always took place on or near the ground

In 1929 copulation was noted with 1M and K2 from Mar. 27,

although it might have occurred as early as the 21st; the first egg was
laid 14 days later. In 1932 the first copulation was seen Apr. 5, and

the first Song Sparrow egg on Interpont found 18 days later; here

the same pair was not involved. In 1935 it was first seen with 4M
and K200 on Apr. 20, their first egg being laid 13 days later. Blan-

chard has records of copulation 15 days before the laying of the first

egg with the Nuttall Sparrow (1941:26).

From Mar. 21 to Apr. 10, 1929, I have notes on 28 successful

copulations, and also 13 instances when K2 postured with no response

from 1M and 4 cases where unsuccessful attempts were made. Some
samples are given in Appendix IV.

2. Symbolic Building

Although the male normally never assists in building the nest,

yet early in the cycle he may pick up and carry nesting material. It

may well be that he sometimes molds his pieces into the beginnings of

a nest. Nest molding was seen with the hand-raised males when 2 to

3 months old (Chapter VI). Manipulation of nesting material by

the male appears occasionally during the prenuptial stage, but is most
pronounced during the preliminary stage. This activity may cause

confusion to the observer hoping to find a nest, for a bird with stuff

in its bill may not be building. Both male and female indulge in this

symbolic nesting, often the male more than his mate. It usually seems
to be a joint affair; while one bird carried material, its mate was apt

to accompany it. 1M had favorite spots at the opposite ends of the

territory, one being in a tunnel under rocks. K2 built her third nest

—

in May—in one of the places she had often carried stuff to in March.
4M and K200 carried on their symbolic nesting separately. Often the

birds picked up pieces of bark or grass and flew with them at random,
soon dropping them.

Symbolic nesting plays an important part in courtship in many species

—

Grebes, Cormorants, Lapwings, and others. With Mockingbirds, when a female
arrives the male picks up twigs and carries them into shrubs or vines (Laskey
1933). In Jewel Fish “both sexes practice head standing which . . . might be
called ‘symbolic’ nest building” (Noble 1938:136).

Lorenz (1932:55) mentions the strong impulse shown by his tame Ravens
and Jackdaws to fly with nesting material much further than necessary under
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the circumstances. He cites the behavior of the Canary, that ordinarily never

“thinks” of flying, but that tries hard to do so when it has nesting material in

its bill. The Song Sparrows usually flew with their loads.

D. Summary

1. The nesting cycle of the Song Sparrow is divided into 8 stages as shown

in Table XX.

2. The different activities of male and female in each stage are shown in

Table XXI.

3. Records of behavior upon the first arrival of females are given in Ap-

pendix III.

4. The second stage—prenuptial—is characterized by the cessation of sing-

ing by the male. It may last two months with resident pairs.

5. Cessation of song upon the arrival of a mate has been noted in many

birds, especially with European species.

6. The male Song Sparrow’s “courtship display” consists in “pouncing”,

i.e. he flies down, hits the female and leaves with a loud song. This occurs dur-

ing the early stages of the nesting cycle, but ceases with the start of egg laying.

7. The female Song Sparrow has 2 chief notes : a trill given after copulation

and on other occasions in connection with her mate; and a chatter given in con-

nection with the mate or the nest, often uttered in flight, and sometimes given

before copulation.

8. Y and D behaved towards J as $ she were an underling male.

9. The third stage—preliminary—is marked by the start of copulation and

by symbolic building, in which both sexes pick up and carry nesting material.

Symbolic building is characteristic of courtship in many species.

10. Copulation takes place upon invitation of the female
;

it usually occurs

just after the birds come together or alight after a flight; the male never gives

any note, but the female often trills. See Appendix IV.
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CHAPTER XV
Relations of the Pair to Each Other and Their Neighbors

Relationships between members of the pair and between them

and their Song Sparrow neighbors are instrumented by personal ac-

quaintanceship. This was clear to me after I had tried to catch in-

dividuals by putting birds of the same sex in traps on their territories

;

as a rule in March and early April birds were excited when neighbors

of the same sex were used and often entered the trap to fight the in-

truder. There was evidence that 2 females, the center of whose terri-

tories were 200 meters apart, knew each other, but in general I do

not believe that acquaintanceship extended for a distance greater than

150 meters, i.e., the nearest neighbors and those one territory further

off. Trapped birds from territories further than this aroused little

interest in the male and even less in the female. In this non-sexually

dimorphic species, sex is distinguished by behavior, and birds make
no mistake as to the sex of the Song Sparrows living near them.

There is a definite bond between members of a pair, but it is not

as strong as in some birds. There is antagonism towards neighbors

of the same species, yet there exists a lively mutual interest, and it

must be remembered that neighbors are potential mates, in case of

the death of one of a pair, an event that happened all too often on In-

terpont (Nice 1937: Chapter XVII).

A. The Bond Between the Pair

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the male is solicitous over

his new mate, acting as sentinel to watch for danger, both from preda-

tors and rivals. The pair keeps together much of the time, first one,

then the other taking the lead. When they lose track of each other they

call tsip. (When the male Snow Bunting loses sight of his mate he

gives the call note, and if he gets no answer, he starts to sing (Tin-

bergen 1939c :25).)

What does a Song Sparrow do when its mate is caught in a trap?

It was rather exceptional for a bird to show concern. There was no
tendency for a bird to follow its mate into the trap, nor, on the other

hand, did the mate’s experience appear to condition the bird against

the trap. I have 2 cases in which the female tchunked, and one case

where she tchipped when the male was in the trap. As for the males,

the most common behavior was to sing from an elevated perch. In 6
cases they showed concern.

When K2 was caught in March 1930, her mate 5M and neighbor 10M both
tchunked. When K34 was caught, her mate started to tchunk, then sang. I
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found K204 in the trap and 204M singing; he uttered tik-tik-tik as I removed

her. When K7 was caught, her mate 4M and neighbor 1M tchunked; 3 minutes

later 4M entered the pull-string trap himself. When 4M’s mates in 1932 and

1935 were trapped, he tik-tik-tiked at my approach. On June 3, 1935, his second

mate, K201 and her 3 weeks old young were in the trap
;
4M was excited and

gave an unusual note very near me as I put them in the gathering cage

—

puh-

puh-puh. As I carried them into the house to weigh them, 4M began to sing.

When I returned with the captives in a small cage, he stopped singing and began

to tik-tik-tik. He did not pounce on K201, as males often do when their mates

return from such an enforced absence, but came near, apparently excited in

guardian role over his step-child. Later in the day on the 2 occasions that I

visited the garden and when my daughter did so, 4M gave the tik-tik-tik note

with vigor. In this case his concern was both for his new mate and for the young
bird.

There seem to be few observations as to the behavior of birds

when their mates are caught in traps. Tufted Titmice at Columbus
were greatly excited in winter over the capture of one of the flock

in a trap. When a male Robin was caught, his mate seemed disturbed.

One or more Wren-tits ‘'may circle the trap while another is being

banded” (Erickson 1938:301). If one of a pair of Marsh Tits “is

caught in a trap the other usually shows disturbance and distress,

but when the trapped bird is transferred to the hand, and is trans-

formed from a fluttering, struggling and perhaps ejaculating object

into a silent, still one, the mate ceases to be so concerned” (Morley

1942).

1. Hozv Permanent Is the Bond

?

Although the majority of Song Sparrow pairs remained to-

gether throughout one season, there were 11 known cases on Inter-

pont where females deserted their mates, and one where a male did

so. Five females changed mates early in the prenuptial period; 2 did

so just at the start of nesting (one was mated to a bird with a broken
leg)

;
and 4 followed their young into the territories of unmated

neighbors and remained to nest there. Of the first 5, one bird was
trapped the day of her arrival; she joined a new mate 200 meters

distant
;
another female stayed with the adult summer resident owner

of the territory after he had driven her first mate, a young resident,

into an adjoining territory.

K42 joined 9M Feb. 22, 1931 ;
on the 25th she was having a territory quarrel

with 11M; on the 27th she started wandering, giving loud threat-notes to both
11M and 9M who had followed her for a distance

;
on Mar. 2 she was with 66M, 250

meters distant (see Map 3 in Vol. 1, Nice 1937) ;
from the 5th to 20th with

11M, finally returning on the 22nd to 9M with whom she nested. She sang vigor-
ously Apr. 14 and 18, and was very dilatory about starting to lay and in her
incubating.

K58 was 65M’s mate in 1931 ; in 1932 she arrived Mar. 3 and joined 101M,
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65M’s successor. On Mar. 16, I found she was with 9M, 100 meters to the east.

1 walked over lOlM’s territory and soon routed him out; he flew to his northern

border and was chased by the owner of the next territory
;
he then went over

to 9M’s land, and he and K58 hurried home, chased by 9M. By the 19th, however,

K58 had moved to 9M’s territory for the season. The next spring she arrived on

Mar. 14, and joined 4M who had taken over 9M’s land (9M being dead)
;
2 days

later, however, she had joined 143M just to the west and remained with him. Both

years she had joined the male holding the territory of her former mate, but before

long had joined a neighbor.

Tinbergen tells of a female Snow Bunting that went back and forth many
times between 2 males on the day of her arrival ( 1939c :23), while female Mock-
ingbirds may stay a few hours or days and then leave (Laskey 1933). The male

Mockingbird “guards” his new mate, “giving soft warning notes at the approach

of some one”
;

if he comes too close, she pecks him.

The male Song Sparrow that deserted his mate and young was disturbed

by my placing a trap over the nest
;

his territory had been taken up late in the

season
;
he procured a third territory for himself 200 meters to the west, obtained

a mate, and the following year returned to this spot.

Two pairs that were driven out by destruction of cover on Mar. 1, 1933

separated; one male disappeared, while his mate settled some 150 meters south-

west. The other male settled some 150 meters to the south and his mate (K135)

400 meters to the north. I suspect that females probably at times desert after

their nests have been broken up, possibly after a narrow escape from a predator.

However, I never located such a bird on or near Interpont. With Nuttall White-

crowned Sparrows Blanchard found faithfulness the rule
;

twice polygamy and

extended territories complicated the picture, while “the shock of losing nestlings

may have been responsible for two of the three desertions of one mate by the

other” (1941 :36). Howard writes (1929) that he never found a bird deserting after

she had once joined a mate, but Howard did not band his birds.

As to faithfulness throughout one season, -some years ago I gath-

ered together the material I could find on this subject with banded
birds (1930b), and found that in the majority of cases the mates

stayed together, but that with some species that temporarily leave

the territory after the young are fledged, change of mates often

occurs, as in Catbirds, Bluebirds and House Wrens. Since then I

have found one case of Robins changing mates, but two cases of their

raising 3 broods together (Schantz 1939, Nice 1941b)
;
most of the

evidence still points to no change during one season. With House
Wrens Kendeigh reports remating taking place in 41 per cent of pos-

sible cases (1941b). In Hungary Warga (1939) found that with

banded individuals pairs of Great Tits and Common Redstarts re-

mained together for the 2 broods in one nesting season.

Some times Song Sparrows remate for a second year; there were

8 such instances on Interpont out of 30 cases where mates were present

2 years in succession, or 27 per cent. Since males retain or return

to their territories and females attempt to do the same, it seems
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strange that remating did not occur more often
;
the explanation would

seem to lie in the many chances a male had to get a mate before the

arrival of his last year’s mate, particularly when the proportion of

resident females was high. In the House Wren there was remating

in subsequent years in 40 per cent of the possible cases; here the

relatively short span of time between the arrival of different females

that had nested before would give a bird more chance to obtain her

former mate than was possible with the Song Sparrows. The same

pairs of Royal Albatrosses nested together—3 pairs since 1938, one

since 1937 and one since 1935 (Richdale 1942).

Even if both birds of a pair were resident and wintered near to-

gether, I could see no evidence of a bond between the two during fall

and early winter. With many birds there appears to be a real per-

sonal attachment between the mates. This seems to be the case with the

Nuttall (White-crowned) Sparrow (Blanchard 1936, 1941). Warga
(1938) found evidence of permanent mating with banded Great Tits

in Hungary. Colquhown (1942) writes of color-ringed Blue Tits in

England : “In winter, it is difficult to tell whether a bird is paired or

not: the most certain way is to watch the roost. Paired Blue Tits . . .

very often roost close to each other, while they indulge in a ‘good-

night’ display which probably has considerable social significance in

maintaining the relationship.” In northern New Jersey Tufted Tit-

mice go more or less in pairs throughout the winter (Mayr, letter).

The faithfulness to mates of Greylag and other Geese in captivity is

well known (Heinroth 1912a)
;
Tavistock found the same was true

with some of his Parrots that had their liberty on his estate.

B. Relations of the Pair to Their Neighbors

The relations of both male and female Song Sparrows to neighbors

of their own species during the nesting season are hostile. The female

by association with her mate seems to learn the boundaries of the

territory, and she takes part in its defense. In general males fight males

and females, females, as Tinbergen found with the sexually dimorphic

Snow Bunting, but there are many exceptions with the Song Sparrows.

1. The Male and Other Males

Quarrels along the boundaries are the rule in a thickly settled

Song Sparrow community. 1929 I saw many of these nearly every

day from March into July between 4M and 1M, particularly at the

feeding station which I maintained on the border between the two
territories. 4M at this time was a markedly belligerent bird, dominat-

ing all his neighbors
;
in later years he became more peaceable. In his
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threat-posture, he expanded his feathers chiefly in the shoulder regions

-—what I called “ballooning”, while 1M puffed himself out more
laterally.

Mar. 17. Both males are puffed out and somewhat hunched up. They face

each other only a few inches apart, then proceed to hop and walk and scratch,

picking up food, each staying on his side of the boundary.

Mar. 30. 1M and 4M threaten, back and forth; one retreats, the other follows;

the first one stops, and turns about
;

the other retreats. Both are somewhat
puffed up. K2 goes for 4M, her tail spread; they stand facing each other, then

both retire. 4M utters a few zhees—the threat note.

Apr. 6. 4M ballons at 1M, who puffs at 4M
;
the females stay in their re-

spective backgrounds. 4M goes near his mate who pecks at him. K2 ballons at

K3 who retires. The males come within 3 inches of each other, 4M balloned, 1M
somewhat puffed and with spread tail. Suddenly a real fight is staged, the males

hopping up and down, the females clenching.

Both pairs—1M and K2, 4M and K3—often deliberately tres-

passed on each other’s territories.

Mar. 24. 1M and K2 are searching in 4M’s rose hedge; he chases them home
with much zheeing. 1M stops on the trough with his tail spread, K2 utters zhee

zhee.

Mar. 27. 4M and K3 are in lM’s territory; he pursues them to their land,

where they turn and pursue him.

Apr. 6. 4M comes into lM’s land, his tail twiching nervously; he comes into

the south cherry, rapidly climbs the bank and goes along it till he reaches the

south end where K2 is at work on her first nest; she attacks him, starting him
towards his territory. 1M comes dashing from the north end and finishes driving

him home, being in turn chased by 4M and his mate.

Apr. 28. 1M suddenly flies directly west over the rose hedge and swings

back home with 4M and K3 in hot pursuit. He sings as he lands in safety, puffed

out and tail spread. K2 joins him with a zhee zhee. The males have a vigorous

fight, while their mates give the threat-note.

This matter of trespassing makes one think of what Rinkel (1940)
wrote of the Lapwings, “Especially the 'ground fights’ of the $ S

and their ‘aerial combats’ ('border clashes’) make the impression of

plays only, which the birds seem to need; this also points to the love

of 'social’ breeding”.

2. The Male and Females Not His Mate

The Song Sparrow male pounces on neighboring females when
the mates of the latter are at the other end of their territories

;
these

attacks are usually much more severe than those on his own mate,

and they elicit a violently antagonistic reaction in the female, who
fights back, at the same time uttering loud threat-notes. Usually her

mate comes rushing to the rescue and fights the interloper, while the

mate of the latter hurries near and trills and postures.

Howard says in regard to the Yellow Bunting: “Putting aside all
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theory, there is a fact which shows beyond a doubt that in the second

phase he is in a state of organic preparedness, I refer to stolen mat-

ings. These are by no means uncommon where territories adjoin and

different females are in different stages of development; and despite

the efforts of the owner to prevent it, a male will sometimes succeed

—

as far as one can tell—in reaching a sexual union” (1929:42).

The pouncing of the Song Sparrow on neighboring females dif-

fers from these observations in several respects: it is not a matter of

the female being in Howard’s third phase (from the start of coition

through egg laying), for most of the attacks recorded were made on

incubating females, and they happened while the male’s own mate
was in all possible stages. These pouncings did not result in “stolen

matings”, for copulation never occurs in this connection, and, more-
over, the male was almost always fought.

With the Ovenbird stolen matings do occasionally occur (Hann
1937, 1940), also with Grey Herons (Verwey 1930), Herring Gulls

(Goethe 1937a), and Rooks (Yeates 1934).

4M pounced on IM’s mate, K2, rather frequently in 1929 and in

later years on the mates of other neighbors.

Apr. 5. A fierce fight between 4M and K2; he knocked her down on the

east bank in lM’s territory; 1M conies rapidly and attacks 4M, while K3 hurries

near chattering and scolding. K2 was silent, but 4M sang.

An interesting example of delayed reaction took place on May
12: K2 started for her nest with a caterpillar, 4M pounced on her,

then flew to a burdock and sang. K2 went ahead to her nest, preceded

by 1M; after he had fed, he came puffed out near 4M. K3 hurried

up with the threat-note.

A curious instance of pouncing on an unprotected female occurred
in 1930. As already mentioned, 29M had deserted his mate, K29, and
young on May 20; the next morning I noticed 5M quietly watching
K29 as she went to the nest

;
when she flew, he pounced on her and

sang, while she gave the threat-note. He then turned home, being
attacked on the way by 10M. His territory was separated from her^
by another territory 60 meters wide. Tt shows that Song Sparrows
may be aware of neighborhood happenings 2 territories distant.

The male’s habit of pouncing on unprotected females opens the

way for bigamy when an incubating female loses her mate. There
were 4 cases of bigamy that came to my notice on Interpont

;
in 2 of

them I knew the female had had a nest with eggs when her mate was
killed. (If a male comes to his end during the prenuptial period, his

mate leaves her territory and joins a bachelor.)
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3. The Female and Other Females

As a rule female fights with female.

Mar. 16, 1930. K2 comes to the top of the dike to threaten K13 ; K2 is

puffed out enormously.

Mar. 19. I hear loud threat-notes between these 2 females.

Apr. 5, 1931. Kll (4M’s third mate in 1930) has returned and joined a

neighbor, 20M
; 4M’s present mate, K41, seems determined that she shall not

come on to 4M’s territory. She accompanies the new arrival in the weeds,

guarding 4M’s territory from Kll, and when the latter and 20M fly west well

into their territory, K41 flies to a maple and gives a raucous chant.

In 2 of the instances of bigamy I did not see the females meet,

but in each of the others I saw one meeting of the 2 females and
neither time was there hostility. Blanchard describes the territorial

differences of the 2 mates of one male Nuttall White-crowned Spar-

row: “each female created for herself a subdivision of the main
territory which she defended against the other female by loud singing

and fighting, and in which she finally chose her nest-site” (1936:149).

4. The Female and Males Not Her Mate

The female is the victim of her neighbor’s pouncings, but she,

in turn, defends herself. Sometimes males drive females when both

are on the ground.

Mar. 20, 1930. (K2 had arrived Mar. 15 and joined 5M, in his territory

just west of 4M. A young male, 10M, was trying to wedge in a territory between

5M and 1M.) K2 is near 10M
;
they have a “boundary feint” much like 2 males,

i.e. both assume the threat-posture. 5M comes flying down; 10M leaves.

Mar. 21. K2 and 10M have another boundary feint; he drives her further

and further west, as much as 5 meters
;
then she turns, but he drives her again.

5M appears, and 10M hurries away.

Mar. 10, 1935. K200 (4M’s mate) is feeding in the southwest corner of the

territory; 4M flies home and sings. 220M joins her. She hunches her shoulders,

puffs and utters the threat-note zhee zhee, but 220M comes nearer and nearer. She

flies home with loud zhees. 4M rushes at 220M and drives him off. K200 chatters

again and again.

Sometimes a female accompanies her mate in chasing male neigh-

bors. This happened at times with 1M and K2, 4M and K3, and
many others. 4M’s first mate in 1930 was an outstanding example.

See Chapter X for the exploits of K56 and K135.

Sometimes the female drives off a trespassing male alone.

Earlier in this chapter (1. The male and other males) an instance

is given of K2’s driving 4M when he trespassed far over into her

territory.

Mar. 12, 1932. 100M comes into 101 M’s territory, but the latter is singing

and does not notice the intruder. 101 M’s mate says tchunk tchunk and drives

100M off.
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Feb. 25, 1931. K42 is making most extraordinary noises, a kind of grumbly

song; she is all puffed out and flipping a wing at 11M below her. Her mate, 9M,
sings at a distance; suddenly he attacks 11M and drives him home.

This is the only time I ever saw a female give the puff-sing-wave

display. K42, as mentioned earlier in this chapter and also in Chapter

X was an eccentric individual, who wandered from one mate to another,

sang loudly and was an indifferent nester.

There were 2 instances of special interest involving relationships

between females and neighbor males; in one she courted him; in the

other, due to territorial tangles, she intimidated him.

In early April 1932 3 pairs were present on the first dike—from east to

west, 130M and K125, 68M and K100, 109M and K60, who had been 68M’s mate
in 1931. In late April K100 deserted 68M for an unmated male, 66M, 100 meters

distant. On May 18-19 K125’s nest was destroyed; on May 21 K60’s young left

the nest, while 68M was still unmated. On May 30 I found that both 130M and
109M had disappeared; that K125 had a nest far up in 130M’s land in which
the set must have been complete on the 28th

;
that K125 was “courting” 68M, but

that he was more interested in K60, who repulsed him.

8:00. The 2 females are having great threatening ceremonies in K60’s terri-

tory, again and again, like 2 males. K125 is exceedingly vocal, twittering, chat-

tering and giving cluk cluk cluk notes. K60, very much puffed, drives off K125,
after which they fed within a few inches of each other. K60 is always keeping

K125 to the east. K125 flies chattering into K60’s land and is driven off by her.

K125 then flies to a weed, trills and postures
;
68M comes to her, but apparently

they do not copulate. She goes again into K60’s land and K60 chases her away.
68M sings, K125 chatters and joins him, but I can’t see what happens.

8:23. K125 is very vocal. All 3 are together in K60’s land. K60, very much
puffed out, drives off K125. K125 postures and trills, but 68M goes toward K60.
I could not see what happened. K60 gives the threat-note at 68M and drives

K125. The latter flies up on the bank and postures in extreme form, but 68M
sits silent and inactive nearby. She flies into the ditch, is very vocal; he follows,

sits on a post and sings. She makes queer noises, then approaches him and trills,

but he does nothing.

8 :34. Again she chatters and postures in vain.

In the hour between 8 :00 and 9 :00 K125 postured 8 times, while 68M re-

sponded once or possibly twice. K60 was being followed by 2 young; she showed
little interest in 68M. Seldom had I seen a female as puffed out as K60, and
never before had I seen one as amorous as K125. Her nest was 200 meters from
the scene of the encounters.

On May 31, one of K60’s young ran to beg from 68M, but he looked at it

threateningly. I did not see K60 after June 3. K125’s young hatched June 7 and
8; in the half hour I watched on June 9, 68M did not feed the young. Since we
left Columbus for the summer soon after, I do not know anything more about
the happenings in 1932. The next spring K125 arrived 5 days after 68M was
mated; she joined 4M and proved to be a quiet, undemonstrative individual. It

was curious that a female with a completed set of eggs should have been so
sexually excited; her need to attach a male as protector, and the opposition she
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met in this endeavor stimulated her to a high pitch of effort.

Perhaps we can separate sexual from territorial defense in the

behavior of these 2 females on May 30: K125’s motives were sexual,

K60’s territorial and maternal. K125 intruded into K60’s territory

because 68M was there
;
much as she wanted 68M she was in no posi-

tion to drive K60 in the latter’s own territory. Her puffing was prob-

ably an effort to keep herself in 68M’s territory. She may have been

jealous of K60 since 68M openly preferred his last year’s mate to

her. K60, on the other hand, was antagonistic to both visitors
;
she

was' not yet ready for a new mate and her one motive seems to have

been to clear her land of intruders. Probably her defensive instincts

toward the young were heightened by the fact that all the responsibility

for protecting them lay on her alone.

A very interesting course of events took place in 1929, when K2
built her fourth nest in the rose hedge which was just over the border

on 4M’s territory; 4M would not allow 1M to come near his (lM’s)

nest, and K2 had to take over the protective functions of the male.

One of K2’s young from the third nest had settled in 4M’s hedge and

later moved further into 4M’s land
;
K2, as always in such situations,

took care of this fledgling, while 1M fed those that remained in the

home territory.

June 19. 4M’s mate K3, is building her fourth nest in the north rose bush.

4M chased K2 home from the hedge.

June 20. 6:00 A.M. K2 is trying to get material at the hedge. K3 comes,

hunched up, follows her and she gradually retreats.

6:18. K2, on top of a post in the hedge, tchunking at a cat. She is not driven

off. (All the posts are in the hedge.)

June 21. 5:33 A.M. K2 tugging at twigs in the hedge; 1M joins her and

they give the nest-call.

6:20. 4M is watching; dashes at 1M. Watches till 6:26, then leaves.

6:30. 1M pounces on K2 at the feeding station, actually hitting her; she

zhee zhees. The next moment 4M dashes in and attacks 1M. The 2 males threaten

each other back and forth.

June 22. 6:13. K2 goes to rose hedge; 1M follows.

6:19. 4M watching, drives off 1M.

6 :43. K2 on top of a post
;
4M flies at her, she crouches, zhees, and leaves.

7:20. K2 carries stuff to the hedge; 1M watches from a post.

7 :28. 1M to a post, 4M drives him east.

June 23. 5:25 A.M. K2 gets material and takes it to the nest; 1M joins her.

4M drives 1M twice.

5:50. K2 on post tchunking, 4M flies towards her; she zhees and remains.

Again he flies at her
;
she counters zhee zhee; he retreats. She flies further over
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into his land and preens herself. As long as her nest was there, that was her land,

and she no longer gave precedence to 4M. But 1M retreated before 4M, unless

well within his original territory.

6:47. K2 is building and 1M is watching, but 4M arrives. 1M retreats,

then returns. They fight in the sweet clover. 4M flies to a post and sings
; he

stops in the middle of a song as he notices K2 gathering material below him;
she continues to work and he starts to sing again.

June 24. K2 has one egg; K3 3 eggs.

June 25. 4M went into the trap and I pulled the string. 1M flew to the top

of the trap and started to fight 4M. The side door fell open and 4M escaped.

6:49. 1M pounces on 4M’s mate
, K3, fights her, she fights back; she zhee,

zhee, he sings. This is the first time I have ever seen 1M pounce on K3.

7 :24. Apparently 4M accepts K2’s presence
;
she is preening on a post.

In the 3 hours I watched, 4M chased neither 1M nor K.2.

June 26. 7 :23 A.M. Trap 4M, give him a new colored band. He flies west.

7:29. K3 is coming towards the trap; 1M is crouched and menacing on top

of the trap; she turns away, but he flies at her, circling above her; she zhees;

he sings. At 7 :45 he sits on one of the posts.

8:57. At last K3 came off the nest after 40 minutes on the nest; her usual

period on was about 18 minutes. But 4M is staying at the other end of his

territory with his young. 1M pounced on her. She drove 2 young House Wrens
from her rose bush.

June 27. 4M still spent most of his time at the far end of his land, leaving

K3 to drive off young Robins and House Sparrows from the vicinity of the nest.

1M swooped over her once and pounced on her twice.

June 28. I was able to watch only 2 hours in the late afternoon and evening;

4M was caring for his young, but 1M was nowhere to be seen.

June 29. 1M returned, but was very much afraid of 4M. 4M must have
caught him pouncing on K3 and punished him severely. 4M still showed no dis-

position to defend his territory.

July 1. 10:43. K3 is coming to the feeding station; K2 comes and threatens

4M. She drives K3 from the seeds. 4M circles around K2 who eats ahead, paying
no attention. Territory lines have broken down.

July 2. 4M does not let 1M come near his own nest.

7 :13 A.M. K3 is coming to feeding station; 1M hurries away. He is afraid

of K3 as well as 4M

!

7:14. K2 postures, 1M mounts and they copulate. She has been incubating

6 days.

7:17. 1M and 4M come near hedge, K2 flies down, zhee zhee zhee at 4M.
She drives 4M, while 1M stays behind. She goes to her nest, the males have a
mild territory establishment encounter, 1M singing softly 6 inches from 4M.

This happens again at 7 :49. Later K2 gave the threat-note so loudly at

4M, her tail spread, that he left the vicinity. Both males still feed their young
and each father drove off a child of the other family for the first time.

July 3. 9.23. K2 comes off her nest, goes to the feeding station; gives
threat-notes at the sight of 4M standing puffed up nearby. She repeats the threat-

notes and goes for him; he retreats.
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July 4. 7:35. K2 to the feeding station; 4M starts to come, but left.

9:11. 4M darts down and drives off one of IM’s young; 1M hurries to the

rescue and K2 also. The males have a mild territory encounter.

July 5. 9 :02. One of 4M’s eggs hatching.

July 6. K2 drove 4M again. 4M approached 2 of lM’s young; 1M hastened

to the rescue and the males fought. At 8 :20 4M was right below K2’s nest and

1M did not dare drive him away. This morning there were 4 territory establish-

ment encounters between the 2 males, 1M doing all the singing. At 9:23 there

was a fierce fight on the ground, and the territory troubles were largely settled.

At 10:00 1M was actually singing loudly right over his nest.

July 7. lM’s eggs hatched.

9:31. 4M pounced on K2; she gives the threat-note

—

zhee zhee.

In this series of events the primary difficulty came from K2’s

building her nest outside her mate’s territory. This is something I

never encountered in later years, unless the female mated with the

neighboring male, who in each case was unmated at the time she

followed her young into his territory. 4M normally dominated 1M,

but 1M dominated him for a minute or two on June 25 when 4M was

caught in the trap
;
after this 4M showed little interest in defending

his mate and territory for the next week. 1M, confident from his

momentary ascendancy over 4M and from the fact of 4M’s long ab-

sences, began to bully K3, something he had never done before to my
knowledge. (With Jackdaws and Geese the wife takes the rank of

the husband; before this I believe 1M had been too dominated by

4M to venture to pounce on 4M’s mate.) 4M must have caught 1M
pouncing on K3 and attacked him so severely that he was greatly

subdued, very much afraid of 4M and even avoided K3.

In the meantime, K2 became more and more belligerent towards

4M
;
by dint of her persistance and her loud threat-notes, she had

him cowed. The territory formula had broken down; all relationships

were personal—K2 by exaggerated aggressiveness dominating 4M
and K3, 4M and K3 dominating 1M, and 4M not allowing 1M to

approach his own nest. The day before lM’s young hatched, many
territorial ceremonies were gone through, concluding with a strenuous

battle; 1M won the land around his nest. The next day gM pounced

again on K2 .

In 1930 1M upon his return spent all his efforts to get the rose

hedge into his territory and quickly succeeded. K2, curiously enough,

showed herself almost timid in her encounters with the young 10M.
Apparently it was not through a dominating character, as possessed

by K200 and Schantz’s female (1937) see Chapter XVII—that K2
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intimidated the belligerent 4M. It was the sheer necessity of defend-

ing her nest and herself with no help from her mate.

C. Summary

1. Relationships of Song Sparrows to each other are instrumented through

personal acquaintanceship.

2. There is a definite bond between the pair; the birds are attached to

each other during the nesting season, so long as they are closely associated.

3. Song Sparrows sometimes show concern when their mates are trapped,

but often seem indifferent.

4. On Interpont Song Sparrow pairs normally remain together throughout

one season, but there were 11 known cases of females deserting their mates and

one of a male doing so.

5. Remating in subsequent years occurred in 8 instances—27 per cent of

the 30 possible cases. The high mortality of the nesting birds, especially in the

later years, and the long season over which pair-formation took place—from early

February to April—are thought to be responsible for these low figures. With

some species there is a high degree of constancy between mates.

6. Male Song Sparrows are hostile to their male neighbors
;
they defend

their boundaries with threat-postures, sham feeding and fights. At times they

deliberately trespassed on each others' territories, either on foot alone or in com-

pany with their mates, or on wing alone.

7. The male pounces on his neighbors’ mates when they are temporarily

unprotected. The female normally responds by fighting. This habit of the male

is the occasion for many fights. It also opens the way for bigamy when an in-

cubating female loses her mate.

8. Females are hostile towards neighboring females* using the threat-posture,

threat-note and fighting.

9. Females are normally antagonistic to neighboring males, fighting when

pounced upon and often driving them off when they trespass.

10. An account is given of the demonstrativeness towards an unmated male

of an incubating female that had lost her mate; the question of sexual and terri-

torial fighting with this female and her rival is discussed.

11. When K2 built her fourth nest in the rose hedge in 4M’s territory, 4M
did not allow 1M to come near his own (IM’s) nest. K2 had to take over the

defensive role of the male and intimidated 4M. When finally, just before the

young hatched, 1M through territorial ceremonies and fighting was able to get

control of the rose hedge, 4M started to pounce on K2 again.
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CHAPTER XVI

The Problem of Pair Formation

The problem of pair formation is primarily that of recognition

—

specific and sexual. “Courtship may be defined as an elaborate sexual

response involving recognition, selection, and pursuit”, writes Abbott

(1941). “Courtship is, in fact, an almost exclusively visual process;

courting animals (not insects exclusively) depend almost entirely

upon the visual impressions they receive.” This is doubtless true of

many fish, and partially true of birds, but with birds voice also plays

an important role. In lower mammals and in many insects the olfactory

organs are important, while in some insects auditory cues play the

primary role.

Special techniques for recognition are important to prevent inter-

specific crosses in animals as highly interfertile as birds prove them-

selves to be. Dobzhansky in his book on “Genetics and the Origin of

Species” (1941) when discussing “isolating mechanisms” mentions sex-

ual or psychological isolation—copulation does not occur because of the

lack of mutual attraction between the individuals of different species.

This lack of attraction may in turn be due to differences in scents, court-

ship behavior, sexual recognition signs, and the like,” p. 257.

As pointed out by Cushing (1941b), with some birds the recog-

nition of mates must be an inherited matter—witness Cowbirds and
parasitic Cuckoos. With others, however, the mating preference is

acquired apparently at a very early age—Pigeons, Ducks, Raven, Shell

Parakeet, etc. Social birds, when hand-raised, are very apt to trans-

fer their reactions to man. Some of Lorenz’s Jackdaws treated him
as their wife, others as their husband. A male Eagle Owl courted

Dr. Heinroth, his sister courted Frau Heinroth. A male Corn-Crake
and female European Partridge both courted Frau Heinroth, while a

male Pheasant courted Dr. Heinroth, and the South American Bittern

( Tigrisoma ) at the Amsterdam Zoological Garden would, with its

ceremoney of nest relief, invite Portielje (1922) to step into its nest

and incubate!

“In Jackdaws I have repeatedly found,” wrote Lorenz (letter),

“that when I got a brood of young, all at the same date, the eldest

ones of that brood would show a normal sexual reaction when reach-

ing maturity, while the youngest ones, who, when isolated from the

parents were at the utmost 4 or 5 days younger, would become human-
ized and refuse to give any sexual reaction to their kind. Anatidae,
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on the contrary, show normal behavior, when hand-raised in company

of their own kind.”

Craig tells ns (1908:90), “we must believe that young doves

have no inherited tendency to mate with birds of a particular kind;

they learn to associate with a particular kind during the period when

they are being fed, when the characteristics of their nursing-parents

are vividly impressed upon their young minds.”

A. Lorenz's Views of Pair Formation
In his paper on the “Kumpan” (1935:319-337) Lorenz describes

3 types of pair formation. In all of them the male displays. In the

lizard type a male in breeding condition displays in turn, while weak

males and females flee (for example, Muscovy Duck). In the laby-

rinth-fish type (which includes the majority of birds, some sexually

dimorphic, others not), the female gives a submissive type of dis-

play and is dominated by the male. In the cichlid type, both display,

the sexes are not ambivalent, and there is no dominance (examples,

Herons and Cormorants). Later (1940) he goes into greater detail in

regard to the 2 last types, especially that of the labyrinth fish. He
gives instances where a male Ruddy Sheldrake ( Casarca ferruginea)

had been for some years the “female partner” of a New Zealand

Sheldrake (C. variegata), and later was the husband of an Egyptian

Goose (Alopochen aegyptica ) ;
where an old female Jackdaw was

the “husband” for 2 years of a young female, and after that the wife

of an old male; where a young female Raven first acted as the male

of a pair with her sister, then became the mate of an older male Raven.

With the cichlid type there “is little sexual dimorphism in size

or plumage. It is only the instinctive actions that are different in both

sexes, that work, so to speak, like sex-recognition marks that bring

the pair together” (1940:279).

Lorenz had based his “lizard type” on Noble and Bradley’s (1933)
report; Kramer (1937) working on lizards ( Lacerta ) under more
natural conditions found that the female is not entirely passive; she

nods her head in response to the male’s courtship and if receptive

quivers her tail. Evans (1938), on the basis of field studies on
chameleons in Cuba, criticizes Noble and Bradley for “drawing their

conclusions from observations based upon lizard responses in crowded
habitats.” He found that the female responded to the dewlap display

of the male by “an unmistakable nodding”. “Courtship on the part

of the male involves quite as elaborate an exhibition of dewlap color

display as in the intimidating or territorial displays of two rival males
or two rival females. This would tend to indicate that the color dis-
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play of the male’s dewlap has evolved, perhaps, as much because of

its sexual selective value as because of its intimidating quality in com-
bat,” p. 122. So apparently even lizards do not adhere to the “lizard

type”.

As to the “cichlid type”, Noble (1938:136) took exception to

Lorenz’s description. This classification has also been criticized by

Tinbergen (1939c :53) for “the description of each type contains char-

acters, and therefore criteria of different orders, such as : the mechan-

ism of sex recognition, sexual reversibility, the necessity of inferior-

ism. Nevertheless, Lorenz’s three types are very useful as a basis of

a real classification, because he has used largely one criterion : the

male’s mode of sex recognition.” He then points out difficulties, and

concludes that most species will have to be classed as “cichlid” with

releasers for pair formation in both sexes, while at one end of the

series stands the lizard type with releasers only in the male, and at

the other end the labyrinth fish type with releasers only in the female,

the cichlid type “being a heterogeneous mixture of all kinds of inter-

mediate forms”, p. 54.

Lack (1940e:276) finds it “impossible to use ’’Lorenz’s categories,

“even as a basis for a revised classification.”

Two contrasting forms of pair formation are described for fishes

by Noble (1934, 1938, Noble and Curtis 1939); these fit fairly well

Lorenz’s second and third types.

“In the fighting fish, Betta and the sunfish Eupomotis, the two sexes behave

differently and sex recognition is accomplished in a simple manner” (1939:16),.

The “mechanism of sex recognition” in the jewel fish (a cichlid), on the other

hand, is “far more complex”, depending on the possession of a territory. “Slight

differences in motion identify sex and species” (1939:42). “Hence, it is highly

probable that in some fish, as in birds, sex recognition depends on the grosser

movements of response to the gesturing of the territory-guarding male. In these

fish and birds sexual ripeness, however, in a female is indicated by her willingness

to enter a territory-guarding male’s area and to remain there in spite of threats

of intimidation. The display, therefore* serves primarily to reveal sexual ripeness

in both fish and birds” (1939:43).

Before we discuss further the types of pair formation in fishes

and birds, let us examine the subjects of sexual ambivalence and

sexual dominance.
;

B. Sexual Ambivalence

It is, .well known that under conditions of captivity homosexual

unions are formed by many birds. If a female Dove “has been long

unmated, she may herself have become almost as aggressive as a male”

(Craig 1908) ;
an exceptionally aggressive male Dove may cow another

male to the point where the latter will behave like a female. Homo-
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sexual pairs often occur in captivity among Pigeons, Anatidae, and

Parrots; they have been reported in Emus (Heinroth 1927), Griffon

Vultures (Heinroths 1924-33), and other birds in zoos. Ruffed Grouse

in captivity take on male or female behavior according to their state

of “dominance” (Allen 1934). Although in one season a female Star-

ling had fought her mate’s extra wife, in the fall she “courted” a young

female, and the following season both became mates of one male

(Freitag 1937), as did Eorenz’s 2 female Jackdaws that had formed

a homosexual union. Lorenz points out that homosexual pairs rarely

occur where there is much difference in the plumage of the sexes;

apparently a male in full breeding plumage
(
Praclitkleid ) cannot take

the submissive role, the only exception being the Wood Duck (Hein-

roth 1910). Diebschlag (1941) found it easy to induce homosexual

pairs among female Domestic Pigeons, but did not succeed with males.

Homosexual pairs seem to be very rare in the wild. They have

been reported with 2 feral male Mute Swans (Ritchie 1926), and in

2 “pairs” of feral Rock Doves (Brackbill 1941).

Brian Roberts in his study of Penguins considers that the “con-

ception of the neutral type in birds ... is outwardly much nearer to

the male than the female” ( 1940b :209), Lorenz (1935:328) states that

in birds with the labyrinth fish type of pair formation “each individ-

ual has the tendency to develop the male type of behavior, and it is

the stimuli coming from the sex partner that suppress male behavior

in the female and give first place to female behavior.” The female

Bronze-winged Pigeon’s behavior “is that of the male
;

it is merely

less energetic

”

(Whitman 1919:17). With Penguins the “essential

difference in the behavior of the sexes is that during the breeding sea-

son a male always tried to dominate weaker birds, while a female

loses this dominating urge during the short period when fertilization

must take place” (Roberts 1940b :213). This is well illustrated in

the case of Schantz’s female Song Sparrow that “became antagon-

istic to her mate after each set had been laid, remaining so until the

young were well feathered” (1937:190).

In many species some of the characteristics of the opposite sex

are latent in each individual. Where the female normally does not

sing, she may do so occasionally (Chapter X). Where the female
regularly incubates, the male may do so rarely—American Robin,

Bluebirds, Reed Bunting, Spotted Flycatcher, Tree Swallow (Kuerzi

1941), Ruffed Grouse in captivity (Allen 1934), Silver Pheasant at

Dr. Lorenz’s, and others.

Although the male Song Sparrow never normally builds, he car-
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ries material in the symbolic building and in one instance is known to

have built a nest by himself and later helped his mates build (Schantz).

The female Song Sparrow has a weak song, seldom heard, but one

bird sang loudly and well (Wetherbee 1935). Females can be decided-

ly aggressive towards other birds. Nevertheless, I do not see how
homosexual pairing could ever occur in Song Sparrows, despite the

fact that the plumage is the same. There is too great a difference in

the behavior of the sexes. The same would seem to be true of many
passerines where the male’s signals are specialized, and particularly

where dimorphism is present.

Lack (1940e) in discussing sexual ambivalence, states that “this behavior is

extremely complex, and probably has a different basis in different cases, some-

times genetic, sometimes hormonal, and sometimes due to various types of ex-

ternal situation.”

C. The Question of Dominance

All life is interpreted in terms of “despotism” by Schjelderup-

Ebbe, preferably male despotism. “In almost all creatures (human
beings included) the female is never so well disposed for pairing as

when the male has absolute superiority” (1924b :36). “In animals

female despotism constantly brings about degeneration through the

hindering of pairing, thus operating against the increase of the species”

(1935:960). Hingston believes that the key note of the animal world

is hostility; with birds “the demonstration before the rival is hostile,

the display before the female is hostile, the sex act itself is hostile”

(1933:357). A. A. Allen independently decided that, “Domination

and fear are the important principles in the development of secondary

sexual characters and even in controlling the mating cycle” (1934:

198).

Differences between social and sexual dominance are mentioned

by Noble (1939b), but nowhere does he clearly define what he means

by each. “In many birds the dominance threat to the sex partner is

given vocally” ( 1939b :268). Lack (1940e:278) tell us that, “The
dominance theory postulates that at pair-formation the male in some
sense impresses or overpowers the female, sometimes through ag-

gressive display.” The matter of “sexual dominance . . . needs clearer

definition, and it is not nearly so widespread in birds as Allen (1934)
implies. I cannot say more as I have not studied at first hand any

species in which it occurs.”

Lorenz (1940) gives photographs of the male Raven’s postures,

the function of which he believes to be the overawing (Binschuchter

-

ung) of the female, which is “fundamentally important for the suppres-

sion in her of masculine behavior”. The first mate, that had been
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severely dominated by the male during her early youth, feared him

during courtship and flew away, but his next mate showed no fear

of him.

The Pigeon affords a good example of what has been called

sexual dominance.

“The male takes an aggressive attitude and compels the female to submit

to him”, writes Craig (1908:82). “A female regularly gives in to her mate, even

though he may be cruel to her. If she is approached by other males, she suffers

herself to be driven away from them by her jealous spouse. Professor Whitman tells

me that even a female of the domestic pigeon, when mated with a male ring-

dove (less than half her size), whom she could crush if she wanted to, gives in

to her little husband with the same meekness she would show to a husband of

her own species. But let the female be threatened, not by her own mate, but by

a stranger, and she is changed at once from the lamb to a lion. That the female

always yields to her mate is due to no severity on his part, for he is always

restrained in his attacks upon her.”

Although Noble insisted that “dominance” was shown in his cap-

tive Night Herons by the male’s holding his head higher than his

partner, Lorenz (1935) and R. P. Allen and Mangels (1940) deny

the presence of dominance between the pair. With some species the

evidence is confusing. With many Parrots the female is said to dom-
inate except during the breeding season, when the male drives her

to the nesting box—if this can be called dominance (Tavistock 1929).

Female Shell Parakeets drove the males from the food; they “won
367 of the observed hetero-sexual contacts in these non-breeding

flocks, lost 27 and engaged in 23 ‘no-decision’ contacts” (Masure and

Allee 1934b). With the Snow Bunting one of the pair (the male except

in one case) was the “despot” in that it drove its partner from some
tidbit found by the latter (Tinbergen 1939c :26).

Male canaries “regularly dominate females except their own mates during

time of breeding, when dominance is reversed for mated pairs”, the criterion

being number of pecks given and received (Shoemaker 1939b :404). However,
the author mentions a “severe flogging occasionally given the mate by a male

just previous to nesting. This may be immediately preceded or followed by the

usual gentle pecking by which the females dominate their mates. The two types

of contacts have no comparison in severity since in the former the male often

held the female in its claws and dealt severe pecks at the head and eyes.”

With the Song Sparrow, it is evident that the female normally

“dominates” her mate to some extent, sometimes threatening him by
opening her bill at him, or giving the threat-note and sometimes by
pecking him, two females carrying such behavior to extremes, 4M’s
mate K200 and Schantz’s female that threatened her mate when he

was singing, drove him from the food and once seized him by the

neck. I never heard the male give the threat-note to his mate (al-
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though 4M did so to K2), nor saw him peck her except rarely after

an unsuccessful attempt at copulation. I never noted any quarrelling

over food between the pair.

Is the male’s pouncing an expression of dominance, or is it merely

a display, a signal, “a method of securing a bond of attachment between

two birds of a pair”, as Noble ( 1939b :269) suggests in regard to this

activity? It is distinctly a male-female behavior pattern. The female

responds to it in different ways depending partly on its severity, partly

on the identity of the pouncer and partly on her own physiological

state. During the first few days when some pounces are severe attacks

she fights back, and this is almost always true when the pouncer is

not her mate. When the pounces are mild and come from her mate,

she usually gives her chief sex note early in the season and the threat-

note later in the season. The fact that 4M pounced on IM’s mate,,

K2, until her fourth nesting when she became excessively belligerent

in defending herself and her nest from him, and then resumed pounc-

ing on her after 1M had taken over the defense of his family, points

to a relationship between pouncing and dominance. Also, 1M, dom-
inated as he was by 4M, had never to my knowledge pounced on 4M’s
mate, K3, until after he had obtained momentary advantage over 4M
and the latter absented himself for long periods; later—probably due

to severe punishment—he feared both 4M and K3.

The suggestion has been made (Lack 1940e:277) that the male

Song Sparrow dominates the female “in the sexual sense”, but she

dominates him “in the social sense”. I do not see any meaning in

“sexual domination” in regard to the Song Sparrow; during the

preliminary, building and laying periods the female is as eager for

copulation as her mate, and often more eager. This is true of many
birds. The Herring Gull, according to Goethe’s description ( 1937a :36)

may be a species in which the male is sexually dominant.

A possible explanation of the symbolism of pouncing may be this : the male’s

role is guardian of his mate and young and he shows her his prowess in a realistic

manner. The fernale with her activities of incubation and brooding, needs a

strong protector and so do the young. Hence it is of biological value for the

female to mate with an aggressive male. His “courtship” may be symbolic of

his readiness to defend her and her family. At first she welcomes his display

;

later it annoys her. Like many instinctive actions it appears to be overdone at

times. If this explanation holds, pouncing has become conventionalized to such

an extent that it has little meaning in individual cases. We have seen that 1M
was not bold in defending K2 under difficulties. One exceptionally unaggressive

male, that sang little and whose presence was not particularly resented by his

male neighbors, eventually had 2 mates at one time while several neighbors

were mateless.
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With birds that flock, the situation may be different. Lorenz be-

lieves that in birds that show the labyrinth fish type of courtship, sex

recognition comes through the fact that males are attracted to birds

inferior to them in the social order, and females to those superior

(1935:328). With many birds the “peck-order” never appears after

they are paired, because the mates never have differences of opinion

to decide, but for the formation of the pair, social dominance by the

male is an essential element, p. 334. The Jackdaw is an example.

This pattern is carried out by the Black-capped Chickadee
;
“where

the winter-dominance relations were known, the male was dominant

over the female when the two were in the winter flock.” The criterion

was that “females withdrew or were driven away when they came in

close contact with males” as at a feeding station. “After pairs had

formed,” the male was not seen to “exert dominance over his mate”

(Odum 1941b :323). On the other hand, with a pair of Blue Tits

the male was usually dominant over his mate during the winter, but

in early February "she definitely became the despot for a few consecu-

tive days”; later “he resumed dominancy” (Colquhown 1942).

Here with Lorenz’s birds and Odum’s color-banded Chickadees

we have social dominance playing a role in pair formation and a status

of no dominance afterwards. With the Song Sparrow perhaps we

can consider each partner socially dominant in certain respects, like

Carpenter’s Gorillas (see Chapter VII).

Social dominance is something that can be observed and measured

;

sexual dominance is a postulate that might well be discarded until

thoroughly studied. If the male drives or pecks or pounces on the fe-

male, these activities are his signals that he is ready for pair formation

or copulation. The female signals by posturing, trilling, etc. We do

not have to say that one set of actions expresses dominance and the

other submission. After all, in nature the female is free to come or

go. If she really feared the male, she would stay away from him.

D. Tinbergen’s First and Second Reactions

An excellent analysis of sex recognition preceding pair formation

has been given by Tinbergen (1939c). With some birds with marked
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sexual dimorphism the reactions to males and females are different

from the beginning. This is true with some Ducks, the Golden Pheas-

ant and Maryland Yellow-throat (Noble and Vogt 1935), the Black-

cock (Lack 1939a), Gould’s Manakin (Chapman 1935) and others.

With others where sexual dimorphism is less marked or absent,

the same first reaction is shown by the more active animal to both

male and female; this is the case with the Northern Phalarope and

Snow Bunting. “It seems to be of widespread occurrence,” writes

Tinbergen ( 1939c :47), “not only among birds ( Ciconia,
Heinroth

1924) ; Pigeons (Whitman 1919, Heinroth 1928), but among fishes,

too (Fighting Fish, Lissmann 1932; Stickleback, ter Pelkwyk and

Tinbergen 1937), and it has even been reported for the Cuttlefish,

Sepia officinalis L. (L. Tinbergen 1939).”

The response of the reactor differs according to sex and breeding

condition. An animal of the same sex in breeding condition displays

in turn
;
male and female not in breeding condition usually flee, while an

animal of the opposite sex in breeding condition typically remains

and displays in a manner different from that of the actor.

The second reaction of the actor is typically: fight under the first

condition; drive off or ignore in the second; and court in the third.

This pattern agrees in many respects with the labyrinth fish type. Table

XII shows the possible responses in a mollusk, a fish, 3 birds with some

dimorphism (in one of which the female is the active partner) and

2 birds where there is no dimorphism.
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In all these the fundamental pattern is the same. One animal

—

usually the male—proclaims its sex and status; according to the re-

ponse to its display, it then reacts to the newcomer as to a rival, an

indifferent object or a potential mate. As Craig (1908:92) points out,

“Each dove must, by its behavior, proclaim its own sex and induce

other birds to proclaim theirs.”

The table gives examples from 2 phyla, and 2 classes of one

phylum (vertebrates) and 4 orders of one class (birds). It is ex-

tremely interesting to find this pattern occurring widely in vertebrates

and even in an invertebrate. Craig (1921:274) says of Pigeons:

“When a male meets a stranger belonging to his own species, provided

this male has not learned by experience to discriminate the sexes, the

only discrimination he shows is this : if the stranger fights, the agent

treats it as a male; if the stranger refuses to fight, the agent treats

it as a female. . . . Behavior of this sort is now known to be char-

acteristic of a great many animals ranging all the way from the lower

invertebrates to the Primates.”

It is unexpected to find the domestic fowl in this category. Domm
and Davis (1941), however, report, “The sex of a newcomer is de-

termined by behavior. The rooster ‘waltzes’ . . . thereby inducing the

newcomer to either squat or raise the neck hackle feathers. When a

bird is introduced to a rooster, he at once pursues, seeking to deter-

mine its sex. If it is a receptive female, she squats for copulation.

If, on the other hand, it is a male, it raises the neck hackle and there-

upon begins a fight which settles its social rank in the group.”

The actor’s signals are his display : his evident possession of a

territory in many cases, his song, bright colors, and special gestures.

These serve as a warning to other members of the same sex and an

invitation to a mate. The reactor, according to its sex or condition,

shows its signals—challenge, avoidance, or approach. ;The challenge

may be the same as that of the actor (cuttlefish, stickleback) or some-

what different (Song Sparrow, Snow Bunting, rooster)'.; The potential

mate usually has special signals—notes and postures in the Song
Sparrow, movements in the stickleback, “bowing and showing her-

self off” in the Pigeon (Whitman 1919:28).

The male Song Sparrow on his territory probably gives the same
first reaction to any new bird; Somewhat the size of a Song Sparrow:
he flies at it. A male seeking territory puffs, sings and waves

;
transient

Song Sparrows and most other birds leave, while a potential mate
stays and trills and chatters. If she does this the moment she arrives,

it may be that the male reacts to her at once as to a female (see example

2 in Appendix III)
;
if so, his behavior would come under Tinbergen’s

first class where sex is discriminated immediately.
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When a female Mockingbird joins a territory-holding male, both give a

“peculiar rasping sound”, the male pursues the female, sings softly, picks up

twigs and runs “with head down, tail and wings spread” to possible nesting sites,

giving a low cluk-cluk (Laskey 1933:31).

An interesting example of differential behavior to adult males and un-

differentiated behavior to like-plumaged females and immature males is given

by the Magnificent Bird of Paradise: the full plumaged male prepares a display

grounds and calls loudly from its edge; when a bird in female plumage arrives,

the male gives a “preliminary display”, and if the visitor does not leave, he goes

into the “horizontal display”, upon which a female approached and copulation

ensued, but an immature male attacked him and flew away. A mounted adult

male, on the other hand, was attacked at once by the owner of the court (Rand

1940).

Still a third type shows a much longer identical reaction.

In the Common Tern “males and females both show exactly the same dis-

play during the first phase of their courtship, which may last for days, and this,

absence of a difference in behavior, together with the absence of morphological

differences, probably makes it impossible for the birds to distinguish between

the sexes” (Tinbergen 1939c :51). By collecting Gentoo Penguins, Roberts dis-

covered that “in the early stages the initiative in courtship may be taken by birds

of either sex. The behaviour of an individual bird gives no indication of its sex,

for the activities are interchangeable” (1940b :203). Later only males were seen

offering nest material. “The British Robin (Erithacus rubecula ) has a long period

of identical reaction of the sexes, so comes in the third group” (Lack 1940e :278) 7

As to species that pair in flocks, Lack (1940e:279) suggests that,

‘The members of a pair gradually come together, using many small

interrelated mutual actions, with intervals when they move apart again.

I think it will prove exceptional to find pair-formation depending on

a simple dominance mechanism or set of releasers.”

In the Herring Gull the male of each pair was found to be larger

than its mate (Goethe 1937a), and the same was true with the Yellow-

eyed Penguin (Richdale 1941a), although there was much overlap

in both populations. Although male Song Sparrows are normally

larger than their mates, this is not invariably so.

In 166 matings involving 103 males and 111 females, the wing measurements

of all the birds are known. Forty per cent (55) of the males had larger wings
than any female, and 32 per cent (41) of the females had smaller measurements
than any male. The wing measurement of the 14 largest males ranged between
68 and 70 mm., averaging 68.4 ;

that of their 20 mates ranged between 60 and 64

mm., averaging 62.1. The wing measurement of the 14 smallest males ranged

between 62 and 64 mm., averaging 63.6 ;
that of their 23 mates between 60 and 65,

averaging 62 mm. Four of these last females were larger than their mates, and
this was true in one other pair. 4M, whose wing measured 67 mm. had 8 mates
in which almost the whole gamut of female sizes was shown—from 58 to 65 mm.

1In his “Life of the Robin’’ (1943 London) Lack has revised this opinion; “the hen
in search of a mate persistently flies right up to the cock anfl does not retreat when he
postures,’’ p. 64; hence this species comes into Tinbergen’s second group.
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There was no tendency whatever for assorted matings according

to size. This is natural, since Song Sparrows have plenty of differ-

ential behavior patterns for sex recognition.

Tinbergen’s 3 groups may be summarized
:

( 1 ) species with mark-

ed dimorphism that discriminate the sexes at the first reaction; (2)

species with little or no dimorphism where the more active sex pro-

claims its sex and induces the other to do the same; (3) species where

the process of sex recognition may be prolonged.

How do these types compare with Lorenz’s categories ? The second

type agrees in some respects with the labyrinth fish type—display by

male, and differential display by female; and the third type with the

cichlid in which display is made by both. Tinbergen’s first type does

not, however, necessarily agree with the lizard type
;
probably it would

come into the labyrinth fish class where Lorenz places dimorphic birds

;

in the cichlid type the sexes are nearly the same size and nearly the

same color (1940:279). However, birds of the labyrinth fish type are
N sexually ambivalent, and Lorenz knows of only one case in which male

homosexual pairs have been 'formed in strongly dimorphic species.

I had considered Song Sparrows as belonging to the labyrinth fish

type, but they are sexually ambivalent to only a small degree and the

female is more or less dominant
;
perhaps they belong to the cichlid

type, which, according to Tinbergen, includes forms in which the dis-

play of the sexes may be similar or very different.

In conclusion, it seems to me that Lorenz’s classification is con-

fusing, for he includes too many characteristics under a few heads.

Tinbergen’s types give a better basis to work upon. It is clear that

we need many more detailed studies of pair formation—intimate studies

of marked birds from the first moment of their meeting.

E. Personal Recognition of the Mate
Undoubtedly a great many birds recognize their mates personally

by visual and/or auditory cues. Heinroth showed that Swans recog-

nize each other by the face (1912a), and Noble found the same for

the Flicker (1936) and also the jewel fish (Noble and Curtis 1939:22).

Lorenz (1935:312) says that the features of the head play the most
important role and after these the voice; Jackdaws came out of their

nesting holes when they heard their mates’ voices, but ignored those

of neighbors. When ScLjelderup-Ebbe (1923a) fastened hens’ combs
on the wrong side of the head, the birds were treated as strangers by
the flock.’ The Heinroths once exchanged clothes in an attempt to

deceive the Pheasant that courted Plerr Heinroth and fought Frau
Heinroth

;
the bird started to attack the dress, stopped, looked up at
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the faces, then flew at Frau Heinroth. Frau Heinroth and her sister

changed clothes, but the Pheasant still knew his supposed enemy

(1924-1933, III). A pair of American Robins whose young were sub-

jected to daily weighings, greeted the experimenter with loud out-

cries no matter what was her costume, but ignored all other people

(C. Nice 1941).

When banded birds were dyed—we are not told on what portion

of the body—other individuals “took no notice of the strange appear-

ance of the colored bird” (Butts 1927:336). Ring Doves, dyed on

the breast, produced in most cases a marked reaction in their com-

panions who first seemed frightened, then courted them, i.e., treated

them as strangers (Bennett 1939). Watson found that coloring on

the head brought forth a much stronger response than coloring on

the neck (1908:220).
One Noddy Tern dyed red on the black neck feathers returned to its nest

to incubate; its mate sat near the nest, pecked at it, then both nodded. After 40

minutes the mate crawled on the egg. A second Noddy was dyed red on its white

head and eye-spaces
;

it was 3 hours before its mate would take the egg. “Both

the noddies and sooties in the vicinity of this nest were badly frightened by this

bird.” Two Sooty Terns were marked on the throat, breast, and spaces between

the eyes, one with burnt sienna, the other with blue. Neighbors and mates were
greatly disturbed, attacking and fighting the marked birds. Even a visiting

Noddy showed a marked response. The birds were finally accepted by their mates

“by reason of their persistance in their normal activities in the region of their

nests. The ‘recognition’ through the interrelation of habits overcomes the dis-

turbance produced by the changed visual situation” (Lashley 1915:79).

Herring Gulls were disturbed when their young were dyed, espe-

cially when the color was on the head (Goethe 1937a :87).

Kirkman, Goethe and Tinbergen mention the surprising distances

at which Gulls recognize returning mates, sometimes by sight, some-
times by voice. Song Sparrow females certainly know their mates’

songs in one season, but do they remember them from one year to

the next? If so, a bird that joins a next-door neighbor will have to

learn to disregard the songs of her former mate, in case he still

survives.

How long do birds remember individuals? Schjelderup-Ebbe

( 1923a :80) says that hens have an excellent memoty for places,

recognizing an old home after several years, but that if a hen or
rooster is absent 2 weeks and then returned, it will be regarded as

a stranger. Mr. Nicholas Collias tells me that memory depends partly

on the length of time fowl have been acquainted
;
they remember each

other from a week to a month. White-throated Sparrows remembered
each other after intervals of 11 and 17 days (Wessel and Leigh 1941),
Black-crowned Night Herons for 22 days (Noble et al., 1938). As
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to Pigeons, 2 sisters that had formed a homosexual union were sepa-

rated; they clearly remembered each other after 9 days, but after 26

days one seemed to do so, while the other did not (Whitman 1919:

115). Parrots have long memories for individuals, jackdaws recognize

members of the colony after many months of absence.

F. Promiscuous Tendencies in Monogamous Species

For a great many species that are normally monogamous occa-

sional cases of bigamy are reported (see Sunkel 1926, Verwey 1930,

Portielje 1936, Tinbergen 1939c)
;
these involve Hawks, Swans and

many passerines.

At times there is antagonism between females, as reported for

Montagu’s Harrier (Dent 1939), Starlings (Freitag 1936, 1937), Long-
billed Marsh Wren (Welter 1935), European Blackbird (Kochs 1935),

and Nuttall [White-crowned] Sparrow (Blanchard 1936, 1941). Often,

however, this is not true. Sometimes two females use the same nest

—

White Stork (Ringleben 1936) ;
Red-breasted Merganser 2 years in

succession (Ringleben 1936) ;
European Sparrow Hawk (Hughes-

Onslow 1925) ;
Pied Flycatcher (Pollklasener 1936) ;

Whinchat (Wil-

cox 1920) ;
House Sparrow (Pearse 1940) ;

House Finch (Michener

1925) ;
Cardinal (personal communication from W. A. Matheny).

Occasionally the two mates nest side by side or very near each other

—

Swans (Portielje 1936, Ringleben 1936, Dewar 1936) ;
American

Robin (Brooks 1932).

There is not much information as to how these triangles come
about. With Starlings and Wrens of some species, the male may
start to guard a new nesting site and in this way get a new mate. Twice
with the Song Sparrow it came about through a neighbor female hav-

ing lost her mate while incubating. With the Nuttall Sparrow 2
females “ lost their mates before the start of laying. . . . Each stayed

on her own area and subsequently mated with a neighbor which al-

ready had one mate” (Blanchard 1941:19). One female whose mate
spent most of his time with his new mate, joined her neighbor; her

former mate came and twice fed her young. A potential case of poly-

gamy turned into a divorce
;
a “male became so interested in a neigh-

boring widowed female that a bereft male was able to carry off his

mate” (1941:37).

In the 2 cases where I was able to follow the history of nesting

where a Song Sparrow male had 2 mates at one time, success was
small (see Nice 1937:88-89).

G. Sex Recognition at Copulation
Sex recognition at copulation is a different matter from pair for-
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mation. “The major stimulus in most species is simply that the female

keeps still” (Lack 1940e:280).

Many males have been reported as attempting copulation with

mounted specimens of their own or other species: Blackcock (Lack

1939a), Golden Pheasant (Noble and Vogt 1935), Ruffed Grouse,

House Wren, Yellow-breasted Chat (Allen 1934), Cowbird (Fried-

man 1929), European Robin (the Heinroths 1924), Red-winged

Blackbird, Northern Yellow-throat (Noble and Vogt 1935), Gould’s

Manakin (Chapman 1935) and others.

Yearling Red-winged Blackbirds in Noble’s and Vogt’s experi-

ments copulated with a wide variety of species, both dull and brightly

colored, including male Cardinals and Blue Jays, but 2 year-old males

as a rule responded only to females of their own species. It is a ques-

tion as to whether this greater discrimination of the older birds was

due to learning or maturation.

Some birds, however, are not sexually stimulated by a mount

—

Gentoo Penguin (Roberts 1940b), Black-crowned Night Heron (Allen

and Mangels 1940), Common Tern (Noble and Vogt), Flicker (Noble

1936), Magnificent Bird of Paradise (Rand 1940:14), Song Sparrow

(Chapter XII, also Noble 1936, Allen 1934). With the Flicker and

Song Sparrow special notes are necessary before a bird will have the

meaning of a female.

Dr. Lorenz told me that only pure-bred Mallard ducks are pursued by Mal-

lard drakes and forcibly copulated with, although hybrid Mallard ducks were as

attractive as mates to the drakes as were the pure bred birds. The pattern that

releases copulation is different from that bringing about pair formation.

H. Do Birds Discriminate Sex?
“Birds are not sex conscious,” writes A. A. Allen (1934:198)

on the basis of his observations on captive Ruffed Grouse, “that is,

they do not discriminate between the sexes as such. Courtship dis-

plays, including song, are one form of intimidation.”

Concluding from their series of experiments with mounted birds,

Noble and Vogt (1935:286) state in regard to the Red-winged Black-

bird and Northern Yellow-throat, “These highly dimorphic birds are

therefore sex conscious at this season in that they respond differ-

entially to sex when only visual cues are available to them.”
Lack (1940e:279) says: “In the British Robin (Lack, 1939) one cannot

speak of sex recognition at any stage of the breeding cycle. In pair-formation, the

unmated male treats intruding males and mated females alike, but reacts differently

to an unmated female. How he differentiates an unmated from a mated female

is unknown, but since pair-formation takes some time, discrimination is evidently

difficult. ... In other small passerine species, for example the Song Sparrow,
Melospiza melodia (Nice 1938), the male reacts similarly to all strange females,

whether mated or unmated, hence the problem here is genuinely one of sex dis-
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crimination, which in the Song Sparrow where the sexes are alike in plumage,

depends primarily on a special call of the female. In other species, for example
the chaffinch, Fringilla coelebs (Lack, Ms), it depends on plumage difference,"

With the Gentoo Penguins, at first both sexes offer nest material, later only

males do so (Roberts 1940b :209). “It seems probable that the birds had not

learned to distinguish the sexes as such, but that the birds of a pair, originally

established by trial and error, had come to recognize each other personally."

Tinbergen (1939c :83) points out that: “The recognition marks
that enable the bird to discriminate between the sexes . . . need not

necessarily be morphological structures, even in species that show
morphological sexual dimorphism, as in the Ruffed Grouse, where
different behavior of male and female enables sex discrimination.

Allen’s conclusion, based on this species, that birds do not discriminate

between the sexes, is therefore rejected.”

I. Summary
1. With some birds the recognition of possible mates is an inherited matter,

with others the mating preference is acquired.

2. Lorenz describes 3 types of pair formation in birds : lizard, labyrinth

fish and cichlid fish. This scheme has been criticized by Noble, Tinbergen and

Lack.

3. Noble suggests that “in some fish, as in birds in general, sex recognition

depends on the grosser movements of response to the gesturing of the territory-

guarding male.”

4. In many species some of the characteristics of the opposite sex are latent.

It has been suggested that the “neutral type in birds” is nearer the male than

the female.

5. Social dominance can be measured, but sexual dominance remains a

matter of interpretation. With some birds social dominance may play a part in

pair formation, but afterwards there is no dominance. Instead of saying the male

dominates the female by pouncing, pecking, or driving her, we can consider these

activities the male’s signals that he is ready for pair formation or copulation,

etc.; the female signals by posturing, trilling, etc.

6. Tinbergen suggests 3 types of pair formation: (1) species with marked
sexual dimorphism that discriminate the sexes at the first reaction

; (2) species

with little or no dimorphism where the more active sex proclaims its sex and
induces the other to do the same; (3) species where the process of sex recognition

may be prolonged.

7. Table XXII illustrates the second of these methods of sex recognition in a

mollusk, a fish and 5 birds of 4 orders.

8. Mates may be recognized personally by voice or appearance, particularly

by characters of the head and face.

9. Hens remember individuals for a week to a month
;

Parrots and

Jackdaws have much longer memories.

10. In many normally monogamous species occasional instances of bigamy
are reported.

11. Males of some species will copulate with mounted specimens, but others

require more signals than quiescence if a bird is to have the meaning of a female.

12. Many birds respond differentially to the sexes, hence may be said to

discriminate the sexes.
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CHAPTER XVII

The Nest

When the female Song Sparrow starts to build the nest, the male

begins to sing again. Often the awakening song reappears the same

day that the nest is begun, but at other times it comes a day or two

later. During the day the male may or may not sing a great deal.

Flight songs are fairly frequent during the building of the first nest.

There is much pouncing, and copulation is frequent, particularly

while the female is carrying nesting material.

A. Choosing the Site

The Song Sparrow pair goes about together searching for

nest sites, twitching their wings and giving soft notes. Undoubtedly

the female tries out possible situations by nest molding, and perhaps

the male does likewise. Since young males may nest-mold when 2 to

4 months old, it may well be that the adult male does it when assisting

his mate in the choice of a nest site.

That the male often has influence in this choice seems probable

to me from the history of the nest sites of a number of males, that

had different mates each year. It must be remembered that every

territory appeared to me to afford a multitude of nesting sites.

1M and 23M kept much the same territories for 3 years. With 1M 3 sites

were favored, 2 being chosen 2 years in succession and one 3 years. These nests

were never in exactly the same spot, but were placed within a radius of 3 meters

or less. The record for 23M is less complete, only 6 nests having been found;

the first nests in 1930 and 1932 were in approximately the same spots, and the

same was true of the second nests in these years. 4M nested in the west half of

our garden from 1928 through 1931, shifted further west from 1932 to 1934, and
returned to his old territory in 1935. Three locations were known to have been

chosen twice: for the first nests in 1929 and 1931, the third nest in 1930 and 1935,

the fourth in 1930 and second in 1935. 50M’s first nests in 1931 and 1932 were
in an unusual place, a meter above the ground in the vine on our porch

;
in 1933

the vine was not used. See also the account below of Schantz’s nest-building male..

Although in these cases the male seems to have had considerable

influence in the choice of sites, this certainly was not the case when
K2 followed one of her young into 4M’s land and built her fourth

nest there; for a while 4M’s vigilance was relaxed and 1M and K2
had gone “nest-hunting” in the hedge where she later built her nest.

There appear to be 2 chief requisites for a nest site for a Song
Sparrow—secure support and concealment. Since nesting starts in

April, normally the only situations on Interpont offering these char-

acteristics are on the ground; here under tufts of grass, weed stalks

or thistles, and often in a natural depression, nine-tenths of the nests
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of the first attempt have been situated. The Song Sparrow, however

is not ‘‘bound to the ground'’ as is the Vesper Sparrow or a Lark;

when security of foundation and concealment are afforded in bushes,

small evergreens, vines or piles of flood debris, it readily nests up to

a meter or a meter and a half above the ground. A female Puget

Sound Sparrow showed even greater contrast between the sites of

her first and second nest—on the ground and 9 meters above (Blanchard

1941:46).

In my experience a later nest was never placed lower than an

earlier one. It was also always placed at some distance from the first,

in 44 cases ranging from 9 to 50 meters, and averaging about 23

meters. In some cases where a territory possesses one outstanding
attractive nesting site, Song Sparrows have been reported as using

the same nest twice in a season (3 cases of Eastern Song Sparrows,

Nice 1937:93), while a pair in northeastern Columbus raised 4 broods

in one season in the same nest (Schantz 1937).

B. Building the Nest
On Interpont the female Song Sparrow always built the nest

alone. In only one case (4M on Apr. 30, 1935) did I ever see a male
even picking up and dropping material after his mate had started to

build the nest. He never accompanies her on her trips for materials,

but usually sits watching her as she gathers it and takes it to the nest.

Nest building typically takes place early in the morning and as

a rule is carried on quietly and secretively, although K2 in building

her first nest in 1929 was demonstrative, as was K150 in 1933, who
answered each one of her mate’s songs with a trill or chatter as she

worked. K2’s periods of attention and inattention during 9 hours of

observation Apr. 6-8 corresponded well with those of incubation

—

15, 20, 23 minutes of work, interrupted by absences of 5, 7 and 8
minutes. During periods of attention she brought a load every 2.3

minutes on the first 2 mornings, but averaged one in 5.8 minutes on

the third morning.
K200 in 1935 was far more deliberate. If we compare 4 hours on the first 2

days of building with both pairs we find that on Apr. 6 and 7, 1929, 1M pounced

4 times and copulated with his mate 8 times
;
K2 brought 54 loads, trilled 45

times and chattered 23 times. On Apr. 20 and 21, 1935, 4M pounced and copulated

with his mate 10 times; K200 carried 18 loads, trilled 10 times and chattered 5.

The nest is usually pretty well completed in 2 days and lined

on the third and perhaps the fourth. A nest may be started from 3

to 13 days before the first egg is laid; 5 days are probably more typi-

cal, corresponding to the length of time it takes for the development

of an egg (Nice 1937:111). The start of nest building in the Song
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Sparrow roughly corresponds with the beginning of rapid growth of

the ovum (Riddle 1911) which normally begins 5 days before the

egg is laid. In Chapter XI of Volume I (Nice 1937) charts and tables

are given illustrating the start of laying in relation to temperature.

Chart XIV gives data on temperatures 5-7 days before the laying of

the first egg and before the start of general laying; these dates cor-

respond well to the start of building. Nest building at the beginning

of the season is stimulated by high temperatures and inhibited by

low ones.

An interesting case of “A Nest-building Male Song Sparrow” is given by

Schantz (1937) ;
this bird lived as a bachelor from the spring of 1933 to the

summer of 1934 in northeastern Columbus, spending much of his time in a small

red cedar where “he began a nest. When it was half completed, he ceased build-

ing and roosted on it during the remainder of the year. . . . During the next spring

he built an excellent nest a few inches higher in the same cedar, but still no mate

came to it.” In mid-summer he obtained a mate and nested “a half square to the

north. . . . Very early in the spring of 1935, he began a third nest several inches

above the last one. Soon a mate came, and they moved to a neighbor's yard where

they both built a nest in a brush-pile. This was hauled away after the eggs had

been incubated for two days, whereupon the birds returned to the cedar and

completed the first nest. In it they raised four broods, relining it three times.”

The male roosted in the cedar all winter, and the next spring he and a new mate

built another nest in it.

This male was exceptional, in building 2 incomplete nests and

one complete one by himself and also in helping his mates build 3

nests. One element in the case seems to have been his strong attach-

ment to the cedar in which he roosted much of the year
;

this tree

offered favorable nesting sites, and his latent nest-building ability,

appearing in most male Song Sparrows in the symbolic manipulation

of material, developed through practice when he was mateless in 1933

and 1934. He was a zealous singer. In 1936 he suffered from a

despotic mate, as described in Chapter XVI.

From my experience with banded females on Interpont, of some
of which I knew the exact age, and many of which were present sev-

eral years in succession, I came to the conclusion that a Song Sparrow
builds her first nest as quickly and expertly as she does her last, and
that there was no evidence of improvement in building more secure

nests, nor in concealing them more effectively. Nor was there evi-

dence of some birds consistently surpassing others in these 2 prime
requisites in nest building.

With birds that build very elaborate nests there is some evidence of im-
provement with age, as in Baltimore Orioles (Williams 1934) and Oropendolas
(Chapman 1928). With Tree Swallows, nests of immature females were less

fully lined with feathers than those of older birds (Kuerzi 1941:19). Whether
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this facilitation comes through learning or maturation is undetermined; Lorenz

(1932:65) is inclined to the latter view.

Other aspects of nest building of the Song Sparrow—structure, weight,

position, security, time spent at the nest in building, and building of old and

young—are discussed in Chapter X of Volume I (Nice 1937).

C. Nest Building in General
A bird’s nest may range from a mere place to a hanging cradle

or an oven constructed of mud.
“There would seem to be a vast difference between digging a hole in warm,

moist sand, as we see a turtle or a maleo doing,” writes Herrick (1935:137),

“and the weaving through the unremitted effort of many days of a beautiful

pouch like the oriole’s, so admirably adapted through its form and position for

protecting the young and adult birds
;
but if the essence of nest-building is pro-

viding for the off-spring in the sense of affording them protection, the fundamental

building instinct is not wanting in reptile or megapode.

“Nest-building of one kind or another is found in all classes of vertebrates,

and the guarding and fighting propensities at breeding-time are
. as strong in

some of the fishes as in the birds
;
but though the practice is clearly of ancient

origin, it is by no means universal. In every case it seems to be related to the

needs of the animal and its young and to be a refinement of the more simple

means of securing protection through concealment, as seen in many reptiles.”

1. Methods of Protection

Adult birds protect themselves by escape, concealment, threat,

and attack. Eggs and young must be protected in situ by conceal-

ment, inaccessibility, proximity to powerful neighbors, and by cryptic

behavior of the adults, while later threat, deflection and attack may
play a role. The first 4 methods will be very briefly considered here,

the last 3 will be discussed in Chapter XX.

A certain amount of safety may be ensured through instinctive

choice of nest site and through instinctive modes of nest-building.

Inaccessibility of nest-site is clearly attained on islands, on or in

cliffs, on ends of branches, in thorny growths, etc. Defense through

neighbors may be effected in various ways
;
through their own species

for Terns, Gulls, Willets, Avocets, etc.
;
for Tufted and Eider Ducks

on Finnish Islands through Terns and Gulls (Fabricius 1938, Hart-

man 1938) ;
for Geese from foxes, large Gulls and Ravens through

Snowy Owls and Peregrine Falcons (Grote 1938) ;
for Warblers,

Vireos and Tanagers from Jays and squirrels through Coues’ Fly-

catcher (Howard 1904) ;
for various passerines through wasps and

stinging ants in Africa and South America (Myers 1929, 1935, Beebe

1910, Moreau 1942b)
,

for Grackles, House Sparrows, etc., through

large Hawks; for many birds through human beings.

As to the construction of the nest, inaccessibility may be effected

in many ways : excavations in banks and trees, woven nests with
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small openings, mud nests with small openings, thorny twigs for nest-

ing material, etc. Concealment is evident in nests that are arched over,

well hidden in cover, etc. Camouflage plays a part in nests such as

those of the Hummingbirds and Gnatcatchers (although several of

the Blue-gray Gnatcatcher found in Oklahoma failed to harmonize,

Nice 1932b).

Cryptic behavior of adults is evident in the instinctive stillness

near the nest, and the refusal to approach the nest in the presence

of an enemy. Protectively colored females are hard to flush from their

nests (Woodcock, Bustards, Nightjars, Short-eared Owls), except in

a few cases where the eggs themselves are protected by cryptic color-

ation.

“There is among birds a striking general coincidence between highly special-

ized cryptic resemblance and highly developed crouching instincts, both on the

nest and at other times, the birds which allow the closest approach of an intruder

being usually those which are best concealed by their coloration. This relation

between appearance and activity reaches its zenith in many widely unrelated

kinds of birds (and indeed in many groups of animals besides birds), in every

type of environment, and in each of the five continents—whether the resemblance

is to stone or sand, to the patterns of tangled grasses or of fallen foliage, to the

trunks of trees or the stems of reeds
;
whether it occurs in the barren tundras of

Siberia or the fertile forests of Guiana
;
whether it relates to the orders Passeres,

Ciconiiformes, Galliformes, Anseriformes, Gruiformes, Charadriiformes, Psittaci-

formes, Strigiformes, or Caprimulgiformes. It was one which was sufficiently

general to lead Beebe [1917] to base his estimate of the colour-status of forest

species in British Guiana on the actions of the birds themselves at the approach of

danger. He says : ‘A bird which flew at once, either to a point of vantage where
it could see clearly about it, or flying on out of sight was plain evidence of lack

of protective coloring, at least in its own estimation. If it squatted or “froze”

either for a moment or until we had crept up to within a few feet, I felt that it

unconsciously, but surely, counted upon being overlooked, or confused with its

surroundings’” (Cott 1940:131-132).

2. Nest Building

There is great variation in the part played by the sexes, as pointed

out by Stresemann (1927-34:343) in his review of the subject in

which examples are given from all over the world. In some the male
pays no attention whatever; in some he accompanies his mate on her
trips (Snow Bunting, Chaffinch, Titmice, European Nuthatch)

; in

some cases he brings the material to his mate who arranges it (Doves,
Penguins, Grey Heron, Little Gull), while in others he builds the
foundation and perhaps the outside of the nest while his mate puts
in the lining (some Old World Warblers, some Wrens, Penduline Tit,

some Weaver-birds, the Crimson-crowned Bishop-bird), or occasion-
ally makes the whole nest (Baya and other Weavers).

The more elaborate the nest is, according to Stresemann, the
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more apt it is to be relegated to one sex. Anseres never carry material

to the nest site, merely molding what they find in place.

There is little information on the subject of searching for a nest

site. Craig describes the behavior of the pair of Ring-doves (1909)

and Mourning Doves (1911)—the trial of suitable spots, the special

postures and nest-calls (Nice 1931c). With the Corn Bunting, “The
hen usually spends some hours in site-selection and is closely ac-

companied by the male, which frequently perches near her and in-

dulges in vigorous bursts of song, scoldings and wing-quiverings”

(Ryves 1934a). Willet pairs hunt for nest sites together or separately;

on May 3 Vogt (1938:32) noted of one male “that it seemed he could

scarcely go near a tuft of grass without exploring its possibilities.”

Observations have been made on nest-site hunting by the American
Robin (Meuli 1935), European Goldfinch (Geyr 1939), and Northern

Phalarope (Tinbergen 1935).

Bringing of nesting material often stops with the laying of the

first eggs, but sometimes that is not true. Snow Buntings finish the

lining after the first egg is laid (Tinbergen 1939c :32) and so do

Black-capped Chickadees (Odum 1941b), Crimson-crowned Bishop-

birds (Lack 1935), young Tree Swallows (Kuerzi). With Cormor-
ants, Gallinules, Herons and Falconiformes material may be brought

throughout nest life
;
with some of the Falconiformes—Eagles, Gos-

hawks, Mississippi Kite and others—green twigs are brought.

With the Black-headed Gull bringing material after the eggs are

laid is usually a “substitute reaction” when the mate refuses to leave

the nest. “It may be said with some truth that the size of a Black-

headed Gull’s nest is largely determined by the number of times it is

prevented from sitting on its eggs” (Ivirkman 1937:78). One of the

Gulls—a female in immature plumage—showed an over-development

of the nest-material carrying instinct, building up a large pile of stuff

at the site of the nest; “the only purpose it answered was to supply

a convenient store of nest material that neighboring gulls could plunder

with less risk than the nest proper,” p. 78. Over-exuberance in the

use of nesting material—an abundant supply of colored yarns—has

been reported for the Baltimore Oriole, Kingbird, Cedar Waxwing
and Rcfbin (Williams 1934), Least Flycatcher and Robin (Herrick

1935 :251).

Herrick discusses the question as to “why the birds react so

strongly to such artificial materials and why they use so much more
of them than they need. ... I can only suggest that in instincts as im-

portant as those concerned with the making of nests, some of the ele-
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ments are possibly at times greatly overstressed” (1935:253-254). It

may be that a bird has a certain amount of energy that normally goes

into building its nest; if part of its work is greatly lightened—in this

case the procuring of materials—the normal amount of energy ex-

pended results in a much larger mass of material than would occur

under natural conditions. With some species the nest building impulse is

so strong in the males that they construct “dummy nests”, as in the

Long-billed Marsh Wren and European Wren. With the House Wren
this behavior would seem to be a method of claiming all possible nest-

ing sites within or near the territory.

Few detailed studies have been made on the process of nest

building. Herrick (1911, 1935) has done the most work on the sub-

ject, describing particularly the technique of the American Robin, Red-

eyed Vireo and Baltimore Oriole. After discussing the different ma-
terials used by the Robin in different regions he suggests that birds

inherit
“
definite ways of working

, with a predisposition to draw from
their environment any available materials suited to their methods

and style’’ (1939:248). Lorenz (1932) discusses instinct and learn-

ing in nest building, stating that at first his Ravens and Jackdaws
picked up and flew with all kinds of objects, but that young Storks

and Night Herons recognized the proper materials from the first.

In reviewing this subject, Laven (1940a) points out that the

starting point of study should not be the nest itself, but the bird, how
specifically it behaves under greatly differing environmental conditions

and how wide individual variations and skill show themselves to be.

With the Tricolored Red-wing, Emlen (1941) found that the

nest-building period could not be artificially lengthened or shortened

;

the introduction of eggs or young into a partially built nest did not call

forth incubating nor feeding behavior, nor were eggs laid any sooner

than usual if a complete nest was substituted for an incomplete one.

When the lining was removed, no new material was added. When
“nest construction was interrupted or delayed by natural factors the

birds commenced laying without regard to the incompleteness of their

nests.”

D. The Meaning of the Nest

Since birds lay eggs that have to stay in one place, and these may
hatch into young that also cannot leave for a while, the attention of

the parent or parents is focussed for some time on one spot. That
the nest site becomes “an area of great emotional valency” is em-
phasized by Roberts for the Gentoo Penguin ( 1940b :201). It may
be defended before a piece of material has been brought, as pointed
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out for the Black-winged Stilt (Yeates 1941), Arctic Skua or Para-

sitic Jaeger (Jourdain 1936-37), Pigeon (Whitman 1919), Raven (Lor-

enz 1940), Brown Thrasher (Sherman 1912) and Nuttall Sparrow

(Blanchard 1936). Copulation takes place on the nest with many
species—Penguins, Herons, Storks, Gallinules, Bayas, sometimes

American Robin and others.

As to recognition of the nest, Lashley (1915) writes in regard

to the Sooty Tern: “Individual characters of the nest and egg do not

play any important part in orientation. The birds react positively to

any nest at the chosen site.” They are “very greatly disturbed by a

lateral displacement of only a few inches”, and “adjustment to changes

in the height of the nest is not made any more readily than to changes

in the horizontal position.” If the position of a Ring Dove’s nest is

moved, the birds fail to recognize it (Whitman 1919:160). Meise

(1933) moved the nest of a House Sparrow with small young a short

distance, and although the bird must have seen the nest-box, yet he

did not go to it, but fluttered around the former site; the author con-

siders this evidence of the importance of kinesthetic memory in nest-

location among colony breeders.

According to Kirkman, “a nest is any receptacle for its eggs into

which an animal has put work. Thus the patch of rock on which

the Guillemot ( Uria troille [L.] ) lays its eggs is not a nest; a scrape

in the soil is, even though it remains devoid of lining” (1937:71).

The attachment to the nest site and the nest may become so great

as to overshadow the attachment to mate, eggs or young. In regard

to the White Stork, Schiiz (1936:102) writes, “one often has the

impression that it is first the nest that is defended and second the

mate.” With Black-crowned Night Herons “the nest is of great im-

portance as a bond between the members of the pair . . . the nest or

nest site exerts a far stronger influence on the birds than does the

contents” (Allen and Mangels 1940:21). A heron sat on wooden
blocks in its own nest rather than on its eggs in an artificial nest next

to it. Noble and Lehrman (1940:37) make the interesting suggestion

that, “In both Herring Gull and passerine bird, the extensive work
which has gone into the nest construction seems to take the attention

of the bird away from the biologically more significant object.” (See
the account of the Linnet and her nest in Chapter XIX.)

The nest may still retain much of its meaning after the young
have left. A Black-throated Green Warbler female flew about pro-

testing when the observer climbed the hemlock to inspect the nest

from which the last young had left 10 minutes before (the Nices
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1932). 1M and K2 drove off a Cowbird from their first nest which

they had deserted that morning because of disturbance to its contents.

“After the young have left the nest the male [Flicker] may still defend

the nesting hole” (Noble 1936). The emotional valency of the nest

site is shown by the fact that it was defended by a pair of Herring

Gulls even when the young were not there (Portielje 1928).

E. Summary

1. Male and female Song Sparrow both have influence in choosing the

nest site.

2. Building is normally by the female Song Sparrow, but in one case a

male built.

3. There was no evidence that the Song Sparrows benefited from experi-

ence in making their nests more secure, nor in concealing them more thoroughly.

Yet with some birds that build elaborate nests, there is some evidence of facilita-

tion with age either through learning or maturation.

4. The function of a nest is protection of the eggs and young. This may

be furthered through instinctive choice of inaccessible nest-sites, or of sites near

powerful neighbors. In nest-construction inaccessibility and concealment may

play a part. Cryptic behavior of the parents is an instinctive response of many

birds in reference to the nest.

5. There is great variation in the part played by the sexes in nest-con-

struction.

6. Bringing of material may stop after the eggs are laid, or it may last

through nest life. Sometimes it is indulged in to an extravagant degree.

7. The nest-site becomes an “area of great emotional valency”, and the

attachment to the nest-site or nest may become so great as to overshadow the

attachment to the mate, eggs, or young.
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CHAPTER XVIII

The Eggs

In Volume I, 3 chapters are devoted to the subject of eggs: The

Start of Laying, The Eggs of the Song Sparrow, and Incubation. In

the present chapter the incubation pattern of the Song Sparrow will

be briefly touched upon and comparisons made with other species. The
recognition of eggs by the parents will also be discussed.

A. Egg Laying
This is Stage V in the Song Sparrow nesting cycle. The eggs are

laid, one each day, early in the morning. The male sings much, cop-

ulation is frequent, but pouncing has practically disappeared. Incuba-

tion usually starts the day before the last egg is laid.

B. Incubation
There is a close bond between the Song Sparrow pair, but their

roles are sharply differentiated during Stage VI.

1. The Part
xof the Female

As with the majority of the Fringillidae the female alone in-

cubates. (The males of the Rose-breasted Grosbeak, White-throated

Sparrow [Snyder and Lozier 1930] and Reed Bunting [Haverschmidt

1937] sometimes incubate.
1

) She stays on the nest from 20 to 30

minutes and off the nest from 6 to 9 minutes, this rhythm being cor-

related with hunger. The total number of periods off the nest per day

varied from 14 to 39, while the total percentage of daylight hours

spent on the nest ranged between 70 and 80 (see Chapter XII, Nice

1937). She trills to answer her mate, but the chatter is not heard. In

3 cases eggs that were slightly injured were removed by the bird.

When off the nest, she often drives away birds of other species. In-

cubation usually lasts 12 to 13 days.

2. The Part of the Male

The male guards the territory. He sings a great deal, giving the

awakening song regularly and occupying himself with song while his

mate is on the nest. Pouncing and copulation are almost never seen.

He keeps in close touch with his mate, calling her off the nest many
times a day with a “signal song”, i.e., after a period of foraging in

the grass he flies to a perch usually within 6 meters of the nest and

gives one or more songs suddenly and loudly. His mate often comes

off the nest at once, but sometimes she trills and remains.

1For an excellent discussion of behavior involved when males are very exceptionally
found on eggs see B. H. Ryves 1943 An Investigation into the Role of Males in Relation
to Incubation. Brit. Birds, 37:10-16.
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In 30 hours of K2’s first incubation two-thirds of her departures from the

nest were in answer to lM’s signal songs. 1M gave no signal song to his mate

during 2 storms that each lasted an hour, nor did he give it at the usual 20 to

25 minute interval on one occasion when boys were near the nest. Males have

called their mates off when I have been within 5 meters of the nest, in which case

the females refused to return until I had withdrawn to a greater distance. Once

in such a situation a male called off his mate, then began to tchunk at me.

When the female leaves the nest, the male usually remains near

it for a few minutes and then joins his mate, often accompanying her

when she returns
;
he thus alternately guards both the nest and her.

He rarely visits the nest during incubation; 1M did so twice in 30

hours during K2’s first incubation, and once in 17 hours during K7’s

first incubation. Only 3 times have I met other males at nests during

this stage.

3. Incubation with Other Species

The origin of incubation, according to Whitman (1899) may
have come from (1) the disposition to remain with or over the eggs,

“probably bound up with the physiological necessity for rest after a

series of activities tending to exhaust the whole system/’ (2) the dis-

position to resist enemies, (3) periodicity.

a. Share of the Sexes

Probably in the majority of birds both sexes incubate. This is

usually the case where both sexes have similar plumage, although

there are many exceptions, since only females regularly incubate with

the Tyrannidae, Muscicapidae, Troglodytidae, Paridae, Buntings and

American Sparrows, most Corvidae, most Turdidae and many others.

With Common and Spotted Sandpipers only males incubate as a rule.

If there is sexual dimorphism, usually the less brightly colored

partner incubates—the female in Hummingbirds, Pheasants and

Icteridae, the male in Phalaropes, Button-Ouails, Painted Snipe. There
are a few exceptions, for the strikingly colored male Rose-breasted

Grosbeak and Paradise Flycatcher assist in incubation. Some Fruit

Doves (Ptilinopus solomonensis
,
P. rivolii) have striking dimorphism,

yet, as with all Columbidae, the male incubates in the day-time (Mayr,

letter).

Where both sexes are conspicuously colored, the nest is often

in a cavity—Kingfishers, Bee-eaters, Barbets, Trogons, Cassiques, Par-

rots, Puff-Birds, Motmots, Toucans, Woodpeckers, Starlings, Shel-

drake, European Robin, etc. In such cases both sexes often incubate,

but this is not always so. “With many small egg-rich Waxbills, the

pair incubates together in the roomy spherical nest often for hours

at a time, not only at night, but also in the day (Bstrilda melpoda and
B. astrild)” (Stresemann 1927-34 :385).
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b. Length of Periods On and Off the Nest

Where both parents incubate, the spells on the nest may be very

short: 7 minutes with the Lesser White-throat (Lopmann 1934), 5

minutes or so with the Black-winged Stilt (Yeates 1941), 2-15 minutes

with the Bush-Tit (Addicott 1938) and 15-40 with the Blue-gray

Gnatcatcher (Nice 1932b). There may be a regular division of the

24 hours as with Columbidae, the female incubating from late after-

noon to the middle of the morning, the male during the middle of

the day. With the Ostrich the male spends the night on the nest,

the female the day. The male Woodpecker regularly incubates at

night, and often more in the day time than does his mate (Pynonnen

1939, Sherman 1910, Steinfatt 1937b). With some birds either part-

ner may be on at night, as with the Willet (Vogt 1938). Noddy Terns

relieve each other at about 2 hour intervals, while Sooty Terns stay

on a whole day at a time (Watson 1908). Black Oystercatchers, when
incubating and caring for chicks, change places at low tide, i.e., every

12 hours (Webster 1941).

With some birds the periods on the nest are long, as for instance

:

Murres 16-24 hours (Johnson 1941), Wilson’s Petrel 2 days (Roberts

1940a), Leach’s Petrel 4 days (Gross 1935), Fulmar 4 days (Richter

1937), Yellow-eyed Penguin 1-5 days (Richdale 1941a), Rockhopper
Penguin 4-10 days (Roberts 1940b), Royal Albatross 3-14 days

(Richdale 1942).

Where only one bird incubates, the matter of the rhythm of in-

cubation is of much interest. Some birds leave the nest only once a

day, as the Bob-white, or twice as Mallards (Girard 1941). With
passerines the number of times the female leaves the eggs during a

day varies greatly: Ovenbird 5-13 (Hann 1937), Cardinal 11-12

(Schantz, letter), Song Sparrow 14-39 (Nice 1937:125), House Wren
27-43 (Baldwin and Kendeigh 1927), while Bussmann (1933) gives

data for 4 European species studied with his terragraph—Song Thrush

20-21, Common Redstart 30, Wryneck 40 and Pied Flycatcher 90.

European Dippers left 21 and 28 times (Eggebrecht). Steinfatt gives

figures for all day incubation for 4 species: European Nuthatch 24,

Marsh Tit 17, Chiffchaff 17, 34, Hedge Sparrow 20,22.

Periods off and on the nest are of considerable interest. In Table

XXII data are given on 21 individuals of 10 passerine species whose

incubation rhythm was recorded from a minimum of 7 hours to a

maximum of 11 days, the table representing a total of some 47 days of

observation. The birds are arranged in order of length of periods off

the nest.
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Tabee XXIII
AVERAGE PERIODS ON AND OFF THE NEST DURING INCUBATION IN TEN

PASSERINE SPECIES

Length of Periods On and Off in Minutes
(Incubation by Female Only)

Species
Average
period

off

Average
period
on

Percentage
of time
on nest

Length of
observation

Author

Song Sparrow . 5.7 19.3 73 6 days Nice 19371

Song Sparrow . 6.0 30.5 80 17 hours Nice 1937
Marsh Tit . 7.1 37.9 84 12 hours Steinfatt 1938c
Song Sparrow 7.8 24.9 76 11 days Nice 19371

Song Sparrow . 7.8 30.0 79 30 hours Nice 1937
European Dipper . 7.8 29.8 77 All day Eggebrecht 1937
Song Sparrow 8.0 20.0 71 24 hours Nice 1937
Chiffchaff . 8.2 19.6 70 All day Steinfatt 1938a*
Chiffchaff . 8.2 49.1 85 All day Steinfatt 1938a*
European Dipper . 8.5 32.0 79 All day Eggebrecht 1937
Becard . 8.5 12.0 60 1 % days Bent 1942 4

Sulphur-bellied Flycatcher. . 8.5 17.0 67 7 hours Bent 1942 4

Song Sparrow . 9.0 27.0 75 21 hours Nice 1937
Song Sparrow . 9.2 26.5 74 3 days Nice 1937 1

Scarlet Finch . 9.2 48.5 84 All day Steinfatt 1937d
Song Sparrow . 9.3 36.1 80 5 days Nice 19371

American Robin . 11.0 44.0 80 37 hours Schantz 1939
European Nuthatch . 11.3 31.1 73 All day Steinfatt 1938e
Hedge Sparrow . 12.6 29.4 70 All day Steinfatt 1938b
Hedge Sparrow . 16.5 30.0 63 All day Steinfatt 1938b
Song Sparrow . 16.5 42.4 72 4 days Nice 19 3 71

Records taken by potentiometer by Drs. Baldwin and Kendeigh in Cleveland, Ohio.
2Third day of incubation; sunny, warm.
3Different female; 11th day of incubation; foggy, then sunny.
Observations by A. F. Skutch in Central America.

The periods off the nest range from 5.7 to 16.5 minutes, the median

being 8.5 minutes, while two-thirds of the cases fall between 7 and

9 minutes. The range of the 9 Song Sparrows is 5.7 to 16.5 minutes,

the median 8 minutes. The range of the 12 birds of the 9 other species

is 7.1 to 16.5, the median being 8.5 minutes. It seems as if 8 minutes

was a favorite period for small passerines to stay off the nest.

As to periods on the nest, they range from 12 to 49.1 minutes

with a median of 29.8. If the 2 tropical species—Becard and Sulphur-

bellied Flycatcher—with 12 and 17 minutes on the nest are omitted,

the minimum of the 19 temperate zone birds is 19.3 minutes, the

median 30 minutes. Thirteen cases range between 19 and 32 minutes.

An inverse correlation between length of periods on the nest and
temperature is shown in a number of cases : the 2 tropical species in

the table and the Chiffchaffs, Harm’s Ovenbirds (see Bird-Banding,

9:57) and my Song Sparrows (Nice 1937:123), but with Baldwin’s
and Kendeigh’s Song Sparrows, the warmer the weather, the longer

were periods on and off (Nice 1937:125). As to periods off the nest,

with the Ovenbirds and Song Sparrows they were longer in warm
weather than in cold.

The percentage of time during daylight that the eggs are covered
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ranges from 17-90 with the White-rumped Swift (Moreau 1942a), and

31-66 with the Rough-wing Bank Martin (Moreau 1940) to practically

100 with Columbidae and many sea-birds, Herons and others. As to the

10 passerine species in the table, their percentages run from 60 to 85

with a median of 75. (Three other percentages fall within the same
range—Yellow-headed Blackbird 63.9 (Fautin 1941), Linnet 78 (Stein-

fatt 1937 f ) and Ovenbird 82.5 (Hann 1937). In a study of the

European Wren in Holland/females were found on the nest 54 per

cent of the times visited during the first brood and 80 per cent during

the second; the female has to spend more time searching for food

early in the season than later; the average incubation period in April

lasted 17.5 days, in July 14.5 days (Kluijver et al., 1940). A female

Lyre-bird incubated her single egg for 7 weeks before it hatched, but

was off the nest from 7-8 hours each day (Campbell 1941); an egg

placed under a fowl hatched in 4 weeks.

c. Length of Incubation

The classical study on “The Relation between Bird Weight, Egg
Weight, Set Weight, and Length of Incubation'’ was published in 1922

by Heinroth. The following birds have very long incubation periods

:

Procellariiformes, Falconiformes, Alcidae, Psittaciformes and Tro-

chilidae. The following have rather long periods : Phalacrocoracidae,

Ardeidae, Ciconiidae, Charadriiformes, Coraciiformes, Strigiformes,

and Micropodidae. Anatinae have short incubation periods and so

do Picidae despite their protected nesting sites. “Very long incubation

periods, especially with altrices, are always to be regarded as some-

what primitive, and have persisted where the brood is subject to few

dangers. Long incubation periods are usually correlated with slow

development of the nestlings,” p. 285. Fresh eggs take less time to

hatch than stale eggs
;
the last egg is the freshest and often hatches in

a shorter space than the others. (A set of 8 Emu eggs hatched in a span

of 4 days, although the last 4 had been laid during the first 13 days

after incubation had begun [Fleay 1936].) In the incubator eggs

usually hatch one-fourth to half a day sooner than in nature. It is

impossible to hasten development to any appreciable extent, but it

may be considerably delayed.

How long will birds incubate over the normal time? Whitman
(1919) found that Pigeons will not incubate overtime, and this is cor-

related with formation of pigeon milk in the crop. One Song Sparrow
incubated 16 days, another 24 (Schantz 1937), while a Catbird in-

cubated 22 days (Latham 1936) and Black-crowned Night Herons in

captivity for 40, 49 and 51 days, instead of the regular 22-24 days
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(Noble and Wurm 1942). Some birds incubate for extraordinarily

long periods: a Peregrine Falcon 61 days (Schiermann 1925), Black-

headed Gull 75 days (Kirkman 1940b), a Lapwing 88 days (the

Nethersole-Thompsons 1942b), a Kiwi in a London zoo 4 months

(Stresemann 1927-34 :394).

On the other hand, it has been found that if incubating birds are

given eggs ready to hatch, the parents as a rule respond to the stimulus

of the young and care for them, the incubation period being thus

very much shortened or entirely suppressed. This was true with K201,

whose foster eggs hatched 3 days after her own set was complete, and

with a pair of Song Sparrows given Yellow-breasted Chats’ eggs

(Young 1895). In Emlen’s series of experiments with Tricolored Red-

wings, the normal incubation period of 11+ days was reduced by

the introduction of other eggs to 6, 5, 3, 2, 1 and 0 days. Nestlings

“2 to 3 days of age were introduced into 10 nests where the laying

phase was just being completed. In 2 of these the old birds deserted,

in the other 8 the strange nestlings took precedence over the eggs,

and the nest owners passed directly from laying into the feeding-the-

young stage.” The author concludes : “The development of breeding

behavior in the Tricolored Redwing is closely regulated by physiologi-

cal factors from the start of nest-building through the initiation of

incubation. During the rest of the cycle, however, the rate of develop-

ment is largely controlled by external situations associated with the

nest” (1941:218). Allen and Mangels (1940) concluded from their

experiments on interchanging eggs and young of the Black-crowned

Night Heron that the adults accept very small young “innately”, but

must be conditioned to larger young.

d. Incubating on Empty Nest

Some birds have been reported as brooding on the nest before

any eggs were laid—Skylark, Mistle-thrush and Chaffinch, also 2 Rooks
in November (Brown 1924). Peregrine Falcon, Owls, Buzzard,

(.Buteo buteo) and Kestrel (Owen 1940). Others have been found
incubating without laying—Rook, Hedge Sparrow, Long-tailed Tit

and Green Woodpecker, while a Great Tit, robbed on May 24-25 con-

tinued to occupy the nest till June 10 (Owen 1940). A Pigeon will

sometimes fail to lay, but “incubates the empty nest and exchanges

with her mate as punctiliously as if she actually expected to hatch

something out of nothing” (Whitman 1919:89). A hand-raised Robin
laid in captivity, but her eggs disappeared

;
she brooded the empty nest

and when taken off by force, “She bites my fingers and fights” and
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“utters all the alarm cries and notes that a bird does out of doors when
disturbed” (Scott 1902a).

An interesting case of this behavior is reported by Davis (1941c).

A pair of Eastern Kingbirds built 3 nests in succession and deserted

each one without laying any eggs. “Four days after the first nest was

completed she started to ‘incubate’ the empty nest. About four days

is the normal interval between the completion of the nest and the start

of incubation. The behavior of the female was identical with that of

a female incubating eggs. She ‘incubated’ for 15 to 25 minutes; the

male guarded in her absence and greeted her in typical manner when
she returned,” p. 166.

In all these cases of incubating empty nests the bird (or birds in

the case of the Pigeons) carried on the physiological rhythm, although

one of the prime elements in the external situation was missing.

4. Role of the Non-Incubating Mate
The males of some species pay no attention to their “mates” after

Copulation has taken place. But wherever a pair is really formed, the

male usually plays a significant role even if he does not share in in-

cubation. This may be guarding the territory, nest, and mate as in a

very large number of species. Sometimes the male’s role is to attract

attention of the enemy to himself and lead it off (as in Geese and

Ptarmigan).

Sometimes the male feeds the female on the nest. This may be

largely token feeding that strengthens the bond between the pair, as

in Titmice, Old World Flycatchers, a few Wood Warblers. In others

there is a real contribution to the nourishment of the female as in

Shrikes and various Falconiformes. In the Hornbills the male brings

all the food to his imprisoned mate and the young. This subject was
treated in detail by Lack (1940b), and further records appeared in

The Auk, Jan. 1941 :56-60. It is of interest to find how widely spread

this behavior is, occurring sporadically in families where it seems nor-

mally absent.

Sometimes the male drives or urges his mate back on to the nest,

as in Parrots (Travistock 1930), Herring Gull (Goethe 1937a), Pigeons

(Whitman 1919), Crimson-crowned Bishop-bird (Lack 1935), Corn
Bunting (Ryves 1934), Dickcissel (Crabb 1923), Nuttall Sparrow
(Blanchard 1941). With one of the Button-quails the female drives

her mates back to their duties of incubation (Stresemann 1927-34:

379).

Diebschlag (1941) interprets this as a matter of dominance with

Pigeons, considering that the male is driving his mate out of his sphere
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of influence. However, the explanation might be different. A bird

instinctively responds to certain situations; the situation eggs-in-nest

implies mate-on-nest-much-of-the-time ;
if the second element in the

situation is not functioning he is disturbed
;
if his mate has disappeared

he starts to sing (for her or another)
;

if she is around, he tries to

get her into the appropriate situation. That birds have some feeling

at times for appropriate behavior in their mates is shown by the attacks

of an overworked mother Dipper on her lazy mate, after which he

worked harder (Eggebrecht 1937), and by a Bank Swallow on its

mate that was attempting to dig a hole where a stone obstructed the

passage (Selous 1901:328).

C. Recognition of Eggs

Experiments have shown little evidence of recognition by birds

of their own eggs.

Rensch (1925) experimented with passerines in Europe: 2 species

accepted their eggs when painted red, while 3 deserted
;
when sets

were exchanged between species some were accepted and some

were not. Single eggs of other species were often rejected, while in

one case a Whitethroat incubated the 3 eggs of a Lesser Whitethroat

and threw out her own.

On the basis of his wide experience with parasitic Cuckoos in

Europe and Asia, Baker (1942) marshalls much evidence as to dis-

crimination of eggs
;
for instance, the incidence of desertion of parasit-

ized nests by normal hosts of the Khasia Hills Cuckoo was 8 per cent

in 1642 cases and by abnormal hosts 24 per cent in 298 cases. He
concludes

:

“The evolution of adaptation between the eggs of Cuckoos and their normal

fosterers is brought about by the constant destruction, by the latter, of the Cuckoos'

eggs most unlike their own and the survival of those most like them. Adaptation

has been evolved in size as well as in general appearance,” p. 179.

A very different situation is found with the Cowbird that shows
no specialization for parasitism in the size or color of its eggs. If we
take the 15 most common fosterers according to Friedmann’s book

(1929), and consider the matter of resemblance in color, we find con-

siderable similarity with 3 species, not too great difference with 5,

but striking contrast with 7. As to resemblance in size, there is little

difference in 4 cases, some difference in 2, and a great difference in 9.

Only two of these species often reject the Cowbird egg: the Yellow
Warbler whose own eggs are decidedly smaller, but not very different

in color from those of the parasite, often builds over the strange egg;

the Yellow-breasted Chat whose eggs are “very similar to those of

the Cowbird” in size and markings, usually deserts a parasitized nest.
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It looks as if Old World passerines are more selective in the matter

of eggs than those in the New World. Five families are represented

by these 15 most common victims of the Cowbird: Tyrannidae (1),

Vireonidae (3), Compsothlypidae (5), Turdidae (1), Fringillidae

(5) ;
only the last two occur in the Old World; they are parasitized

to some extent.

Gulls (Kirkman 1937, Goethe 1937a, Tinbergen 1936b, Noble and

Lehrman 1940), Terns (Marples 1934, Tinbergen 1936b), and the

Black-crowned Night Heron (Allen and Mangels 1940) have been

shown not to recognize their own eggs.

Kirkman (1937:98) writes in regard to the Black-headed Gull:

“A complete normal incubating reaction will result from the presence

of two sets of conditions, both of which are indispensable, namely an

internal drive or urge to brood together with an external situation

in the form of an effective nest or nest substitute containing at least

one egg or a substitute for that egg, the substitute being of any colour,

shape, size, material, or smell, provided that its shape does not cause

discomfort, that it is not too large to sit upon, or is not so small that

it sinks into the material of the nest.” Lashley suggests (1938:455),

“The adequate stimulus of the egg may thus be defined as a rounded

object of certain size and texture, and this, in the setting of the nest,

elicits specific retrieving, cleaning, and brooding behavior.”

Murres or Guillemots make no nests; they do know their own
eggs which are strikingly marked and they are strongly attached to

them. “Eggs out of place are returned by their owners to the old nest

site, and are usually completely ignored by strange birds,” writes

Johnson (1941:163) in regard to the Atlantic Murre ( Uria aalge

aalge). “Two different pairs of birds at different times incubated

broken eggs and empty shells or pieces of shells. This indicates that

the birds may rapidly adjust to a change in the character of their eggs.”

Dawson (1921:1506) describes a California Murre ( Uria aalge cali-

fornica) retrieving and incubating its egg that had been broken by

Gulls.

With Gulls, Terns, Geese, Rails (Pettingill 1938), and some others

there exists an instinct to retrieve eggs outside the nest. This activity

has been analyzed as to its elements of instinct and taxis in the Greylag

(Lorenz and Tinbergen 1938).

Whitman (1899) experimented by removing the eggs of several of his

Pigeons, placing them 2 inches outside the edge of the nest. The Passenger

Pigeon returns to the nest, looks at it, “sits down as if nothing had happened.

She soon finds out, not by sight, but by feeling that something is missing.” She
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“leaves the nest after a few minutes without heeding the egg.” The Ring-necked

Dove puts her head down “as if to feel for the missing eggs.” She may leave

after 20 minutes “with a contented air as if her duty were done”, or she may try

to roll one egg back into the nest, staying content with this. The Domestic Pigeon

generally tries to get both back; “failing in this, she resigns the nest with more
hesitation than does the ring-neck”, p. 335.

It is typical of instinctive reactions that the animal need not per-

ceive their function or end
;
with most birds there is no need for them

to recognize their eggs; it is simply enough for these birds that they

recognize the nest which in nature is fixed. But where eggs may be

moved in the natural course of events, the individual is able to recog-

nize its own eggs, as in the Murres. Even in this case the bird has

retained the universal attachment to the site, for moved eggs are

brought back to the accepted site.

D. Summary
1. The female Song Sparrow incubates for 20 to 30 minutes at a time,

staying off the nest from 6 to 9 minutes
;

this rhythm is correlated with hunger.

2. The male guards, singing a great deal, and calling his mate off the nest

with signal songs.

3. In the majority of birds both sexes incubate; where this is true, periods

on the nest may vary from 5 minutes to 5 to 14 days.

4. When only one sex incubates, the bird may come off once a day, or as

often as 90 times a day; between 20 and 30 times seems to be typical for many
passerines. In 7 species of 6 passerine families, the average period off the nest

ranged from 7-9 minutes.

5. The percentage of the daylight hours that the eggs are covered ranges

from 31 with a Swallow to nearly 100 with Doves; in 9 passerine species it ranged
from 64 to 84.

6. Very long incubation periods are primitive and have persisted where the

eggs are subject to few dangers.

7. Some birds will incubate a long time over the normal period.

8. If eggs nearly ready to hatch, or nestlings, are given to birds just starting

to incubate, incubation may be greatly shortened or suppressed entirely.

9. Cases are reported of birds incubating empty nests.

10. The non-incubating mate often guards the territory, nest and mate

;

he may feed his incubating mate and he or she may drive the other back to

the nest.

11. Experiments have shown little evidence of recognition by birds of their

own eggs
;
usually it is the nest site that is recognized. Murres, however, that build

no nest, do know their own eggs, and show a strong attachment to them.
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CHAPTER XIX

Care of the Young
Both Song Sparrow parents cooperate in the care of the young,

the female brooding and feeding them, the male feeding them. Both

attend to nest sanitation and both defend them. Singing is much re-

duced; the awakening song is given irregularly. (During May 1934

I noted that 4M gave it about two-thirds of the time while caring for

young.)

That the care of the young is the most strenuous period in the

life of both parents is shown by the fact that they lose some 9 per

cent of their weight at this time (Nice 1937:27). The Eastern Tree

Sparrow shows an even greater loss in Manitoba while feeding young

—

“almost 20 per cent for the males and 10 per cent for the females”

(Heydweiler 1935). Parent Noddy and Sooty Terns became emaci-

ated (Watson 1908).

The young are cared for by one or both parents for about 4 weeks

from hatching; the first 10 days of this period are spent in the nest

—

Stage VII; the last 20 are spent in or near the territory—Stage VIII.

A. Brooding
Brooding with Song Sparrows is by the female alone, although

the male may stand over the young for as much as 6 to 8 minutes at

a time (1M with his first brood in 1928 and third brood in 1929), even

though there was no question of protecting them from the sun. It

seems to be a general rule that the bird that incubates the eggs, broods

the young.

Table XI in Volume I (Nice 1937) shows that in 3 Song Sparrow
nests the young were brooded about two-thirds of the daylight hours

on the first day, about half the time for the next 3 or 4 days and per-

haps a third of the time on the sixth day with little brooding after

that. With an Ovenbird the proportions on the first 4 days were two-

thirds, one-half, one-third and one-twentieth (Nice 1931b)
;
with a

Black-throated Green Warbler two-thirds, two-thirds, one-half and
one-third

;
the development of both these species is more rapid than

that of the Song Sparrows.

In regard to the Wire-tailed Swallow, Moreau (1939b :125) says: “For the

first three days the young in all the nests were brooded much as the eggs had been,

but after that the amount of brooding varied greatly between the nests.” With
the Rough-wing Martin the young are brooded as much as the eggs for the first

week after hatching (Moreau 1940:243).

With Song Sparrows, Wood Warblers, Wrynecks (Bussmann
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1941) and others, more brooding takes place during cold weather than

warm.
Sometimes “shading” the young from the sun is an important

function of the parent ;
here the adult stands spread out over the nest.

The somewhat different positions taken by male and female Brown
Thrashers are shown by Gabrielson; the male “sat on the edge of the

nest with his feathers ruffled up . . . affording very poor protection

for the young, as compared with the female. She spread her wings,

ruffled her feathers, and stood in such a position as to completely

shade the nest” (1912:82).

That this behavior is not necessarily released by the sight of the

discomfort- of the young, but may be a direct response to the sun is

shown by an observation by Charles (1909:30) on American Robins

nesting on a window sill.

“The sun shone directly upon the nest for about an hour each day, during

which time the female brooded in striking attitude. At one time when the young

had been weighed in a bowl and the bowl had been placed upon the sill close to

the nest preparatory to returning the nestlings, the mother appeared and brooded

for some time upon the empty nest, utterly indifferent to the presence of the young
in the bowl.”

B. Feeding the Young
In general the male Song Sparrow does the major part of the

feeding as long as the female is occupied with brooding; in the second

half of nest life they may feed equally or either may surpass the

other.

1. How Does the Male Know the Young Have Hatched

?

Since the male so seldom visits the nest, it is a question as to how
he knows that the young have hatched. Is it by seeing his mate carry

food? Howard describes the situation with the Yellow Bunting that

may not assist in feeding until 3 to 5 days after the young have hatched

:

“He sees her leave the nest in order to collect food for the young and follows,

waits while she seeks it, returns when she returns, follows her even to the thicket,

and, when she enters, flies to the oak and sings. Again he sees her leave; again

he follows, chases and worries her, hampering her routine
;
but he can neither

feed nor brood the young. Four days pass before this male carries insects in his

bill, but thereafter he brings food and cleans the nest regularly,” (1929:27).

In 1929 I obtained some data on this question.

July 5. At 9:02 one of 4M’s young was lying between the broken halves of

the shell; the other eggs had not hatched. K3 returned to the nest and did not
leave until 9:45; probably she did not meet 4M during her 8 minute outing. She
returned at 9:53 and left silently at 10:22. 4M had been singing nearby for 9
minutes; he darted after her. The nestling gaped. At 10:25 4M appeared with
nothing in his bill, sang twice near the nest, went in to the nest and left

;

at 10:26
K3 returned with an empty bill. At 10:29 4M appeared with -a. small insect and
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the baby apparently received its first meal, 1^4 hours after hatching. He fed 3

more times in 46 minutes and 4 times in 1J4 hours in the afternoon. So far as

I could tell K3 did not feed at all during the period I watched. I was not in a

blind, but in the open 6 meters from the nest.

July 7. K2 left her nest at 7:24; I found one egg had hatched. 1M came

near and tchunked, but did not go to the nest. K2 returned and did not leave

again until 7 :58. At that time I was trying to find a snake that had been coiled

up at the base of the bush, and I did not see the meeting of the pair. Both came

to the nest at 8:02, flipping their wings; 1M left and returned in 4 minutes with

the first meal.

In 1930 I watched the newly-hatched young of 1M and K7 from a blind. 1M
came to the nest at 9:46 and looked in, remaining about a minute; at 9:55 he

brought food. This may have been the first time he knew of the hatching.

My theory is that the female shows excitement, probably by flip-

ping her wing£ ; the male visits the nest and the sight of the young
induces him to feed.

When a Henslow’s Sparrows eggs hatched, the female, instead of “leaving

with her usual low flight . . . mounted to a height of about twelve feet in the air,

uttering animated twitterings as she swerved over a clump of shrubbery” (Hyde
1939 :38) ;

this looks like a device for stimulating the male to come to the nest.

Under like circumstances the female Bonelli’s Warbler, instead of flying 50

meters along the ground, mounts straight up into the tree tops, where her mate
is, flips her wings and gives little notes. The male at once responds to this new
behavior

;
he follows her closely and tries to feed her, but she avoids this and

sits with food in her bill. The male’s ground-shyness prevents his feeding the

young for some hours (Heilfurth 1935).

A curious thing happened in 1935 : as I went to visit 204M’s nest

at 5:20 P.M., there was 204M with a grub in his beak; his mate was
on the nest, but no eggs had hatched. Later when I passed by, he was
there again, examining the eggs. The next morning two had hatched.

A male California Thrasher was seen carrying insects to the nest

at the beginning of incubation! (Sargent 1940). A male Ovenbird,

as shown by the itograph record, came to the nest each morning on
the 9th, 10th and 11th days of incubation; on the 12th he was seen

bringing food (Hann). A female Chough regurgitated food into the

nest and gave the food call 1% hours before the first egg was pipped

and 8% hours before it hatched (Schifferli and Lang 1940).

2. The Rate of Feeding

The rate of feeding typically increases with the age of the young.

It varies greatly from species to species.

a. The Rate Per Hour

The results of 137.5 hours of observation on the feeding of 7

broods of Song Sparrows are shown in Table XXIV.
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Table XXIV
RATE OF FEEDING PER HOUR AT SEVEN SONG SPARROW NESTS

Nest
Number
young

First 5

Hours cf

days
9 Total

Second
Hours cf

5 days
9 Total Hours

Total
cf 9 Total

Mousley 3 6 6.5 31 12 9 8.3

Haldeman 3 16 2 4.0 12.3 16.3
1M & K1 2 18 4.6 2.7 7.3
1M & K2 4 17.5 5.8 0.2 6.0 21.5 12.4 5.2 17.4 39 9.4 2.9 12.3
1M & K2 4 31 4.7 2.0 6.7 9 14.3 5.4 19.7 40 6.9 2.7 9.6

1M & K7 4 10.5 6.6 4.4 11.0 3 8.7 15.3 24.0 13.5 7.1 6.7 13.8
17M & K20 6 3 2 10.5 14.0 24.5

Total 83 54.5 101.5
Average 3.7 5.2 2.0 7.’ 2 9.7 8.3 17.’

8

7.9 3.4 11.1

*7 days old.

26 or 7 days old; all day observation.
35 Song; Sparrows and 1 Cowbird. all 7 days old.

The rate of feeding for the first 5 days of nest life ranged from

6 to 11 times an hour, averaging 7.2 times; for the second 5 days from

12 to 24.5 times, averaging 17.8. The results from 101.5 hours where

-observations were made in both the first and last halves of nest life

range from 8.3 to 13.8 and average 11.1 times an hour for the whole

period.

There is considerable agreement in the different samples. Four of those in

the first half of nest life range between 6 and 7.3 ;
the fifth case that amounted

to 11 involved an unusually zealous female, K7. In the second half there is one

low record—12, but this was based on only 3 hours’ observation of birds 7 days

old
;
three medium records—16.3-19.7—,

and 2 high—24 and 24.5. These last 2 are

based on short periods of observation, only 2 and 3 hours; in one K7 was again

involved, while in the other there were 6 young in the nest. This nest had the

•distinction of raising 5 Song Sparrows and a Cowbird (Nice 1930d), apparently

the only such case on record.

As to the totals, those for 1M and K2 in May and 1M and K

7

are probably the most representative. Mousley’s samples of 3 hours

each were taken when the young were 3, 5 and 7 days old, so are not

representative of late nestling life. 1M and K2’s nesting in July has

no data for the last 2 days of nest life. If the 7.2 times an hour for

the first half and 17.8 for the second half are averaged, each being

given equal value, the result is 12.5 times an hour for the whole
period. This may well be more representative than 11.1, for the num-
ber of hours in the table spent on the first half of nest life is almost

double that spent on the second half. Comparing 7.2 with 17.8, we
find the average rate of feeding during the last half of nest life two
and a half times as rapid as during the first half.

b. Increase with the Growth of the Young

It is clear that with the growth of the young there must be an
increase in the amount of food brought after the first few days. This
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may take the form of more frequent trips or larger amounts—larger
insects and more of them—brought each time. With many species

that stay in the nest only a short time, this increase is consistent

throughout nest life. This is shown in Table XI in Volume I (Nice

1937) where K2 in July increased from 3 feedings an hour on the

first day to 9 an hour on the 9th; K7 in May from 1 feeding an hour

to 15 on the 8th day, while lM’s average for 5 broods started at twice

an hour on the first day and finished at 26 times an hour on the 11th

day.

A steady increase in rate of feeding throughout nest life is shown
in the Ovenbord (4 nests Hann 1937; 2 nests Nice 1931b), Black-

throated Blue Warbler (Nice 1930c), Maryland Yellow-throat

(Shaver 1918), Blue-gray Gnatcatcher (Nice 1932b), Henslow Spar-

row (Hyde 1939:42), Wren-tit (Erickson 1938) and others.

Marked increase in feeding activity is shown in a number of spe-

cies studied by Steinfatt by means of 2 all day records, one usually

taken early in the nest life, the other late: Spotted Flycatcher (1937e),

Chiffchaff (1938a), Willow Warbler (1939c), Thrush-Nightingale

(1939b), Europeon Nuthatch (1938e) and Hedge Sparrow (1938b).

This was also true of Eggebrecht’s Dippers.

With species that stay in the nest until ready to fly there is typically

a steady increase in number of meals brought for the first week or

10 days after which a “plateau” is reached.

This was true of the Song Thrush—3-4 feedings an hour at first and 19 at

the 11th day and afterwards (Siivonen 1939), Wrynecks (Bussmann 1941), Great

Tits and European Redstarts (Bussmann 1940a, 1940b) and Starlings (Kluijver

1933). With this last species there was some decrease the last 2 or 3 days. With
the Rough-wing Bank Martin the feeding “rates increase slowly for about the

first ten days”, after that remaining much the same for the next 14-17 days
(Moreau 1940:243). With the Silvery-cheeked Hornbill the number of meals
brought by the male “increases a fortnight after the eggs have hatched” and de-

creases “a fortnight before the family emerges” (the Moreaus 1940:243). An
increase and decrease is also shown in the Kestrel (L. Tinbergen 1940). With
the Wire-tailed Swallow, “After a slow rise, comparatively stable feeding rates

were attained at each nest during the last week of fledging” (Moreau 1939b:

125) ;
in the first week feeding occurred about 10 times an hour, in the second

about 14, in the third about 25. Robins watched by Charles (1909) fed 3 young
as follows on the 6th, 7th, 8th, 13th and 14th day: 66, 85, 85, 94, 102.

The two broods of Robins studied by Schantz (1939:161, 163), on the

contrary, showed little change in the rate throughout the nestling period : in the

first brood with 3 young 82 feedings when the young were 2-3 days old, and
83-99, averaging 90, in 9 all day feedings during the rest of nest life; 81 when
the 4 young of the second brood were 1-2 days old and 84-113, averaging 92,

during the following 11 days of nest life.

Careful studies of the increasing amount of food brought to young Starlings
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placing a collar around the necks of the young for a few hours each day and

collecting each meal with forceps. The average weight of a feeding to one young

was 144 mg. on the first day, and 853 mg. on the tenth; each feeding amounted

to about 1/80 the weight of the young, but in one case where the female alone

cared for the young, some feedings equalled % the weight of the nestling. At first

the young were fed half their weight each day, later 7/6 their weight each day.

When my 3 European Redstarts were 7 days old I fed them 26.5 grams of

ant pupae, which came to about 2/3 the total weight of the birds (39 grams).

The 44 excreta weighed 12.5 grams, about 1/3 the weight of the birds and

the weight of the food.

Northern Flickers fed their young by regurgitation about 10 times the

first day and 4 or 5 times as often later; at 19 days one feeding amounted to 1/16

the weight of the young bird; during a day the young consumed their full weight

of food (Sherman 1910:151). A brood of Ivory-billed Woodpeckers were fed 36

times a day at first, 15 times later (Tanner 1941).

c. The Part Played by Male and Female

The amounts fed by male and female Song Sparrow are shown

in most cases in Table XXL In the 4 instances in the first half the

male outdid the female, but in 3 out of 5 cases in the second half the

opposite is true. It is probable that in the majority of cases while

the female broods the young, the male will do the larger part of the

feeding; later, however, the individuality of the birds plays an im-

portant role. K2 during her May and June nestings in 1929 fed the

young very little during the first half of nest life, but did better in

this respect in the July nesting and also the following year. (The June
nesting in 1929 is not included in the table since the birds were dis-

turbed by carpenters near their nest.) K1 and K7, on the other hand^

were zealous in feeding young; the greater activity of K7 than K1
is perhaps due to the larger brood of the former. (Kl’s nest was
destroyed by some predator.) Haldeman’s female fed 3 times as often

as did her mate. The average rate of feeding of 1M during 110.5

hours in 3 years was 7.4 times an hour
;
two-thirds of the hours came

during the first half of nest life. It should be noted that male Song
Sparrows usually bring larger portions, larger insects and more of

them—than do their mates. The same thing has been noted in a num-
ber of birds: Black-throated Blue Warbler (Nice 1930c), Myrtle

Warbler (Nice 1930a), Black and White Warbler (Smith 1934),

Black-throated Green Warbler (Pitelka 1940), Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

(Nice 1932b) and others.

1M also differed from K2 in taking food from the feeding shelf to the

nestlings. He started taking bread to the June brood when they were only 4 and
5 days old ; at first he did this only occasionally, but by the time they were 8 and
9 days old half his meals in 3 hours consisted of this artificial food. He also

brought them Canary seeds at this time. He first took bread to the July brood
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when they were 5, 6 and 7 days old, a third of the feedings in 4 hours on this

and the next day consisting of this easily obtained provender.

d. Number of Objects Brought and Number of Young

Fed at Each Trip

Some birds habitually bring only one object at a trip: Gnat-

catchers (Nice 1932b), one of the Black-throated Green Warbler

females (Nice and Nice 1932), Red-breasted Flycatcher (Steinfatt

1937a). Others bring whole mouthfuls (Ovenbird, Starling, Robin,

the other Black-throated Green Warbler female), while still others

may bring one or more (Song Sparrow, Great Tit [Bussmann 1940b] ).

Figures on 5 species—Catbird, Brown Thrasher, Red-winged Black-

bird (Gabrielson 1915b), Myrtle Warbler (Nice 1930a) and Mary-
land Yellow-throat (Shaver 1918) show the number of objects brought

ranged from 104 to 167 per cent of the number of trips, the average

being 1.37 objects per trip. In 1928 1M brought at least 32 insects in

19 trips to small young, an average 1.7 per trip.

Kluijver (1933:62) gives the average number of objects brought

per trip by Starlings for 17 days: for the first 4 days it averaged 2,

after that it ranged between 2.7 and 7.3, the median of the 17 being

3.6. Steinfatt (1937b) found the male Great Spotted Woodpecker

brought an average of 4 insects to his young at each trip. A male

Eastern Tree Sparrow had 45 insects in his bill at one time (Baum-

gartner 1937). As many as 80, 220 and 686 insects have been taken

at one time from the gullet of an Alpine Swift (Bartels 1931 :19).

As to the number of young fed at each trip there are a number

of records from observers who watched from blinds : Song Sparrow

(Haldeman), Towhee, Meadowlark (Esten), Catbird, Brown

Thrasher (Gabrielson) Maryland Yellow-throat (Shaver)
;
the aver-

age per nest ranges from 1.06 to 1.7, the average of all nests being

1.3 young fed per trip. This probably varies according to the age of

the nestlings. With the Wren-tits all the young were fed at each trip

at first, but later only one or two at a time (Erickson 1938:292, 295).

e. Rate of Feeding Throughout Nest Life

To return to the hourly rate of feeding throughout the nest life.

Table XXV gives data on 10 passerine species for which there is a

large amount of information.
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Table XXV
HOURLY RATE OF FEEDING THROUGHOUT NESTLING LIFE WITH TEN

PASSERINE SPECIES
(The feeding- of the first three and last two species were mechanically recorded)

Species
Number of

young
Age in

days
Number of

hours watched
Rate per
brood

Rate per
young1

Great Tits 2 9 3-15 195 39.7 4.4
Starling's3 4-6 1-20 510 22.0 4.4

Common Redstart4 5 5-16 180 19.3 3.9
Bank Swallow5 3-5 2-12 56 17.1 4.3
Wire-tailed Swallow6 2 2-19 63 16.7 8.4
Yellow Warbler7 3 0-10 145 16.5 5.5
Maryland Yellow-throat8 3 0-8 98 12.6 4.3
Song Sparrow9 2-6 0-10 137.5 11.4 3.1

Robin30 3 3-15 140 6.4 2.1

4 2-13 174 6.6 1.7

Ovenbird11 2 0-8 128 2.4 1.2

3 0-8 128 2.3 0.8

5 0-8 128 4.3 0.9

6 0-8 128 5.2 0.9

LAssuming that only one bird is fed each time. 213 full days (Bussmann 1940b).
sAverage of 2 nests; 34 full days (Kluijver 1933). 412 full days (Bussmann 1940b). 67 hour
samples of 8 nests (Stoner 1941). 6200 minutes each day (Moreau 1939b). 796% of com-
plete nest life (Bigglestone 1913). *75% of complete nest life; one nestling a Cowbird
(Shaver 1918). »See Table XXIV (Nice). 1010 and 12 full days (Schantz 1939). “Complete
record for all 4 broods (Hann 1937). In the last brood 2 nestlings were Cowbirds.

The records range all the way from 2.3 times an hour per brood

to 39.7 times. The highest rate coincides with the largest number

of young. (This nest of Pams major affords one of the highest daily

rates recorded—793 meals when 11 days old.) Assuming that only

one bird is fed each time, it will be noted that, with one exception,

from the Great Tits down to the Maryland Yellow-throats the num-
ber of meals given per young bird per hour is much the same—slightly

over or under 4. The Song Sparrows with 3.1 make a lower showing

than they should because of the preponderance of records from the

first half of nest life. The Wire-tailed Swallows have the highest

individual records of any—8.4 an hour; early in the nest life each

parent “usually fed more than one young bird”
; later they brought

food “for one young bird only.”

The Robin shows a distinctly lower rate—about twice an hour

per bird, while the Ovenbird is the slowest of all—less than once an

hour per bird. Both of these species bring very large mouthfuls at

one time. Ovenbirds and Song Sparrows are about the same size;

apparently the former brings about 4 times as much food to its young
at one trip as does the latter.

Hann (1937 :218) assumes that 2 Ovenbirds are fed on each trip;

this gives 21, 24 and 25 meals per bird per day except at the nest with

only 2 young where the figure would come to 38. The average num-
ber of meals per day for the first 3 broods of Ovenbirds during the

last half of nest life comes to 33.7. Starlings during the early part
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of nest life were fed 33 times a day by Holzapfel (1939:527) ;
when

nearly ready to leave, about once an hour. I gave my hand-raised

Song Sparrows 28 and 34 meals a day when 7 to 9 days old, and 27

meals to the Redstarts at 6 and 7 days. In nature during the latter part

of nest life each Song Sparrow should get from 70 to 100 meals per

day, which, of course, are much smaller than those given to hand-

raised birds where the attempt is made to satisfy each bird at each

session.

How much adaptation is there to larger or smaller broods ? There

is some adaptation in the rate of feeding, but often less than would
be expected. The adjustment may occur largely in the amounts

brought, a matter not easy to measure.

So far we have been considering passerines that gather food,

largely invertebrates, and feed it directly to the young. It is a differ-

ent story with those birds that feed by regurgitation, for here few
visits and large feedings are the rule, as the following all-day records

show. Six Linnets, 6-8 days old, were fed 50 times (Steinfatt 1937f) ;

4 Rose-breasted Grosbeaks, 6-9 days old, were visited 79 times by

the parents and 208 individual feedings given (Esten)
;
a brood of well-

developed Red-shafted Flickers were visited 43 times in contrast to

a brood of Red-naped Sapsuckers about the same age whose parents

made 238 trips (Shirling 1927).

The rapid rate of feeding with passerines is correlated with rapid

development of the nestlings. In contrast to small passerines that

need to be well fed at 30 to 45 minute intervals throughout the day,

many birds thrive on a very different regime. A pair of Alpine

Swifts fed their 2 young about 3 weeks old 24 times, each being fed

about once an hour (Bartels 1931:17). A single White-rumped Swift

may be fed only 4 times a day (Moreau 1942a). Fulmars are probably

fed once a day (Richter 1937) ;
the male Crowned Eagle brings food

once or twice a day (Maclatchly 1937) ;
Royal Albatrosses are fed once

or twice each day to the age of 3 weeks, after that not every day
(Richdale 1942) ;

while 4 young Wilson’s Petrel’s normally fed each

night, survived 3, 5, 11 and 20 days of starvation when snow covered

the burrows (Roberts 1940a).

3. The Role of Experience

There is some evidence of facilitation in parental responses of the

Song Sparrow through experience.

K2, apparently a young female, fed her first and second broods very little

during the first half of nest life in 1929. The third brood, however, (July 1929

in Table XXI) she fed from the start, her rate being twice an hour in contrast
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to 0.2 times an hour. The following year she also fed her young from the start.

1M in 1928 brought some very large insects to his 2-3 day young of the

first brood, at one time spending 7 minutes trying to get his offering disposed of.

In 1929 and 1930 he brought small insects to small young.

It is a pity that there was not time to watch carefully the activities

of Song Sparrows known from banding or character of the song to

be nesting for the first time.

In regard to Tree Swallows, Kuerzi gives 2 tables that bear on

this subject. Table XX shows the “reproductive efficiency” of 10 pairs

in which one or both birds were fledgling returns. “Their average

efficiency of 75.0% is fully as high as the more adult birds” (1941:

39). His table XIV gives “Data on Feeding Rhythm of Four Pairs”
;
in

two of these the females were “1st year”, in two they were adult;

the age of the males was unknown except for one fledgling return

(1st year) mated with a young female. During 8 hours of watching

it was found that the young females were greatly outdistanced in feed-

ing rate by their mates, but that the adult females outdid their mates.

C. Nest Sanitation

The excreta, enclosed in mucous sacs, are usually eaten during the

early part of nest life, but later they are more commonly carried away.

At a nest of Song Sparrows about 6 days old, watched all day by
Haldeman, the female swallowed 7 sacs and carried off 34, the male

swallowed 3 and carried off 30; the number of excreta disposed of

amounted to 28 per cent of the number of trips made (1931:401).

The total number of times 1M carried excreta during 124 hours of

care of 7 broods from the 3rd to 11th day amounted to 24.5 per cent

of the number of trips with food.

I calculated this percentage for 35 studies on 28 species ranging

from 16 to 145 hours of observation or even longer (Moreau 1939b,

1940) ; they vary from 8-10 per cent with the Wire-tailed Swallow
(Moreau 1939b) to 66.6 per cent with the Meadowlark (Esten)

; 18

range from 20 to 28 per cent, while the median of all is 25 per cent.

This may be a little low, as in some studies it may be that the num-
ber of excreta that are swallowed is underestimated. With the hand-

raised Redstarts at 6 days the percentage of excreta to feedings was
52. Steinfatt says that the number of excreta becomes proportion-

ately fewer during nest life, apparently because of more thorough

digestion (1938a); this seems to be the case in some studies—Chiff-

chaff (Steinfatt 1938a), Thrush-Nightingale (Steinfatt 1939b), Mary-
land Yellow-throat (Shaver), Catbird and Brown Thrasher (Gabriel-

son).
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Of 112 sacs of excreta removed from a brood of Brown Thrashers,

104 were taken from the bird just fed (Gabrielson 1912:90). In

Shaver’s 9 day study of 2 Maryland Yellow-throats and a Cowbird,

only 6 of the 314 excreta were “voided by a nestling other than the

one just fed” (1918:8). Food stimulates excretion, but not every time,

as the Reeds (1925) believe: “The young bird,, then does not take

food until the previous bolus has been digested.” This would necessi-

tate 100 per cent disposal of excreta in comparison to trips with food.

“The functions of nest-sanitation are two-fold, one to prevent

contamination of the young birds, their food, and the brooding parents,

and the other in many cases to prevent the nesting-site being made
conspicuous by accumulated droppings” (Blair and Tucker 1941 :208).

An early paper on this subject was written by Herrick (1900), who
mentioned the mucous encapsulation of the feces in passerines and

woodpeckers, and suggested in regard to the swallowing of the sacs,

“since digestion in the young is an imperfect process, the substance

may serve as a kind of predigested or partially digested food.” Selous

(1933) devotes a chapter to “The Origin of Domestic Cleanliness

in Birds” in which he conjectures that “the first motive” was “the

gustatory one.”

Blair and Tucker speak of 3 stages: swallowing; removal; and

later, evacuation of the young on or over the nest edge. They give

2 instances of “spring cleaning” in Pied Flycatcher and Wryneck: “on

the day after the nestlings flew the parent birds returned and cleaned

up every particle of excrement, leaving the nest-box clean" (1941 :241).

Biting of the anal region of the young as a stimulus to defecation

has been reported for Flickers (Sherman 1910), Wren-tits (Erickson

1938), and Wrynecks (Bussmann 1941). Smith (1941) speaks of

parents’ tugging at down on the nestlings' back.

That nest-sanitation is a purely instinctive act is pointed out by

the Heinroths (1924) who found a nest of the European Jay with a

pile of excrement on the rim
;
apparently the male roosted above the

nest on which his mate was incubating.

Birds have a strong impulse to remove foreign objects from
the nest while it contains young; the disposal of excreta is a special-

ized form of this instinctive activity.

“Egg-Shell Disposal by Birds” is discussed in general and in de-

tail by the Nethersole-Thompsons (1942a), in particular as to “how,

when and why the egg-shell loses its status to become a redundant,

if not undesirable, body in the nest.” An amazing variety of re-

sponses are described.
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D. Recognition of Young

A striking example of conditioning to a situation and of failure

to adjust to a change even when young were involved is given by

Howard in “The Nature of a Bird’s World” (1935:42-44).

“Here is a Linnet’s nest in which the eggs are hatching. It is 6 A.M., in a

few hours all will be hatched. Ten A.M. comes and one egg is still unchipped;

so I remove it that it may not confuse the parent or obscure the experiment. Then

I place a forsaken Linnet’s nest against the real nest and transfer the young.

10:14 A.M. The hen broods the empty nest.

10:16 A.M. She raises herself, looks at the young and squats again.

1 1 : 14 A.M. The cock settles on the forsaken nest and feeds the young,

staying six minutes to clean the nest.

11:45 A.M. She leaves.

11:55 A.M. Both return: she bends her head to the bottom of the empty

nest, holds it there, and then broods emptiness ; he feeds her, goes to the young
and flies away.

12 :00 P.M. She rises, feeds the young by regurgitation, cleans the nest

and broods the young.

12:09 P.M. She moves to brood the empty nest.

12:12 P.M. She flies off.

12 :20 P.M. She returns to brood the empty nest.

So the stupid bird broods over an hour on emptiness. I do not mean that

she alone is stupid
;
her race is stupid, for one broods a vacant nest and works

her feet to turn the eggs that are not there
;
another, like the Reed Bunting,

springs up and down on the bottom of the nest to make the young stretch up for

food and behold, they are not there
;
another like a Hummingbird, goes through

the movements of shaping the nest though no nest is there. ... If I had not

moved the young into a strange nest I should not have known that when she

broods and when she feeds her young she lives in different worlds. By ‘different

world’ I mean that each internal state has its own external world. Brooding is

an internal state, its external world the nest. While the Linnet is away I move
her young into a strange nest and she broods the empty nest. Well, did she not

find a site for the nest, build it, and for near a month live in a nest world? Think
of the force of habit and her action does not seem strange

;
but think how accus-

tomed she must have become to the eggs by sitting on them, by using her feet

to turn them, by spreading her feathers to cover them, and her action does seem
strange and needs something more than habit to account for it. She cannot

know her young, which she has felt but never seen, in a nest she has never seen.

But emptiness—that should trouble her
!”

That many passerines have no instinctive recognition of their own
young is clearly shown by their readiness to adopt Cuckoos and Cow-
birds. Song Sparrows with fresh eggs were given Yellow-breasted

Chat eggs nearly ready to hatch
;
the foster parents raised the young

Warblers (Young 1895). In another case Song Sparrows raised

Kingbirds
;
after leaving the nest the Flycatchers did not seem to relish
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some of the meals given them (Strong 1891).

However, some parasites in the Old World closely “mimic” their hosts.

In Africa with some of the Whydahs ( Viduinae) the young resemble the hosts

in the coloring of the inside of their mouths and also in their first plumage. The
Asiatic Koel (Eudynamis) parasitizes Crows and Starlings—its young are black;

the Koel of North Australia parasitizes hosts that are brown, its young are brown

( Stresemann 1927-34 :428-9)

.

It is clear that many passerines do not learn to recognize their

young while in the nest.

When lM’s young in June 1929 were 5-7 days old, I exchanged them for

a few hours with a brood of House Sparrows about the same age, but very

different in appearance, for the latter were still naked. Both sets of parents fed

the changelings.

In experiments with Black Phoebes Kinsey (1935) was able to get nesting

birds to accept newly hatched young in place of fresh eggs, young ready to leave

in place of small young, half grown young in place of young ready to leave, and

young ready to leave in place of slightly incubated eggs. One pair, however, would

not accept eggs in exchange for half grown young.

“The stimulus for feeding-the-young behavior is normally the presence of

nestlings calling for food in the nest, or of fledged young similarly calling in the

nest vicinity” (Emlen 1941:217). “The identity of the nestlings in the nest is

apparently of minor importance in the Tricolored Red-wing, for no difficulties

were encountered in transferring young from nest to nest up to the end of nestling

life. . . . Advanced (9 days) nestlings were successfully established in place of

3-day-old young in one nest and 2-day-old young in another. . . . Two-day young
were introduced into one nest when the rightful young were 10 days old and the

attending pair was thus induced to feed nestlings for 17 consecutive days. Feeding

behavior in one nest was discontinued with the removal of the 2-day-old intro-

duced nestling, then resumed 7 days later when the rightful eggs hatched.”

The passerine bird responds first to what is in the nest; here

form, touch, motion, color and faint sound are stimulating. If a small

nestling gets outside the nest, the parents do not recognize it. Song
Sparrows never attempt to push back into the nest one of their young
pulled out by accident, although they will remove dead young from
the nest. Passerines in Europe let their own offspring, ejected by a

nestling Cuckoo, perish before their eyes. The same was true of a

young Black Stork that got out of the nest on to the rim (Siewert

1932).

“With the absence of a proper response on the part of the young,

the parental instinct disappears” (Howard 1907-14:86). The nestling

must play its part. A number of cases have been recorded where

parents ate their dead young—Black-throated Blue Warbler and Red-

eyed Vireo (Harding 1929), White Stork (Schuz 1936), and Hobby
(Friedmann 1934:31), while a mother Marsh Hawk picked up a

dead nestling and fed it to its brothers (Breckenbridge 1935).
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It is clear that this lack of personal recognition ot young is wide-

spread among birds with altricial young: Columbidae, Falconiformes

and others (Heinroth 1938a), Herons (Allen and Mangels 1940), and

probably many others. So long as the parents respond to what is in

the nest, there is no need for personal recognition.

As the young grow older, their vigorous calls incite parental

care even outside the nest. When using Cowbirds as bait in traps

for catching foster parents, I found the nestling had to be at least 7

days old in order to call sufficiently loudly to induce the Song Spar-

rows to enter the trap (1933a). I once returned 12-day old Song

Sparrows to their parents (with whom I had left part of the brood) :

the active individual was at once adopted; the other that was ailing

and quiet was ignored. A pair of American Robins in Columbus fed

a young stranger recently out of the nest along with their own brood

of about the same age; Heinroth (1938a :35) reports this as char-

acteristic of the European Blackbird.

Song Sparrows probably recognize their young personally some

days before they become independent. 4M drove lM’s young several

days before he drove his own young that were some 2 days older and

1M reciprocated. Lorenz (1935:292) believes that Corvidae (except

for the European Jay) that lead their young for some time come to

know them personally.

Heinroth ( 1938a :32) points out that although most birds will

accept a strange egg, if the chick that hatches is too different from
the foster parent’s species in appearance, voice or behavior, it will

either be ignored or treated as a nest enemy. However the Eagle

Owl (von Korff 1938) raised ducklings, and the Great Horned Owl
(Holland 1926) and Short-eared Owl (Dubois 1923) chicks.

Many parents know their precocial young after a few days, al-

though not as early as the young know their parents (Lorenz 1935

:

292). Gulls and Terns soon know their own young, in some cases

by voice as well as appearance. When Terns have been given eggs

or young of other species, they sometimes have brooded the young,

but failed to feed them. Common Terns hatched Roseate Terns, but

the begging note of the latter apparently was too weak to induce

feeding behavior (Palmer 1941) ;
Little Terns hatched Kentish Plover

which hunted food for themselves (Goethe 1939). However, a pair

of Common Terns raised a Herring Gull; it showed no escape behavior

and failed to develop the specific scream (Kuhlemann 1939). Common
Gull eggs, given to Black-headed Gulls, were hatched and the young
raised, and 79 banded (Schiiz 1939). Grey Herons hatched Stork
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eggs (Blockey 1939) and Black-crowned Night Herons Snowy Egret

eggs (Allen and Hickey 1940), but in neither case were the young
raised.

“There is good evidence,” writes Lashley (1938:452), “that animals without

previous experience may give specific reactions to biologically Significant objects

and that the recognition or discrimination of these objects may be quite precise.”

If Sooty Terns were given eggs of a related species (Noddy Tern) “to hatch

they would invariably reject the foster children within a short time after hatch-

ing, throwing the chicks out of the nest and sometimes killing them. Strange

chicks of their own species were accepted during the first few days of brooding.

The chicks of the two species did not differ greatly in appearance, yet the dis-

crimination was certain. I was unable to discover the sensory basis of the re-

action, beyond getting indications that it depended upon a complex of stimuli, not

wholly visual. The history of these birds was of course unknown but the number
of individuals observed, considered in relation to the death rate of the colony,

makes it certain that some at least were dealing with their first brood.”

In regard to fish, Noble and Curtis (1939:45) found that “cichlids which
have had no previous brooding experience will adopt and rear young of other

species”, but experienced cichlids will not do so. They will “adopt other young
of their own species provided there is a difference of not more than 2 days be-

tween the ages of their own and the introduced young.”

E. Helpers at the Nest

In Chapter VI cases were mentioned where young of the first

brood helped feed young of later broods. It occasionally happens that

a bird of one species will feed young of another species, either in the

latter's own nest or after leaving it. A male Bluebird fed House
Wrens, a male Scarlet Tanager fed Chipping Sparrows (Forbush

1925), a male Junco fed Bewick Wrens (Williams 1942b), a male

Song Sparrow fed Robins (Twombley 1934), all while their mates

were incubating. Here the young of a neighbor stimulated the males

to premature feeding activity. Other instances are given where birds

feeding their own young also feed other young, or where a bird that

perhaps has lost its own brood persists in feeding young of other

species despite the antagonism of the parents. After it has left the

nest, the young Cuckoo is often fed by birds that did not foster it,

and this is occasionally true of the Cowbird.

When I brought the 13 and 14 day Song Sparrows and 17 day

Cowbird from Michigan to Chicago on June 28, 1939, I wondered
whether Y would feed them. The Song Sparrows never begged to

him, although the Cowbird did. Y did not feed them, yet he evidently

had a preliminary impulse to do so, for he carried mealworms about for

considerable periods, mouthing and crushing them. On June 30 he

treated mealworms in this way for 5, 10 and 18 minutes, on July 1

for 12 minutes. This behavior soon disappeared.
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Caged Song Thrushes, European Robins and other birds near

the end of the normal nesting season will carry mealworms about, as

if trying to feed them to non-existent young (Heinroth 1938a :36, Lor-

enz 1935:293).

With a few species “unmated helpers” seem to be of fairly regu-

lar occurrence. Skutch (1935) describes this behavior in 3 Central

American species: at 5 nests of the Central American Brown Jay,

which does not become mature until 2 years of age, from one to 5

yearling birds were in attendance feeding and guarding the young;

with the Black-eared Bush-tit, where there is a preponderance of

males, extra males assist in nest building and feeding the young,, from

one to 3 at each nest; with the Banded Cactus Wren fiom one to 2

helpers were present. With the Long-tailed Tits in Europe there are

many records of several birds feeding at one nest. With the Bush-tit

in California a third bird often helps in nest-building, incubating, feed-

ing and brooding the young (Addicott 1938). A helper has been

recorded while Chimney Swifts feed young (Day 1899, Sherman

1924), and also with Bicknell’s Thrush (Wallace 1939). Extra birds

of either sex have been seen feeding at nests of the Tree Swallow

(Wetherbee 1933a, Bent 1942), European Barn Swallow (Moreau,

R. E. and W. M., 1939), Violet Green Swallow (Shirling 1935), and

Bluebird (Wetherbee 1933b). A second Black Redstart in better

plumage than the father, helped feed young and clean the nest
;
the

parents were not hostile, but were disturbed and “their efficiency in

feeding the nestlings was impaired” (Ashby 1942:203).

F. Summary
1. The bird that incubates the eggs, broods the young. The newly hatched

young may be brooded nearly as much as the eggs, but brooding decreases regu-

larly, depending partly on the weather, and practically stops by the time tempera-

ture control is established.

2. Both parents may shade the young from the sun. A Robin shaded her

empty nest while her young lay in a bowl beside her.

3. Where the male does not assist in incubation, it is a question as to how
he knows when the young have hatched. With the Song Sparrow the male has

been seen to examine the nest before he starts to feed. With some other species

the female changes her behavior at this time.

4. The rate of feeding typically increases with the age of the young in birds

that leave the nest early ; in those that remain until ready to fly, there is apt to

be no increase after about 10 days.

5. Table XXIV gives the results of 137.5 hours of observation on the

feeding of 7 broods of Song Sparrows
;
the rate of feeding for the first 5 days

of nest life averaged 7.2 times an hour, for the second 5 days 17.8; the average
for the whole period was 11.1 times an hour. The rate increased in the last half
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of nest life times over that in the first.

6. With the increase in size of the young, more food is brought, either

more frequently or in larger amounts.

7. The part played by male and female depends partly on circumstances,

such as the brooding of the female, and partly on the individuality of the birds.

In a number of species males are apt to bring larger portions than are females.

8. The number of objects brought at a trip varies greatly.

9. At 6 nests of passerines watched from blinds the average number of

young fed at each trip was 1.3.

10. Table XXV gives data on the hourly feeding rate for 10 passerine

species throughout the nest life; these range from 2.3 times an hour for Ovenbirds

to 39.7 times an hour for Great Tits. This nest of Parus major affords one of our

highest daily records—793 meals brought to the 9 young when 11 days old.

11. Assuming that only 1 young is fed each time, in 7 of the species each

was fed about 4 times an hour.

12. Many young passerines seem to need 20 to 30 full meals per day, al-

though in nature many of them may get 3 times as many small meals.

13. Where feeding is by regurgitation, the number of trips are fewer.

14. 1M and K2 showed evidence of facilitation with practice in parental

activities.

15. In 35 studies on 28 species the percentage of times excreta were re-

moved in terms of number of feeding trips ranged from 9 to 67 per cent, the

median being 25.

16. Passerines and many other birds with altricial young do not, as a rule,

know their young in the nest personally either instinctively or through learning

;

they respond to what is in the nest; form, touch, motion, color and sound stimu-

late parental activity. Outside the nest, pronounced sound and motion are stim-

ulating.

17. Some birds with precocial young seem to recognize them instinctively;

others come to know them in a few days.

18. Birds sometimes respond to the begging behavior of young of other

species by feeding them. In some species instances of one or more “unmated
helpers” seem to occur fairly regularly.
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CHAPTER XX
Defense of the Young

Concern of the parents typically increases with the growth of

the young, reaching a climax at about the time the young leave the

nest. Where both parents care for the young, they may be equally

solicitous, or one or the other may show the greater concern. Some-

times this difference is specific (as the male in some of the Limicolae,

the female, in others)
;
sometimes it is individual.

In many species the male shows a strong tendency to defend the

young, even if he does little or no feeding of them. This is true with

the European Wren, that seldom feeds the young in the nest, but

feeds and defends them as soon as they leave, expressing his excite-

ment with continued “ticking” (Kluijver et al. 1940). See also

examples later in this chapter under “Attack”.

A. Luring the Young

The function of the different activities by which parents at times

induce their young to follow them usually can be interpreted as an

attempt to bring the young into positions of greater safety. This is

apparent in many cases, but not at first thought in those cases where

parents coax young out of the nest. Here, also, when young are able

to leave the nest, it is advantageous for them to be outside and sepa-

rated, for then the whole brood would not be lost to a predator.

Song Sparrow young leave so early in life that it is probable their

parents seldom have the occasion to lure them from the nest. There

are 2 instances, however, of adults trying to get young birds already

out of the nest, to follow them to places of safety.

I was watching from a blind a nest with 8 and 9 day old young
;

I placed

near the nest a 12 day hand-raised bird
;
the pair fed it and tried to lure it into

cover. A parent would put its bill into the bill of the young bird, then withdraw
it quickly; sometimes the bill held food, sometimes it seemed empty.

A tame male Song Sparrow tried to lure his young from the hands of the

Schantzs (1937). “He brought food close to them and then hurriedly ran a

short distance across the lawn. He then looked back, and, seeing he was not fol-

lowed, repeated the performance. Over and over dozens of times, he tried, but

in vain, for the young were imprisoned in our hands.”

The most dramatic luring which I ever witnessed was that of a

female Black-throated Green -Warbler trying to get the last young
bird from the nest the day after the first two had left; by offering

food and withdrawing it, by holding it up out of reach, and by dang-

ling it in front of the little bird, she was able to get it out of the nest
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tree to the ground and finally into a little pine tree 15 meters from

the starting point (the Nices 1932, Nice 1939a).

Luring the young out of the nest has been reported as an occa-

sional happening with a number of altricial species.

Little Flycatcher : a female enticed a fledgling “to hop along the ground by

getting near him, uttering a tender trill and fluttering her wings” (Bennett 1934).

Barn Swallow : a pair “flew slowly on hovering wings back and forth

through the shed . . . uttering soft, coaxing notes” (Smith 1936). In England

one pair, when the young were ready to leave, “fed very irregularly and most

visits were feints” (the Moreaus 1939).

Tree Swallow: “Within a day or so of the fledglings’ leaving, the adults

definitely attempted to coax the young to leave. They could be seen flying to

the boxes without apparently carrying any food. The adult would perch at the

opening for a moment, flutter off, and then return” (Kuerzi 1941:34).

Prairie Horned Lark: a female coaxed the last bird from the nest by holding

food before it (Pickwell 1931).

Spotted Flycatcher
:
parents put food into the mouth of the last nestling,

then withdrew it (Steinfatt 1937e).

Bonelli’s Warbler : the male entices part of the brood up into the trees by

holding food before them and calling (Heilfurth 1935).

Yellow Warbler: female alighted on tree and held food a foot or 2 above

newly-fledged young (Cottam 1936).

Ovenbird: one female “went through the motions of feeding when she had
no food” (Hann 1937:186).

House Sparrow : the male sometimes lures young from the nest with attitude

and notes usually used to lure the mate to the hole chosen for the second nesting

site; he also pretends to feed (Daanje 1941:25-26).

Red-eyed Towhee: a male tried to lure a fully grown young Cowbird from
an orchard to a rose-bush (Neff 1926).

Wryneck: young are sometimes stimulated to leave by parents’ not bringing

food near the end of nest-life (Bussmann 1941).

Bald Eagle: at the end of one nesting (but not of others), the young were
given almost no food

;
the female brought a fish near and flew off with it, thus

inducing the last bird to follow her (Herrick 1934 : 174-175)

.

Nighthawk: the female “would back off or fly a short distance” away with

a tempting morsel (Gross 1926:43).

Luring the young, with pretence of feeding has also been reported

for some precocial young: Common Terns coax their young to follow

them by holding their bills before them and then drawing back (Goethe

1939:46); Little Terns do the same by holding a fish before the

young and then retreating (Goethe 1939:54). A different technique

was observed by Yeates (1936) with a Stone Curlew, where a blind

had been placed over newly-hatched chicks
;
a parent “tried to lure

the young away from the tent by brooding a few feet from them, her

brooding patch being fully fluffed out.”

A social method of getting young to safety is shown by the Com-
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mon Gull: when 2 to 3 week old young are frightened they take to

the sea; if the water is calm, the adults pay no attention, but if it

is rough, 20 to 30 adults settle on the water in a semi-circle around

the young and swim towards them, some splashing the water with

their wings, thus driving them back to land. When the young are

Herring or Black-headed Gulls, the Common Gulls often attack them

(v. Tone 1939).

It is clear that parents of many species at times lure their young

by movements, calls, pretence of feeding, and with food as bait. Such

behavior is not often seen, but it evidently is latent in the instinctive

equipment of many species of different orders.

B. Reaction Toward Enemies

This subject is treated in Chapter XXI largely from the stand-

point of the adult Song Sparrow as an individual
;
here we will con-

sider the behavior of parent birds. Birds react differently to different

enemies, and also react differently according to the stage of the nesting

cycle.

In his interesting paper on the Chiffchaff, Treuenfels (1940:521-

523) describes the behavior of the Phylloscopi in relation to enemies in

the territory: ‘‘ground enemies”—man or dog—elicit “alarm notes” dur-

ing the nesting season, but are ignored at other times
;
harmless flying

birds are ignored or elicit a brief warning; but the appearance of a

dangerous flying enemy induces the Warblers to freeze. Everything

that approaches the nest is a “nest enemy”
;
small birds are driven off,

while a shrew was attacked. Much the same could be said for the

Song Sparrow.

The common responses to the approach of enemies near the nest

or young are giving warning cries, leading the enemy away, threat,

mobbing, and attack.

1. Warning Notes

Warning notes are not given by birds as “warning” in the usual

sense; the birds are not telling their young or companions of danger,

they are expressing their own fear. A bird “warns” when alone. They
“warn” more readily when they have young, and especially (with

passerines) rather large young, for at this time they are in a state of

heightened sensibility.

The tchunk is given by both parent Song Sparrows at the ap-

proach of person, cat or dog, while there are eggs or small young in

the nest. When the latter are nearly ready to leave, or have just left,

both birds, and especially the female, use a great variety of notes

—
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tik, ick, yip
,
jib

,

etc., when an enemy is near. The young respond to

these notes by silence. I have often noted this response on the part

of the young of Wood Warblers (Nice 1932a, the Nices 1932).

Chiffchaffs just before and after leaving the nest become silent on hearing

their mother’s alarm notes (Treuenfels 1940:520). Young Arctic Three-toed

Woodpeckers kept up a buzzing noise except when a Red-breasted Sapsucker

“flew past the nest just as one of the parents sounded a harsh, clicking alarm call

some distance away” (England 1940). The Brown Towhee gives a tsink that

induces fledglings to freeze even at the age of 43 days (Quaintance 1941). Nut-
tall Sparrows warn young with a faint tit note; when 7-9 days old “they respond

to it by stopping their food cries and crouching down” (Blanchard 1941:29).

An interesting observation was made on the European Avocet by Makkink
(1936:61) : “about the time when the eggs hatch, the Avocet gets a second alarm-

call, by means of which practically only gulls are signalized and pursued. For
man, mammals and other birds apart from gulls the ordinary alarm-call is sounded.

. . . The ‘gull-cry’ has been taken to be a part of the hereditary equipment, which
enables the Avocet to announce its chief natural enemy.”

After the young Song Sparrows came out of hiding at the age of 17 days,

I have twice noted the male giving the fear note tik-tik-tik when I approached

the young. Each time the young bird became silent.

2. Deflection, Distraction Display or “Injury-Feigning”

The instinctive response in face of danger to eggs and especially to

young of drawing attention to the adult and away from the offspring, is

usually termed “injury-feigning”. It would be better to call it “nest-

protecting display” (Murphy 1926) or distraction display.

In the Song Sparrow this display does not simulate injury . The
bird runs about close to the intruder holding its wings stiffly erect and

its tail depressed. This was the typical, response of parent Song Spar-

rows when young of 6 to 7 days old shrieked while being banded.

Once I saw it in a mild form when the eggs had just hatched; the

female flushed from the nest, ran down the bank next me and then

ran along with wings raised. Whenever I banded young just ready

to leave the nest, the parents gave the distraction display. The 204s

gave it when I took their 9 day Cowbird out of the nest and the bird

screamed.

One Song Sparrow was caught 4 times between the age of 23

and 31 days.

23 days : catch Blue in trap. 204M tchunked at me. 204f was probably on her

nest with her second set. Blue was silent.

25 days : catch Blue and 204M in trap
;
Blue screeches. 204M tchimks in

the other part of the trap. 204f comes dashing over, giving a note like puh puh pith,

and running about nearby, but not with uplifted wings.

28 days: catch Blue in trap: it screams, holding its wings up. Parents give

vigorous distraction display. 2Q4M gives a song, my only instance of singing

under such circumstances. >
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31 days : catch Blue in trap
;

it screams. 204M comes tchunking, but is very

calm in comparison to 3 days earlier.

In Pelham in August 1940 I tried to catch by hand a Song Spar-

row that had just left the nest. It ran in among the bushes and both

parents came rushing to the scene, the presence of 3 birds instead of

one proving so confusing to me that I lost track of the fledgling.

Distraction display in some form or other has been noted in a

very large number of birds, mostly non-colonial ground-nesters. I

have found records for 13 orders and among the passerines 16 families.

These are listed in Appendix V.

At some 200 nests of Mourning Doves in Oklahoma, I found that the

“broken wing” ruse was never shown at about 30 per cent of the nests ;
a few

birds “showed it throughout the nesting cycle, but most exhibited it only when

the young were half or nearly grown” (1923:57). In its extreme form, the birds

“throw themselves on the ground near the intruder and flutter about as if seriously

injured. More often . . . the bird flies some distance, perhaps 10 to 30 yards,

flutters a little on the ground, stops and waves its wings, then walks along waving

its wings, making little flights into the air and then again walking along flapping

its wings; in these cases the pretence of injury has degenerated into a mere form,”

p. 37.

Some authors (Hudson 1920, Dewar 1928, Friedman 1934, and

Mousley 1937a) have considered that “injury—feigning” is a “compro-

mise between fear and reproductive emotions” (Friedmann 1934),

“the result of conflicting emotions” (Mousley 1937a), But most ob-

servers think otherwise. Lack, however, suggests that this may have

been the origin of the display (1941).

The fullest discussion of the subject is that by Jourdain (1936,

1937). Besides quoting a great array of instances, he points out

that,
“
‘Fear,’ in the sense in which we use it of ourselves, hardly

enters into normal bird life. . . . Man does not normally inspire fear

in birds
;
they are quite aware of his limitations and keep out of his

reach, but that is all” (1936:68). When an enemy approaches a nest

on which a bird is sitting, the bird may do one of 3 things. If the

enemy is formidable and resistance is useless, the bird flies away. If

it is one where “the safety of the eggs or young can be secured by

leading the attacker, generally a small mammal, away from them by

slowing down her movements while keeping just, but only just, out

of range,” then “injury-feigning” may be shown. If “the intruder is

known to be harmless, but may injure or destroy nest or young by
crushing or treading on it,” then attack is used. The Curlew (Numenius
arquata) flies up in the face of a grazing sheep. A Killdeer did the

same with a horse or cow, but flew to meet man and dog “from afar,

indulged in all the broken-winged helplessness with 'which we are
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familiar and led the enemy far from the nest before returning to it”

(Taverner 1936).

A Lapwing used threat, attack and finally deflection in attempt-

ing to drive sheep from his nest ( Nethersole-Thompson 1940). A
Wood Duck through '‘feigning injury” enticed a Red-shouldered Hawk
from the vicinity of her brood (Saunders 1937). Deflection tactics

have been reported as displayed by Stone-Curlews before a blind in

which the young were hidden (Yeates 1936), and by a Ringed Plover

before artificial eggs placed on the rim of its nest (Koehler and
Zagarus 1937).

The ruse has been successful with coyotes, foxes, stoats, weasels,

dogs, cats (Jourdain) and man (Erickson). From his experience in

Australia, Chisholm (1936) suggests that it might “have developed

from encounters with reptiles and small mammals.”

The situation predator-near-nest releases this nest-protective dis-

play, the function of which is to call attention to the parent and away
from the young. If the predator follows the bird, the stimulus con-

tinues until the predator is no longer near the nest. If the predator

remains by the nest, the stimulus is increased and the bird returns to

display near the predator until the response tires. The bird certainly

does not consciously imitate a sick or wounded individual. The dis-

play is part of the bird’s repertoire of instinctive actions, yet it is not

employed absolutely blindly
;

the bird responds to different enemies

differently, and its subsequent behavior differs according to the re-

sponse of the enemy. The intensity of the reaction typically increases

during the nesting cycle. Some birds, as Mourning Doves (Nice 1922-

23), and shore birds may show it with eggs, especially well-incubated

eggs. With many birds, both precocial and altricial, it is at its height

when the young are leaving the nest.

3. Threat

Song Sparrows sometimes use on other species that come near

their nests techniques normally used on their own species. They puff

up at Cowbirds and use zhee occasionally at Juncos, Cardinals and

once (K3) at a baby rabbit. Three times they seem to have attempted

to intimidate human beings. The tame male whose young were being

held by the Schantz’s, after vainly trying to lure the young, rushed at

Schantz “with open bill and spread tail, making a hissing sound.”

(His third attempt was the distraction display.) Both 4M and 204f

came near me and uttered notes like puh puh puh when I had trapped

their young.

Nethersole-Thompson (1940) describes “three different methods of nest-
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defense—threat, deflection and attack directed by the same bird [Lapwing] within

the space of a few minutes.” The male was incubating “chipping” eggs as a sheep

and lamb approached the nest. “The Lapwing rose and, with wings fully raised

and shaken, he ran right up to the sheep. All the time he called persistently a

shrill peet-peet-peet, normally associated with sexual excitement. In this display,

as in the ‘injury-feigning’ performance, the white underwing surface with its

dark edges contrasts vividly with the darker plumage.” As the animals took no

notice, the bird rose and several times struck the lamb. “This also failed to move

the sheep, and the Lapwing next squatted and employed the ‘injury-feigning’

antics . . . one wing was outstretched and shaken as if broken while the other

was alternately raised, shaken and lowered.” The threat display was once directed

at this author “by a bird with young which I surprised while cycling.”

The Texas Nighthawk when on the nest goes through a spectacular in-

timidation display with wide-open mouth and spread wings to a human being

approaching on all fours, but leaves the nest with “distress simulation” when
approached by a person on foot (Pickwell and Smith 1938). A male Dusky Poor-

will showed much the same attitude to human intruders except that he spread his

tail “showing all the tail spots”, and gave “a low guttural hiss” (Aldrich 1935:51).

A Spotted Sandpiper shown in a movie film gave an intimidation display

with wings held straight up in the presence of a ground squirrel, an entirely dif-

ferent attitude from that taken in the distraction display, where the male “curled

itself, as it were, into a little ball” (Mousley 1937a). Carl Maslowski’s film of

the Black-necked Stilt shows deflection behavior by both parents before a flock

of sheep, but threat by the female when facing a new-born kid. A Mourning
Dove will sometimes raise its wing and stay on its nest until the observer can

almost reach it. Occasionally an Alpine Swift instead of leaving its young, will

remain, flapping its wings and snapping its bill
;

this behavior was also seen in a

3 weeks old bird (Bartels 1931:22). Bitterns, Owls, Doves and others put on
intimidation displays. Titmice and Wrynecks habitually hiss when disturbed on
the nest.

“Warning Displays” among different animals, vertebrate and
invertebrate, are discussed by Cott (1940:208-225). He describes

“Displays depending upon an increase in size,” “Sudden exhibitions of

conspicuous colour,” “Advertisement by movement” and “Warning
sounds”. The Lapwing exhibition utilized all four of these techniques,

the Song Sparrow’s (when he rushed at Schantz) all but the second,

the Poorwill’s all but the third. Cott points out that warning sounds are

not loud because the enemy is near.

4. Mobbing

The tendency of small birds to “mob” an owl, snake, or occa-

sionally a quiet Hawk, has been mentioned in Chapter VII. Bolles

(1890) used to take his pet Barred Owl that had an injured wing out-

of-doors to test the effect on the bird population; there was much
more response in summer than in winter, the birds that reacted most
strongly being Thrushes, Vireos, Catbirds, Thrashers, Ovenbirds,

Woodpeckers, Crows and Blue Jays. This mobbing tendency occurs
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throughout the breeding season at the same time that territory is rigidly

held.

With Snow Buntings, while the presence of human beings “caused dis-

turbance in one or two pairs at the same time,, an Arctic, Fox was surrounded by

quite a flock of screeching birds” (Tinbergen 1939c :60). Yellow-headed Black-

birds leave their nests and territories to mob an enemy when an alarm call is

given; once an American Bittern was severely attacked (Fautin 1941:116).

With the Wren-tit a “loud, continuous krrr ... is a scolding or mobbing
note. ... If a jay is discovered in the territory, the pair follows it and both birds

utter this sound continuously until it leaves. The jay seems quite indifferent. The
same note was used to mob a sharp-shinned hawk that was perched in an oak.

Once a snake appeared to be the cause” (Erickson 1938:304).

“Many species of Gulls and Terns—in the manner of passerines heckling an

Owl—will mob an enemy, diving at it, spraying it with excrement, and even

attacking,” writes Vogt (1938:35). “Some of the shore-birds (Bent and others),

will repel invaders in much the same way. The Willet, whose territorial intoler-

ance has already been described, disregards all territorial boundaries when repulse

of an enemy is involved. Dogs running through the nesting grounds . . . are fol-

lowed by a motley mob of screaming, darting Willets that join the group from
long distances. This, then, would seem to be normal behavior for many species

of this interesting family. One needs to see nothing more than the hasty retreat

beat by Crows to surmise its effectiveness, for Willets.”

The Marples devote a Chapter in their book on “Sea Terns or Sea Swal-

lows” (1934) to “Attacks and Defence”, describing how Common and Arctic

Terns mob in flight and drive off Gulls, Crows, Rooks, Herons, Hawks and man.

Goethe (1939:46) tells how when he went near a great swarm of non-nesting

Common Terns in the evening they swooped upon him silently and tried to drive

him off with a strange noise made by their wings, somewhat as Starling flocks

behave towards a European Sparrow Hawk.

Concluding from his experiments with a Blue Jay that was shown
a Great Horned Owl mount, Rand (1942) suggests that “the conflict

of exploratory tendencies and avoiding tendencies, resulting in sub-

stitute or irrelevant screaming, may be what is known as 'mobbing

a predator.’
”

5. Attack ,

The only enemies which I have seen a Song Sparrow attack are

other birds—in particular Cowbirds, and small snakes, which were

greatly disliked by K7, but ignored by her mate 1M (Nice 1939a).

Many birds, however, do attack intruders. Mockingbirds strike

cats, dogs and even a box turtle, while many swoop at and occasion-

ally strike human beings—Brown Thrashers, Swallows, Hawks, Owls,

Skuas, Gulls, Terns, and many others.

Lorenz writes that the male in many Phasianidae pays no atten-

tion to the young unless they are caught by an enemy, when he at once

comes to their rescue. Golden Pheasant and Muscovy Duck males
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in late summer will attack anything that catches any bird of their spe-

cies (1935:302). At the Kellogg Bird Sanctuary in Michigan a

Whooper Swan started to attack a young hand-raised Canada Goose,

but was in turn attacked by an adult male Canada Goose.

Some birds that nest colonially seem not to recognize enemies

until the latter are at their own nests, as Black-crowned Night Herons

(Allen and Mangels 1940), Cormorants and others. With such birds

colonial nesting does not function for defense as effectively as with

species that recognize danger from afar and go to meet it.

C. Break-up of the Family

When the young Song Sparrows become independent at the age

of about 4 weeks the family bond dissolves. The 204s were greatly

concerned over their 28 day-old young, but much less so 3 days later.

1M alternately fed and pecked his young when they were 28 to 30

days old. Although they fluttered their wings when meeting him at

the feeding station for a day or two longer, 1M gave them nothing

more, being occupied at this time with a new family.

If a new brood is being started, the mother takes less and less

interest in the fledglings, soon leaving them entirely to the care of

the father. In 1929 K2 fed her first brood till they were 20 days old

and her second till they were 15. The longest periods of feeding ob-

served in the case of females have been 25 days from hatching by

Kill, 26 and 27 days by K7, and 28 days by K14 with her last brood.

It seems to be the rule with birds that raise more than one brood

for the family to break up as soon as the first young can care for

themselves, but the bond may be prolonged with the last brood (Sher-

man 1924). This is certainly true of Cardinals. The break-up prob-

ably occurs more or less spontaneously, although in some case<s there

is certainly some pressure from the parents. Song Sparrow parents

drive off their own full grown young as readily as strangers. A pair

of Lichtenstein’s Orioles drove full-fledged young away from the new
nest being built (Skutch 1935). Flocks of Chickadees have been

found not to consist of “family parties” (Butts 1931, Odum 1942).

The resident Nuttall [White-crowned] Sparrow feeds its young till

32 to 35 days old, the migratory Puget Sound [White-crowned] Spar-

row till 25 to 28 days (Blanchard 1941).

In some species the family may stay together throughout the sum-
mer or even longer. This is sometimes true of Bluebirds, while Wren-
Tits stay together for 6 or 7 weeks (Erickson 1938). With tame Grey-
lag Geese young stay with their parents until a new family is started

the following spring, then rejoin the parents in fall and remain with
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them until winter when they find mates of their own (Heinroth 1912a).

D. Summary
1. Parents of many species occasionally lure their young to places of

greater safety by movements, calls, pretense of feeding, or with food as bait.

2. Warning notes express the bird’s own state of feeling. Young often

respond to such notes by silence.

3. In the so-called “injury-feigning” the bird does not consciously imitate

a wounded individual, nor is it a victim of conflicting emotions. This nest-protective

or distraction display is widely spread through Class Aves, having been reported

in at least 13 orders, and in 16 families of Passeriformes. It is an instinctive

response to the situation predator-near-nest and it functions to draw the attention

of the enemy from, the nest or young to the parent that later escapes.

4. Intimidation displays in both vertebrates and invertebrates utilize one

or more of these features : increase in size, sudden exhibition of conspicuous color,

movement, and warning sound.

5. Mobbing of an Owl or snake occurs with passerines, while many birds,

from Yellow-headed Blackbirds to Terns and Willets, by mass action drive off

potential enemies.

6. Many birds attack nest enemies, even though the latter are much larger

than they. Some males that customarily pay no attention to their young will

defend a young bird of their own species when it is attacked.

7. With many passerines the family bond dissolves as soon as the young
become independent at about 4 weeks.
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CHAPTER XXI

Enemy Recognition

The subject of reactions to enemies has been discussed for the

young bird in Chapters II to IV, and for the parent bird in Chapter

XX, while some responses to warning of other birds were mentioned

in Chapter VII. Now it is pertinent to ask how a bird knows an

enemy. In analyzing this problem, I will describe the behavior of

the Song Sparrow when alarmed, tell of the observed responses of

some passerines to predators, and mention briefly some experiments

on enemy recognition. The recognition of the adult Cowbird as an

enemy by its hosts is a problem by itself.

A. Behavior of the Song Sparrow When Aearmed
Three stages of fear may be distinguished in this species

:

Stage Note Postures

'Alarm” tchunk Crest raised
;

tail raised and flipped

;

wings flipped; restless change of lo-

cation.

‘Fear” tik Feathers compressed; neck elongated;

body crouched.

‘Fright” tik-tik-tik Flies and hides
;
if caged, flutters in at-

tempt to escape
;
pants with open bill.

Figure 5.Attitudes of Song Sparrows in Alarm, Fear and Fright. From left to

right (upper row)-’ 1, unalarmed; 2, alert; 3, turning head to look; 4, 5,

alarm (wings and tail flipped) ; 6, strong alarm; 7, fear; 8, fright (panting).
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These descriptions show “alarm”, “fear” and “fright” in their

extreme form; in milder cases some of the characteristics are not ex-

hibited. All the characteristics of the first stage except the raised crest

may be shown separately in situations that obviously have nothing to

do with alarm. Tchunk is the “ordinary” note of the male Song Spar-

row on his territory, sometimes it seems to express self-assertion,

sometimes it is a sign of disturbance and often appears to have an

element of “protest” in it.

With the hand-raised males it was often given while bathing;

here it might be considered vocal self-assertion while temporarily

hampered by wet feathers. It is seldom heard from the female except

during the nesting season
;
she often gives it after leaving the nest

while incubating, and utters it more vigorously upon the approach of

an enemy to her nest.

Raising the crest with the Song Sparrow typically expresses some
alarm or apprehension; it is diagnostic of the underling with the

hand-raised birds. (With the Nuttall White-crowned Sparrow raising

its conspicuously marked crest is a threat, and this is true of the Gold-

crest (Rack 1937). ) Wing- and tail-flipping may accompany “pleas-

urable” excitement, as when the pair hunt for a nesting site, or visit

the nest when the young have first hatched.

The rate at which the notes are given, and the kind of note given,

vary with the degree of excitement.

When searching for a nest containing newly hatched young, I came within

a few meters of it
;
the female gave 48 tchunks and 5 tiks in one minute. I left,

walked 50 meters and hid; the bird then gave 32 tchunks in a minute. When the

nest was visited 2 days later, the female gave 56 tchunks in a minute
;
as soon as

I was out of sight she gave 35 in a minute.

A month later a cat was seated within 8 meters of the nest of this pair con-

taining 6-7 day young
; at first the cat was looking at the Song Sparrow, later

it turned its back. In 3 consecutive minutes one of the parents gave 51 notes a

minute : in the first minute 1 tchunk and 50 tiks, in the next 15 tchunks and 36

tiks, in the third 47 tchunks and 4 tiks.

A mounted Barred Owl was fixed near a tangle in which were an adult

Song Sparrow and young recently out of the nest. The parent gave 64 tiks in

the first minute, 63 in the next and 65 in the third.

The first bird showed alarm ; strong alarm at my proximity with

56 tchunks a minute, moderate alarm immediately after my departure

with 32-35 a minute. The second bird showed fear of the cat at first

with approximately 51 tiks a minute, and later alarm with about the

same number of tchunks. The last bird showed fear of the Owl with

64 tiks a minute.

On the basis of a series of experiments carried out with the hand-
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raised birds, Song Sparrow “alarm” seemed to fall into 3 fairly dis-

tinct classes: 10-15 tchunks a minute showed weak alarm; 25-30 a

minute, moderate alarm, and about 50 a minute, strong alarm (Nice and

ter Pelkwyk 1941:203).

B. Reactions of Passerines to Predators

The responses already mentioned in previous chapters will not

be repeated here. Rather 'some detailed observations on reactions to

specific predators will be given for the Song Sparrow and other

passerines.

1. The Song Sparrow and Predators

Predators affecting Song Sparrows may be reptiles, mammals and

birds. It was not often on Interpont that I saw encounters between

Song Sparrows and their enemies.

a. Reptiles

Although I believed that the rather abundant snakes on Interpont

took somewhat of a toll of eggs and nestlings, I had no direct proof

of the fact, and it was seldom that I saw the birds and snakes together.

In 1929 1M reacted with curiosity to a 60 cm. garter snake coiled be-

neath his nest with newly-hatched young; he hopped around it and

gave it a peck. The next year his mate attacked small snakes near

her nest. Garter snakes 30 and 70 cm. long were shown to Y within

a meter of his cage and the smaller one allowed inside it; he craned

his neck, but showed no alarm.

b. Mammals

Rabbits on Interpont were ignored by the Song Sparrows, ex-

cept that once K3 gave the threat note to a young individual near her

nest. A large black-and-white rabbit that hopped about next Y’s cage

induced fright; later when it was quiet Y showed moderate alarm.

Dogs were ignored unless they came too near the nest, when
tchunk was given. (Dogs several times destroyed nests with eggs or

young and once or twice killed the incubating female.) Active dogs

brought into the study induced fright in Y at first, but later he came
to ignore the chow puppy that was a frequent visitor.

Cats on Interpont were consistently greeted with tchunks at the

rate showing strong alarm
;
these tchunks were taken up by all the Song

Sparrows in the neighborhood. Once parents with young 10 days out

of the nest gave tik-tik-tik to a cat. As already mentioned hand-raised

Song Sparrows nearly 4 weeks old paid no attention to cats. None
of the birds have reacted to cats (or grey squirrels) seen out of the

window. Cats and kittens placed near the cage induced weak alarm.

During the summer of 1940 Y stayed on the screened porch at Mrs)
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Dorothea Ewers’ home
;
on several occasions she heard him give tik tik,

whereupon she went out and chased a cat from the railing. That fall

he was more disturbed than he had been before when kittens were

placed next his cage.

People are usually greeted with tchunk when they approach the

nest, but when the young are nearly ready to leave or have just left,

both parents use tik and a variety of miscellaneous notes. Occasionally

in winter a Song Sparrow tchnnks, if startled by a person’s sudden

appearance. Tik-tik-tik may be given in reference to persons by a

male soon after he has been joined by a mate, by a male if his young
approaches the person, and once by a female when her Cowbird foster-

child was approached by an observer. 1M and K2, and also 4M were
fearless in relation to me

;
the first two would even come to meet me

in hopes of being fed. The hand-raised birds apparently make no dis-

tinction between persons. Twice, however, when I came to the cage

wearing black glasses and offered Y an insect, he kept to the furthest

corner of the cage.

c. Birds

Twice Bronzed Grackles were noted near Song Sparrow nests,

the parents of which were reacting with strong alarm. When a Blue

Jay screamed outside the window, A froze, while Y became very alert

and soon started to tik. The hand-raised birds apparently react to

birds flying outside, possibly Gulls; for they suddenly give tik-tik-tik

and hide. Once we saw that a Starling flying rapidly past was the

cause of the fright.

As to Hawks, the Song Sparrows were usually indifferent to the

nesting pairs of Sparrow Hawks (Falco sparverins) . Once in March
they gave tik-tik-tik when a pair appeared; in November they gave

tchunks, in February and October they stopped singing, and once when
a Hawk flew at 2 fighting males, they hid. They stopped singing and

many gave tik-tik-tik as a female Marsh Hawk flew over. To a Sharp-

shinned Hawk, they gave tik-tik-tik

,

hid and remained frozen for

some minutes.

2. Some Others Birds and Predators

Some birds are reported as having different notes for different

dangers. The Jungle Fowl has one note for an air enemy, another

for a ground enemy; the responses of the bird and its companions

differ accordingly (the Heinroths 1924-33). The European Avocet has

a general alarm cry and a special “gull-cry” that appears when the eggs

are laid; “it is uttered everywhere when an Avocet meets a gull” (Mak-
kink 1936:49). The House Sparrow has 2 danger notes—the kewkew
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call in response to cats and people, the kruii call, given at the appear-

ance of the European Sparrow Hawk (Accipiter nisus) and other

Hawks
;
this is followed by a dash to cover. This last note is sometimes

given upon the approach of a person when the males are occupied with

a “Social-song” assembly; it is suggested that hiding from a Hawk
and not wanting to leave may be somewhat analogous (Daanje 1941).

The Snow Bunting called weee and remained on the ground when

a Falcon appeared
;
they also called weee, but fluttered around people,

dogs and Arctic foxes; the calls might have sounded different to the

Buntings, but it might have been that “the behavior of the warning

birds influenced the others’ reactions” (Tinbergen 1939c :41).

Henslow’s Sparrow is said to have a “hawk call” which “differed

from the alarm note given” to the human intruder (Hyde 1939). I

used to consider tik-tik-tik a “hawk call”, until further experience

showed that it was given to various enemies under stress of a strong

stimulus. Tinbergen says that in the European Blackbird “the differ-

ent alarm calls correspond to different degrees of danger only” (1939c:

41). Brown Jays in Mexico give a note like a hiccup while examining

a motionless hunter, but, at the slightest movement of the strange

object, break forth into screams (Sutton and Gilbert 1942).

The strength of instinctive rather than learned fear is pointed

out by Sherman (1910:155) in regard to her Flickers that nested

in a box in the barn in which there were peep-holes for observation

and a door for removal of nestlings : “Generally the sounds that

aroused fear in this species were made by some one back of their nest,

yet the bird always sought the hole and looked for the cause of alarm

outside. Even after two seasons of experience with the five-fingered

terror that entered the hand-hole so often, and removed their young,

they failed to learn to look for any disturbance from that direction.

Another illustration similar to this is the careful inspection of the

hole before entering it at night, a Screech Owl or other enemy might

be lurking there.”

A curious observation by Heinroth with his hand-raised birds is the fear

that some of them show towards certain colors. A young Yellow Wagtail, a

Yellow Bunting and a Meadow Pipit were much afraid of different shades of

blue, while most of the other birds in the room feared red (1917). One of a

brood of Red-backed Shrikes, a Jackdaw and a Cockatoo feared blue, while Tree
Pipits feared red (the Heinroths 1924). There was no evidence of fear of any
color with the hand-raised Song Sparrows, nor the Bobolinks, but a pair of

Goldfinches, taken from the nest at the age of 2 days by Wm. E. Schantz and
brought to Chicago in the fall, flew wildly about whenever a dark-blue box top

was shown to them. Some other blue objects also elicited signs of fear. Mr.
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Schantz experimented with his other pair of hand-raised Goldfinches and found

them afraid only of black paper,

C. Experiments on Enemy Recognition

A review of the experiments on this subject was given in the

paper mentioned above (Nice and ter Pelkwyck 1941). The most

important of these were made by Strauss (1938b), Kratzig (1939,

1940), Lorenz (1939), Goethe (1937b), Tinbergen (1938-39) and

more recently Rand (1941c). Mrs. Laskey has given me information

in regard to her hand-raised Mockingbird : when 3 months old he gave

alarm cries as a Screech Owl came into a nearby tree; he showed a

pronounced fear reaction to a dead Screech Owl and to a live Saw-
whet Owl.

Descriptions of our experiments and their results are given with

3 sample charts in the paper on “Enemy Recognition by the Song

Sparrow.” Here they will be briefly summarized.

The exeriments started with showing a mounted Barred Owl.

After finding that this induced strong alarm or fright in the Song
Sparrows and Goldfinches (and the same was true a year later with

the hand-raised Bobolinks), we tried mounts of various foreign birds.

Finally in an effort to discover what it was about the Owl that in-

duced so much greater reaction than any of the other objects, Mr.
Pelkwyck ingeniously constructed and painted models of Owls, one the

same size and shape as the mounted Barred Owl, the “best” model,

and many others, a few of which are shown in Figure 6. Cardboard
models were also made of other birds. At first each object was shown
for 15 minutes, but most of the tests lasted for 3 minutes. All models

were placed on the Victrola.

Figure 6. Cardboard Models of Owls. From left to right: l
y
model at half scale;

2, ‘head ’ model; 2, ‘best’ model; 4, ‘head ’ model zvithout eyes; 5, ‘outline
3

of

‘head ’ model; 6, model with shading on the sides.
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All the objects were shown in the study except that sometimes

the birds met the Barred Owl perched on the piano in the front room.

When exhibited in the study the Owl usually provoked strong alarm,

but later in the course of the experiments it induced only moderate

alarm. In the comparatively unfamiliar environment of the front

room, however, this mount invariably provoked strong alarm. Inter-

estingly enough, the piano still had a strong Owl tone even without

the Owl, and both birds reacted with moderate or strong alarm on

first coming into the room. After more than 4 months Y was still

conditioned to this spot. He had last seen the Owl on the piano on

May 24; he spent the summer with Mrs. Ewers and did not enter

the front room again until October 1. He at once showed strong

alarm with crest and tail raised, keeping his eyes on the end of the

piano. He gave 148 tchunks in 3 minutes, left the front room, and

gave 9 more before he returned to the study.

Lorenz’s Ravens became conditioned against places where they had been

frightened (1935:205). Mrs. Laskey’s Mockingbird gave alarm notes in the dark;

the lights were turned on, and he was seen looking at the spot where the Saw-whet
Owl had perched 10 minutes before. The biological value of this conditioning against

places where an enemy has been met is evident.

The Hornbill and Grouse evoked strong alarm in these Song Spar-

rows at the first showing, moderate and weak alarm later. The Kite and

Falcon produced moderate alarm, as did the cardboard models of all

species but Owls.

In general Y reacted to the “best” model and “head” model almost

as intensely as to the mounted Owl when shown in the study, i.e., mod-
erate alarm. Covering the eyes of the best model made little difference.

A piece of cardboard of the same shape as the “head” model (the “out-

line”) brought no response. So there was a remarkable difference be-

tween the results with the painted and unpainted models. (I will

quote a paragraph from our paper. The number of tchunks cited are

for periods of 3 minutes.)

“We attempted to analyze this difference and in this way to find the essential

features in the owl. The ‘head’ model without eyes evoked moderate alarm (104
tchunks). The ‘head’ model placed upside down brought 75 tchunks. Reactions

were similar to a model of which only the left half was painted (77, 82 tchunks).

A model with only some shading on the head evoked 53, 27 and 0 tchunks and
when eyes were added no reaction was given. A model with only some shading
on the breast brought 13, 66 and 0 tchunks. A model with a dark border around
the outline evoked no reaction, but a similar model with some shading along the

outline, so that it seemed to be rounded brought 94 tchunks (Fig. No. 6). A piece

of cardboard of the same size as the ‘head’ model was gradually changed and
shown at intervals. Eyes, bill and disks around the eyes brought no reaction,

but as soon as some shading was added that gave contour to the model, Y showed
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moderate alarm, uttering 85 tchunks”. (In experiments with hens on space per-

ception Benner [1938] found that the most important criterion is the shadow, which

if artificially removed leaves the object disregarded.)

The last regular test was made Oct. 13, 1940. On Mar. 13, 1941,

I showed Y the best model for a moment; he immediately responded

with tchnnks. Thirteen months later, and 19 months after the full

tests, on Apr. 26, 1942, I placed the outline of the best model on the

victrola; Y at once showed moderate alarm, giving 106 tchunks in

3 minutes. Since before this he had been almost indifferent to “out-

lines” of models, having given 31 tchunks in 3 tests and no reaction

in 10, this would appear to be a test of memory of former experiences

rather than reaction to the model of an Owl.

D. Response of the Song Sparrow to the Cowbird
Song Sparrows habitually respond to the presence of Cowbirds

on their territories with vigorous tchunks. As the female nears the

nest the pair frequently attacks her. Records of alarm over Cowbirds

on Interpont ranged from Mar. 29 to July 14.

Some sample entries from 1929 will be given.

Mar. 30. A female Cowbird spends about 10 minutes in lM’s territory. 1M
and K2 tchunk continually, following her closely in trees, on burdocks and on

the ground. K2 seems more zealous than 1M. 4M and K3 are also tchunking.

1M flies to trough to drive off 4M
;
returns within a meter of Cowbird with tail

spread. K2 utters zhee.

Apr. 3. Male Cowbird comes within a few centimeters of 1M and K2 feed-

ing on the hillside
;
one of the pair pecks him in the breast

;
he leaves.

Apr. 4. 1M is carrying nesting material; a female Cowbird appears on a
nearby bush. He drops his stuff and looks as if he might attack her.

Apr. 8 (3rd day of nest-building). A pair of Cowbirds in the center maple;
female goes near the nest site. K2 hurries to meet her, giving zhee, zhee.

Apr. 9. All 4 Song Sparrows tchunk at female Cowbird. Later she is on a

post; 4M and K3 tchunking. She descends to ground, the birds attack her. She
leaves.

Apr. 10. Female Cowbird near lM’s nest; 1M and K2 tchunk, both rather

puffed out.

Apr. 11. Female Cowbird comes looking for the nest; leaves chattering

when she sees K2 on it.

Apr. 12. (At 8:12 I come out, examine the nest, find only one egg in it

where there should have been 3; the birds had evidently deserted it.) 9:00. A
female Cowbird comes to the big burdock; 1M and K2 tchunk more and more,
she goes to the nest, stays about 15 seconds, comes out, the Song Sparrows rush

to attack her, giving zhees. She flies off. K2 examines nest, comes right out again.

I examine it and find no change.

How do Song Sparrows know that the Cowbird is an enemy?
In 1929 1M had nested the year before, but I believed K2 to be a

young bird; her behavior might have been conditioned by his. In 1935
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121 M, known from the character of his songs to have been hatched

in 1934, was markedly disturbed by courting Cowbirds high in the

ash on his territory from Apr. 18 on. The next day both he and his

mate tchunked. Their nest was not started before the 22nd. Once I

saw 4M and his mate attack a Cowbird in the presence of one of their

young that was 6 weeks old.

Two tests with mounted female Cowbirds were made with Y, both in the

fall
;
he showed moderate and weak alarm to this mount and moderate alarm to

a mounted Starling.

The Ovenbird is heavily parasitized by the Cowbird, yet they

“do not recognize the Cowbirds at sight as enemies” (Hann 1937 :201).

The female Cowbird “will frighten the [Ovenbird] owner from the

nest if she happens to be there first” (Hann 1941 :220) . As to Ameri-

can Redstarts (Setophaga ruticilla), “Males were silent in the presence

of female Cowbirds, but females reacted with sharp hisses, a rapid

snapping of the bill and much spreading of the tail” (Hickey 1940).

It seems to me that antagonistic reactions to Cowbirds depend on

conditioning, sometimes perhaps during early life as in the instance

mentioned above with 4M’s young, sometimes from behavior of mates

or possibly neighbors, and sometimes from personal experience of

the Cowbird’s insistence on visiting nests. In regard to the attacks by

birds on the Koel or Black Cuckoo in Australia, Chisholm (1933:390)

suggests “that the potential fosterers attack cuckoos because they

recognise them, in some degree, as meddlers at nests, without appre-

ciating what that meddling portends.”

E. Discussion of the Problem of Enemy Recognition
How much is inborn in enemy recognition and how much is

learned ? Is fear generalized, so that the bird largely has to learn what
not to fear, or are some rather specific patterns innate?

There is some evidence of inborn patterns in regard to form and

movement from the experiments of Goethe, Kratzig, Strauss, Tin-

bergen and Lorenz, mentioned above, where mounts and models, both

stationary and moving, were shown to hand-raised birds. Lorenz ( 1935)

states that Magpies instinctively recognize predators, but that Jack-

daws do not
;
also that a hand-raised House Sparrow reacted violently

when he first saw an Owl.

Berndt, on the other hand, describes the warning notes given by

several species of birds when a bat flew about in full day-light, and
suggests that here and with the mobbing of Owls, the response is to

the “unusual and unknown” (1940). One November I saw Song
Sparrows with raised crests hopping about a sycamore, inside a hole
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in which Starlings were making a constant wheezing noise. In Au-
stralia a number of passerines mobbed a teddy bear with glass eyes

(Sedgwick 1940). Hertz (1926:35) wrote of her tame Corvidae that

every new object aroused fear; if the object appeared to be harmless,

fear changed into curiosity and then into aggressiveness.

On the basis of his extended series of experiments with hand-

raised Curve-billed Thrashers, Rand writes, “The experiments with

the Screech Owl provide no evidence for a recognition of the Owl
as such. . . . Instinctive recognition seems to be nonexistent, and the

size, strange shape, plus certain activities of the Owl, bring about

the responses” ( 1941c :240). “Enemies were not recognized as such; the

Thrashers responded to some non-enemies as to some enemies. These

responses usually combined exploratory acts and fleeing acts, sometimes

a display and once pugnacious activities. Which type was dominant,

with the exception of the snake display, appeared to depend not only

on the size of the object, its familiarity or otherwise, but also greatly

on its activity in relation to the Thrashers. Thrashers probably had to

learn what not to fear,” p. 242.

Apparently the Song Sparrow recognizes enemies by both inborn

and learned patterns. In nature the behavior of the adults must be

of great importance in the forming of conditioned patterns in the

young. As pointed out in Chapter IV, simultaneous presentation of

a natively inadequate stimulus (cat, Cowbird) and the unconditioned

stimulus (alarm of the adult) may result in conditioning to the origi-

nally inadequate stimulus.

The birds may learn from personal experience or from responses

of others what is not an enemy. Our experiments showed decrease

of reaction when nothing happened after the enemy had been shown
(see also Strauss 1938b). A similar process may be involved in the

absence of alarm shown at rabbits and often for Sparrow Hawks
(Falco sparverius) in nature.

I think we are safe in saying that a bird instinctively reacts with

caution to new, strange, large, and rapidly moving objects. Whether
the Owl merely comes into the category of new and strange is a ques-

tion
;
with some birds this may be true, but our experiments with

the Song Sparrows we felt could not be explained without postulating

an inborn pattern.

F. Summary
1. Three chief stages of fear may be distinguished in the Song Sparrow,

postures and notes being different in each.

2. The raised crest in the Song Sparrow is characteristic of alarm, but in
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some species with brightly marked crests it denotes threat.

3. “Alarm” in the Song Sparrow may be sub-divided into weak, moderate

and strong alarm according to the rate at which tchunks are given.

4. One female Song Sparrow attacked small snakes near her nest; a wild

male and Y treated sizeable garter snakes with curiosity.

5. Rabbits on Interpont -were ignored, dogs evoked alarm when near the nest,

while cats evoked strong alarm wherever seen. People usually evoked moderate

alarm when near nests.

6. Sparrow Hawks (Falco sparverius ) usually cause little concern, but to

an Accipiter the birds gave tik-tik-tik and hid.

7. Jungle Fowls, Avocets and House Sparrows have 2 danger calls, corre-

sponding to different dangers and inducing different behavior.

8. Some birds show fear of blue, and some of red.

9. Experiments on enemy recognition by the Song Sparrow were made
with mounted birds and cardboard models. The mounted Barred Owl and models

of Owls induced stronger reactions than did the other objects.

10. Tests showed a remarkable difference between results with painted and
unpainted models. Eyes, bill and disks around the eyes brought no reaction, but

as soon as some shading was added that gave contour to the model, Y at once

showed alarm.

11. The memory of circumstances connected with strong alarm persisted

after 4 to 19 months, a response that has definite biological value.

12. Antagonistic reactions to Cowbirds would seem to depend upon condi-

tioning, sometimes perhaps In early life, sometimes later.

13. “Unpleasant” experience with an enemy will intensify the reaction, while

indifferent experience will weaken it.

14. Some observers believe that fear is generalized and the bird has largely

to learn what not to fear. Others believe that certain fears are inborn in some
cases.

15. It is probable that most animals instinctively react with caution to new,
strange, large, and rapidly moving objects.

16. Our experiments led us to conclude that Owls are recognized by Song
Sparrows largely through an inborn pattern, Hawks through their rapid move-
ments, and cats and Cowbirds through conditioning.
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CHAPTER XXII

Innate and Learned Behavior in the Adult

With all the incredible diversity of animal life on the earth, at

the same time there is a fundamental unity. The basic needs are

the same; it is the means by which they are satisfied that differ.

Unicellular organisms react to all classes of stimuli to which higher animals

react (considering auditory stimulation as merely a special case of mechanical

stimulation),” writes Jennings (1906:26). They show perception, discrimination,

choice, attention, fatigue and desire for food, and they react negatively to power-

ful and injurious agents. They show the beginnings of intelligence, which “is

commonly held to consist essentially in the modification of behavior in accord-

ance with experience,” p. 334. They also seek mates. “The seeking of mates

appears to be the fountain head of both social behavior and self-consciousness”

(Jennings 1941:17).

Chapter IV dealt with innate and learned behavior in the young
bird. In this chapter I intend to treat very briefly the same subject

as regards the adult bird. As a natural sequence there follows the

question of the sum of those learned actions that are passed on from
one generation to another in birds and infra-human mammals, form-

ing a kind of primitive culture. Finally a cursory view will be given

of the instinctive behavior patterns throughout the vertebrate series

with special emphasis on man.

A. The Basic Needs oe Animals

All animals have the same basic needs : nutrition, protection, and
reproduction. They need to eat, and to avoid being eaten, and they

must have progeny. Food is essential for growth and continued life.

Protection is necessary both from enemies and the elements. The de-

mands of reproduction have profoundly modified the structure and

habits of animals above the protozoa.

Birds and human beings are visual and auditory animals. Birds

and infra-human mammals are nearer to human beings emotionally than

intellectually. “In animal life, as in human life, emotions are of the

utmost importance” (Craig 1922:359).

B. Innate and Learned Activities in the Adult Song Sparrow

“The bird is certainly no reflex machine,” writes Heinroth (1938a:

151). “Its behavior arises to a degree from a chain of instinctive

actions that is not completely closed
;
the gaps are filled in through

profiting from personal experience, thus through intelligent action.

The more gaps there are, the better intelligence can develop.” We
might say that innate behavior patterns guide the bird in general, but

that many details are left to experience. Learning in one sense is a
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matter of the elimination of unfruitful and inappropriate responses.

Some innate and learned elements in some of the major activities

of the adult Song Sparrow are listed in Table XXVI.

Table XXVI
INNATE AND LEARNED ELEMENTS IN SOME OF THE ADULT SONG SPARROW

ACTIVITIES

Activity Innate Elements Learned Elements

Anting Rubbing ant on primary Ant as object, probably from
taste

Following Reactions Response to species call note;
suggestibility

Social-companions

Responses to ‘Warning’.... Response to alarm note and
fleeing behavior

(Gulls learn to recognize alarm
notes of Terns; react more to
warning from one neighbor than
another)

Social Attack Response to notes of others

;

probable response to Owl
Cat and snake as enemies; also
Cowbird

Social Dominance Dominance-subordination .be-

havior
Position in hierarchy

Awakening and Roosting.. Response to light; recognition
of roosting places

Particular roosting places

Song Use; form; awakening song;
flight song

Quality; (form learned with some
species)

Habitat Selection Response to key aspects Particular places

Territory Selection Confining fighting behavior to
a certain region

Singing posts, boundaries, roost-
ing and feeding places, neighbors

Territorial Defense Threat-posture, challenge Used in reference to boundaries
and individuals

Pair Formation Sex recognition through notes
and behavior; pouncing, copu-
lation

Personal recognition of mates (in

some birds, species recognition;
facilitation in copulation, as in
Doves)

Nest Building Choice of site, technique,
selection of materials

(Facilitation in some birds, pos-
sibly from experience)

Incubation Response to eggs in nest

Feeding Young Response to young in nest,
later out of nest

Some facilitation

Defense of Young Response to enemy near young
Partly innate

Recognition of Cowbird and cat

Partly learned through example
and experience

Enemy Recognition

In most cases the gaps that are filled in through experience are

concerned with the object of the instinctive reactions. Occasionally

a bird will find a new technique for itself
;
in the following cases ele-

ments of learning were “clearly manifest in feeding technique carried

on in the wild” : a Lazuli Bunting pulled grass heads to a fence wire

and held them there as he picked out the seeds (Miller 1939) ;
a

Fiscal Shrike in East Africa attached itself to a Roller, swooping at

it and making it drop grasshoppers which the Shrike caught in mid-
air (Moreau, R. E. and W. M., 1941b). (With species such as Man-
of-War Birds, Skuas, Bald Eagles, etc., where such robbing is a regu-

lar means of support, elements of an innate pattern are not to be ruled

out.)
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C. Primitive Culture in Birds and Mammals
It is often thought that with animals below man, because of their

lack of articulate speech, one generation cannot profit from the experi-

ence of another. Many animals do, however, pass on knowledge

through unconscious teaching.

1. Nutrition

There is little information on how much choice of food is based

on instinctive recognition, on individual trial and error, and on fol-

lowing the example of companions. That this last method is some-

times a factor in a social bird is shown by the lag in the adoption of

new foods planted for Bob-white and Wild Turkeys, for it is some-

times several years before these are used (Stoddard 1938:9).

In Zurich during the first World War when it was forbidden to

feed bread to birds, the Black-headed Gulls came into the city and

begged on people’s porches. “The bread-card-years are long past, but

the habit has persisted for more than 15 years although the necessity

for it is no longer present. From one winter to another it was per-

petuated,” younger birds learning the habit from the example of older

ones (Noll 1934:185).

2. Protection

Primitive culture as regards protection has chiefly to do with

recognition of enemies, but may also involve habitat selection, and

perhaps covey size in the Bob-white.

a. Enemies
We have seen in Chapters II, III, IV and XXI that many birds

do not recognize enemies instinctively. They learn much as to what

to fear and what not to fear from their own experience, and partly

from example of parents and social-companions. Antonius, director

of the Schonbrunn Zoo (1939) found no “inborn fear of snakes in apes

and monkeys, but as with man it is a matter of training in these un-

commonly excitable and suggestible animals. In the band this comes

about—of course entirely unconsciously—through the example of the

alarm calls and excitement of the adults,” p. 295. Seton (1909) points

out the ease of trapping and poisoning wolves in the early days of the

cattle industry, and its difficulty later; in some manner fear of these

dangers has been transmitted to the wolf population. With this social

animal it might well be that the disastrous experience of one member
of a pack would make such an impression on the other members that

caution in similar surroundings would become a tradition.

b. Habitat Selection

In his interesting article on this subject, cited in Chapter XII,
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Miller (1942:34) writes: “Habits and associations with respect to

environments and particular landmarks are passed on non-genetically

from generation to generation. Cultures or societies are formed in

higher vertebrates, as indeed in humans, and temporary barriers are

set up.” With flocking Corvidae “Traditional roosting places are used

and learned by successive generations”, as “stressed by Emlen (1940)

and Cushing (1941a).”

c. Covey Size

In discussing the uniformity of covey size of Bob-whites over a

number of years in various places,
“
sometimes despite profound modi-

fications in food and cover relationships ” Brrington (1941:99) con-

cludes : “The likeliest mechanism behind these toleration phenomena

seems to be dominance by veteran individuals that have their own
ideas as to what constitutes desirable or safe numbers of birds in

specific habitats. As long as the habitats are fairly well filled each

winter, there should be a greater chance of ‘traditions’ being retained,

either through continued presence of dominant old birds or through

successors having had previous local experience.” As to numbers of

Chickadees at a winter feeding station, Hamerstrom (1942) attributes

the increase at established stations to “tradition”. “Instead of repeat-

ing this random building up from a fresh start, the territory begins

its second winter with a nucleus of old-timers.”

3. Reproduction

The recognition of species is often a matter of association in

earliest youth with older birds (see Chapter XVI). As to courtship

and copulation techniques, there is doubtless facilitation at times from

the example of other pairs and experience of older mates. My hand-

raised Bob-white never went through the proper courtship display as

described by Stoddard (1931), and he rarely called his young mate to

food. Craig’s (1914) male Ring Doves raised in isolation and my
hand-raised Mourning Doves (1931c) had difficulty in acquiring the

technique of copulation and its accompanying ceremonies.

D. Instinctive Behavior Patters Throughout
the Vertebrate Series

We have seen that all animals have the same goals of sustenance,

safety, and the perpetuation of their kind. Actions of all depend partly

on innate patterns and partly on learning; with some animals behavior

is almost entirely natively determined, but with man the instinctive

behavior is more or less smothered and training is of tremendous

importance. Much of man’s rapid advance is made possible by his

faculty of articulate speech and the consequent body of culture handed
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down from generation to generation. Nevertheless, we must remember
that man is an animal and that his instincts provide the foundation

of his behavior.

“At the fish level,” writes Noble (1939a: 120), “at least four of

the principal components of social life in the highest vertebrates had

already developed
: (1) group attraction, (2) dominance-subordination

behavior, (3) suggestion, and (4) parental service”. (All of these

also appear in some of the invertebrates.) Fish, reptiles, birds and

mammals respond to the movements of other individuals. “Already

at the frog level, voice had important functions both in attracting

females and repulsing males” (Noble 1931). “It could also be used

to warn companions or frighten enemies” (Noble 1939a : 1 19) . Voice

is highly developed in birds as a means of social control (Craig 1908),

and in some mammals. Territorialism is found in a great many fish,

lizards, mammals and birds. Some of the methods of pair-formation

are analogous in a number of vertebrate classes, and here we may in-

clude some insects and mollusks. Dominance is found throughout the

vertebrates and also in the squid. Parental care is present in all classes

of vertebrates, as well as in some invertebrates, for example

Hymenoptera.

To turn now to man as animal, and especially as social animal.

All the manifestations of social need described in Chapter VII apply

to man as well as to birds.

That the social bond increases with the unfamiliarity or unfavor-

ableness of the environment is shown by our proverb “Misery loves

company.” In the city we ignore strangers, in the wilderness we speak

to them. A class-mate we barely knew in college becomes important

when met in after life; an acquaintance from home becomes a friend

in a fo'reign land. The increase of solidarity in a country at war is

axiomatic.

The suggestibility of human beings is only too evident; our rush-

ing after fashion, our lack of independence, our keeping up with the

Joneses is a constant theme of reproach to us. We are sensitive to

movements of our fellows
;

slight “intention-movements” inform us

as to their next moves. The instinct to follow is strong. When in a

strange environment we stay close by an experienced comrade; we
feel safer if we follow the crowd instead of striking out by ourselves.

On shipboard if one person appears to be seeing something, others

hasten to the railing; in the street if some one looks at the sky, every

one else does likewise. A crowd quickly gathers wherever there seems

to be evidence of something unusual happening. No words are nec-
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essary; like other animals we respond to slight deviations in the usual

behavior of our companions. Also, like many other animals, we resent

marked deviations from customary behavior (Goethe 1940a).

We react instinctively when we see or hear sudden running of

an adult which is obviously neither play nor has some evident goal

such as a street car, or when we heard a person falling, or hear cries

of distress. In the matter of fear, we, like other animals, are disturbed

by the unfamiliar in sights or sounds. We judge of the dangerousness

of an approaching automobile by the speed at which it is approaching.

As to social attack, the fanaticism of mobs against some supposed

enemy is only too well known.
Although a distinguished writer tells us that animals do not want

power, we know that the dominance urge is exceedingly strong through-

out much of the vertebrate series. While it brings good in human
life, it is also the cause of some of our greatest misfortunes. “In

humans, as in animals, the first meeting is usually far more important

in determining dominance status than any subsequent meeting’’ (Mas-
low 1937 :410). With men as well as with hens, the “unpracticed despot

is the worst of despots”. We resent it when an underling makes him-

self conspicuous. As with Carpenter’s gorillas, a person may dom-
inate another in some respects and be dominated by him in others.

Like many birds and animals we have a protective feeling toward

babies and children. Like those birds whose chief concern is the nest

rather than the offspring, some women make a fetich of their houses

to the detriment of their families’ happiness. Social facilitation in

eating, learning, courting and fighting occurs in human beings as well

as in other animals.

Like many colony-nesting birds, we are strongly territorial as

well as social. When our enemy submits, we cease fighting. As Craig

(1921:275) writes, “Thus we see that in the male animal there is a

fundamental trait which tends to prevent him, and in most cases does

prevent him, from doing any injury to a non-resisting member of

his species.”

In an article on “Man’s Culture and Man’s Behavior”, Malinowski (1941)

discusses the “Biological Determinism of Culture”, listing the “Permanent Vital

Sequences Incorporated in All Cultures”, all of which are shared by other

vertebrates. He then shows how culture has grown out of these

:

“A, Basic needs

:

1, metabolism; 2, reproduction; 3, bodily comforts; 4,

safety
; 5, movement

; 6, growth
; 7, health.

B, Cultural responses: 1, commisariat; 2, kinship; 3, shelter; 4, protection; 5,

activities
; 6, training

; 7, hygiene.”

The motives of the scientific investigator are analyzed by Wheeler (1939:95)
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into 8 instincts that are “innate” and “purposive”
;

4 of these are individual

—

curiosity, hunting, collecting or hoarding, workmanship
;
and 4 are social—emula-

tion, communication, cravings for sympathy, and cooperation.

A suggestive book on sociality in animals, and -particularly in

man, was written by Trotter (1917) on “Instincts of the Herd in

Peace and War”. His thesis is that man’s behavior is fundamentally

influenced by his instincts as a social animal.

“The quite fundamental characteristic of the social mammal, as of the bee,

is sensitiveness to the voice of his fellows,” p. 108. “Specialization fitting the

animal for social life is obviously in certain directions restrictive. . . . Among
qualities of restrictive specialization are inability to live satisfactorily apart from
the herd or some substitute for it, the liability to loneliness, a dependence on

leadership, custom, and tradition, a credulity towards the dogmas of the herd and

an unbelief towards external experience, a standard of conduct no longer deter-

mined by personal needs but influenced by a power outside the ego—a conscience,

in fact, and a sense of sin—a weakness of personal initiative and a distrust of

its promptings. Expansive specialization, on the other hand, gives the gregarious

animal the sense of power and security in the herd, the capacity to respond to

the call of the herd with a maximum output of energy and endurance, a deep-

seated mental satisfaction in unity with the herd, and a solution in it of personal

doubts and fears,” pp. 109-110.

As to “Characters of the gregarious animal displayed by man”,—“1. He
is intolerent and fearful of solitude, physical or mental” . . . the “religious needs

and feelings of man are a direct and necessary manifestation of the inheritance

of instinct with which he is born,” p. 114. “2. He is more sensitive to the voice

of the herd than to any other influence.” “3. He is subject to the passions of

the pack in his mob violence and the passions of the herd in his panics.” “4. He
is remarkably susceptible to leadership.” “5. His relations with his fellows are

dependent upon the recognition of him as a member of the herd.”

In conclusion, I will quote from a letter of Dr. Lorenz: “The
study of animal behavior is the only and ultimate source of under-

standing ourselves.”

E. Summary
1. The basic needs of all animal life are nutrition, protection, and repro-

duction.

2. The broad outlines of adult Song Sparrow behavior are laid down by

instinct, but many of the details are filled in through personal experience, particu-

larly in regard to the object of the instinctive activities. As shown in Table

XXVI, most of its activities show both innate and learned elements.

3. There are beginnings of primitive culture among birds and infra-human

mammals, experience being handed down non-genetically from generation to gen-

eration, particularly in matters regarding protection from enemies.

4. Many instinctive behavior patterns run throughout the vertebrate series,

man included, as for instance, group-attraction, suggestion, dominance, territory,

pair-formation technique, parental care.

5. All the manifestations of social need as described in Chapter VII apply

to human beings.



6. Man’s culture is based on and grew out of his biological needs.

7. A great deal of man’s behavior may be explained on the basis of his

instincts as a social animal—his need for companionship and leadership, his lack

of independence, his obedience to custom, his reliance on some power outside

himself.

8. The study of animal behavior is the only and ultimate source of under-

standing ourselves.
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APPENDIX I

Chief Vocalizations of the Song Sparrow

Given by
Y oung Adult

Male Female

1. Food notes : see-see, kerr, tit-tit-tit . etc X
2. Location note : eep or ick X
3. Scream ... X X .?

4. Cry of pain—felt or anticipated : weech X X X
5. Threat note: zhee, a growl X X X
6. Fear note : tik X X X
7. Fright: tik-tik-tik, at hawk or sudden appearance

of cat or person X X
8. Call note : tsip, between transients or mates X X X
9. Alarm : tchunk, disturbance, self-assertion X X

10. Warble—prolonged, soft, varied X >

11. Advertising song—short, loud, stereotyped X
12. Flight song—a chatter, then a song X
13. Female song—harsh, unmusical. X
14. Caterwaul—harsh chatter. Significance unknown.. X
15. Anxiety : tchip, over young in nest, excitement in

territorial quarrels X X
16. Trill: ee-ee-ee, copulation note, greeting to mate.... X
17. Chatter : nest-building, greeting to mate X
18. Nest-call : soft twitter, when hunting for a nest,

female when building X X
19. Strong anxiety : ick, over young in nest X X
20. Intimidation

:
puh-puh-puh, to person endangering

young X X
21. Miscellaneous soft notes—used at nest with young X X

8 16 15

Most of the notes have been described in the text. Two, however, need

further comment.

10. Although I have asserted in print that adult male Song Sparrows never

warble, my hand-raised males do use a kind of warble—3 to 3.5 seconds in length,

rather soft, and more warbling in tone than the advertising song. Y often gives

it in response to rustling of paper, or miscellaneous noises.

14. The “caterwaul” is a peculiar note. I have 19 records of it from Y

;

8 in April 1939, 1940, 1941 ; 3 in May 1939, 1940 ; 2 in October 1939, 1941 ;
5 in

February and one in May 1942. All but one were given in the evening, from 6'

till 12 p.m., most often between 7:00 and 9:00; 3 times it was given immediately

after lights had been turned on. The one time it was heard in the daytime

occurred at noon Oct. 6, 1939 when D suddenly flew against Y’s cage
;
Y imme-

diately caterwauled, then went into an extreme puff-sing-wave demonstration.

The caterwaul is a loud, harsh chattery series, lasting perhaps 6 seconds. Occa-
sionally it is repeated once or twice. Y ordinarily gives it sitting on a perch, puffed!
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out, bill open, and wings vibrating a little. Once he gave it when standing in his

almost empty bath tub. I very rarely heard it in the wild, sometimes in winter,

once from 4M in the breeding season, and always in the daytime. I have no
suggestion as to its significance.

APPENDIX II

Dominance, Singing, and the Challenge (Puff-Sing-Wave
Posture) in the Hand-Raised Birds

The “challenge” consists in puffing out the feathers laterally, soft singing,

and waving of one or both wings. The elements shown each time are designated

by letters
;
pw means that the bird puffed and waved

;
ps that he puffed and sang.

When psw was given more than once from one bird the number of times is shown.

FROM OCTOBER 1938 THROUGH JANUARY 1939

B AND R HATCHED JULY 24, Y JULY 25, 1938

Singing
Date Boss Caged Free B Y Challenge Circumstances

Oct.
3 B B, R, Y Short songs

when fighting

6 B B, R. Y R at Y sw Y alighted near

9 B B, R. Y Short songs
when fighting

15 B B, Y Loud short songs
23 B B, Y Short songwhen

he lands in

safety

27 B B, Y Y psw B landed near

31 B B, Y Loud warbling Loud warbling

Nov.
1 B B. Y Y sw B above Y
2 B B, Y Loud short songs Silent Y psw B above Y
3 B B, Y Loud short songs Loud short songs

in front room in study when
B is in front

4 B B. Y 7 Same behavior Y psw B suddenly landed
near Y

5 , B B. Y 7 Same behavior

6 B B, Y ? Loudly, harshly Y pw When released from
cage in morning

;

fight

'7 Y B, Y Nearly silent Loudly, harshly Y psw B above; B flies

8 B B, Y Warbles Warbles
9 Y B, Y Warbles Loud, short

songs

10 B B. Y Warbles Loud songs in
evening

11 Y Y B Warbles Loud songs
12 B Y B Warbles Very loud; no Y psw B on top of cag£

form developing
yet
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Singing
Date Boss Caged Free B Y Challenge Circumstances

13 B Y B 9 Loud

14 Y Y B Very loud Y i»w B on top of cage
trying to fight

IB Y Y B Very loud Y psw B on top of cage

16 Y Y B Warbles Much and loud

17-22 Y Y B Warbles Much

23 B B Y Loud
25-27

29-

Dec.

B Y B House very cold

7 B B Y Silent Silent

8 B B Y Silent Warbles Y PS Tried to get intS'

cage
12-17 B B Y Silent Warbles Y psw 6X Outside of cage, op-

posite B, nearly
every day. Fight

19-22 B B Y Few short songs Warbles Y psw Start to fight

23-27 B B. Y Warbles, some
short songs

Warbles B psw 2X Fight

(B taken upstairs from 7 P. M.-10 A. M.)

28 Y B, Y Silent, warbles Loud, short
songs

Y psw When B returned

29 Y B, Y Warbles loudly Repeats songs
in front room up to 3 times

30 Y B, Y Adult timing. Suddenly chang- Y psw When B comes to
loud, in front ed to songs of netting between
room. Tries to more definite study and front
establish terri- form, repeats room. B flees

tory there somemany times

31 (Y upstairs) B Sings little, tries

to get into front
Adult songs

room
Jan.
1 B B Y Adult singing. Warbles B psw 2X When Y brought in

loud little cage

2 B, Y B Y Loud, short Loud in front B, Y pswT Y on top of cage
room

3 Y Y B Warbles loudly Loudest singing Y psw
in front room nearly all day

4 Y, B Y B Proclaims terri- Proclaims terri- Y psw B on top of cage
tory in front tory in study
room

5 Y, B Y B Nervous in study, Warbling in cage
proclaims terri-

tory in front;
returns, loud,
short songs

6 B Y B Loudlywherever Few loud songs. Y psw B dashing to side
he goes later very loud of cage, fight. Y

defeated

7 Y Y B Loud in front Loud in cage

9 Y Y B A great deal in A great deal in B sw B to cage, wing up
front room cage Y psw Y greatly puffed.

Y picks up stalks

1C B Y B A great deal A great deal Fight; Y retreats

12 Y Y B Tries to enlarge A great deal Y gets out; great
territory from
front room

fight thru netting

16 B Y B A great deal Not much Y psw
B psw

17 B Y B A great deal A great deal B, Y psw Y picks up paper
and weed stalks,
carries them about
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Date Boss Caged Free
Singing

B Y Challenge Circumstances

18 Y Y B Loudly in front,
softly in study

Loudly in cage Y psw Rushes at B and
routs him

20-21 Y Y B Loudly in front,
upward flights

Loudly in cage Y psw 2X B approaches cage;
Y fights

30 Y Y B Loudly in front,
tries to enlarge
territory despite
blizzard outdoors

Loudly in cage

There were 18 revolutions in the 72 days between Nov. 7 and Jan. 18,

Counting from Oct. 3 through January, B dominated about two-thirds of the time;

during the 84 days after Y’s first revolution, about half the time.

FROM JULY 1939 TO MARCH 1940

D HATCHED JUNE 14. J AUG. 4, 1939

Singing Challenge
Date Boss Caged Free Y D All psw Circumstances

July
1-13 Y Y D. F, S Sings a little

Sept.
14

Oct.
6

Y

Y

All

Y. D

Song after a
chase

Dec.
17 Y J. Y D Silent

19 Y J. Y D Sings softly

22 D J, Y D Silent

23 D J. Y D Silent

24-28 D J, Y D Silent

29 Y J, D Y Silent

30 D J, D Y Silent

Jan.
1 D J, D Y Silent

2-9 D J, D Y Silent

10 D J. D Y Sings a little

16 D J, D Y Sings softly

17 Y J. D Y Sings all 6 songs,
softly, then
loudly

18 Y J, Y D Sings loudly

19-20 Y J. Y D Sings loudly

Warbles a little Y at D, F, S When they alighted
on cage

Warbles rather
loudly

Y at S S indifferent

D suddenly flew
Y at D near; Y picks up

grass and carries it

Warbles with D at J, Y Y responds to D's
bill open Y at D psw by extreme

posturing

Short songs

Loud, short D at Y D on top of cage
songs. Much psw, loud singing.
tchunking Y intimidated

Adult songs.
Awakening song
Sings much.
Much tchunking

Sings Y got out and chas-
ed D

Ltoud songs Y came to cage, D
routed him

Sings and
warbles

D at Y Fight; Y defeated

Sings much Y fights J

Sings much Y intimidates J

Sings much D at Y Y fights J

Sings much D at Y Intimidates J, then
then silent Y at J 4X D

Soft songs Y at D 6X D on top of Y's
cage, Y tears at
string

Soft songs Y at D 2X D on top of Y's
cage
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Date Boss
Singing Challenge

Caged Free Y D All psw Circumstances

21 D J, Y D Sings Sings D at Y By Y’s cage
22 D J, D Y Sings softly Sings loudly Yat J Y fights J, D

tdhunks
24

25

D

D

J, D Y Sings softly Sings much D at Y While both are out;

Y flees
J, D Y Silent Sings loudly Y at J She got out, Y be-

low her
26-31 D J, D Y Sings much Sings much Intimidates J. Y

and D seldom meet
Feb.
1-5 (D at Ewers) Liittle singing Less despotic to J
5 Y J, D Y Soft singing D at Y Y eats, sings soft-

ly; D crest up
6-7 Y J. D Y Much, loud Sings when in Y at D 6X D got out; Y chas-

singing front room ed him
8-26 (Y at Ewers) Much singing D fights J

27 Y J. D Y Loud singing Silent Y at D 2X Y fights J
38 Y J. D Y Loud singing Silent Y at D

Y at J
Y picks up straw

29
Mar.

Y J, D Y Loud singing Silent Y dashes at J

1-3 Y J. D Y Loud singing Soft songs Y at J Intimidates D and
J; she fights

4-7 D J. D Y Soft singing Loud singing Y fights J
9 Y J. D Y

10-12 D J. D Y
13 Y J. D Y

There were 10 revolutions in the 63 days that the birds were together from
Dec. 17 to Mar. 13 ;

during this period Y dominated about one-third of the time.

Remarks on Dominance, Singing and the Challenge

The challenge (puff-sing-wave or psw) was first shown by R at 74 days

when Y alighted near him
;
this was incomplete, for the puffing was omitted. The

next instance was given by Y at 94 days when B suddenly landed near him
;
this

was complete. B did not give it until 160 days; the stimulus was the return of

Y after a IS hours’ absence.

From Nov. 11 one bird or the other was kept in the large cage, 2' x 3' x 4',

except in late December. From Nov. 29 on, B tried to establish a territory for

himself in the front room
;
his favorite place was by the large east window some

18 meters from Y in the cage by the west window in the study. For food and
water B had to return and procure them near Y. Netting hung at the door of

the study, so that the birds could not pass freely back and forth, but had to search

for an opening.

The despot often threatened the underling with shee whenever the latter

came too near
;

it was through this note that I knew who was boss, when the boss

was caged. The underling often raised his crest when near the boss, and espe-

cially at hearing the threat note.

As to song and dominance, B was at first ahead of Y in development and

dominated him. On Nov. 3, Y sang loud, short songs when in the front room well

away from B, but was silent when in the study with him. On Nov. 7, the first

revolution took place; B fell silent, while Y sang loudly in stage III (Chapter

XI). Until Nov. 24 Y remained in stage III, while B retrogressed to I and II.

After the cold spell in late November song and aggressiveness were at a low ebb;

B was dominant, but Y challenged him with psw from Dec. 8 on. Upon B’s

return Dec. 28 after a 15 hours’ absence, Y intimidated him, using loud, short
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songs. On the 31st adult songs were established with Y. B, in the meantime,

was silent in the study, but sang loudly in the front room, even trying to get

there during Y’s absence on the 31st. On Jan. 1 B’s singing was adult and he

intimidated Y on his return, using the psw for the first time. The next day Y
worked up his courage by loud singing in the front room (B being caged)

;
he

returned, B flew down, puffed like a ball, vibrating his right wing and warbling.

At 3 P.M. both were singing loudly, B in the cage, Y in the front room. Y was
chased into the study by us, sang on top of the cage, puffed up and vibrating

his wings. B puffed up, but Y chased him. They defied each other, B with crest

raised and bill open, then soon flew away. Y gave a bounce towards B and B
retreated. Y sang his loudest on the cage, while B’s crest stayed up. Y drove B
when he came near the edge. B gave tchip tchip softly when he was chased.

Early in the morning of Jan. 5 B was very nervous, panting and trying to

get out of the west window, while Y was restless in the cage. We “shooed” B into

the front room; he at once started to sing loud, short songs, while Y fell silent.

At 8:03 B returned, singing loud, threatening songs, and it was Y who was
nervous, panting with his crest up.

During this month each bird showed a new activity. B endeavored to en-

large his territory in the front room by making repeated flights up from the

window sill of the east window, on the 30th doing this in spite of a blizzard raging

outside. On the 9th Y for the first time showed a substitute activity immediately

following the psw ;
he picked up stalks and carried them about.

In July 1939 Y went through the psw at the young birds landing on top of

his cage. They were indifferent, as was S on Sept. 14 and D Oct. 6. On Dec. 17

Y was feeling poorly and I shut him into the large cage for the first time since

mid-July. An hour later D began to warble louder and louder by J’s cage, then

started to wave his wings at J, whereupon she retired. He then flew to Y’s cage,

warbling loudly, wings waving; Y went into a perfect ball, vibrating his wings

and singing softly. D’s crest went up
;
he looked like a flycatcher perched on

the rim of the cage. Y rushed at him and he left. On the 19th D sang short songs

on top of the typewriter some 2 meters from Y
;
Y was excited, uttering many

tchunks and trying to get out. D warbled on the floor a meter from Y, while

the latter rushed up and down, giving loud tchips.

On the 22nd D was singing loud, short songs, intimidating Y who flew back
and forth in his cage with his crest up. D suddenly sang very loud, puffed up and
wings waving on top of Y’s cage; Y’s crest went up. Ten minutes later D started

to tchunk, then flew to the cage and repeated the challenge with loud singing

,

instead of the typical soft singing.

On Jan. 17, Y suddenly burst into song; he and D sang the same songs most
of the time, D echoing Y. Y busied himself giving the psw at J, then turned his

attention to D, whose crest went up. Both Y and D increased their confidence

by intimidating J, then turned to intimidating the rival male.

In May Y started to intimidate his only bird companions, the Goldfinches,

by dashing back and forth over the top of their cage, just as he had done to B
and B to him. Once a Goldfinch suddenly flew down near him; he lifted a wing
and waved it a little. Another time the Goldfinches were flying noisily back and
forth in their cage

;
Y puffed and vibrated his wings.

The third year—1940-1941—the set-up included Y, who was kept in the large
cage all the time, the subnormal male A, hatched in July 1940, and usually kept
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in a roomy cage
;
and from February on 2 hand-raised male Bobolinks hatched

in July 1940, one kept in a sizeable cage south of Y’s, the other free on top of

Y’s cage. The Bobolinks dominated Y to some extent by loud singing, wing
spreading and hissing, as long as he was caged, but when he was let out, they

were evidently afraid of him, the free Bobolink hastening into his cage. Y and

the Bobolinks never fought each other
;

it may have been that Y’s quick move-
ments disturbed them. All three dominated A. (A never got beyond stage I in

singing, and never showed the psw.) When A was out and flew to Y’s cage, Y
immediately went into the psw for a minute or two, then picked up seeds and
leaves and carried them about or yanked at strings or attacked straws. Once
when A approached, Y merely tugged at strings without going into the psw.

When Y was once let into A’s cage, Y pursued him and A fled, panting. Once
when a Bobolink crouched down on top of the cage and hissed at Y, Y, who
was right below, crouched and with bill pointed up, raised a wing and vibrated it.

The challenge has been a more prominent activity with Y than with B or

D, as is witnessed by its early appearance and its frequent use. In the first 2

years Y was seen to give it at least 69 times, in contrast to 9 records for B and
the same number for D. In the third year there are 24 instances of its use by
Y against A. In the first year Y gave it 14 times as boss, and 17 as underling,

but all the other instances were when he was boss, even though the second year
from Dec. 17 to Mar. 13 he was dominated by D two-thirds of the time.

APPENDIX in

Behavior Upon the First Arrival of Females

It is unfortunate that I never saw the very first arrival of a female that

stayed with the male.

One record early in the season was made on a resident pair ; the male, 55M,
had been hatched May 29, son of 5M and K2.

(1) Feb. 11, 1931. 55M and K54 are eating near each other much of the

time. 9 :20, 55M pounces on K54 and gives an abortive song. She makes some
objection. 10:30, she chases him. 11:00, 55M in the trap; K54 excited in the

vicinity.

Twice I saw the arrival of the female, but in neither case did she stay.

(2) Feb. 28, 1930. 8:52, I am watching 1M and 4M, who are both unmated

and singing steadily
;

I notice an unbanded Song Sparrow eating near the boundary

between the 2 territories. Both males approach. The bird gives a kind of chatter,

4M goes near, she threatens him, and he retreats. 1M sings, 4M tchunks. She

utters zhee zhee. 1M sings; he and 4M puff at each other (threat-posture)
;
the

female leaves.

(3) July 16, 1930. 47M, unmated, is singing on the territory he took up

the middle of June. An unbanded female comes straight from the south, lifts a

wing and flutters
;
he approaches, she postures in copulatory attitude. He tries

to mount, but she does not let him. This is repeated several times; then they

settle down on an elm branch a foot apart. He sings constantly. I never saw

her again.
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In the following cases the mate had arrived the day of observation, but be-

fore my observation began. In the first two there was posturing, but no copulation,

also fighting between the mates.

(4) Mar. 16, 1930. 9M has a mate. He sings on the ground a number of

times, then he and this unbanded bird have a regular fight together, jumping up

and down and bumping breasts. Shortly afterwards she flies with a chatter. 9M
hurries near, picks up a straw and says chip chip chip. Later he sings various

songs. She flies with a chatter and trills.

Ten minutes later 9M’s mate chatters and trills vigorously. 9M follows

her. She postures on a weed, standing in the extreme copulatory attitude, flutter-

ing her wings. He does not try to mount. He is a young bird as revealed by

his singing in February.

(5) Mar. 19, 1932. 70M has a mate, an unbanded summer resident. She
postures 3 times. He appears to try to mount her

;
she pecks him vigorously and

they fight. She gives no note.

In this case rivalry was shown between 2 males.

(6) Mar. 1, 1932. 50M and 107M are both interested in an unbanded sum-

mer resident female, the first of the season. 50M behaves like her mate, sitting

about and tik-tik-tiking

,

but 107M wants her too. When she flies, both males fol-

low her, then 50M drives off 107M. She does little but feed. 50M is busy driving

107M away.

(7) Mar. 22, 1929. 5M has a mate. They crossed the ditch but were driven

back by a neighbor. She chattered and tchunked loud and long. . . . She gave a

simple little song. He flies near, she pecks at him, then postures and trills. He
climbs up the bank. She flutters her wings and follows. His back is turned. She
flutters more and continues to follow.

The most dramatic of the records I have on first morning behavior of mates

concerns 4M and K200, Mar. 7, 1935. I had heard the chatter of a female at 6 :47

A.M., but was not able to get out to watch the birds until almost an hour later.

4M was 8-9 years old at this time, while his rival, 225M, was a bachelor, hatched

in 1934. 4M’s defensive behavior was very mild in comparison to his activities

6 years earlier. He gave 117 songs in the first hour I watched and 51 in the next

half hour. 225M sang constantly, except when visiting. I will give the high lights

of the action.

(8) 7:40. 4M’s new mate, an unbanded summer resident, is on a post; he

attacks her, chases her and sings D. She gives various notes, and trills.

She flies over to the brush pile (near 225M’s land) ; 4M is after her and
chases her back. She preens and shakes herself in the little elm. She is looking
towards 225M’s land—he is singing loudly. She flies to the brush pile; 4M goes
after. 225M joins them

;
4M chases her home.

7 :50. He flies to the road to eat
;
she flies to a tree. He follows and attacks

her; they fight; he sings G. She goes to the ground with a chatter; he follows.

7 :54. She flies and chatters, then flies again. He follows, but she avoids him.

7 :59. Both are feeding near together, 4M following the female. 225M ap-
proaches. She gives a queer note greech. 4M is tchipping. She gives the threat-
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note. 225M comes to call. 4M goes toward him, he retreats, while she mounts

the little elm and watches. 4M chases 225M off. K200 feeds, 4M watches. She

flies with a chatter and he follows.

8:03. 4M sings in a tree, she chatters several times and comes into the

tree too. She flies, he dashes towards her, nearly hitting her. She drives him,

he sings, she trills, then chatters, then tchunks in the rose hedge and tchunks

again on a post, then on the ground. She flies up into his tree. He flies west and

she follows
;
he returns and she does likewise. She flies to the ground below him,

chattering.

8:14. 225M comes to visit; 4M meets him a little hunched. 225M sings con-

stantly
;
approaches nearer and nearer to K200

; 4M drives her away from him.

She says greech. 225M again here
;
4M drives him.

8:21. She chatters and greeches as she flies near 4M. He and 225M have

a boundary feint, threatening each other.

8 :28. 4M pounces on K200, she fights
;
he sings.

8 :34. He pursues 225M who is flying puffed out. She is in the little elm

;

greech; 225M approaches and 4M drives him off.

8 :37. 225M is back home singing. The pair are feeding in the weeds
;
she

drives him and off he goes.

8:40. She flies, he follows, they fight. She trills.

8 :48. She flew to 225M’s weed patch, 4M is after her at once. 225M is

here. 4M always keeps between her and him. Now the males fight. She flies over

into the patch
;
4M drives her home, pounces and sings.

8 :53. She flies into a tree, then to the hedge with a chatter. Now lifts a

wing, then both wings.

8:59. They are feeding on the ground. She drives him. Both males are

near together
;
4M drives 225M

;
both have spread tails. 225M is singing. 4M

won’t let him come near K200. 4M approaches her, she threatens him.

9:04. He sings B. She chatters. Both are in hedge. He flies to drive off

225M. She goes to the little elm, 225M comes there, 4M hastens and drives

him off.

K200 was unusual in her mounting trees so much, for females usually stay

close to the ground. I thought perhaps she would desert to 225M, but she did

not. She proved to be a “cold”, despotic mate, and there was not a close bond
between her and 4M, in contrast to the other pairs I have studied.

APPENDIX IV

Some Samples of Coition, in 1 929

Mar. 21. K2 flutters her wings
;
1M does not see her. An hour later she

flutters her wings; he gives her a little peck as he jumps over her. She trills.

Mar. 22. She flutters her wings for a minute or so after a pounce; 1M flew

up on the bank beside her
;
she repulses him with uplifted wings, but trills.
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Mar. 29. She is getting material and flutters her wings
;
he is nearby

;
he

mounts
;
they copulate

;
she trills. They repeat the process a minute later.

Mar. 30. She flies to the ground; he flies to her; she postures and they

copulate twice in rapid succession.

Apr. 2. 8:51. Both fly to the weeds, she chattering; they copulate; she trills.

9 :37. She is taking stuff to one of her favorite spots, chattering
;
he follows

her. She postures, he mounts, but slips off. She trills.

Apr. 4. 7 :30. She is picking up material, he flies over her
;
she crouches

and flutters, trilling with bill open and losing her load. He leaves.

8 :07. She is gathering material and he flies to her
;
she crouches and flutters.

He appears to be going to mount, but instead gives her tail a tweak, then flies

away. She trills.

Apr. 7. She chatters as she flies out from the nest she is building, alights

near 1M and trills with fluttering wings; he approaches, but she gives the threat-

note and turns away.

Apr. 8. 8 :02. K2 postures with her bill full of nesting material
;
they copu-

late
;
she trills and with a chatter takes her load to the nest.

11:33. They copulate about 2 yards below the nest; she trills; then flies

chattering to the feeding station. He follows and they copulate there 3 times in

quick succession.

Apr. 10. The first egg was laid.

APPENDIX V

List of 1 3 Orders and 1 6 Passerine Families in Which Distrac-

tion Display (Injury-Feigning) Has Been Reported

*—

,

=common. **=very common.

See species index for scientific names.

Authorities

Jourdain 1936-37.

bibliography.

Order Suborder

Struthioniformes

Colymbiformes

Anseriformes*

Falconiformes

Galliformes*

Gruiformes

Charadriiformes

frequently mentioned: F=Forbush 1925; G=Grimes 1936;

No attempt is made at a complete list of species, nor complete

Family Species

Ostrich (Knowlton 1909:64).

Pied-billed Grebe (Gabrielson 1914), Dabchick (J).

Many species: Mallard and 7 others (J), Wood Duck
(Saunders, 1937), Lesser Scaup (Munro 1941).

Merlin (J).

European Partridge (J), Ptarmigan (J), Ruffed Grouse,
Bobwhite, etc.

Common Crane (J), Limpkin (G), King Rail (G).
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Charadrii**

Lari

Columbiformes**

Cuculiformes

Strigiformes

Caprimulgiformes**

Passeriformes

Tyrannidae

Alaudidae

Campephagidae

Paridae

Timaliidae

Pycnonotidae

Chamaeidae

Turdidae

Sylviidae

Muscicapidae

Motacillidae

Meliphagidae

Compsothlypidae*

Ploceidae

Icteridae

Fringillidae

(Emberizinae)

Plovers, Turnstones, Surf-birds (Charadriidae)
;

Snipe,

Woodcock, Sandpipers (Scolopacidae)
;

Avocets, Stilts

(Recurvirostridae)
,
Phalaropes (Phalaropodidae)

;
Pra-

tincoles (Glareolidae) (Jourdain and many others).

Jaegers (J) ;
Sooty Tern.

Mourning Dove (Nice 1922-23), Ground Dove (G),
Turtle Dove (J), etc.

Roadrunner, Yellow-billed Cuckoo (G).

Short-eared Owl (J), Long-eared Owl (J), Great Horn-
ed Owl (J).

Nighthawk (G), Chuck-will’s-widow (G), Nightjar (J),
etc.

Gray Flycatcher (Russell and Woodbury 1941).

Prairie Horned Lark (F), Woodlark (J).

Minivets (J).

Chickadee (G), Tufted Titmouse (G).

Quail-Thrushes, Pilot-bird (Chisholm 1936).

Bulbuls (J), Zambesi Nicator (the Moreaus 1937).

1937).

Wren-Tit (Erickson 1938:297).

Song Thrush, European Blackbird, Ring-ouzel, Wheat-
ear (J).

At least 6 Old World Warblers mentioned by Jourdain.

Whistlers (Chisholm 1936), Willie-Wagtail and Yellow
Robin (Roberts 1942).

Meadow Pipit (J).

Honey-eaters (Chisholm 1936).

At least 18 species: see Grimes 1936, Forbush 1925, Nice
1926a, 1931b, Nice and Nice 1932, Cottam 1936.

House Sparrow (Daanje 1941).

Southern Meadowlark (G).

Buntings (J), Sparrows-Vesper, Savannah, Grasshopper
(F), Pinewoods (G), Song; Towhee (F) (G).
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INDEX TO SUBJECTS

A
Action, conditioned, 7, 26, 38, 60-8

266-73

Activities, appearance of in Song Spar-

rows, 33, 57-9
;
instinctive, 7-11, 60-8,

226-7, 250, 254, 263-5, 266-73
;
matura-

tion of in passerines, 57-9

Age, at which fear appears, 17, 24, 52-3

;

of fledging in passerines, 70, 73, 74;

of independence in passerines, 70,

73-5; of starting to sing, 141-2

Alarm, 255-265

Anting, 80, 81, 267

Appetites and aversions, 7

Attack, intraspecific, 30-4, 54-5, 153-8,

160-1, 164-9, 183-4, 186-92; on other

passerines, 159-61 ; on enemies, 89, 90,

252-4, 267

Awakening 99-114, 267; in relation to

humidity, 112, to latitude, 110, to

light, 102-6, 108-9, 112, 114, to sex,

110-2, to species, 108-9 to tempera-

ture, 102-5, 112, to time of year,

109, to wind, 113; of night birds, 111;

of the female Song Sparrow, 101 ;
of

the male Song Sparrow, 102-6

Awakening song, 102-6, 117, 125-6, 136,

149

B
Basic needs of animals, 266, 272

Bathing, 23-4, 28, 33-4, 46-8, 58-9, 62-3

Begging, 15, 17-21, 26-7, 35-40, 60-1

;

of young from each other, 18, 20-1,

26

Behavior, innate, 7-11, 60-8, 266-73

;

learned, 7-11, 60-8, 81, 263-5, 266-73

;

of Y and D towards J and A, 176-7,

179

Bigamy, 206

Birds, compared with mammals, 5-7

Bond between pair, 180-3, 191

Breeding behavior, premature appear-

ance of, 76-81

Brooding, 15-6, 79, 80, 228-9, 243

C
Caring for young, by adults, 228-44,

270-1
;
by young, 79-81

Caterwaul, 274

Chain reflexes, 8

Challenge, 154-8, 275, 280-3

Chatter, female’s, 176, 179. 274

Coition, 177-9, 282-3

Color vision, 6

Companion, 8, 9-11
;
brother-and-sister-,

10, 64; child-, 10; parent-, 18, 20-1,

25-7, 64-6
;
sex-, 64 ;

social-, 53-4, 64,

83-9, 98

Conditioned responses, 7-11, 26, 38, 60-8,

89, 266-73

Copulation, 177-9, 185, 206-8, 269, 282-3;

attempts by young birds, 76-8, 81 ;
sex

recognition at, 206-8

Covey size, 269

Cowbird, response of Song Sparrow to,

158-9, 262-3, 265; 267

Cowering, 16-8, 33-4, 52-3, 57

Crest movements, 46, 58, 256

Culture, human, 269-73
;

primitive in

birds and mammals, 268-9, 272

D
Defecation, 15, 19, 33-4, 42-3, 57

Defense of territory, 153-6, 160-1
; of

young, 245-54, 267

Deflection displays, 79, 248-50, 254,

283-4

Development, 5 stages in young Song

Sparrow, 13-4, 32-4, 57-9; in other

passerines, 57-9, 69-74
;

in precocial

birds, 73

Disappearance of social-companion, 89

Distraction display, 79, 248-50, 254,

283-4

Dominance, 54, 90-6, 98 ; in the Song

Sparrow, 90-1, 153-61, 177, 275-80;

in other birds and animals, 92-6
;

in

pair formation, 196-9, 208; social, 90-

6, 98, 267, 270-3

Drinking, 22, 33-4, 41-2, 58, 62
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E

Egg laying, 218

Eggs, recognition of, 225-7

Emotion, 6

Enemies, reaction of adults to, 8, 11,

257-60, 265; reaction of parents to,

245-54; primitive culture in relation

to, 268, 272

Enemy recognition, experiments on, 29-

30, 256-63, 265 ;
discussion of, 263-5,

267

Escape rections, 8, 17-20, 24, 29-30, 33-4,

52-3, 57-8, 64-6, 255-65, 268, 271

Expansion displays, 154

Eyesight, 6

F

Facilitation, 8, 85, 212, 217, 271

Faithfulness between pairs, 182-3, 191

Family, break-up of, 253-4

Fanning wings, 17, 33-4, 50, 58, 63

Fear, 24, 29, 30, 33-4, 56, 58, 64-6,

255-65, 271

Feeding habits, 268

Feeding of young, 229-37, 243, 267 ;
how

male knows of hatching, 229-30, 243,

increase with growth, 231-3, 244,

number of objects brought, 234, 244,

of young not their own, 242-4, rate

per hour, 230-236, 243, rate through-

out nest life, 234-6, 244, role of ex-

perience, 236-7, 244

Feeding reactions in young birds, 20-3,

25-8, 33-4, 57-8, 60-2

Feeding, sham, 154

Fighting, 30-4, 54-5, 58, 183-191
;
sexual

and territorial, 59-61, 164-6, 169, 188,

191

Fledging, age of in passerines, 69-74, in

Song Sparrows, 18-19, 33

Flight, 23, 33-4, 50, 58, 63

Flocking 86-7, 98

Fluttering wings, 18, 26-7, 33-4, 39-40,

57

Following reactions, 86, 267

Food notes, 15, 17, 24, 27, 32-4, 55, 57-8

Food, responses to, 21-3, 27-8, 33-4,

40-1, 58, 60-2

Frolicking, 29, 33-4, 51-2, 58, 67-8

G
Gaping, 15, 26, 34-9, 57, 60-1

H
Habitat selection, 152-3, 268-9, 267

Helpers at the nest, 79-80, 242-4

Homing ability of Song Sparrows, 158

Hopping, 19, 34, 49-50, 58

I

Imprinting, 8, 11

Incubation, length in passerines, 70,

other species, 222-3, 227
;

of Song
Sparrows, 218-9, 221, 227, 267; of

other species, 219-224, 227 : length of

periods on and off, 220-2, 227, on
empty nest, 223-4, percentage of day-

light hours, 221-2, 227, role of non-

incubating mate, 218, 224-5, 227, share

of sexes, 218-20, 227

Independence, age of, in passerines,

69-70, 73-4, in Song Sparrows, 75

;

young bird after, 75-81

Injury feigning, 79, 248-50, 254, 283-4

Insects, response to, 21-3, 27-8, 33-4, 58

Instinct, 5, 7-8, 11

Instinctive action, 7-11, 60-8, 140-1,

211-3, 217, 226-7, 267

Instinctive behavior patterns throughout

vertebrate series, 269-73

Intelligence, 5-7

Intimidation, 153-8, 275-82

Intolerance of Song Sparrow towards

other species, 158-61

L

Landing, 18-9, 34, 50-1, 58, 63

Leadership, 86-8

Learning, 5, 7, 11, 60-8, 81, 89, 139-41,

211, 217, 263-5, 267; to fly, 63

Leaving the nest, 18-20, 33-4, 49, 58-9

Location notes, 16-17, 24, 32-4, 55-9,

274

Luring young, 245-7, 254
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M
Mammals, as predators, 29-30, 249, 250,

257-8; comparison with birds, 5, 6

Matings, stolen, 185

Maturation, 8, 57

Memory, 7, 205-6, 208

Migration, fall, 75-6; restlessness, 76,

spring, 151

Mirror, response to, 155

Mobbing of predator, 89, 90, 251-2, 254

Molt, postjuvenal, 75

Motor coordinations, 7, 14-17, 32-5, 57-9

Mounts, response to, 155, 207-8

N
Needs, basic of animals, 266, 272; social,

83, 98

Nest building, by young birds, 78-9, 81

;

in general, 212-5, 217, 267 ;
part play-

ed by sexes in, 213-4, 217 ;
of Song

Sparrows, 210-2, 217; symbolic, 178-9

Nest, attachment to, 216-7 ;
choosing

site, 209-10, 217; definition of, 216;

first week out of, 18-24, 33; leaving,

18-20, 33-4, 58; meaning of, 215-7;

sanitation, 237-8

Nesting cycle, course of, 170-2

Nest molding, 78, 81

Nests, dummy, 215

Notes, female, 175-6, 179, 274; male,

274

Nutrition, 14, 286

O
Orientation, 37, 63

P

Pair-formation, 172-5, 192-208, 267,

280-2; dominance in, 196-9; Lorenz’s

views, 193-4, 204, 208: Tinbergen’s

1st and 2nd reactions, 199-204, 208

Pair, relations to each other, 180-3,

191 ; to their neighbors, 82-3, 98, 153-

61, 183-92

Peck-dominance, 92, 98

Peck-order, 92-6, 98

Peck-right, 92, 98

Pecking, antisocial, 30-2, 33-4, 54, 58;

exploratory, 21-3, 25, 27-8, 33-4, 41,

58, 61

Picking up food, 41, 58, 61

Play, 29, 51-2, 67-8

Plumage, care of, 16, 43, 57

Pouncing, on mate, 174-5, 179, 197 ;
on

other females, 184-191, 197

Predators, 8, 11, 29, 30, 65-6, 88-9, 245-

254, 257-260, 265, 267-8, 272

Preening, 16, 43, 57

Preliminary stage, 177-9, 280-2

Prenuptial stage, 172-177, 179

Preying reactions, 21-3, 27-8, 33-4, 41,

58

Promiscuous tendencies in monogamous

species, 206

Protection of nest : by concealment,

212; by cryptic behavior, 213; by de-

fense through neighbors, 212 ;
by in-

accessibility, 212-3

Protection of young; by attack, 252; by

deflection, 248-50
;
by luring, 245-7

;

by mobbing, 251-2; by threat, 250-1;

by warning notes, 247-8

Psychology, animal, 4-11

Puff-sing-wave, 154-8, 275-80

R
Recognition, of eggs, 225-7

;
of mate,

192, 204-6; of sex, 206-8, 267; of

species, 192
;
of young, 239-42

Releasers, 9-11, 81, 86, 194, 250

Remating, 182-3, 191

Reptiles as predators, 257

Roosting, 106-12, 267, in relation to lati-

tude, 110-11, season, 110, sex, 111-12,

species, 109; of female Song Sparrow,

.106-8; of male Song Sparrow, 106-8

S

Scratching head, 17, 33-4, 44-5, 47, 57

Scratching ground, 22, 33-4, 42, 58

Scream, 17, 33-4, 57, 59

Self-assertion, 56, 98, 129

Sex discrimination, 207-8
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Sex recognition, 206-8, 267

Sexual ambivalence, 194-6, 208

Shading young, 229, 243

Shaking, 18, 33-4, 45, 58

Shelling seeds, 27, 33-4, 58

Signals, 9-11

Signal song, 198, 208

Size of newly-hatched nestling, 71-2

Sleeping in adult position, 18, 19, 33-4,

45-46, 58

Social attack, 88-9, 267

Social behavior, 30-2, 53-5, 58, 271-3

;

of Song Sparrow in spring, 82, in

winter, 82

Social bond, 53-4, 82-98, 270-3

Social dominance, 90-6, 98, 267, 270-3

Social integration
;

definition of, 83

;

mechanisms for, 84-90
;
value of, 96-8

Song, advertising, 146-7, 154; all-day

record of 4M, 122-3; amount, 118-

22 ;
amount in one day, 122-3

;
and

dominance, 275-80; as signal, 147-8;

awakening, 102-6, 117, 125-6, 136,

149; cessation of, 172-4, 179; defini-

tion of, 144, 150; degree of stimula-

tion in Song Sparrows, 119-23; de-

velopment in hand-raised Song Spar-

rows, 137-8, 139-41, 149-50, 275-7;

in wild Song Sparrows, 133-7, 149;

in other species, 141-3; evolutionary

trend, 143-4, 150; fall singing, 125-6;

flight songs, 117-8; form of Song

Sparrow song, 115-7; function, 144-

150; inheritance with Song Sparrow,

138-

9, 149-50, 267, with other species,

142-3
;
imitation with Song Sparrow,

139-

41, with other species, 142-3;

number of songs in repertoire, 117-8;

of female birds : 127-32, evolution,

129-32, function, 131-2; of female

Song Sparrows, 127-9, 32, 176; of

young passerines : age at starting,

141-2, character of, 142-3
;

of young

Song Sparrows, 24, 32, 56, 133-41,

149, 150; relation to temperature,

103-5, 112; repertoire of Song Spar-

rows, 117-8, of 4M and 1M, 123-5;

series, 121-5

Stretching: sidewise, 17, 33-4, 44, 47,

57; both wings down 17, 33-4, 44, 57;

both wings up, 17, 33-4, 44, 47, 57

Substitute behavior, 56, 154, 156, 214,

252, 280

Suggestion, 85, 270-1

Sunning, 28-9, 33-4, 48, 58

Supersedence, 92, 98

Symbolic building, 178-9

T
Taxis, 9, 11, 227

Temperature control, 15, 16, 33

Territorialism, 271-2

Territory, bases of, 167-9 ; behavior of

Song Sparrow on, 153-8; defense of,

153-6, 158-61; definition of, 162, 169;

faithfulness of male Song Sparrow
to, 158, 161; female and, 166, 169;

function of, 167-9; historical sketch,

162-3
; interspecific competition, 158-

61 ; intimidation methods of male

Song Sparrow, 154-8, 160-1
; require-

ments, 151-3, 160; selection, 267; and
sexual fighting, 159-61, 164-66, 169,

188, 191 ; types of, 163-4, 169

Threat, 31-4, 54, 56, 58, 154-60, 184-191

Threat note, 31-4, 58, 184-91, 274

Threshold, 8

Trap, behavior when mate is in, 180-1

Trill, female’s, 176, 179, 274

Twilight, 99-101

U
Unconditioned response, 8, 66

V
Vocalizations, 24, 32-4, 57, 58, 274

W
Walking, 19, 34, 49, 58

Warning, 87-9, 247, 251, 254, 267

Water, responses to, 22-3, 28, 62-3

Weight, 13, 59, 69-74, 159

Wiping bill, 21, 33-4, 40-1, 58

Y
Yawning, 17, 34, 57
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INDEX TO SPECIES

(With List of Scientific Names)

Abdim or White-bellied Stork (Sphen -

orhynchus [
Abdimia ]

abdimi)

,

68

Accipiter, 88, 265

Albatross, Royal ( Diomedea epomo-

phora sanfordi), 183, 220, 236

Alcidae, 222

Anatidae, 67, 192, 195, 222

Anatinae, 222

Alaudidae, 70, 74, 284

Ani, Groove-billed ( Crotophaga s.

sulcirostris) ,
79

Smooth-billed (
Crotophaga ani), 79,

87, 165

Anseriformes, 45, 46, 213, 283

Ardeidae, 222

Avocet, European ( Recurvirostra avo-

setta), 154, 248

Avocets, 45, 97, 212, 258, 265, 284

B

Babbler, Scimitar ( Pomatorhinus e.

erythrogenys) ,
130

Barbet, East African (
Trachyphonus

d’armandi bohmi), 130

Great Himalayan (Megalaima virens

marshallorum) ,
130

Barbets, 219

Baya ( Ploceus philippinus) ,
213, 216

Becard ( Platypsaris aglaiae) ,
221

Bee-eaters, 45, 219

Bird of Paradise, McGregor’s (Mac -

gregoria pulchra) ,
164

Magnificent (Dyphyllodes magnifi-

cns), 203, 207

Bishop-bird, Crimson-crowned (Eu-

plectes h. hordacea), 160, 163, 213,

214, 224

Cape (Enplectes capensis), 160, 163

Bittern, American ( Botaurus lenti-

ginosus

)

,
252

South American ( Tigrisoma ), 192

Bitterns, 44, 53, 251

Blackbird, European ( Turdus merula),

35, 48, 80, 92, 108, 110, 113, 130,

143, 166, 206, 241, 284

Red-winged ( Agelaius phoeniceus),

14, 35, 79, 97, 142, 148, 207, 254

Yellow - headed (Xanthocephalns

xanthocephalus)
, 97, 163, 222, 252,

254

Blackcap ( Sylvia atricapilla)
, 141, 142

Blackcock (Lyrurus tetrix ), 93, 163,

200, 207

Bluebird, Eastern (Sialia sialis)
, 53, 74,

79, 80, 182, 195, 242-3, 253

Mountain ( Sialia currucoides)
,
79

Bobolink (Dolichonyx oryzivorus)
, 13,

77, 81, 142, 158, 259, 280

Bob-white ( Colinus virginianus)
, 12,

51, 64, 65, 73, 74, 86, 93, 123, 126,

220, 268-9, 283

Bombycillidae, 80

Boobies, 53

Bowerbird, Satin ( Ptilonorhynchus

violaceus), 130

Brambling (Fringilla montifringilla )

,

80

Bulbuls (Molpastes)
,
284

Bullfinch (Pyrrhula pyrrhula)
, 130, 143

Bunting, Corn (Emberisa calandra),

214, 224

Indigo ( Passerina cyanea)
, 79, 159,

173

Lazuli (Passerina amoena), 267

Ortolan (Emberiza hortulana)
,
142

Reed (Emberiza schoeniclus)
, 55, 170,

172-3, 175, 177, 195, 218, 239

Snow ( Plectrophenax nivalis), 5, 43,

54, 55, 111, 147, 152, 154, 163, 170,

172-3, 175, 177, 182, 197, 200-2,

213-4, 252, 259
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Yellow (Emberiza citrinella), 55, 143,

173, 184, 229, 259

Buntings, 162, 219, 284

Bush-shrike (Laniarius ferrugineus )

,

130

Bush-Tit, Black-eared (Psaltriparus tn.

melanotis)

,

243

Coast (Psaltriparus m. minimus), 26,

97, 220, 243

Bustards, 213

Button-Quails (Turnicidae) , 131, 219,

224

Buzzard (Buteo buteo), 223

Honey (Pernis apivorus), 42

C

Campephagidae, 284

Canary (Serimus c. canaria ), 48, 92,

93, 130, 131, 141-2, 175, 197

Caprimulgiformes, 213, 284

Cardinal (Richmondena cardinalis) ,
77,

80, 83, 88, 90, 94, 101, 130, 140-3,

158-9, 206-7, 220, 250, 253

Carduelinae, 70, 109

Cassiques, 219

Catbird (Dumetella carolinensis) ,
44-5,

52, 57-9, 101, 130, 159, 182, 222,

234, 237, 251

Certhiidae, 70, 74

Chaffinch (Fringilia coelebs), 56, 108,

110, 131, 140, 142-3, 173, 208, 213,

223

Chamaeidae, 284

Charadriiformes, 213, 222, 283

Chat, Yellow-breasted ( Icteria virens),

207, 223, 225, 239

Chats (Saxicola ), 53

Chickadee, Black-capped (Penthestes

atricapillus ) , 16, 53, 55, 86-8, 92,

97, 112, 164-5, 199, 253, 269, 284

Chestnut-backed ( Penthestes rufe-

scens), 107, 112

Chicken, Prairie ( Tympanuchus cu-

pido ), 62, 163

Chiffchaff ( Phylloscopns collybita), 143,

173, 220-1, 232, 237, 247-8

Chuck-will’s-widow (Antrostomus car-

olinensis), 284

Ciconiiformes, 213, 222

Cinclidae, 70, 74, 80

Cockatoo, 259

Columbidae, 219, 220, 222, 241

Columbiformes, 284

Colymbiformes, 283

Compsothlypidae, 59, 70, 74, 80, 226,

284

Coot, American ( Fulica americana)
,
97

European (Fulica atra), 79, 97

Coraciiformes, 222

Cormorant, Brandt ( Phalacrocorax

penicillatus), 174

Southern (Phalacrocorax carbo sin-

ensis), 79

Cormorants, 129, 178, 193, 214, 253

Corn-crake (Crex crex), 192

Coucal ( Centropus javanicus), 131

Corvidae, 5, 6, 70,71, 72-4, 80, 90, 219,

241, 264, 269

Cowbird (Molothrus ater)
, 6, 13, 21,

35, 37-41, 43-50, 52, 54-60, 71, 80,

158, 164, 166, 192, 207, 217, 225,

226, 231, 235, 238, 239, 241, 242,

248, 250, 252, 255, 258, 262-5

Crane (Grus grus)

,

66, 87, 94, 283

Creeper, British Tree ( Certhia fami-

liaris brittanica), 164

Garden Tree ( Certhia brachydactila)

,

79, 143

Crossbill (Loxia curvirostra)

,

130, 142

Crow, American ( Corvus brachyrhyn-

chos), 30

Carrion ( Corvus corone), 55

Hooded ( Corvus cornix), 39, 50, 63,

87, 90

Crows, 240, 251, 252

Cuckoo, Black (Eudynamis scolopacea)

,

263

Black-billed (Coccysus erythropthal

-

mus), 4, 41, 43, 53, 55, 75

European ( Cuculus canorus)
, 38, 44,

53, 61, 72, 74, 109, 146, 240, 242'

Khasia Hills (Cuculus canorus

bakeri), 225
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Yellow-billed ( Coccyzus americanus)

,

284

Cuckoos, 164, 192, 225, 239, 263

Cuckoo-Shrike, New Guinea (Edolisoma

montanum)
,
130

Cuculiformes, 35

Curlew (Numenius arquata)
,
249

Curlew, Stone (Burhinus oedicnemus),

246, 250

D
Dabchick (Podiceps ruficolhs), 283

Daws, see Jackdaws

Dickcissel (Spiza americana), 123, 148,

224

Dipper, European ( Cinclus cinclus)
,
41,

63, 71, 130, 142, 220, 221, 225, 232

Dove, Blond Ring ( Streptopelia risoria)

,

8, 53, 55, 62, 66, 79, 92-5, 146, 197,

205, 214, 216, 227, 269

Fruit (Ptilinopns solomonensis, P.

rivoli), 219

Ground (
Columbigallina passerina),

284

Mourning (Zenaidura macronra)
,
53,

109, 214, 249, 250, 269, 284

Rock ( Columba livid), 195

Turtle ( Streptopelia turtur)
,
284

Doves, see Pigeons

Duck, Eider {Somateria mollissima)

,

212

Harlequin ( Histrionicus histrionicus)

,

79

Muscovy ( Cairina moschata)
,

193,

252

Tufted (Nyroca fuligula)
,
212

Wood (Aix sponsa), 62, 195, 250,

283

Ducks, 44, 62, 192, 200

E
Eagle, Bald ( Haliaeetus leucocephalus)

,

50, 51, 97, 246, 267

Crowned {Stephanoaetos coronatus )

,

236

Golden (Aquila chrysaetos)
,
63

Sea (Haliaeetus albicilla)

,

7, 97

Eagles, 43, 214

Egret, Snowy (Egretta thula), 242

Emberizinae, 70, 284

Emu (Dromaeus novae-hollandiae) ,131,

195, 222

F

Falcon, Long-tailed (Micrastur semi-

torquatus), 261

Peregrine (Falco peregrinus), 153,

212, 223, 259

Falconiformes, 214, 222, 224, 241, 283

Finch, House ( Carpodacus mexicanus)

,

46, 75, 130, 141-2, 206

Purple {Carpodacus purpureus) , 80,

159

Scarlet {Carpodacus erythrinus), 163,

221

Sierra Nevada Rosy {Leucosticte

tephrocotis dawsoni), 89, 92, 165

Snow {Montifringilla n. nivalis), 46

Flicker {Colaptes auratus), 43, 55, 80,

204, 207, 233, 238, 259

Red-shafted {Colaptes cafer), 236

Flycatcher, Coues {Myiochanes per-

tinax), 212

Gray {Empidonax griseus), 284

Least {Empidonax minimus), 214

Little {Empidonax trailli brewsteri)

,

246

Olive-sided {Nuttallornis mesoleu-

cus), 152

Paradise {Terpsiphone viridis plum-

beiceps), 217

Pied {Muscicapa hypoleuca), 143,

206, 220, 238

Red-breasted {Muscicapa parva)

,

234

Scissor-tailed {Muscivora forficata),

48

Spotted {Muscicapa striata), 142, 195,

232, 246

Sulphur-bellied {Myiodynastes lutei-

ventris), 221

Flycatchers {Muscicapidae)

,

79, 224

Fowl, Domestic {Callus galius domesti-

cus), 6, 12, 51, 61, 62, 65, 78, 86,

90, 92-5, 98, 130-1, 146, 154, 168,

200, 202, 204-5, 208
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Jungle ( Gallus gallus), 94, 98, 258,

265

Friarbird (Philemon cockerelli)
,

108

Fringillidae, 59, 70, 74, 80, 83, 217, 226,

284

Fulmar (Fulmarus glacialis ), 220, 236

G
Galliformes, 45, 69, 213, 283

Gallinae, 69

Gallinule, Florida (Gallinula chloropus

cachinnans)
,
79

Gallinules, 79, 214, 216

Garganey (Anas querqnedula)
,
154

Geese, . 66, 87, 93, 183, 190, 212, 224, 226

Glareolidae, 284

Gnatcatcher, Blue-gray (Polioptila

caerulea), 12, 213, 220, 232-4

Goatsuckers, 45

Goldcrest (Regulus regulus)
, 142, 256

Goldfinch, Eastern (Spinus tristis), 13,

88, 94, 141, 144, 148, 158-9, 176,

259, 260, 279

European ( Carduelis carduelis), 143,

214

Goose, Blue ( Chen caerulescens)
,
87

Canada (Branta canadensis)
,
253

Egyptian (Alopochen aegyptiaca)

,

193

Greylag (Anser ariser)

,

7, 8, 51, 87,

183, 226, 253

Goshawk (Astur atricapillus)
, 52, 214

Grackle, Bronzed ( Quiscalus quiscula

aeneus)
, 46, 77, 109, 110, 114, 143,

212, 258

Grebe, Pied-billed (Podilymbus podi-

ceps ), 283

Grebes, 178

Greenfinch (Chloris chloris), 80, i43

Grosbeak, Black-headed (Hedymeles

melanocephalus)

,

130

Pine ( Pinicola enucleator)
,
130

Rose-breasted (Hedymeles ludovicia-

nus), 14, 52, 130, 218-9, 236

Grouse, Ruffed (Bonasa umbellus), 92,

195, 207-8, 261, 283

Sage (Centrocercus urophasianus) ,93

Gruiformes, 213, 283

Guillemot (Uria aalge), 216, 226

Guira (Guria guira)
,
87

Gull, Black-headed (Laras ridibundus )

,

65, 88, 97, 214, 223, 226, 241, 247,

268

Common (Larus canus ), 241, 247

Herring (Larus argentatus)
, 79, 85,

88, 93, 97, 156, 185, 198, 203, 205,

216, 224, 241

Lesser Black-backed (Larus fasciis)

,

85

Little (Larus minutus), 213

Gulls, 43, 88, 129, 163, 205, 212, 226,

241, 248, 252, 258

H
Harrier, Hen (Circus cyemeus)

,
63

Montagu (Circus pygargus), 206

Hawfinch (Coccothraustes cocco-

thraustes)
,
42

Hawk, American Sparrow (Falco spar-

verius), 258, 264, 265

European Sparrow (Accipiter nisus)

,

206, 252, 259

Marsh (Circus hudsonius)

,

52, 240,

258

Red-shouldered (Buteo lineatus)

,

30,

250

Sharp-shinned (Accipiter velox), 252,

258

Hawks, 46, 53, 88, 89, 206, 212, 251-2,

258-9, 265

Hens, See Domestic Fowl
Heron, Black-crowned Night (Nycti-

corax nycticorax hoactli)
, 174, 205,

207, 216, 222-3, 226, 242, 252

Grey (Ardea cinerea)

,

144, 174, 185,

213, 241

Night (Nycticorax nycticorax), 163,

197

Herons, 53, 193, 214-6, 222, 241, 252

Hirundinidae, 70, 74

Hobby (Falco subbuteo), 5, 240

Honey-easters (Meliphaga)

,

284
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Hornbill, Crowned ( Lophoceros melano-

leucus ) ,
79

Silvery-cheeked ( Bycanistes crista-

tus), 232

Hornbills, 45, 63, 224, 261

Hummingbirds, 159, 163-4, 213, 219, 239

I

Icteridae, 59, 70, 74, 80, 219, 284

J

Jackdaw ( Corvus monedula)
, 44, 45, 50,

53, 66, 79, 86-7, 89, 90, 92-4, 98,

130, 168, 178, 190, 192-3, 195, 204,

206, 208, 215, 259, 263

Jaeger, Parasitic ( Stercorarius para-

siticus), 216, 284

Jay, Blue ( Cyanocitta cristata)
, 5, 40,

41, 46, 50, 207, 251, 252, 258

Brown ( Psilorhinus morio)

,

259

Central American Brown ( Psilo-

rhinus mexicanus cyanogenys)
,
243

European (Garrulus glandarius)

,

142,

238, 241

Jays, 212, 252

Junco (Junco hyemalis)
, 42, 46, 83, 86,

88, 90, 108, 142, 158, 242, 250

K
Kestrel (Falco tinnunculus)

, 223, 232

Killdeer (Oxyechus vociferus)
,
249

Kingbird, Arkansas ( Tyrannus verti-

cals), 160

Eastern ( Tyrannus tyrannus), 48,

101, 160, 164-5, 214, 224, 239

Kingfisher, Belted (Megaceryle alcyon),

17

Kingfishers, 45, 219

Kinglet, Ruby-crowned ( Corthylio cal-

endula), 159

Kinglets, 71

Kite (Chondrohierax)

,

261

Mississippi ( Ictinia misisippiensis)

,

214

Kiwi (Apteryx)

,

273

Koel (Eudynamis ), 240, 263

L

Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus)
, 10, 178,

184, 223, 250-1

Lari, 284

Lark, Crested (Galerida cristata), 49

Horned (Otoeoris alpestris), 46, 80

Prairie Horned (Otocoris alpestris

praticola), 49, 154, 163, 246, 284

Wood (Lullula arborea), 284

Larks, 210

Limicolae, 144, 245

Limpkin (Aramus pictus), 283

Linnet (Carduelis cannabina), 42, 92,

143, 216, 222, 236, 239

Long-claw, Yellow-throated (Macronyx
c. croceus), 130

Longspur, 86

Lyrebird (Menura superba)

,

222

M
Magpie (Pica pica), 47, 49, 62, 66, 90,

263

Maleo (Macrocephalon maleo), 212

Mallard (Anas platyrhynchos)

,

78, 207,

220, 283

Manakin, Gould’s (Manacus v. zritel-

linus), 93, 163, 200, 207

Man-o’-War Bird (Fregata), 267

Martin, Purple (Progne subis), 78, 159

Rough-wing Bank (Psalidoprocne

holomelaena massaica)
,

222, 228,

232

Meadowlark, Eastern (Sturnella

magna)

,

234, 237

Southern (Sturnella magna argutula)

,

284

Western (Sturnella neglecta), 112

Meliphagidae, 80, 284

Merganser, Red-breasted (Mergus ser-

rator)

,

206

Merlin (Falco columbarius aesalon),

153, 283

Micropodidae, 222

Mimidae, 59, 70, 74, 80

Minivets (Pericrocotus)

,

284

Mockingbird (Mimus polyglottos)

,

39,

77, 79, 110, 130, 141, 143, 146, 148,

153, 163, 166, 173, 178, 182, 203,

260, 261Laniidae, 70
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Galapagos (Nesomimus melanotis)

,

160

Moorhen ( Gallinula chloropus ), 79,162

Motacillidae, 70, 284

Motmot, Mexican (Momotus mexi-

canus ) ,
48

Motmots, 219

Murre, Atlantic ( Uria aalge), 89, 98,

163, 220, 226, 227

California ( Uria aalge californica)

,

226

Muscicapidae, 70, 74, 217, 284

Mynah (Acridotheres tristis ) ,
60

N
Nicator, Zambesi (Nicator chloris

gularis ) ,
284

Nighthawk, Eastern ( Chordeiles m.

minor), 30, 144, 246

Florida ( Chordeiles minor chapmani)

,

284

Texas ( Chordeiles acutipennis texen-

sis), 53, 251, 284

Nightjar (Caprimulgus europaeus ) ,
111,

114, 213, 284

Nightingale ( Luscinia megarhyncha)

,

53, 140, 143, 162

Nutcracker (Nucifraga caryocatactes)

,

142

Nuthatch, European ( Sitta europaea ),

71, 159, 213, 220, 221, 232

O
Oriole, Baltimore ( Icterus galbula ), 55,

130, 142, 211-2, 214, 215

Bullock (Icterus bnllocki ) ,
130

Golden ( Oriolus o. oriolus ) , 109, 143

Lichtenstein’s ( Icterus gularis), 253

Oropendola, Wagner’s (Zarhynchus

wagleri)

,

211

Ostrich ( Struthio camelus), 220, 283

Ovenbird (Seiurus aurocapillus)

,

5, 13,

16, 37-9, 41, 43-6, 49, 52, 55, 57-9,

61, 185, 220-2, 228, 230, 232, 234-5,

244, 246, 251, 263

Owl, Barn ( Tyto alba), 111, 114

Barred ( Strix varia)

,

89, 251, 256,

260-1, 265

Eagle (Bubo b. bubo), 52, 192, 241

Great Horned (Bubo virginianus)

,

66,

241, 252, 284

Long-eared (Asio wilsonianus)

,

284
Saw-whet ( Cryptoglaux acadica)

,

260, 261

Screech ( Otus asio), 52, 111, 112, 114
259-60, 264

Short-eared (Asio flammeus), 213,

241, 284

Snowy (Nyctea nyctea), 212
Owls, 44, 46, 53, 89, 129, 223, 251-2

254, 256, 260-1, 263-5

Oyster-catcher, Black (Haematopus
bachmani)

,

160, 220

P
Parakeet, Bourke’s (Neophema bourkii)

,

44, 78, 141

Shell (Melopsittacus undulatus)
, 53,

92, 192, 197

Parakeets, 164

Paridae, 70, 74, 219, 284

Parrot, Elegant (Neophema elegans),

78, 130

Song (Psephotus haematonotus)

,

78

Parrots, 44, 45, 78, 183, 195, 197, 206,

208, 219, 224

Partridge, European ( Perdix perdix),

192, 283

Passeres, 213

Passeriformes, 35, 254, 284

Pelican, 43

Penguin, Erect-crested (Eudyptes scla-

teri)
,

93

Gentoo (Pygoscclis papua), 203,

207-8, 215

Rockhopper (Eudyptes cristatus),

220

Yellow-eyed (Megadyptes antipodes),

203, 220

Penguins, 195, 213, 216

Petrel, Leach’s ( Oceanodroma l. leu-

corhoa), 220

Wilson’s ( Oceanites oceanicus), 86,

220, 236
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Pewee, Wood (Myiochanes virens), 101

Phalacrocoracidae, 222

Phalarope, Northern or Red-necked

( Phalaropus lobatus)

,

5, 131, 166,

173, 200-1, 214

Phalaropes, 219, 284

Phasianidae, 252

Pheasant, Golden ( Chrysolophus pic-

tus), 200, 207, 252

Ring-necked ( Phcisianus colchicus

torquatus)

,

192, 204, 205

Silver (
Gennaeus nycthemerus) ,

195

Pheasants, 219

Phoebe, Black (Sayornis nigricans),

112, 240

Eastern (Sayornis phoebe), 16

Phylloscopi, 247

Picidae, 35, 222

Pigeon, Bronze-winged (Phaps chal-

coptera), 195

Domestic ( Columba livia ), 49, 92,

168, 195, 197, 227

Passenger ( Ectopistes migratorins )

,

226

Pigeons, 4, 15, 44, 45, 51, 63, 79, 147,

192, 194, 195, 197, 200-2, 206, 213,

216, 222-4, 226-7, 251

Pilot-bird (Pycnoptilus floccosus), 284

Pipit, Meadow (Anthus pratensis)
,
142,

143, 259, 284

Tree (Anthus trivialis)
, 79, 259

Pipits, 50

Ploceidae, 70, 74, 284

Plover, 284

Black-bellied ( Squatarola squata-

rola)
,
163

Kentish ( Charadrius alexandrinus)

,

241

Ringed ( Charadrius hiaticula)
,

250-

Poorwill, Dusky (Phalaenoptilus nut-

talli californicus)
,
251

Pratincoles (Glareolidae)
,
284

Procellariiformes, 222

Ptarmigan (Lagopus sp.), 224, 283

Psittaciformes, 213, 222

Puff-Birds, 219

Pycnonotidae, 284

Q
Quail, Bob-white, see Bob-white

Valley (Lophortyx californica valli-

cola ), 86, 95, 168

Quail-thrushes (Cinclosoma)
,
284

R

Rail, South American ( Laterallus

leucopyrrhus ) ,
79

King (Rallus elegans ) ,
283

Rails, 226

Raven ( Corvus corax), 50, 51, 63, 72,

90, 178, 192-3, 196, 212, 215, 216,

261

Recurvirostridae, 284

Redpoll, Lesser ( Carduelis flammea

cabaret), 173

Redstart, American ( Setophaga ruti-

cilla), 263

Black (Phoenicians ochrurus gibral-

tariensis)

,

38, 109, 243

Common (Phoenicurus p. Phoeni-

cians)

,

12, 13, 35, 37-48, 50-1, 53-4,

57-60, 61-2, 109, 141-2, 182, 220,

232-3, 235-7

Red-wing, Tricolored ( Agelaius tri-

color), 215, 223, 240

Regulidae, 70, 74

Richmondeninae, 70

Ring-ouzel ( Turdus torquatus), 284

Road-runner (Geococcyx californianus)

,

284

Robin, American ( Turdus migratorins)

,

14, 39, 40, 53, 55, 79, 80, 101-2,

108-9, 112, 141, 159, 163, 172, 182,

195, 205-6, 214-6, 221, 223, 229,

232, 234-5, 241-3

European (Erithacus rubecula)
, 9, 32,

110, 128, 130, 143, 153, 166, 170,

173, 175, 177, 203, 207, 219, 243

Pekin (Leiothrix lutea), 45

Yellow (Eopsaltria australis), 284

Roller, European ( Coracias garrulus),

267
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Rook ( Corvus frugilegus), 55, 185, 223,

252

Rosella, Pale-headed {Platycercus ad-

scitus)

,

78

S

Sandpiper, Common ( Actitis hypo-

leucos), 219

Spotted ( Actitis macularia), 131, 219,

251

Sandpipers, 45, 284

Sapsucker, Redbreasted ( Sphyrapicus

varius ruber), 248

Red-naped ( Sphyrapicus varius nu-

chalis), 236

Scaup, Lesser (Nyroca affinis)
,
283

Scolopacidae, 284

Serin (Serinus canaria serinus), 12, 13,

35, 37-8, 40-2, 44-7, 53-4, 56, 60, 62,

130, 141, 143

Shama (Kittacincla malabarica)
,
130

Sheldrake, Ruddy ( Casarca ferruginea)

,

193

New Zealand ( Casarca variegata)

,

193

Sheldrakes, 219

Shrike, California (Lanius ludovicianus

gambeli)
, 43, 130, 141, 153, 166

Fiscal (Lanius collurio hwneralis)

,

267

Loggerhead ( Lanius ludovicianus),

39, 160

Northern (Lanius borealis ), 130

Red-backed (Lanius c. collurio), 71,

259

Shrikes, 8, 70, 71, 74, 224

Shorebirds, 44, 96

Siskin, Pine (Spinus pinus)

,

80

Sittidae, 70, 74

Skua, Arctic ( Stercorarius parasiticus ),

216

Skuas, 252, 267

Skylark (Alauda arvensis)
, 49, 109,

142, 145, 154, 223

Snipe, Painted (Rostratula benghalen-

sis), 131, 219

Snipes, 45, 144, 284

Solitaire, Townsend ( Myadestes toivn-

sendi), 163

Sparrow, American Rock (Aimophila

ruficeps eremoeca)
,
42

American Tree {Spizella arborea),

42, 53, 86, 111, 228, 234

Chipping ( Spizella passerina)
, 14, 21,

79, 242

Eastern Song (Melospiza m. melodia),

140, 210

Eastern Tree ( Spizella a. arborea ),

see American Tree

English, see House
European Rock ( Petronia petronia),

46, 50

European Tree {Passer m outanus )

,

42

Field {Spizella pusilla)

,

42, 71, 108,

142, 159

Fox {Passerella iliaca)

,

42

Golden-crowned {Zonotrichia coro-

nala), 92

Grasshopper {Atnmodramus savan-

narum), 284

Harris {Zonotrichia querula)

,

42,

130

Hedge {Prunella modularis)

,

220,

221, 223, 232

Henslow {Passerherbidus henslowi)

,

71, 230, 232, 259

House {Passer domesticus), 46, 48,

90, 109, 142, 159, 163, 206, 212, 216,

240, 246, 258, 263, 265, 284

Java {Padda oryzivora)

,

48

Lincoln {Melospiza lincolni ) , 42, 142,

152-3

Mississippi Song {Melospiza melodia

euphonia)
, 12, 140

Nuttall White-crowned {Zonotrichia

leucophrys nuttalli)

,

92, 153, 166,

170, 173* 175, 182-3, 186, 206, 216,

224, 248, 253, 256

Pinewoods {Aimophila a. aestivalis),

284

Puget Sound White-crowned {Zono-
trichia leucophrys Pugetensis)

, 173,

210, 253
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Savannah (Passerculus sandwichen-

sis), 42, 284

Sharp-tailed (Ammospiza caudacuta),

77

Slate-colored Fox (Passerella iliaca

schistacea)

,

130

Song (Melospisa melodia)
,
through-

out

Vesper (Pooecetes gramineus), 210,

284

White-crowned (Zonotrichia leu-

cophrys), 39, 42, 46, 130, 145

White-throated (Zonothrichia albi-

collis), 42, 91-2, 128, 205, 218

Sparrows, 75, 108, 219

Spine-tail, Black and Yellow-throated

(Schoeniophylax phryganophila)

,

130

Starlings, 240

Starling ( Sturnus vulgaris), 5, 14, 36,

38-9, 41, 48, 55, 61, 69, 74, 77, 97,

109-10, 112, 130, 131, 142, 148, 159,

195, 206, 219, 232-5, 252, 258, 263,

264

Stilt, Black-necked (Himantopus maxi-

canus)
,
251

Black-winged (Himantopus himan-

topus), 216, 220

Stilts, 45, 284

Stork, Black ( Ciconia nigra), 68, 240

White (Ciconia ciconia), 206, 216,

240-1

Storks, 45, 200, 215-6

Strigiformes, 213, 222, 284

Struthioniformes, 283

Sturnidae, 70

Surf-birds, 284

Swallow, American Barn (Hirundo

erythrogaster)

,

16, 78, 79, 159, 246

Bank (Riparia riparia)
, 96, 142-3,

159, 225, 235

Cliff (Petrochelidon albifrons), 78, 79

European Barn (Hirundo rustica),

78, 79, 130, 243, 246

Rough-winged (Stelgidopteryx sern-

pennis)

,

159

.Tree (Iridoprocne bicolor), 63, 78-9,

163, 195, 211, 214, 237, 243, 246

Violet-green (Tachycineta thalassina

lepida), 243

Wire-tailed (Hirundo s. smithii)

,

228,

232, 235, 237

Swallows, 41, 48, 71, 74, 77-8, 108, 227,

252

Swan, Mute (Cygnus olor)

,

83, 93, 195

Whooper (Cygnus cygnus), 83, 253

Swans, 204, 206
,

Swift, Alpine (Apus melba)

,

55, 234,

236, 251

Black (Nephoecetes niger)

,

48

Chimney (Chaetura pelagica)

,

243

European (Apus apus), 109

White-rumped (Apus caffer streu-

belii), 222, 236

Swifts, 45, 74

Sylviidae, 70, 74, 284

T
Tanager, Scarlet (Piranga erythro-

melas)

,

108, 242

Tanagers, 212

Tern, Arctic (Sterna paradisaea), 252

Caspian (Hydroprocne caspia impera-

tor), 51

Common (Sterna h. hirundo), 85,

203, 207, 241, 246, 252

Little (Sterna albifrons), 241, 246

Noddy (Anoiis stolidus)
, 205, 220,

228, 242

Roseate (Sterna dougalli)

,

241

Sandwich (Sterna sandvicensis)

,

88

Sooty (Sterna fuscata)

,

205, 216, 220,

228, 242, 284

Terns, 88, 97, 129, 212, 226, 241, 252,254

Thrasher, Brown (Toxostoma rufum ),

14, 36, 71, 77, 101, 159, 216, 229,

234, 237-8, 251-2

California (Toxostoma r. redivivum )

,

130, 141, 143, 145, 230

Curve-billed (Toxostoma c. curviro-

stre), 5, 15, 40-1, 52, 61-2, 66, 71,

141, 264
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Thraupidae, 80

Thrush, Bicknell (Hylockklci
.

m. min-

ima)

,

41, 77, 130, 141, 243

Hermit (Hylocichla guttata)
,
80

Himalayan Laughing ( Garrulax leu-

colophus), 130

Mistle ( Turdus viscivorus)
, 79, 143,

223

Song {Turdus ericetorum), 36, 110,

113, 140, 142-3, 220, 223, 232, 243,

284

Wood ( Hylocichla mustelina)
, 79, 80,

108

Thrushes, 5, 45, 53, 73, 108-10, 251

Thrush-Nightingale (Luscinia luscinia )

,

232, 237

Timaliidae, 45, 80, 284

Tinamou, Variegated ( Crypturus v.

variegatus)
,

131

Titmice, 42, 73, 92, 213, 224, 251

Titmouse, Blue (Parus caeruleus), 87,

94, 154, 159, 183, 199

Coal (Parus ater)
,
154

Great (Parus major), 182-3, 223, 232,

234, 235, 244

Long-tailed (Aegithalos caudatus),

79, 86, 99, 109, 223, 243

Marsh (Parus paustris)
, 87, 94, 181,

220, 221

Penduline {Remiz pendulinus), 213

Tufted ( Baeolophus bicolor), 87, 181,

183, 284

Toucans, 45, 219

Towhee, BrQwn ( Pipilo fuscus)
,

147,

248

Red-eyed ( Pipilo e. erythrophthal-

mus), 41, 108, 159, 234, 246, 284

Spotted ( Pipilo maculatus), 92, 94

Trochilidae, 222

Troglodytidae, 70, 74, 219

Trogons, 219

Turaco ( Turacus fischeri)

,

51

Turdidae, 59, 70, 74, 80, 219, 226, 284

Turkey, Wild (Meleagris gallopavo),

268

Turnstones, 284

Tyrannidae, 219, 226, 284

U

V
Veery (Hylocichla fuscescens)

,
80

Vireo, Bell {Vireo belli), 12, 131
- ••

Black-capped ( Vireo atricapill'us)

130

Latimer ( Vireo latimeri)
,
130

Philadelphia ( Vireo philadelphicus)

,

130

Red-eyed ( Vireo olivaceus), 148, 21 5,*,

240

Vireonidae, 226

Vireos, 88, 109, 212, 251

Vulture, Griffon ( Gyps f. fulvus)

,

195,

W
Wagtail, Grey ( Motacilla cinerea), 142

White (Motacilla a. alba)
,
163

Willie (Rhipidura leucophrys)
,
284

Yellow (Motacilla jlava flavissima),

259

Warbler, Aquatic (Acrocephalus palu-

dicola)
,
48

Black and White (Mniotilta varia ),

233

Black-throated Blue (Dendroica caer-

ulescens), 49, 232-3, 240

Black-throated Green (Dendroica

virens), 50, 123, 126, 216, 228, 233,

234, 245

Bonelli (Phylloscopus b. bonelli), 230^

246

Grasshopper ( Loucustella n. naevia),

50, 142-3, 173

Marsh (Acrocephalus palustris)
,
131,

142

Myrtle {Dendroica coronata), 2$3,

234

Prothonotary ( Protonotaria citrea),

159

Reed {Acrocephalus scirpaceus)

,

63,

173

Savi {Locustella l. luscinioides)

,

49

Sedge {Acrocephalus schoenobaenus)

,

51, 142, 173

Swamp {Bradypterus usambarae),

130

Willow {Phylloscopus trochilus), 131,

142-3, 173, 232Upupidae, 35
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Yellow (Dendroica aestiva), 153, 225,

235, 246

Warblers, Old World (Sylviidae)
,

149,

160, 162, 175, 213, 247, 284

Warblers, Wood (Compsothlypidae)

,

12, 71, 73, 88, 92, 109, 212, 224,

228, 248

Waterhen, see Moorhen

Waxbill, Violet-eared ( Granatina gran-

atina)
,
130

Waxbills ( Estrilda mclpoda, E. astrild)

,

219

Waxwing, Cedar ( Bombycilla cedro-

rum ), 13, 35, 38, 44, 48, 54, 61, 76,

77, 86, 88, 130, 141-2, 214

Weaver-birds (Ploceidae)
,
213

Wheatear ( Oenanthe oenanthe), 53, 284

Whinchat ( Saxicola rubetra)
,
206

Whistlers (Pachycephala)
,
284

White-throat (Sylvia communis), 79,

143, 173, 225

Lesser ( Sylvia curruca)
, 220, 225

Whydahs ( Viduinae), 240

Willet ( Catoptrophorus semipalmatus )

,

97, 212, 214, 220, 252, 254

Woodcock, American (Philohela

minor), 213, 284

European ( Scolopax rusticola)

,

213,

284

Woodpecker, Arctic Three-toed ( Picoi-

arcticus), 248

Downy (Dryobates pubescens)

,

46,

61, 75

Great Spotted (Dryobates major),

234

Green (Picus viridis)

,

109, 223

Ivory-billed ( Campephilus princi-

palis), 233

Woodpeckers, 37, 45, 54, 109, 144, 166,

219, 220, 238, 251

Wren, Banded Cactus (Heleodytes z.

zonatus), 243

Bewick ( Thryomanes bewicki)

,

107,

112, 159, 164, 242

European ( Troglodytes t. troglo-

dytes), 46, 48, 153, 215, 222, 245

Heath ( Hylocola pyrrhopygia)
,

130

House ( Troglodytes aedon)

,

16, 46,

75, 108, 142, 158, 182-3, 207, 215,

220, 242

Long-billed Marsh ( Telmatodytes

palustris), 142, 206, 215

White-browed Scrub ( Sericornis

frontalis), 130

Yellow-throated Scrub (Sericornis

lathami), 130

Wrens, 206, 213

Central American (Pheugopedius

,

Henicorhina, Donacobius, Heleo-

dytes bicolor, Thryophilus mode-
stus)

,
130

Wren-tit ( Chamaea fasciata)

,

46, 130,

147, 181, 232, 238, 252, 284

Wryneck (Jynx torquilla), 35, 220, 228,

232, 238, 246, 251

Y
Yellow-throat, Maryland ( Geothlypis

trichas), 142, 159, 200, 207, 232,

234, 235, 237, 238

Z

Zosteropidae, 70, 74
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